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PREFACE
The objective of this study is to identify the technological and economic factors involved
in the implementation of a navigation/traffic control satellite s ystein that Nv,ould provide
for efficient and safe operation of aircraft and ships over ocean areas by 1975.
Or(;anization of Final. Report
The final report of the Navigation/Traffic Control Satellite Mission Study prepared k,y
11CA is comprised of four volumes.
Volume I is a summary of the study and presents in concise form the objectives and
results of the overall effort.
Volume II describes the candidate navigation/traffic control satellite systems which
\N•ere investigated and compared, and documents the performance and cost analyses
which were conducted in order to select a preferred system concept.
Volume III presents the mechanization of the preferred system after detailed trade-off
analyses of various alternatives for the major elements and subsystems. Preliminary
designs of the user equipments, spacecraft, and ground stations are described. The
results of a performance analysis of the selected system, and cost estimates of an
operational system configuration are tabulated.
Volume IV describes (1) the critical technology areas requiring further development,
(2) a recommended experimental spacecraft and program for demonstrating the feasi-
bility of the system concept in an operational environment, (3) the economic factors
for developing and implementing the system for the North Atlantic: and Globally, (4)
the expanded coverage and growth capabilities of the system, and (5) the additional
applications for which the system can be used.
Contributors to the Study
This report represents a concerted effort by RCA personnel from (1) the Systems
Engineering, Evaluation and Research (SEER) group, who led the technical effort and
performed the overall system's analyses; (2) the Astro-Electronics Division (AED),
who analyzed and designed the spacecraft and (3) the Aerospace Systems Division
(ASD), who analyzed and designed t xe user equipments.
The principal RCA participants in this study were Michael W. Mitchell, Program
Manager and Technical Director; Harry Rose and Leroy Tangradi, RF Design and
Communications; Brian Stockwell, Space System Design and Integration; Carl Heldwein
and G,?rald Zerfas, User Equipments; William Lindorfer, Spacecraft Systems; Sajjad
Durrani, Phased Arrays; Frank Taylor, Space Communications; Alfred Smith, Signal
Processing; Morris Levinson, Error Analysis; and Jerome Barnla and Jack Breckman,
Consultants.
Grateful acknowledgement is made for the suggestions and critiques of Mr. Ernest
Steele, NASA-ERC Technical Monitor, and Mr. Eugene Ehrlich of NASA, Headquarters.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The Phase I Study resulted in the selection of the ranging technique as that best suited
to the Navigation /Traffic Control (Nav/TC) position location requirements within the
North Atlantic Region. The purpose of the Phase II Study was to define the necessary
communications services that are also needed by the user field, to integrate these with
the position location functions (in both active and passive modes), and to define in out-
line the resulting system.
In fact, in the cours-- of the study, two total systems have been considered in some de-
tail:
• The first version has an L-band navigation /traffic surveillance/data
relay capability, and in addition includes VHF voice communications
for aviation and marine users.
• The second version has the same L-band navigation/traffic
surveillance/data relay capability, but utilizes L-band voice com-
munications for aviation and marine users.
After detailed trade-off analyses were performed, the second version was favored and
recommended for development to meet the post-1975 requirements for North Atlantic
and global service. The former or VHF voice system, although reflecting favorable
transmitter power tradeoffs for the satellite to aircraft links and possible utilization
of available aircraft equipment, was limited by RF bandwidth availability and required
relatively large antennas.
With the proposed two-satellite range-range system, it is possible to combine both
position location via ground surveillance and self-navigation in a single system without
any extra equipment burden. The service is indicated schematically in Figure 1-1.
The up-link from Ground Control at frequency f2 to satellite 2 and then at frequency f4
to the active user (and to the whole field) carries the cooperative user address and
interrogation call. The active user replies on frequency f 5
 to Satellites 1 and 2, and
these replies are relayed to Ground Control at frequencies f 7 and f6 respectively. The
so-far unused up-link to satellite 1 at frequency fl
 is shifted to frequency f3
 and is em-
ployed (in combination with f 2
 shifted to f4) so as to provide a navigation field signal to
passive users. In this latter case any data broadcast is carried on the f l--► f3
 link.
The equipment requirement is common to both spacecraft.
The voice channel requirements are of paramount importance to sizing of the space
system, and considerable attention has been given to the identification of channel needs
elsewhere in this report.
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Figure 1-1. Position Determination and Data Transfer
ICAO data indicates that the North Atlantic 1975 "Busy Hour" flight count could ap-
proach 300, this number being obtained by interpretation of the largest of the hourly
flows averaged for each day of the week separately during July and August.
This is a high estimate, and a lower "peak" bound is set by assumption of an in-the-
air count of 170 subsonic and 20 supersonic aircraft, as laid down for the study.
Now, present practice is for situation reporting at every 10° of longitude, as a mini-
mum (and when technically possible) so that a flight count of 190 implies about 460
calls per hour in the North Atlantic (about 60 * N. latitude). This is for aviation alone
of course.
Present experience is that a typical call lasts about 3 minutes (and is about 33% ef-
ficient in terms of transfer of useful information) so that it is immediately seen that
even with an unrealistic 100% channel efficiency about 23 voice channels would be re-
quired to fill 1975 estimated "needs". More realistically, the mean call duration
might be reduced to 1 minute by rigid discipline (and noting that with existing systems
in many cases no communications are possible), whence at a mean waiting time of
around 30 seconds nine channels might suffice.
Going one step further and postulating the presence of a digitized link for routine status
and meteorological data reporting, plus automatic position reporting via the position
1-2
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location system, then the average flight might well get away with three 1-minute voice
messages, viz:
1. Some time after entry to the oceanic area, corresponding to exit from
direct ground surveillance.
2. At the mid-flight point.
3. Some time prior to re-entry into ground surveillance.
The corresponding average call frequencies, based upon typical flight times, are about
once every two hours for subsonic aircraft and once every hour for supersonic air-
craft. Under these assumptions, the estimated 1975 traffic load across the North
Atlantic could be borne by three voice channels, at a mean waiting time of about 15
seconds, and even the higher estimated traffic load (ICAO model) by five channels.
The addition of a clear emergency channel is thus seen to lead to a minimum total re-
quirement for four aviation voice channels, with a six channel total provision being
easily justified. The former is associated in this report with the VHF (FM) voice
system, and the latter with the L-band (FM) voice system--the selection being based
on the premise that a VHF system has more immediate application (1972) and the L-
band system is preferred as the growth version for 1975 and beyond.
With regard to the field of potential Maritime users for voice channels, statistics for
the mid-1970's indicate a^ requirement for about 240 calls per hour. This is excluding
fishing vessels and allow$ in general one call per vessel per day (survey vessels get
four per day). With one minute  message duration, it is clear that somewhat more than
four channels are required, even without specific provision for an emergency channel,
and while the VHF system considered has been held to four marine channels the L-
band system has been given six.
The various voice channels have been arranged in frequency so that (in a single channel)
all space-to-earth transmissions are at one frequency and all earth-to-space trans-
missions at another. In this way a potential user can hear any traffic on a selected
channel and thus knows immediately if it is clear. The VHF arrangement is indicated
in Figure 1-2 and the channels are listed in Table 1-1, while the L-band system is de-
picted in Figure 1-3 in somewhat less detail since UHF allocations are tentative.
Examination of the bit load associated with the necessarily digitized transfer of mete-
orological and other routine data indicates that this load can easily be carried by both
the backward and forward links of the position location system, via PSK modulation of
the coarse tone.
The typical data package to be transmitted to or from an active user can be compressed
into about 200 bits. The package might contain three 7-bit words for synchronization
(as confirmation in part of the position location determination) and 14 words for posi-
tion and altitude reporting, 7 words for meteorological data and 3 or 4 words for other
advisory information. In this active mode, the various users are addressed repeti-
tively so that advisory information could be accumulated. But, in any event, since a
2-:,econ,i interrogation is proposed for the position location function, a transfer rate
as low as 100 bits per second (bps) will suffice. Furthermore, at 1800 fixes per hour
(corresponding to two seconds of interrogation) and a peak traffic count of 190 the
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TABLE 1-1. CHANNEL ALLOCATIONS
Channel
Frequency*
Function Designation Use (MHz)
fl Navigation field plus data L-Band,	 (1550)
for passive user
f2 Navigation field plus data L-Band,	 (1550)
for active user
Ground f9 Maritime voice (channel 5) 156-157,	 (157)
Control fll Maritime voice (channel 6) 156-157,	 (157)
Transmission f13 Aviation voice	 (channel 1) 120-125,	 (124)
fl y Aviation voice	 (channel 2) 120-125,	 (124)
fl7 Maritime voice (channel 7) 1:56-157,	 (157)
f19 Maritime voice (channel 6) 156-157,	 (157)
f21 Aviation voice	 (channel 3) 120-125,	 (12.1)
f23 Aviation voice	 (channel 4) 120-1259	 (124)
W Return from Active user, L -Band ;	(1631)
with data
f7 Return from Active user, L-Band,	 (1631)
with data
Ground f10 Maritime voice (channel 5) 160-162,	 (161)
Control f12 Maritime voice (channel 6) 160-162,	 (161)
Ieception f14 Aviation voice	 (channel 1) 130-135,	 (131)
f16 Aviation voice	 (channel 2) 130-135,	 (131)
fis Maritime voice (channel 7) 160-162,	 (161)
f20 Maritime voice (channel 8) 160-162,	 (161)
f22 Aviation voice	 (channel 3) 130-135,	 (131)
f24 Aviation voice	 (channel 4) 130-1359	 (131)
f5 Position location return L-Band,	 (1551)
with data
Active f13 Voice (channel 1)
User f15 Voice (channel 2) Listed previously in
Transmission f21 Voice (channel 3) this table
f23 Voice (channel 4)
N Ground Control address and L-Band,	 (1630)
Active data
<<„- f14 Voice channel 1
Reception f16 Voice channel 2
f22 Voice channel 3 Listed previously
f24 Voice channel 4
f9 Voice channel 5
Passive fll Voice channel 6 Listed previously
User f17 Voice ..,hannel 7
Transmission f19 Voice channel 8
f3 Nay. field and data L-Band,	 (1630)
Passive f4 Nay. field
User f10 Voice channel 5
Reception f12 Voice channel 6 Listed previously
f18 Voice channel 7
f20 Voice channel 8
*Selected frequency in parentheses.
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sampling frequency is far greater than would be necessary from the point of view of
routine message transfer.
The data transfer proposed for the passive user is "outward" only and so is not sub-
ject to restriction upon message length limitations. The 100-bps transfer rate is
therefore more than adequate in this case.
It should be noted that in the self-navigation mode, the range determinations are made
at the user, and are dependent upon a knowledge at the user of Ground Control time
(or more precisely, phase). Over periods of a day or so off-the-shelf, temperature-
controlled crystal oscillators can provide sufficient accuracy, but over longer periods
the user has to tie in to the surveillance network say once per day and at a quiet, time
so as to effect recalibration.
Also, the voice lint: power problem turns out to be sufficiently severe to demand help
from the user where possible so that in the maritime case (where occasional antenna
pointing is not objectionable) 10 dB of gain has been assumed.
In both the VHF (voice) and the L-band systems the total capacity has been split equally
between the two spacecraft in terms of "voice" as well as of the position location
function. The vehicles are thus identical, thus facilitating system production and re-
pair.
The various satellite and user RF characteristics for both the voice systems that have
been considered in detail are summarized in Tables 1-2 and 1-3. Both systems em-
ploy navigation /traffic control by tone ranging, and the navigation link carries a 100
bps two-way data stream in the "active" mode and a 100 bps one-way stream in the
passive case. Link powers for this service will be defined subsequently.
A sketch of the total VHF system is shown in Figure 1-4, while the UHF system is de-
picted in Figure 1-5.
r
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TABLE 1-2. VHF SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
NAN" /TC VHF VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
Satellite
1. Hard Limiting Repeater (FM)
2. Frequencies (tentative):
Transmit: 130-135 MHz
Receive: 120-125 MHz
3. Power:
30 Watts (RF), each of two
channels per satellite
4. Antenna:
Earth coverage (28.5 ft dia.1
NAV/TC VHF VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
Satellite
1. Hard Limiting Repeater (FM)
2. Frequencies:
Transmit: 160-162 MHz
Receive: 156-157 MHz
AIRCRAFT USERS
User (Aircr ift)
1. Antenna: 0 dB gain for elevation
angles above 10%
2. Transmitter: 150 watts (RF)
(includes 7 dB margin
and corresponds to
present airline planning)
MARITIME USERS
User (Ships)
1. Antenna: 10 dE gain
2. Transmitter: 20 watts (RF)
Y
3. Power:
3 Watts (RF), each of two
channels per satellite.
4. Antenna: As above
. _	
- +iervwf •"'^' - . ^	 .^ -, ^	 -^-.-_ _ _ ,-_._^.—._-....	 .._,^... — -ter,. .
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TABLE 1-3. UHF SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
NAV /TC UHF VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
Satellite
1. Hard Limiting Repeater (FM)
2. Frequencies:*
Transmit: 1540-1560 MHz
Receive: 1640-1660 MHz
3. Power: 17 watts net (RF) each
of 3 channels per
satellite
4. Antenna: Earth coverage scan,
30 dB retro-array
NAV /TC UHF VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
Satellite
1. Hard Limiting Repeater (FM)
2. Frequencies:
Transmit: 1540-1560 MHz
Receive: 1640-1660 MHz
3. Power: 2 watts net (RF), each
of 3 channels per
satellite
AIRCRAFT USERS
User (Aircraft)
1. Antenna: 0 dB net gain for eleva-
tion angles above 5 ° .
2. Transmitter: 20 watts (RF) pilot,,
17 watts (RF)
transmission required
(34 watts suggested
for extra margin)
MARITIME USERS
User (Ships)
1. Antenna: 10 dB net gain
2. Transmitter: 2 watts (RF) pilot,
2 watts (RF)
transmission required
(4 watts suggested
for extra margin)
4. Antenna: Earth coverage scan
30 dB retro-array
* These frequency allocations are tentative. There would be some separation be-
tween the Aviation and Maritime assignments.
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Figure 1-4. VHF Voice/L-Band Position Location System Capability
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Figure 1-5, UHF Operational System Capability
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SECTION 2
rSYSTEM TRADEOFFS
2.1 RF FREQUENCY SELECTION
Th,a principal advantage of a satellite navigation system is the extremely large coverage
area which lies within line of sight of satellites, particularly at synchronous altitude.
Rl' signals transmitted or relayed by satellites to the surface of the earth can operate
at ;nigher frequencies and be less affected by atmospheric and ionospheric environments
than: ground based navigation systems.
Table 2-1 summarizes the RF characteristics of four radio bands which have some
promising features for Nav/TC satellite systems. The three principal functions ana-
lyzed were the position location (navigation) field signal, a narrow band data link and. a
two-way voice link. The information bandwidths give some indication of the processing
gain which is possible at the receiver terminals. Thus, the position location signal
bandwidth of 1 Hz offers much higher processing gait potential than the voice bandwidth
of 2.7 kHz.
The RF bandwidths shown in Table 2-1 are the sum of the IF bandwidths and the equip-
ment and doppler frequency variations. Although these bandwidths increase at higher
carrier frequencies, more RF spectrum is available at the higher RF bands.
The significance of the data in Table 2-1 is not apparent until Table 2-2 is examined.
The critical or most demanding RF links in all cases were those between the satellites
and users. The VHF band would be preferable in terms of offering the lowest trans-
mitter power requirements. However, the range measurement errors associated with
ionospheric refraction appear excessive for a precision navigation system. The "L"
band offers a good compromise between range accuracy and power for the position
location signal. Specifically, the navigation band at 1540 to 1660 MHz presents a good
choice from the viewpoint of international regulatory agency preferences also.
For the voice channel, RF power requirements for all bands above VHF appear high for
the satellite-user link. On the other hand, the satellite antenna size of 28.5 feet
diameter presented a penalty for VHF compared to an L-band antenna of 2.3 feet
diameter for earth coverage at synchronous equatorial orbit. Of greater significance
is the comparison of antenna sizes for the aviation user. A circularly polarized hemi-
spherical beam antenna would measure approximately 40-60 inches in diameter at
VHF and about 5-8 inches in diameter at L-band.
The tradeoffs between VHF and L-band revolve around the satellite and user power and
antenna requirements. The results of extensive analysis indicated that although VHF
voice links were preferable for immediate implementation, an L-band voice communica-
tion system employing a high-gain, retrodirective satellite antenna (phase conjugating
array with pilot tones for steering) would serve the post-1975 era better. This L-band
system would have more channel capacity, have modest power needs for the user and
satellite, and require a relatively small antenna for aircraft users.
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TABLE 2-1. RADIO FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS FOR
NAV/TC SATELLITE SYSTEM
RF Band
VHF L C X
Nominal Freq. (MHz) 150 1600 4000 8000
Freq. Instabilities & Doppler:
Equipments (1 x 10- 5 Osc.
Instab.) (kHz) fl. 5 ±16 ±40 f80
Doppler (Max. A/C Vel. of
Mach 3) (kHz) ±0.45 f4.8 ±12 ±24
Sum Freq. Errors (kHz) 3.9 41.6 104 208
Nav/TC Field Signal (Position
Location):
Inform Bandwidth (Hz) 1.0 160 1. G 1.0
IF Bandwidth for 8 kHz Tone Sys-
tem (kHz) (1. 0 mile accuracy) 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0
RF Bandwidth for 8 kHz Tone
Systei-n (kHz) 19.9 57.6 120 224
IF Bandwidth for 64 kHz Tone
System (kHz) (0.1 mile
accuracy) 128.0 128.0 128.0 128.0
RF Bandwidth for 64 kHz Tone
System (kHz) 132 170 232 336
Narrow Band Data Link (100 bps)
Inform Bandwidth (Hz) 75 75 75 75
IF Bandwidth (Hz) 150 150 150 150
RF Bandwidth (kHz) 4.0 41.7 104 208
Voice Link (FM - 12 dB Clipping
Mod. Index 1.8)
Inform Bandwidth .(kHz) 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7
IF Bandwidth (kHz) 18.1 18.1 18.1 18.1
RF Bandwidth (kII :,) 22.0 59.7 122 226
r'
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TABLE 2-2. RF POWER AND REFRACTION RANGE ERRORS
FOR VARIOUS RF BAND SELECTIONS
RF Band
VHF L C X
150 1600 4000 8000Nominal Frequency (MHz)
SAT USER LINK ATTENUATION
FACTORS-
Space Loss (dB) 164 190 198 204
Atmospheric (dB) .4 .5 6 .7
Rain (dB) - - 1.5 6.0
Total (dB) 164.4 190.5 200.1 210.7
*SAT USER .LINK TRANSMITTER
POWER REQUIREMENTS:
Nav/TC Field Signal and Narrow
Band Data Link - W/O Rain (W) .5 20 125 600
With Rain (W) .5 20 180 2400
Voice** - W/O Rain (kXk) .030 .550 2.2 8.8
Voice** - With Rain (kV6) .031.) .550 2.2 35.2
TRANSMITTER EFFICIENCY
TWT (`c) - 30 35 35
Solid State Ampl. 50 30 - -
NAV/TC REFRACTION RANGE
ERRORS AT 10 0 ELEV.:
Ionosphere, in m (ft) 550(1800) 4.9(16) .8(2.6) .2(o6)
Troposphere, in m (ft) 12(40) 12(40) 12(40) 12(40)
*Earth Coverage Satellite Antenna and Hemispherical User Antenna
**FM - 12 dB Clipping
In summary then, the effects of ionospheric refraction and absorption, extraterrestrial
noise, space loss and RF equipment state-of-the-art led to the selection of the following
nominal RF frequencies:
Nav/TC Signals	 L-band
Narrow Band Data Links L-band
Voice Links	 L-band
2.2 NAV/TC SIGNAL MODULATION ANALYSIS
2.2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this section two types of range measuring modulation techniques are compared. The
first, a pulsed carrier system, is exemplified by a periodic pulse train that turns on a
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high-power L-band transmitter for a specific time duration. The peak power of the
transmitter is quite high although the average power is modest. The receiving equip-
ment is quite simple in that a non-coherent envelope detector can be used for demod-
ulation, similar to pulsed radars. A false alarm threshold is set to a predetermined
level, at the detector output, and when this level is exceeded by the received signal
(and noise) a time measurement is made. The penalty paid for the simple receiver
is a high-peak-power transmitter. One method of reducing this high peak power
requirement is to use "pulse compression" modulation.
To observe the benefits of pulse compression, two link analyses are performed on the
pulse system, one without and one with pulse compression. Finally, the link analysis
of the pulse compression method is extended to the case of an overall ground position
accuracy of 0.1 nmi, which is found to require extremely high RF power in the
satellite.
The second modulation technique is a CW system in which a periodic waveform, such
as a set of sine waves or a digital pulse train, phase-modulates an L-band transmitter.
In this case the receiver is more complex in that coherent demodulation is required to
avoid the "weak signal suppression" effect. Offsetting the more complex receiver (as
compared to the pulse system) is a simple transmitter. Power requirements for
various transmitters in the link are quite modest (less than 50 watts) so that solid
state devices may be utilized as power amplifiers. Finally, a comparison of the two
CW systems (i.e., the tone modulated system and the digital pulse train system) was
made in order to select the better modulation technique. The selection criteria in-
cluded lock-up time, data link modulation implementation and the impact of increasing
the overall ground position accuracy from 1.0 to 0.1 nmi.
2.2.2 LINK ANALYSIS OF PULSED SYSTEMS
2.2.2.1 NON-PROCESSED PULSE, L-BAND SYSTEM
In this case a non-processed pulse originates at the control center, is received by the
user via a satellite, and is returned to the control center via two satellites. The ar-
rival times of both signals are then processed to obtain the round trip times of both
signals. These times result in two range-to-the-user measurements resulting in a
fix (the user altitude is known).
The link calculations shown in Table 2-3 are based on typical values of various param-
eters, like power, antenna gains, bandwidths, noise figures, etc. * The satellite, user,
and ground control center are assumed to have bandwidths of 110 kHz, 160 kHz and 200
kHz respectively, resulting in an effective system noise bandwidth of 74 kHz for a two-
way trip of the signal (from ground to user and back) without demodulation at satellite
or user.
*In the interest of brevity, a detailed explanation of the link analysis (with justification
for the choice of each parameter) is omitted here, but several parameters are the same
as those used in the CW system and discussed more fully in Section 2.2.3.2.
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TABLE 2-3. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR A TYPICAL PULSE
SYSTEM (RANGE-RANGE NAVIGATION)
Forward Path - Values for forward--path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
CONTROL CENTER
Transmitter frequency (MHz) 1660
Transmitter power (64NN) (dBXN^ 18.0
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna gain (dB) 37.0
Rain and snow attenuation (dB) 0.2
Effective radiated power, ERP (dBW) 53.3
PROPAGATION
Path loss for 26000 miles (dB) 190.0
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB) 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) (-3db beam edge) 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Received RF power (dBW) -122.2
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K) 680.0
Effective sun temperature (°K) 0.0
Total galactic noise temper ature
 (°K) 2.0
Effective earth temperature (°K) 115.0
Total noise temperature (°K) 797.4
System noise figure (dB) 4.4
Noise density (dBW/Hz) -199.6
Satellite noise bandwidth (KHz) 130.0
Satellite noise power (dBW) -148.5
RF power/noise (dB) 26.3
"Transmitter power (14.2KW) (dBW) 41.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Antenna gain (dB) (-3db beam edge) 16.5
ERP (dBW) 57.0
Effective radiated noise, ERN, (dBW) 30.7
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 0.5
,.^ ,	 M
e
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TABLE 2-3. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR A TYPICAL PULSE SYSTEM
(RANGE-RANGE NAVIGATION) (Continued)
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
US E It
Antenna gain (dB) 2.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 2.0
Received RF power (dB) -135.0
USER NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K) 917.0
Total galactic noise temperature (°K) 2.0
Effective sun temperature (°K) 2.0
Total noise temperature (°K) 921.0
System noise figure (dB) 5.0
Noise density (dBXV/Hz) -199.0
Received noise from satellite (dBXV) -161.3
Received noise denisty (dBW/Hz) -212.4
Total noise density (dBW/Hz) -198.8
Predetection noise bandwidth (KHz) 160.0
Predetcction noise poti..	 r (dBW) -146.8
RF power/noise (dB) 11.8
Return Path - Values for the return-path parameters are tabulated below:
USER
Transmitter power (44.0 KW) (dBkV) 46.4
Antenna gain (dB) 2.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 2.0
ERP (dB") 46.1
Effective radiated noise ERN (dBW) 34.3
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) 190.0
Atmospheric and Ionospheric attenuation (dB) 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) (-3 db beam edge) 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Recef	 d RF power (dBW)
-130.4
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TABLE 2-3. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR A TYPICAL PULSE SYSTEM
(RANGE-RANGE NAVIGATION) (Continued)
t—
Return Path - Values for the return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Noise density- (same as forward path) (dB\k'/Hz) -199.6
Received noise density from user (dBW/Hz) -194.2
Combined noise density (dBW/Hz) -193.1
Satellite noise bandwidth (KHz) 130.0
Effective noise power (dB\^) -142.0
Received RF power/noise (dB) 111. 6
Transmitter power (GG«) (dMk) 18.2
Antenna coupling losses ((IB) 1.0
Antenna gain (dB) (-3 db beam edge) 16.5
ERP (dM\) 33.4
ERN (dBN^) 21.8
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 0.5
CONTROL CENTER
Antenna gain (dB) 37.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Received RF power (dBW) -121.6
*CONTROL CENTER NOISE PO'S'ER
System noise figure (dB) 3.3
System noise density (dBW/Hz) -200.7
Received noise density from satellite (dB'V/Hz) -184.3
Total noise density (dBW/Hz) -184.3
RF Power/total noise density (dB-Hz) 62,7 = S/No
Predetection noise bandwidth (KHz) 200.0
Carrier/noise (dB) 9.7
**Effective system noise bandwidth (KHz) 74.0 = Bef
*This section excludes the effect of the control center antenna pointing
directly at the sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for about
a 7-day period with the maximum duration of 8 minutes during any one day.
**See Appendix 2.2,21-A.
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TABLE 2-3. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR A TYPICAL PULSE SYSTEM
(RANGE-RANGE NAVIGATION) (Continued)
Ileturn Path - Values for the return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB) 	 4.0
Receiver noise temperature (K)	 624.0
Solar noise temperature (K) 	 3600.0
System noise figure	 10.9
Total noise density (dBW/Hz)	 -183.8
Increase in noise due to sun (dB)	 0.5
RF poNN,er/total noise density (dB-Hz) 	 62.2 = S/No
Carrier/noise (dB)	 9.2
The lint: parameters are chosen with the objective of obtaining a satisfactory value of
S/Nc> (i.e. signal po wer/noise power density per Hz) for the return signal received at
the ground. To obtain an overall accuracy of 1 nmi, and leaving an allowance for
various factors like propagation errors, a position accuracy about 0. 7 nmi is neces-
sary due to SIN considerations. Using values of Table 2-3 (i.e. , S/No = 62.2 dB-Hz
and effective noise bandwidth
Be f = 74 kHz, the range error is*
C	 1	 1/2b 
R = 2 k4 Bef 
SIN 
o
0.116 nmi
where C = speed of light = 162, 000 nmi/sec. Now the system uses two satellites,
each producing this RMS error, so that the resultant error is -,/-2 6R. Assuming a
GDOP factor of 3, the resultant error in ground position is
a'R = 3V ` 611 = 0.49 nmi
which is within the permissible value of 0.7 nmi noted above.
i
*11\1. I. Skolnik, "Introduction to Radar Systems", McGraw-Hill, 1962, eq 10.35.
. n	
_
although the link has a satisfactory value of S/1o , it requires very high powers to
.achieve it. Thus (from Table 2-3), the satellite needs 14.2 1:XV forthe link to wiser
ai-ld 66 W for the lint: to ground, and the user needs 44.0 k\V. These values are un-
realistic and lead to the consideration of pulse-compression techniques, which result
in po\1'er saviiig.
.).'?.-).'? PULSE-COMPRESSION, L-BAND SYSTEM
The following lint: anal sis is for a pulse compression pulsed L--band ,carrier system.
Essentially, it is identical to the range-pulse analysis of Candidate System I, discussed
in volume II. It will be repeated in the following analysis for the salve of completeness.
It is to he noted that the 500-µs pulsed carrier is compressed (by a factor of 20) to
25 µs at the user receiver and at the control center receiver; elsewhere it is the full
500 µs long.
Details of the link calculation are shown in Table 2-4. The satellite bandwidth is
assumed to be 1.00 KHz, while the effective bandwidth at both user and ground control
center is 40 KHz for this pulse format. The worst E/N,o (i.e. signal energy/noise
power density per Hz) at the ground station is 14.1 dB.
Following Skolnik's analysis*, with B = 40 KHz, E/N^ )	14. 1 dB and C = 162, 000
nmi/ sec, the range error is
V"	 Co R =	 E lj2 2
7rB Z N
0
= 0. 156 nmi
For a system using two satellites and having a GDOP factor of 3, the ground position
accuracy is
6R
 = 3 ^2 6 R = 0.662 nmi
This satisfactory operation is obtained with RF powers of 3.2W at the ground, 710 «'
and 3.3 W at the satellite for the links to user and ground, respectively, and 2.2 KW
(peak) at the user. These are reasonable values and are much lower than those of
Table 2-3.
M. 1. Skilnik, "Introduction to Radar Systems", McGraxv Hill, 1962, equation 10. 102.
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TABLE 2-4. TYPICAL LINK CALCULATIONS: PULSE COMPRESSION
SYSTEM (RANGE-RANGE NAVIGATION)
l Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated Below:
Value
CONTROL CENTER
Frequency
Transmitter power (3.2 W, peal:) (dB R)
Antenna coupling losses (dB)
Antenna gain (dB)
Rain and snow .attenuation (dB)
Effective radiated power, ERP (dB «)
PROPAGATION
Path loss (26000 miles) (dB)
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB)
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) (-3 dB beam edge)
Antenna polarization loss (dB)
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
Received RF power (dB)
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB)
Receiver noise temperature (°K)
Effective sun temperature (°K)
Total galactic noise temperature (°K)
Effective earth temperature (°K)
Total noise temperature (°K)
System noise figure (dB)
Noise density (dB W/Hz)
Satellite noise bandwidth (KHz)
Satellite noise power (dB W)
RF po«•er/noise (dB)
Transmitter power (710 ^k) (dB IV)
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
Antenna gain (dB)
ERP (dB X?)
Effective radiated noise, ERN (dB V)
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB)
1660 ',%IHz
1.5
37.0
0.2
40.3
190.0
0.5
16.5
0.5
1.0
-135.2
5.0
680.0
0.0
2.0
118.0
800.0
4.3
-199.7
100.0
-149.7
14.5
28.5
1.0
16.5
44.0
29.5
190.0
0.5
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TABLE 2-'-4. TYPICAL LINK CALCULATIONS; PULSE - COMPRESSION
SYSTEM (RANGE-RANGE NAVIGATION) (Continued)
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
USER
Antenna gain (dB) 2.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 2.0
Received RF power (dB) -148.0
USER NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K) 917.0
Total galactic noise temperature (°K) 2.0
Effective sun temperature (°K) 2.0
Total r.,oise temperature (°K) 921.0
System noise figure (dB) 5.0
Noise density (dB W/Hz) -199.0
Received noise from. satellite (dP W) -162.5
Received noise density (dB W/Hz) -212.5
Total noise density (dB W/Hz) -199.0
Precompression Signal/noise density (dB W/Hz) 51.0
Precompression pulse width (microsec(,nds) 500.0
Pulse compression ratio (dB) 13.0
Post compression signal/noise density (S/No) 64.0
Post compression pulse width (microsecond) T 25.0
Effective filter bandwidth B = 1/T (KHz) 40.0
Filter insertion loss (dB) 0.8
Post detection signal/noise (dB) 19.2
Signal Enemy/noise density E/No (dB) 18.0
Return path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
USER
Transmitter power (2.2 KW peak) (dB W) 33.4
Antenna gain (dB) 2.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 2.0
ERP (dB NV) 29.4
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 0.5
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TABLE 2-4. TYPICAL LINK CALCULATIONS: PULSE - COMPRESSION
SYSTEM (RANGE-RANGE NAVIGATION) (Continued)
Return path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB)	 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 	 1.5
Antenna coupling loss ^dD)	 1.0
Received RF power (dB W)	 -147.1
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Noise density (same as forward path) (dB W/Hz) -199.7
Satellite noise bandwidth (KHz) 100.0
Effective noise power (dB W) -149.7
Received RF power/noise (dB) 2.6
Transmitter power (3.3 W) (dB W) 5.2
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 1.0
Antenna gain (B) 16.5
ERP (dB W) 18.8
ERN (dB W) 16.3
PROPAGATION
Path Loss (dB) 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 0.5
CONTROL CENTER
Antenna gain (dB) 37.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Received RF power. (dB W) -136.2
*CONTROL CE14TER NOISE POWER
System noise figure (dB)
	 3.3
System noise density (dB W/Hz)	 -200.7
Received noise density from satellite (dB W/Ilz) 	 -188.7
Total noise density (dB W/Hz)
	 -188.3
Precompression Signal/total noise density (dB Hz)
	 52.1
Precompression pulse width (microseconds)
	 500.0
Pulse compression ratio (dB)	 13.0
Post compression pulse width (microsecond) T
	 25.0
*This section excludes the effect of the control center antenna pointing directly at the
sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for about a 7-day period with the
maximum duration of 8 minutes during any one day.
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TABLE 2-4. TYPICAL LINK CALCULATIONS: PULSE - COMPRESSION
SYSTEM (RANGE-RANGE NAVIGATION) (Continued)
Retur ii path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER (Cont.)
Effective filter bandwidth, kHz	 40.0 = B
Filter loss (dB)	 0.8
**Post compression signal/total noise density (dB Hz)	 61.0
Signal energy/noise density, E,/No (dB)	 15.0 = E/No
EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB) 	 4.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K)	 624.0
Solar noise temperature (°K) 	 3600.0
System noise figure (dB)	 10.9
Received noise density from satellite (dB W/Hz)
	 -188.7
Total noise density (dB W/Hz)	 -187.4
Increase in noise due to sun (dB)	 0.9
Signal energy/noise density, E/No (dB)	 14.1 = E/No
Note that the ranging pulse will be placed at the end of the data message as discussed
below.
(
1	 2.2.2.3 DATA LINK ANALYSIS
The data link message structure and signal waveform is described in some detail in
Section 4.1.2 of Volui.le II. It is a pulsed on/off carrier with "on" being the mark and
"off" be. ! _ the space as shown in Figure 2-1.
START	 16-BIT	 MESSAGES END OF MESSAGE "10"
SYNC	 PULSE	 ADDRESS
	
 l	
TYPE	 (WITH PARITY)	
^ RANGING PULSE
LF
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
	 25	 30	 198 199 200
TIME IN BITS
	
	
TIME = 2 SECONDS
BIT RATE = 100 bps
Figure 2-1. Typical ATC Data-Message Format
**Value derives from user S/No (64.0 dB) and control center S/N o (64.3 dB)
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Bit-error probabilities for the user and control center are found as follows:
a. User bit error: From the link analysis of Table 2-4 the signal energy to noise
spectral density, E/No at the user is 18. 0 dB. B y extrapolation of Lawton's*
Figure 2, the bit error probability is less than 10- 9 . At a bit rate of 100 bits/
seconds, the mean time to error is 100 x 10 = 107 seconds = approx 115
days. This error is quite small and coul6 be considered negligible.
b. Control Center bit error: From Table 2-4, the E/No at the control center is
14.1 dB (worst case with antenna looking into the sun).
Again using Lawton's Figure 2, the bit error probability is about 10- 6 . For a bit rate
of 100 bits/second the mean time to error is 11 x 10 -6 = 104 seconds = 2. 78 hours.
Note that 104
 seconds represents 5000 messages (since a message is sent every 2
seconds in she roll call mode). The probability of 1 bit being in error in 5000 mes-
sages is quite acceptable.
The above level of performance is obtained by using the parameters shown in Table 2-4.
2.2.2.4 PROJECTION TO 0.1 NAUTICAL MILE
From section 2.2.2.2, we see that the link analysis yields a ground range error, a R, of
0.662 nmi for the specified E/No (- 14.1 dB) at the gound control center. For a 
°R of
0.10 nmi, it is necessary that the B(2E/No)
	 product be increased by a factor of 6.62.
Actually the increase should be ten-fold if the previous allowance for propagation and
other errors is maintained.) In order to oh ain this with a reasonable E/N o , it is
necessary to increase B. Now if the pulse compression ratio, Br, is increased from
20 to 50 (a practical upper limit for a one-way pulse), then (2E/No) 1/2
 would have to
be increased by a factor of 2.65 times, i.e. E/No must be increased by 8.4 dB. The
resulting E/No would be 22.5 dB. The corresponding incr,-.use of 8.4 dB in satellite
transmitter power will result in an RF requirement of 5000 watts (instead of 710 W).
Space qualified devices capable of supplying this power do not now exist and probably
will not ae around until the late 1970's or early 19801s.
Likewise, the user power in the return d' fiction will also have to be increased by a
factor of 8.4 dB, increasing the requires RF power from 2.2 kW to 15.4 kW.
Both these increases lead to a rejection of the pulse modulation system when projected
to 0.1 nmi accuracy.
2.2.3 CONTINUOUS=WAVE (CV;) MODULATION TECHNIQUEb
2.2.3.1 INTRODUCTION: CHOICE OF TONE FREQUENCIES
2.2.3.1.1 Ranging Signal Modulation - Because of the extremr,ty large path loss en-
countered for synchronous satell i tes, thR predetection signal 4(.,
	 ratio of the
1.
*J. G. Lawton, "Comparison of Binary Data Transmission Systems, 1958 Conference
Proceedings on Military Electronics, IRE.
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received sigiial is much less than unity. Under this condition, widebanding cannot be
used because of the inherent xideband threshold effect. (1)
For low-index an g le modulation, Rowe (2) has shown that the analysis is quite similar
to the analysis of amplitude modulation; however, angle modulation (constant ampli-
tude) is favored because the satellite is peak power limited.
2.2. 3. 1.2 Ranging Signal Demodulation - The predetection signal-to-noise ratio is
low because of the relatively low satellite transmitter power, the high path loss due to
the slant range, and the large IF bandwidth required (on the order of 100 KHz) . hi
order to prevent a degradation of the signal-to-noise because of the "weak signal sup-
pression effect" of a square-law detector( 3), coherent detection must be performed on
the signal. In order to provide a coherent reference for the received signal, a highly
,„table voltage controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) is phase:-locked to the v,. ,eak carrier.
The noise bandwidth of the loop is narrow enough to ensure a carrier-to-noise ratio of
at least. 7 dB, and wide enough to maintain carrier lock during high vehicle-to-
satellite accelerations.
Once carrier lock is obtained, the ranging signals are demodulated by multiplying the
composite IF sig-nal with the restored carrier. This multiplication occurs in the
ranging demodulator. Since the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of this demodulator
is approximately the same as that at the input (quite low), additional filtering of the
signals is required. The degree of filtering will result in a ranging signal-to-noise
ratio of at least 20 dJ3.
2.2.3. 1.3 Ranging Signal Design
Tone Sigmal(4) Requirements - In both the Air-Traffic Control mode and in the self-
Navigation mode, the end result is a phase measurement made on a ranging tone. The
tone frequency must be high enough to ensure desired resolution, yet low enough to
resolve the ambiguity about whict; cycle , is received. If the tone was received in a
noiseless environment and the phase measured with instruments of unlimited resolu-
tion, one tone would suffice. To over , me the limitations imposed by a finite signal-
to-noise ratio and finite phase resolution, two or more tones are recommended.
(1) In order to keep the scope of effort to a reasonable level, wideband techniques that
required the modulation to be periodically turned off were not considered.
2 Rowe, "Signals and Noise in Communication Systems,” D. Van Nostrand Company,
1965, pp 104 and 105.
(3) Davenport and Root "Random Si
	
_	 "l	 finals and
 Noise, McGraw-Hill, 1958, pp 266 and
267.
(4) Tone signal is construed to mean either a si ie wave or a rectangular wave.
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Minimum Signal-to-Noise Requirements - Baghdady (5) has shown that the practical
threshold for phase demodulation (comparison) occurs when the signal-to-noise ratio
of the tone, at the input to the phase resolver, is at least 7 dB. In order to prevent
non-linear degradation of the phase measurement a 3-dB mE- rgin was added thus re-
quiring the minimum signal-to-noise power ratio to be 10 dB.
Fine-Tone Frequency - It is shown in Section 2.5 that to achieve an overall user posi-
tion accuracy of 1 nmi, the user position precision due to the signal-to-noise only
should be 3/4 of a mile. If the rms phase error due to the signal-to-noise is allowed
to be no greater than 5 ° the fine-tone (or square wave) frequency will be approximately
8 kHz. See Figures 2-2 and 2-3 for other values of phase jitter and tone frequencies.
Coarse-Tone Frequency - Consider a Mach-3 SST that is interrogated by the control
center every 3 minutes; the distance covered is thus 100 nautical miles. This dis-
tance represents the minimum lane width for the air traffic control mode.
The frequency corresponding to this distance is 720 hertz. See Figure 2-4 for a plot
of lane width vs tone frequency. In order to insure that a lane would not be missed if
the interrogation-time is longer than 3 rainutes or if the speed were greater than Mach-
3 (because of the jetstrearn, for example), a frequency of 500 hertz was used for the
lane-resolution tone. This results in a fine tone to coarse tone ratio of 16 to 1. (It is
to be noted that 16 is a power of 2, which is compatible wi;h binary-type ranging sig-
nals.) It is to be noted that geometric effects expand the real lane widths.
2.2.3.2 CW SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The system performance is affected by several parameters, e.g. path loss, noise
levels, system losses, and antenna characteristics. These parameters are discussed
at some length in this section, because they apply to both the modulation techniques
(sine wave and digital code) considered later.
2.2.3.2. 1 Free Space Path Attenuation
The free space path attenuation, in dB, is
a= 37 + 20 log f + 20 log d
where f is in MHz with a range of 1540 MHz to 1660 MHz, and d is the distance in
miles which varies from 22,300 miles (overhead satellite) to 26,250 miles (satellite on
horizon). With these parameters, the minimum and maximum values of ac are:
a 
min 187.7 .:: 188 dB
and
a	 = 189.8
	 190 dB
max
(5) Baghdady, "On the Noise Threshold of Conventional FM and PM Demodulators",
Proceedings of the IEEE, Sept. 1963, pp 1260 and 1261.
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The variation of free space path loss due to the range variation is only 2 dB. For the
purposes of the analysis, we will assume the worst case attenuation applies, i.e. ,
amax = 190 dB.
2.2.3.2.2 Noise Sources
2.2.3.2.2.1 Receiver Noise
The equivalent input noise temperature Te of a receiver including the effects of all
losses between the antenna terminals and the input amplifier is given by:
Te = (L-1) TL + L (F-1) x 290
where: L is the power loss of the lossy section(s),
T L
 is the temperature of the lossy section, and
F is the noise figure of the basic receiver
The assumed noise figures for all the various receivers in the system, i.e. at the
control center, satellite (both directions) and the user, are shown in Table 2-5, which
also shows the effective Te and the corresponding equivalent noise figure Fe at these
locations.
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TABLE 2-5. EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE TEMPERATURE
Location L (dB) F (dB) TL (°K) T 	 (°K) Fe (dB)
Satellite 1 5 60 808.5 4.4
User 2	 ' 5 290 1171.7 6.1
Control Center 1 4 290 623.5 3.3
Fe = 10 log (Te/290)
2.2.3.2.2.2 Non-Terrestial Noise Sources
2.2.3.2.2.2.1 Sun Noise Temperature
The sun noise temperature l , Ts, is given by 2
T s 	 675
	
1	 log10 6 (f - 0.01 GHz)
290	 f	 1 + 2.3 sin 2 a	 2.3GHz
For f = 1.54 GHz this leads to
T = 1.54 x 105 °K
s
Since the sun subtends an angle of approximately .5 0 at the surface of the earth,
antennas with a beamwidth of .5 * or less (ideal antenna with infinite cutoff at beam
edge) will eiiectively see the full 1.54 x 105 K° temperature. For beamwidths of
greater than .5° the antenna temperature is decreased by the square of the beam-
width3
 with respect to the sun's diameter, i.e. ,
T =	 0.5
2
T
a	 s	 9
where 8 = plane angle beamwidth of antenna in degrees. Table 2-6 illustrates the
effect of the antenna beamwidth on system noise figure, F db , for a receiver noise figure,
Fcc, of 5 dB, In the table, Te (°K) is the sum of the antenna and the receiver noise
temperatures Ta and Tcc, and OFdb is the increase of the system noise figure over the
receiver noise figure of 5 dB.
1David C. Hogg & W. W. Humford of Bell Telephone Labs, The Microwave Journal,
March 1960, pp 80-84
2Ibid. Equation (10)
3Ibid Equation (lla)
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TABLE 2-6. SYSTEM NOISE FIGURE (F
cc	 cc
= 5dB AND T = 627 °K)
(deg)
T	 ( O K)
a
Te ( o K)
= Ta + Tcc
F-1
= Te/290 F rdB dB
0.5 1.54 x 10D 1.55 x 105 534 535 27.3 22.3
1.0 3.85 x 104 3.91 x 104 135 136 21.3 16.3
1.71 x 104 1.77 x 1041.5 61.0 62.0 17.9 12.9
2.0 9.63 x 103 10.26 x 10 3 35.4 36.4 15.6 10.6
6. 16 x 1032.5 6.79 x 103 23.4 24.4 13.9 8.9
4.28 x 103 4.91 x 1033.0 16.9 17.9 12.5 7.5
1.54 x 1035 2. 17 x 103 7.48 8.48 9.3 4.3
10 385 1012 3.48 4.48 6.5 1.5
15 171 798 2.75 3.75 5.7 0.7
20 96.3 723.3 2.49 3.49 5.4 0.4
25 61.3 688.3 2.39 3.39 5.3 0.3
50 15.4 642.4 2.21 3.21 5.1 0.1
2.2.3.2.2.2.2 Extra-Solar System Noise Sources
Galactic Center' - Calculated and observed antenna noise temperatures due to radia-
tion from the galactic center are listed below. (The values are for 1200 MHz, but also
hold approximately for the 1600 MHz band.)
Antenna Beamwidth (deg)	 Calculated ( * K)	 Observed ( * K)
2.8°	 18.7	 17
Infinitely Narrow
	
34	 -
1 David C. Hogg & W. W. Humford of Bell Telephone Labs, The Microwave Journal,
March 1960, pp. 80-84.
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-	 t
Isotropic Component (Background Noise)1
TISO	 1 h° at 1200 :1INz
Approximately the same value g olds at 1600 1, 1I1z also.
Discrete Galacti c " vise Sources2
A few of the more intense discrete galactic noise sources and their intensities are
shown in Table 2-7. The values for 1500 MHz are interpolated from the other data.
TABLE 2-7. INTENSITY OF NOISE SOURCES («'/ft2/Hz) AT FOUR FREQUENCIES
Source 200 MHz 1000 MHz 3000 MHz 1500 MHz
Cassiopeia A 10-23 3 x 10-24 10-24 2 x 10-24
Cygnus A 10-23 10-24 7 x 10-25 9 x 10-25
Tarus A 10-24 10-24
10-24 10-24
VirgoA -2410 -253x10 -2510 -252x10
The noise power density of a discrete source is given by Pd = SAe where
Pd
 = Discrete source noise power density (W/l ^L)
S = Discrete source intensity (W/area/Hz)
A  = Effective area of the antenna in square feet; for a 20-foot diameter
antenna, A  = 314 square feet.
The discrete source noise power density, Pd, is converted to an effective antenna
temperature, Tad, by the formula:
T	 = Pd , where k = Boltzman's Const. = 1.38 x 10 -23 joules/°K
ad	 k
The effective antenna temperatures for the discrete galactic noise sources shown in
Table 2-7 for 1500 MHz are shown in Table 2-8 (for a 20-foot diameter antenna).
1 David C. Hogg & W. W. Humford of Bell Telephone Labs, T
_ he Microwave Journal,
March 1960, pp. 80-84.
2RFI in Satellite Communications Systems, C. M. Salati, Electronic Industries,
April 1960, Table 1
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TABLE 2-8. EFFECTIVE ANT'i.:`a A (20-ft diam) TEMPERATURES
FOR DISCRETE SOURCES
Source Intensity, S
( W/ft2 /Hz)
Power Density, Pd	 TadK)
(IV/Hz)
Cassiopeia A 2 x 10-24 6.28 x 10
-22 45.5
Cygnus a 9 x 10
-25 2.83 x 10-22 20.5
Tarus A 10-24 3.14 x 10-22 22.8
Virgo A 2 x 10-25 6.28 x 10-23 4.55
It is to be noted that all the above extra-solar system noise sources have a negligible
contribution to the total system noise and they can be ignored.
2.2.3.2.2.2.3 Terrestial Noise Sources: Antenna Minor Lobes - The increase in
effective antenna noise temperature, due to minor lobe pickup, is directly related to
the gain of the rainor lobe as compared to the main lobe and the temperature of the
medium in which the lobe is directed.
The relationship is:6
n
Tminor lobes = E	 'YkbkTk
k=1
where
'Y k = total fractional attenuation of the kth minor lobe compared with the main lobe.
6  _ total fractional absorption of the reflected, scattered, and transmitted minorlobe in a medium whose temperature is Tk.
For example, if the minor lobe is looking at the earth, i.e.
T  = 290°K, and the 'Yk x 6  is -10 dB, then Tminor lobe = 29°K.
2.2.3.2.3 System Loss Sources
Antenna Polarization Loss - Because of the geometry involved (satellite-to-earth or
earth-to-satellite), the maximum polarization loss (assuming all antennas are circularly
polarized with the correct sense) ,vill be 3 dB. This occurs when one field of the linear
polarizations (e.g., horizontal or vertical) is reduced to near zero, e.g., when the
satellite is low on the horizon.
6 Baghdady, "Lectures on Communication System Theory," McGraw-Hill, 1961, Chapter
15, pp. 387 and 388; equation (47).
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Transmission Line and Coupler Losses - The insertionof any passive networks such as
transmission lines, antenna couplers, preselectors ;
 etc. , attenuates the signal by the
hagnitude of the loss. The combined transmission line and coupler losses are expected
to be less than 2.0 dB, at the user and less than 1 dB at the control center and at the satellite.
Attenuation of signal Due to Snow and/or Rain on Radome - It is desired to determine the deg-
radation of the received signal during a period of heavy rain and/or snow. Furthermore, it is
desired to determine the additional degradation that a radome over the antenna will contribute.
Zxperimental data7
 taken at Andover, Maine by Bell Telephone Laboratory and Communi-
cations Satellite Corporation personnel on transmissions received from the Early Bird
satellite, transmitting at a frequency of approximately 4000 MHz, indicate that the
carrier-to-noise degradation during a heavy rain can exceed 6 dB. Further measure-
ments taken by Bell. Telephone Laboratory per, sonral _i the radio source Cassiopeia
A, at a frequency of 4000 MHz indicated transmission degradations as high as 8 dB.
Using an analysis similar to Bievis 9
 (who utilized equations developed by Leaderman
and Turner 10) in conjunction with rainfall .lata ll
 and the value of the dielectric constant
of water 12
 at UHF, the average expected attenuation due to rainfall will be 0.5 dB;
there is a 1Q{, probability that the attenuation will exceed 2.5 dP during any fig-^-minute
period during the next 25 years. The above values of attenuation are for rainfall rates
of 1 inch/ hour, and 12 inch/hour on a 30-foot radome, the radome covering a 20-foot
antenna. Without a radome, the worst case attenuation would be less than 0.5 dB.
At this writing, it is felt that the only equipment that would be affected by the rain-
radome consideration would be at the ground control center. The reasoning is as
follows: boats, ships, trucks, and for general field use, a radome will not be required.
High performance aircraft, SST and conventional jets will, in general, fly above the rain..
Low performance aircraft will generally have small antennas, say, less than two feet
in diameter, and hF^ nce, small radomes (for a radome 3 feet in diameter, the worst
case attentuation as described above will be 0. 6 dB — quite small).
7 "Experimental. Performance of the Early Bird Communications System," L. F. Gray,
AIAA Communications Satellite Systems Conference, Washington, D. C., May 2-4,
1966, AIAA Paper No. 66-246.
8
"4-Gc Transmission Degradation Due to Rain at the Andover, Maine, Satellite Station, "
A. J. Giger, Bell System Technical Journal, September 1965, pp. 1528-1533.
9B. C. Blevis, "Losses Due to Rain on Radomes and Antenna Reflecting Surfaces,
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, January 1965, pp. 175 and 176.
10H. Leaderman and L. A. Turner, "Theory of toe Reflection and Transmission of
Electromagnetic Waves by Dielectric Materials, Radar Scanners and Radomes,
Vol. 26, Rad. Lab. Series, McGraw Hill, 1948, Chapter 12.
1111 Climatic Extremes and a 500 Foot Radome, " Aerospace Instr. Lab. AFCRL
(technical report) .
12E. H. Grant, et al., "Dielectric Behavior of Water at Microwave Frequencies,"
Th . Journal of Chemical Physics, Vol. 26, No. 1, January 1957, pp. 156-161.
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2.2.3.2. t Satellite Antenna Parameters
Beamwidth, 8 - The beamwidth 9 of a satellite antenna located at synchronous altitude
(19,500 nmi) and covering the earth (radius 3430 nmi) is found from
9	 Aretan E
34
,900 = 8.6°
or 0 - 17.2*
Antenna Gain - A parabolic antenna with an illumination factor of 0.54 and a beamwidth
of 9 degrees has a power goin G that is expressed by the formula
G = (44.3 - 20 log 9) dB
Therefore G = 19.5 dB, for 9 = 17.2"
In the link analyses we will consider the case where the user and/or the control center
is at the -3 dB beans edge of the satellite antenna, i.e. the effective satellite gain is
19.5 - 3.0 = 16.5 dB. This is the number that will be used in the link analyses for
both the sine-wave and digital-code modulations.
2.2.3.3 SINE WAVE MODULATION (2-TONE)
2.2.3.3.1 Description
Coarse Tone Signal-to-Noise - Consider the case in which only 2-tones are used as the
ranging signals. If we are to resolve which cycle of the fine tone is the correct one when
observing a specific segment of the coarse tone, and resolve the fine tone A ,ith a 3a
(99.71( accuracy, the signal-to-noise ratio of the coarse tone must be at least 22.7
dB for a 16 to 1 tones ratio, as shown in Appendix 2.2.3.3-A. This value of 22.7 dB
takes into account an instrumentation error of 3.0° RMS.
Fine Tone Signal-to--Noise - As stated previously and shown in Section 2.5, the RMS
phase jitter on the pine tone is to be no greater than 5 * in order to obtain the overall
ground accuracy of 1 nautical mile. In order to obtain the 5 * RMS phase jitter the
signal-to-noise must be at least 18.3 dB as shown in Figure 2-2.
Carrier Signal-to-Noise - As shown in Appendix 2.2.3.3-B, a signal--to-noise ratio of
7 dB will insure that the mean time to unlock is quite large and in fact is 1.6 days.
A block diagram of the carrier extraction and tone demodulation instrumentation used
in both the user and control center receiving equipment is shown in Figure 2-5. In this a
figure a word of ei._planation is required to clarify the use of the block labeled
"CARRIER N. B. TILT. It
The purpose of this filter is to pass the carrier to',the carrier phase detector while at
the same time .rejecting the modulation sidebands. This filter must be compensated
sufficiently for any carrier frequency shift due to user doppler and for all other fre-
quency errors. For a Mach 3 user aircraft with a nominal received signal at 1660
MHz, the doppler is about f5 kHz. Also for a typical oscillator drift of 1.5 parts in
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Figure 2-5. Receiver (Functional Block Diagram)
10 9 per hour, the maximum frequency error is ±600 Hz, provided the first injection
setting is calibrated once every 10 days. Therefore, the filter has to be at least 11.2
kHz wide (i.e. , have a half-bandwidth of 5.6 kHz); it should be narrow enough to re-
ject the first-order sidebands of the fine tone modulation which are separated by 3. 0
kHz. It is only necessary to reject one of the fine tone sidebands in order to have a
negative signal-to-noise of the remaining sideband in the carrier loop.
The shape-factor requirements are rather modest in that a 3-pole filter is all that is
required to reject these first-order sidebands by 20 dB. The peak-to-valley ripple of
the filter is about 0.1 dB. These requirements are easily met with a simple crystal
filter.
Note that the coarse tone does not present any discrete sideband components about the
carrier since it is modulated by the data signal.
Modulation Indices & Signal-to-Noise Density Ratios - A discussion of the phase-
moduiation index for 2-tone ranging (Appendix 2.2. 3.3--C) shows that near-optimum
performance occurs with a coarse-tone phase :modulation index of 1.4 and a fine-tone
phase modulation index of 0.65. The reau)tin ; currier power is 5.9 dB down from the
total RF power level, while the coarse-600(— o& t0'e, tine--tone power levels are down
3.2 dB and 12.1 dB respectively. The rs - 0 r aason for the larger modulation index
on the coarse-tone as compared to the
	 is due to the requirement for a low
bit-error probability on the data modulating the coarse tone, as described in Section
2.2.3.3.3 which follows. A discussion of the bit-error probability can be found in
Appendix 2.2.3.3-D, where it is shown that the error rate corresponds to a word error
rate of one word in 10, 000 messages.
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The two appendixes (2.2.3.3-C and -D) also state the signal-to-noise density ratios
needed for the desired performance in terms of ranging accuracy and data errors.
Specifically, C,! No = 27 dB-liz for the carrier, S/No = 29.5 dB-Hz for the coarse tone,
and S/No = 20.3 dB-Hz for the fine tone. These values are achieved in the link analysis
described later.
2.2.3.3. 2 Sine Wave Link Analysis and Conc:usions
The parameters discussed above are used to prepare the link analysis for a sine wave
modulation, as shown in Table 2-8. The results indicate that the required position
accurate of 1 nmi can be obtained by modulating the L-band carrier with an 8 kHz fine
tone sine wave. Furthermore, a 500 Hz coarse-tone sine wave will insure a lanewidth
of greater than 100 nmi, the distance a Mach-3 SST travels in 3 minutes.
Ore-way navigation (passive) is possible with power levels of 5 watts at the control
center (and a modest 20 feet diameter parabolic dish), 20 watts at the satellite (and
an earth coverage antenna of less than two feet in diameter), and an upper hemisphere
user antenna. Two-way navigation (active - ATC mode) is accomplished by the incorp-
oration of (1) a diplexer and 20-watt user transmitter and (2) a diplexer and 10-watt
transmitter at the satellite.
The predetection bandwidth, at all three places, of 100 kHz (quite modest) is a good
compromise between signal phase stability and signal-to-noise ratio requirements. A
post detection bandwidth of 142 Hz at the user and 205 Hz at the ground control station
insures a C/N of 7 dB for carrier detection. The controlling parameter for carrier de-
tection is 7 dB so that the bandwidth will be adjusted to conform to this value throughout.
Receiver noise figures of 5 dB are quite adequate at the satellite and the user while
that at the control center can be as poor as 14 dB before any increase in system
noise would be noted.
A phase modulation index of 1.4 for the coarse tone insures a high probability (99.7%)
ui resolving the proper cycle of fine tone in the coarse tone, and data word-error rate
of one word in 10, 000 messages, corresponding to S/No of 29.5 dB-Hz in the coarse
tone or C/No
 of 27 dB-Hz for the carrier, as discussed in Appendixes 2.3.3.3
-C and
-D. This modulation index also insures that ample carrier is present for coherent
detection and signal modulation. A phase modulation index of 0.65 on the fine-tone
provides ample signal-to-noise so that the ground position error is less Cian 1 nmi.
2.2.3.3.3 Data Link - Air Traffic Control
Data Modulation Method - The proposed method of adding binary data to the ranging sig-
nal is to shift the phase of the coarse tone by a factor of 0' or 180' depending upon the
composition of the data message (see Figure 2-6). The binary system selected is
Differentially Coherent Phase Shift Keying (DCPSK). This method of data transmission
is less than 1 dB away from the optimum method of binary modulation, coherent PSK.
However, with coherent PS K an absolute phase standard must be used for demodulation,
which adds greatly to the system complexity and cost. Because of the near randomness
of the message the subcarrier component (i.e. the coarse tone) is either non-existent
or very much reduced in power level from what it would be if no data modulation were
present.
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TABLE 2-8. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR SINE
WAVE MODULATION
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value.
CONTROL CENTER
Transmitter power (5 Nk) (dBW)	 7
Antenna coupling losses (dB)	 1.5
Antenna gain (dB)	 37.0
Rain and snow attenuation (dB)	 0.2
Effective radiated power, ERP (dB\'^ 	 42.8
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB) 	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (-3 dB) (dB)	 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB)	 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB)	 1.0
Received RF power (dB)	 -133.2
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature ( ° K) 809.0
Effective sun temperature (°K) 0
Total galactic noise temperature (°K) 2
Effective earth temperature ( ° K) 105
Total noise temperature ( ° K) 916
System noise figure (dB) 5.0
Noise density (dBW/Hz) -199.0
Satellite noise bandwidth (kHz) 100
Satellite noise power (dPW) -149.0
RF power/noise (dB) 15.8
Transmitter power (20 W) (dBW) 13.0
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
E.RP (dBW) 28.5
Effective radiated noise, ERN, (dBW) 12.7
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB)	 0.5
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TABLE 2-8. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR SINE WAVE MODULATION (Continued)
Forward Path - Values for forw ard-path parameters are tabulated belo w:
Value
USER
Antenna gain (dB) 2.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 2.0
Received RF power (dB) -163.5
USER NOISE POWER
Receive: noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K) 1172
Total galactic noise temperature (°K) 2
Effective sun temperature (°K) 2
Total noise temperature (''K) 1176
System noise figure (dB) 6.1
Noise density (dBW/Hz) -197.9
jC.ecerred noise from satellite (dBW) -179.3
Received noise density (dBW/Hz)
-229.3
Total noise density (dBW/Hz) -197.9
Predetection noise bandwidth (kHz) 100
Predetection noise power (dBW) -147.9
RF power /noise (dB) - 15.6
Carrier/noise at (Mod. Loss = 5.9 dB) (dB) - 21n 5
Postdetection carrier noise bandwidth (Hz) 142
Reference carrier/noise (dB) 7.0
Tone noise bandwidth (Fine) (Hz) 10.0
Tone signal /noise (Fine) (Mod. Loss = 12.1 dB) (dB) 12.3
SELF-NAVIGATION MODE
*Tone noise bandwidth (Fine) (Hz) 1.0
Tone signal /noise (dB) 22.3
Return Path - Values for return -path parameters are tabulated beiow:
Value
USER
Transmitter power (20 W) (dBW) 13.0
Antenna gain (dB) 2.0
*In active mode, user tone-bandwidth is much larger (10-times) than control center tone-
bandwidth so that the integration time (reciprocal of the tone-bandwidth) is predominantly
determined by the control center.
	 In the case where the user wants his position (either
in the active or passive mode), the effective bandwidth of the user's navigation equipment
is 1 Hz.
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T:XBI,E 2-n. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR SINE WAVE MODULATION (Continued)
Return Pith -`',dues for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
USEIt (Cont.)
Antenna coupling losses (dB)	 2.0
E R P (dffiN)	 13.0
*Effective radiated noise density (dBW/Hz)
	 - 21.4
PROPAGATION
Path Imss (dB)
	 190.0
Atmospheric and Ionospheric attenuation (dB)
	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna rain (dB) 16.5
Antenna l,olarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Received RF poNver (dBNX)
-163.0
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Noise density (same as forward path) (dBW/Hz) -199.0
**Received noise density from user (dBW/Hz) -197.4
Combined noise density (dBW/Hz) -195.1
Effective noise power (dBW) -149.0
Received RF power/noise (dB) - 14.0
Transmitter power (10 W) (dBW) 10.0
Antezuia coupling losses (dB) 1.0
Antenna gain (dB) 16.5
E R P (dBNX') 11.4
ERN (dBN') 25.4
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB) 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation ^113) 0.5
CONTROL CENTER
Antenna gain (dB) 37.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 1.0
Deceived RF power (dBW)
-143.4
Retransmitted noise in a ±1 Hz	 about each tone.
**Only affects the demodulated signal at the control center, since the noise is
narrowbanded.
Note: The user generates a new carrier rather than turn-around the received
carrier.
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TABLE 2-8. LI,NK CALCULATIONS FOR SINE WAVE MODULATION (Continued)
Return Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
*CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER
System noise figure (dB)	 3.3
System noise density (dBW/Hz) 	
-200.7
"Received noise density from satellite (dBW/Hz)
	 -175.5
T 'Ital noise density (dBW/H 7,)	 -175.5
RF Power/total noise density (dBw-Hz)	 32.1
Postdetection carrier noise bandwidth (Hz) 	 204
Reference carrier/noise (Mod Loss = 5.9 dB) (dB) 	 7
Tone noise bandwidth (Fine) (Hz)
	 1.0
Tone signal/noise (Fine) (Mod. Loss = 12.1 dB) (dB)
	 20.0
Excess signal/noise (fine tone) (dB)
	 2.7
EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB)
	 4.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K)
	 624
Solar noise temperature ("K)
	 3600
System Noise Density (dBW/Hz)
	 194.4
Received Noise Density from Satellite (dBW/Hz)
	
-175.5
Total Noise Density (dBW/Hz)
	
-175.5
Increase in noise due to sun (dB)
	 0.0
RF Power/total noise density (dBW-Hz)
	 32.1
Demodulated carrier/noise (dB)
	 7.0
Fine Tone signal/noise (dB)
	 20.0
Excess signal/noise (fine tone) (dB)
	 2.7
*This section excludes the effect of the control center antenna pointing directly at the
sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for about a 7-day period with the
maximum duration during any one day about 8 minutes.
**This is the noise density about the fine tone, the noise density about the carrier
is -179.4 dB.
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The method of reconstituting the coarse tone is shoNvn in Figure 2-7. The user detects
(extracts) the carrier in the usual manner, i. e. with a phase locked loop, as shown in
detail in Figure 2-5 earlier. This cleaned up carrier reference (VCXO output) is then
multiplied with the incoming IF signal to demodulate both tones. Note that the discrete
coarse tone frequency is not present, but rather, a sin x/x frequency spectrum is dis-
tributed about the frequency that would be the coaase tone. The coarse tone carrying the
data signal is then passed through a bandpass filter in order to obtain a positive signal-
to-noise ratio. The output of the filter is split into two paths as shoN%m in Figure 2-7.
The upper path goes through a full wave rectifier and narrow- bandpass filter, resulting
in a steady-state sine wave at twice the coarse tone frequency and with the data info.--
mation removed. (Note that the data transmission is either a 0 ° or a 180 ° phase shit
of the coarse tone; now 2 times 0' = 0 0 and 2 times 180 0 = 360 *
 is also equivalent
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Figure 2-6. Data Capability by Modulation of the Coarse Ranging Tone
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low
to 0 °, so that the data is essentially removed.) This sine wave at twice the coarse tone
frequency is then divided by 2; the output is multiplied with the modulated coarse tone
coming from the lower path out of the bandpass filter. The result is a series of half
wave pulses at the coarse tone frequency, of either + polarity or - polarity dep:,nding
on the state of the data stream. It is to be noted that the polarity of the signal could
have been reversed if the signal in the upper branch (entering the full-wave rectifier)
was delayed by a half-cycle of the coarse tone anywhere in the upper path; therefore
the absolute value of the phase information is lost. Figure 2-8 illustrates how the
signal is restored to a mark/space square wave structure. Thus the output of the Mes-
sage Reconstruction Circuit of Figure 2-7 is fed into two branches of the Message
Restoration Circuit of Figure 2 -8(a) ; the upper branch delays the data stream by one
full bit and compares the nth bit with the n-1 th bit in the comparator circuit. If they
are the same, the nth bit is called a mark (1); while if they are opposite, the n th bit is
called a space (0). This results in message restoration as seen from parts (bl and (c)
of Figure 2-8.
0
1-BIT
FROM	 O	 DELAY	 F
MESSAGE
RECONSTRUCTION	 COMPARATOR M* RESTORED MESSAGE
CIRCUITRY
(a) MESSAGE RESTORATION CIRCUITRY
START
OF
MESSAGE
V	 S S M
REFERENCE _^^
BIT	 '^
S' M' S
	 S' M	 M	 M' S
— ORIGINAL
M	 MESSAGE
DCPSK
MESSAGE
TRANSMITTED(b) SIGNALS ORIGINATED AT SENDER
PURPOSELY MADE
O
r	 OUT OF PHASE WITH
D J	 2 TO ILLUSTRATE
THE RESTORATION
O
IDENTICALS' M' S n S S M M M S rM TO ORIGINAL
(c)SIGNALS PROCESSED BY RECEIVER
Figure 2-8. Restoration of Data Message
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Data Format and 1lessage Structure - For an operational Air Traffic Control (ATC)
system, it is visualized that there will be many types of messages of varying priority.
These messages could indicate position and velocity; weather information such as cloud
coverage, wind velocity and direction, barometric pressure, and clear air turbulence;
nett checkpoint information such as latitude, longitude and time; destination information;
fuel and fuel consumption; search-and-rescue commands, etc.
Because of the different precision requirements for the various data, the length of each
type of "word" «zll be different; e.g. a latitude or longitude datum point will require at
I east 16 binary bits for a 0.1 minute of arc (0.1 nmi) precision, while a 4-bit word
could indicate 1 of 16 possible sea states. Table 2-9 indicates some of the desired data
parai,, cters, precision requirements and resulting minimum binary word lengths. A
total of 1^s0 bits should suffice for each user message;
TABLE 2-9. TYPICAL ATC MESSAGE WORD LENGTHS
Parameter Precision Word Length(bits)
Address 65,000 Users 16
Format
Sync 4-bits (8 - double rate) 4
Type 1/32 combinations 5
End Reply/no reply, preceded by 11 0" 2
Position
Latitude 0.1 nmi 18
Longitude 0.1 nmi 18
Height 100 ft/100, 000 ft ceiling 10
Time 0.1 second/24 hours 20
Epoch Present/last/next/other 2
Flight Origin 16, 000 Locations 14
Destination 16, 000 Locations 14
Weather
Temperature 1 °/128° and ± sign 8
Pressure 1 part/128 7
Wind Velocity 1 mph/256 mph and 1'/360* 17& Direction
Cloud Coverage 1 o steps 7
Cloud Altitude 1000 ft/32 9 000 ft 5
Cloud Type 16 states 4
Turbulence Yes/No flag 2
TOTAL	 173
A typical data link message is shown in Figure 2-9. All bits have the same duration
except for the synchronization pattern which is at twice the bit rate in order to make it
unique. The start pulse is used to trigger the user's starting gate. Upon reception of
the start pulse, the address and all following bits are shifted into a shift register.
After completion of the message the address i ,. examined; if it is the correct one (for
the specific user) the system responds. The reply/no-reply pulse at the end of the mes-
sage informs the receiver of the sender's desire for a return message. Ample parity
is provided for error detection and error correction bits are provided for the high
priority data.
The bit-rate of 100 bits per second ensures a low bit error probability (i.e., about 2
bits in 104) for a signal to noise density ratio of 29.5 dB-Hz in the coarse tone, as dis-
cussed in Appendix 2.2.3.3-D.
The total duration of the message is 1.8 seconds, making the data link message com-
patible with the tone burst duration of 2 seconds. (Recall that each user is assigned this
period in the ATC roll call mode of operation.)
END OF MESSAGE "O"
SYNC	 START	 I	
•PULSE	 16 BIT TYPE	 MESSAGES
ADDRESS	 (WITH PARITY)	 REPLY!NO REPLY
ZRH
I	 ^^	 i	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 j	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 i	 I	 I	 (	 I	 I
O 1
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
	
25	 30	 178	 180
TIME !N BITS
TIME - 1 8 SECONDS
BIT RATE = 100 bps
Figure 2-9. Typical ATC Data-Message Format
2.2.3.4 DIGITAL CODE MODULATION (BINOR)
The preceding section (2.2.3.3) was devoted to the discussion of a system using a CW
carrier modulated by two sine wave tones for precise and unambiguous ranging; data
communication was included by DCPSK modulation of the coarse tone. In the present
section, we analyze a digital code technique for ranging which was developed by J. J.
Stifflerl and discussed under the acronym BINOR by TRW. 2
J. J. Stiff'ler, "Block Coding and Synchronization Studies: Rapid Acquisition Sequences",
JPL Space Programs Summary 37-42, Vol. IV, pp 191-197.
2A. Garabedian, "Range (Difference) Measurement Studies for a Navigation Satellite
System", AIAA Paper #68-414, AIAA 2nd Communications Satellite Systems Conference,
San Francisco, April 1968.
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The MINOR code is generated from a series of N coherent, harmonically related square
waves in which the period of the nth wave is twice the period of the (n-1)th v -ve.
Usually, for ease of mechanization, N is chosen to be odd. The code is generated by
the following rule: during each half-cycle of the "cloak" frequency (which is the highest
frequency wave in the series);, the number of square waves in binary state "0"; are sub-
tracted from the number of waves in binary state 11 1"; if the result is positive, the code
is put in state "1", and if the result is negative, the . .le is put in state "0 11 . This is
illustrated in Fig. 2-10 for N=3. In general, for odd N, the code can be simply generated
by basing the binary decision on the polarity of the sum of all square waves during vil.,^h
half-cycle of the clock frequency.
I*– TS= 1/f S -440-- T S —^^`– T S ---	 -- T S --^
A	 F-71LJ71 1	 1	 1	 1-1 FREQUENCY =CLOCK
B	 1	 1	 1	 1	 FREQUENCY= CLOCK
.j	 2
C	 I	 1	 FREQUENCY= CLOCK
4
D= A+ B+ C F3I
1.
^ 1	 1	 1
—^PERIIODI—	 3 j BIT PERIOD = %a TSBIT RATE = 2 fs
CODE PERIOD = 2 N - 1 TS
E = SIGN (D)	 1	 1	 1	 1	 CODE LENGTF1 = 2 N BITS(N=3)
CODE PERIOD = 4`i S
CODE LENGTH = 8 BITS PER PERIOD
Figure 2-10. Formation of a BINOR Code Utilizing
3 Square Wave Trains
From the above discussion it follows that the code bit rate is 2fs bits/sec, and the code
period is equal to the period of the lowest frequency wave, i.e.2(N-1) x Ts sec., where
Ts = 1/fs
 is the period of the highest frequency wave, or the clock. The code length,
that is number of bits per period, is 2 N bits.
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The advwitage of the BINOR e r .de lies in its long period—which helps achieve unam-
biguous ranging over long distances—and its short acquistion time (compared to other
cedes with sequential acquisition schemes). As explained below, the acquisition time
is the time requ,. ed for carrying out N correlations. After acquisition, the phase in-
formation of the code is used to compute the range in a manner similar to that used
for sine-wave ranging.
The acquisition process consists -)f (1) acquiring the "clock", by locking a free running
oscillator to the "clock"; the proceaure for doing this is identical to that of acquiring
the fine tone in a 2-tone sine-wave modulation system and amounts to a correlation;
and (2) making an additional set of (N-1) correlations between the incoming rode signal
and the (N-1) locally-generated square waves which are generated by a divide-by-two
chain of flip-flops driven'^y the acquired clock. Thus a total of N correlations are
needed in the acquisition process, requiring a total of N binary decisions to resolve the
phase of a 2 N bit long code, which is the minimum number of decisions theoretically
possible.
2.2.3 , 4. 1 Description of the System Employing the BINOR Code
Required Number of Square-Wave Components - In the discussion of the two-tone sine
wave modulation system, it was shown that a 16 to 1 ratio of fine tone (range resolution)
to coarse-tone (large ambiguity) would suffice if the fine-tone frequency is 8 KHz and
the coarse-tone frequency is 500 Hz. This 16 to 1 ratio requires 5-square wave trains
for a BINOR code. Therefore, the system to be analyzed will be derived from the
following components:
A = an 8 kHz square wave train
B = a 4 kHz square-wave train
C = a 2 kHz square-wave train
D = a 1 kHz square-wave train
E = a 500-Hz square-wave train
Data Link Requirements - In order not to upset* the generation of the BINOR sequence by
going to a 6th square-wave with the data stream impressed on it, a separate sub--carrier
will be utilized to bear the data information. This subcarrier will be modulated exactly
like the coarse-tone in the 2-tone sine wave system discussed previously. The data-
link message also will be identical to that of the above-mentioned system. In order to
prevent excessive use of signal bandwidth, the subcarrier will be at a nominal frequency
of 200 Hz. No carrier lock problems should arise because of false-=lock on the sub-
carrier, since the message will be balanced (equal number of marks and spaces) so
*An even number ef, square-wave trains result in a 3-level code. That is, the resultant
amplitude is either positive, negative, or zero. The zero level introduces complicated
logic and circuitry problems.
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that eithee no discrete subcarrier component will be present, or the residual is very
small (greater than 15 dB down from the carrier) if the circuitry does not phase shift
the signals exactly 0" or 1800.
Modulation Index of Signal Components - The signal-to-noise ratio of the BINOR code
is determined by the accuracy requirements of 1 nmi ground position error. As in the
case of the 2-tone sine wave system (Section 2.2.3.3), this accuracy requires a S/N0
of 17.3 dE-Hz on the fine Lune, i. e. the highest frequency component of the modulation,
which is the "clock" in the present case. Also, as shown in Appendix 2.2.3.3-C, the
noise density about the fine tone is twice that about the carrier, so that ti:e clock should
really have a signal-to-noise density of 20.3 dB-Hz.
Now the clock S/No
 is less than the code S/N0 by the factor P 2 , where P is the correlation
coefficient between the clock and the code. For a code consisting of n square waves
(n odd), Stiffler l
 has shown that
1	 n-1
P =
2n-1	 11-1
2
Thus for n = 5 9	 P = 0.375 and P 2 =0.141 or -8.5 dB. Hence,
SIN	 clock = 20.3 dB-Hz0
SIN	 code = 28.8 dB-Hz0
The signal-to-noise densities for the carrier and the "coarse tone" (i.e. the lowest
frequency wave in the code) are found from Appendix 2.2.3.3-C. Thus
C/N0
 carrier = 27 dB-Hz (for C/N of 7 dB in 100 Hz reference  bandwidth)
SIN  data	 = 29.5 dB-Hz (for E/No of 8.9 dB in band B = 1/r = 100 Hz,
with 0.6 dB allowance for degradation).
	 }
From Appendix 2.2.3.4-A, it is seen that the modulation index for the code, BC = 0.94
while that for the data subcarrier, BD = 1.39. The resulting normalized power levels
are also derived in that appendix and are shown below:
Carrier, PC = -9.4 dB
Code,
	 P = -7.6 dB	 Normalized with respect to theS	
total RF power
Data,	 PD = -6.9 dB
1J.J. Stiffler, "Block Coding and Synchronization Studies: Rapid Acquisition Sequences",
JPL Space Programs Summary 37-42, Vol. IV, pp 191-197.
2The 100 Hz bandwidth is nominal and represents the ideal case of no additional noise.
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2.2.3.4.2 Link Calculation for the BANOR System
The parameters discussed above and those discussed in Section 2,.2.3.2 (CNN' System
Performance Parameters) are us d to obtain the link analysis shown in Table 2-10.
It is found from the table that satisfactory performance (as determined by the signal-
to-noise criteria derived above) is obtained with the following RF powers and antenna
gains, namely: 5W and 37 dB at the ground; 20 W and 2 dB at the user; and 20 W for
the forward path and 10 NN' for the return path at the satellite, with an antenna gain of
16. 5 dB in each direction.
TABLE 2-10. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR BINOR CODE MODULATION
Fors, and Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below:
	 I
Value
CONTROL CENTER
Transmitter Power (5 ^k) (dBNk)	 7.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB)	 1.5
Antenna gain (dB)	 37.0
Rain and snow attenuation (dB) 	 0.2
Effective radiated power, ERP (dBW) 	 42.8
PROPAGATION
Patl.t loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB)
	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (-3 db) (dB)	 16.5
Atitenna polarization loss (dB)
	 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 	 1.0
Received RF power (dB)
	
-133.2
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K) 809
Effective sun temperature (°K) 0
Total galactic noise temperature (°K) 2
Effective earth temperature (°K) 105
Total noise temperature (°K) 916
System noise figure (dB) 5.0
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TABLE 2-10. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR BINOR CODE MODULATION (Cont.)
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
SATELLITE NOISE POWER (Cont.)
Noise density (dB«'/Hz)
Satellite noise bandwidth (KHz)
Satellite noise power (dBVV)
RF power/noise (dB)
Transmitter power (20 V^) (dBW)
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
Antenna gain (dB)
ERP (dBVN)
Effective radiated noise, ERN, (dBV;)
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB)
USER
Antenna gain (dB)
Antenna polarization loss (dB)
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
Received RF power (dB)
USER NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB)
Receiver noise temperature ('K)
Total galactic noise temperature (°K)
Effective sun temperature (°K)
Total noise temperature (°K)
System noise figure (dB)
Noise density (dBW/Hz)
Received noise from satellite (dBW)
Received noise density (dBW/Hz)
Total noise density (dBW/Hz)
Predetection noise bandwidth (kHz)
-199.0
100.0
-149.0
15.8
13.0
1.0
16.5
28.5
12.7
190.0
0.5
2.0
1.5
2.0
-163.5
5.0
1172
2
2
1172
6.1
-197.9
-179.3
-229.3
-197.9
100.0
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TABLE 2-10. LINK CALCULATIO1,S FOR BINOR CODE 7,40DULATION (Cont.)
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
USER NOISE POWER (Cont.)
-147.9
-15.6
-25.0
63
7.0
Predetection noise power (dBW)
RF power/noise (dB)
Carrier/noise for PC/RF Power = -9.4 dB (dB)
Postdetection carrier noise bandwidth (Hz)
Reference carrier/noise (in 100-Hz bandwidth) (dB)
10.0
16.8
Code noise bandwidth (Fz)
Code signal/noise for PS /RF power = -7.6 dB (dB)
Clock signal/noise (in 10 Hz bandwidth) for P = 0.375 (dB)
SELF-NAVIGATION MODE
*Clock noise bandwidth (Hz)
Clock signal/noise (in 1 Hz bandwidth) (dB)
8.3
1.0
18.3
Return Path - Vtl lues for return-r tth parameters are tabulated below:
4
}
USER
Transmitter power (20V) (dBV)
Antenna gain (dB)
Antenna coupling losses (dB)
Value
13.0
2.0
2.0
V-
*In active mode user tone-bandwidth is much larger (10-times) than control center
clockbandwidth so that the integration time (reciprocal of the clockbandwidth) is
predominantly determined by the control center. In the case where the user wants
his position (either in the active or passive mode), the effective bandwidth of the
user's navigation equipment is 1 Hz.
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TABLE 2-10. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR BINOR CODE MODULATION (Cont.)
Return Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value,
USER (Cont.)
ERP (dB«)
	 1431. 0
*Effective radiated noise density (dBW/liz)
	 -21.4
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmospheric and Ionospheric attenuation (dB)
	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) (-3 dB beam edge)
	 16.5
Antenna polarization 'loss (dB) 	 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
	 1.0
Received RF power (dBNV) 	
-163.0
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Noise density (same as forward path) (dBW/Hz)
	 -199.0
**Receiver noise density from user (dBW/Hz)
	 -197.4
Combined noise density (dBW/Hz)
	 -195.1
Effective noise power (dB«)	 -149.0
Received RF power/noise dB)	 -14.0
Transmitter power (10k) (dBW)
	 10.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB)
	
1.
Antenna gain (dB) (-3 dB Beam edge)
	
16.5
ERP (dBW)	 11.4
ERN (dBXXj	 25.4
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB)	 0.5
*Retransmitted noise in a 1 Hz bandwidth about the clock.
**Only affects the demodulated signal at the control center, since the noise is
narrowbanded.
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TABLE 2-10. LINK CALCULATIONS FOR BINOR CODE MODULATION (Cont.)
Return Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
CONTROL CENTER
37.0
0.5
1.0
-143.4
Antenna gain (dB)
Antenna polarization loss (dB)
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
Received RF power (dBN'4 j
* CONTROL CENTER NOISE POWER
System noise figure (dB)
System noise density (dBW/Hz)
**Received noise density from satellite (dBW/Hz)
Total noise density (dBW/Hz)
RF Power/total noise density (dB-Hz)
Postdetection carrier noise bandwidth (Hz)
Reference carrier/noise (dB) (modulation loss = -9.4 dB)
***Clock noise bandwidth (Hz)
Clock signal/noise in 1 Hz bandwidth (dB) (o = 0.375)
3.3
-200.7
-175.5
-175.5
32.1
91
7.0
0.7
17.3
EFFECT OF SUN
Receiver noise figure (dB)
Receiver noise temperature (°K)
Solar noise temperature (°K)
System noise density (dBW/Hz)
Received noise density from satellite (dBW/Hz)
Total noise density (dBW/Hz)
Increase in noise, due to s m (dB)
RF Power/Total Noise density (dB-Hz)
Demodulated carrier/noise (dB)
Clock signal/noise (dB)
Excess signal/noise (clock) (dB)
4.0
624
3600
-192.4
-175.5
-175.5
0.0
32.1
7.0
17.3
1.0
*This section excludes the effect of the control center, antenna pointing directly at
the sun which occurs at the spring and fall equinoxes for about a 7-day period with
with the maximum duration during any one day about 8 minutes.
**This is the noise about the clock signal; the noise about the carrier is -179.4
dBW /Hz.
***In order to make comparisons with the sinewave modulation system (in
Section 2.2.3.5) all the transmitter power levels for both systems are equal
(at a specific location).
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2. 2.3.5 COMPA:3ISON OF I'llE TWO CONTINUOUS-WAVE MODULATION SYSTEMS
In order to compare the "digital-cede" system «ith the ''sine-wave tones" system we
,Rill e:xalnine the critical paralnoters in the preceding lint: analyses. This will he done
'it the i1Ser location (for self-navigation) and at the ground control center (for air traf-
tic control navigation). The critical parameters are sho^%^n is Table 2-11.
TABLE 2-11. COMPARISON OF SINE WAVE WITH
SQUARE-WAVE MODULATION
Location Parameter ((113-11z)Sine-Nave
(dB-Hz)
Digital Code
(dB-Hz)
Difference Ite III No.
User Total Power "N0 34.4 34.4 0.0 1
Carrier N 2^. 5 25.0 3.5 20
Fine Tone "N0 22.3 18.3 4.0 3
(or clock)
*Data Subcarrier/ 31.2 27.5 3.7 4
N 0
Control Total Power/No 36.0	 (A) 36.0	 (A) 0.0 5
Center 32.1	 (B) 32.1	 (B)
Carrier/N0 30.1	 (A) 26.6	 (A) 3.5 6
Fine Tone /N0 20.0	 (B) 16.0	 (B) 4.0 7
*Data Subcarrier/ 32.8	 (A) 29.1	 (A) 3.7 8
NO
NOTES:	 N0
 is the noise spectral density.
A - the N0 is due only to the transmitted noise from the satellite.
B - the N0 is from both the user and the satellite.
* - In the case of the sine--wave this subcarrier is also the coarse tone.
We see from the table that for the same total-power to noise-spectral density in the
two systems i'a.s shown by item number 1 and 5), the system using sine wave tones
achieves a higher signal to noise density ratio for all the other parameters (carrier
fine-tone or clock as the case may be and the data subcarrier). Ill particular, the
carrier to No (items 2 and 6) is 3.5 dB higher for the sine-wave system. If this "extra"
3.5 dB were to be converted into excess loop bandwidth over the code-modulation case
the resulting bandwidth would be 2.25 times greater for the sine-wave case. Now, for
moderate values of initial frequency offset Of, Gardner(1) shows that the pull-in time, Tp,
(1) Floyd M. Gardner, "Phase Lock Techniques", John Wiley & Sons, 1966, page 46
formula (4-32)
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of a 2nd order phase-locked loop, with the damping factor (' = 0.707, is given by:
T = 4.2 (11f )2 (in seconds)p	 B 3L
Since the pull-in time is inversely proportional to the cube of the loop bandwidth BL,
the code-modulated system takes (2.25) 3 = 11.4 times longer than the sine-wave
tone-modulated system to pull-in. It would not be practical to adjust the power levels
in the various sideband components (code system) in order to bring up the power level
of the carrier since this would cause further degradation of the clock signal and the
data message error rate. Furthermore, if modulation lockup time were also con-
sidered the BINOR system would be further degraded since the square waves are
locked up sequentially while the tones are locked up in parallel.
It is concluded from the above discussion that the sine-wave modulation is better than
the BINOR code for equal RF powers at the user (or at the ground control center) be-
cause, with the optimum choice of modulation parameters in the two cases, the former
results in higher signal-to-noise values and shorter acquisition rime than the latter.
"'.2.3.6 PROJECTION OF THE SINE-WAVE TONES SYSTEM TO 0.1 NMI
GROUND POSITION ERROR
From Appendix 2.2.3.6-A we see that the signal to noise of the extra-fine tone (i. e.
the 64 kHz tone) has to be at least 22.5 dB in order to meet the 0. 1 nmi accuracy.
With the insertion of the 3rd tone the new modulation indices and the normalized power
were determined by an iterative process and the results are shown in Table 2-12.
TABLE 2-12. SIGNAL PARAMETERS FOR 3-TONE (0. 1 NMI) CASE
Parameter Modulation Index Normalized Power
Carrier
-
- 6.0 dB
Coarse Tone 1.25 - 5.0 dB
Fine Tone 0.50 -14.7 dB
Extra- Fine Tone 0.85 - 9.6 dB
The link analysis for the 0.1 nmi accuracy is shown in Table 2-13. It is to be noted
that this system is fully compatible with the 1.0 nmi system. Users requiring an
accuracy no better than 1 nmi need not demodulate the 3rd (extra-fine) tone.
We see in the link analysis that two minor changes need to be made to obtain the 0.1
nmi accuracy. They are:
I
1. A Controi Center transmitter power increase of 3 dB, i.e. from 5 watts to
10 watts.
2. The satellite, user and control center predetection bandwidths must be in-
creased by a factor of 2, i.e. increased to 200 kHz. This satellite bandwidth
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will cause no degradation of the signals used for the 1.0 nmi ground accuracy
so that this service will be unimpaired. Again, as in the previous link analy-
sis A la 0 nmi accuracy) the effect of the increase in system noise temperature
glue to the sun (during the equinox periods) is negligible.
TABLE 2-1.3. POWER BUDGET - SAMPLE LINK CALCULATIONS
(0. 1 NMI ACCURACY)
Forward Patel Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
CONTROL CENTER
Transmitter power (10W) (dBW)	 10.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 	 1.5
Antenna gain (dB')	 37.0
Rain and snow attenuation (dB) 	 0.2
Effective radiated power, ERP (dBW)	 45.8
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmosphere and ionosphere attenuation (dB)	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB) (-3 dB)
Antenna polarization loss (dB)
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
Received RF power (dB)
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB)
Receiver noise temperature (°K)
Effective sun temperature (°K)
Total galactic noise temperature (°K)
Effective earth temperature (°K)
Total noise temperature (°K)
System noise figure (dB)
Noise density (dBW/Hz)
Satellite noise bandwidth (kHz)
Satellite noise power (dBW)
RF power/noise (dB)
Transmitter power (20W) (dBW)
Antenna coupling loss (dB)
Antenna gain (dB)
ERP (dBW)
Effective radiated noise, ERN, (dBW)
16.5
0.5
1.0
-130.2
5.0
809.0
0
2
105
916
5.0
-199.0
200
-146.0
15.8
13.0
1.0
16.5
28.5
12.7
tTABLE 2-13. PON ER BUDGET - SAMPLE LINK CALCULATIONS
(0.1 N.NII ACCURACY) (Cont.)
Forward Path - Values for forward-path parameters are tabulated below;
Value
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmospheric and ionospheric attenuation (dB) 	 0.5
USER
Antenna gain (dB) 2.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 2.0
Received RF power (dB) -163.5
USER NOISE POWER
Receiver noise figure (dB) 5.0
Receiver noise temperature (°K) 1172
Total galactic noise temperature (°K) 2
Effective sun temperature (°K) 2
Total noise temperature (°K) 1176
System noise figure (dB) 6.1
Noise density (dBW/Hz) -197.9
Received noise from satellite (dBW) -179.3
Received noise density (dBW/Hz) -229.3
Total noise density (dBW/Hz) -197.9
Predetection noise bandwidth (KHz) 200
Predetection noise power (dBW) -144.9
RF mower/noise (6B) - 18.6
Carrier/noise (Mod. Loss = 6.0 dB) (dB) - 24.6
Post detection carrier noise bandwidth (Hz) 138
Reference carrier/noise (dB) 7.0
Tone noise bandwidth (Extra Fine) (Hz) 10.0
Tone signal/noise (Extra Fine) (dB) (Mod. Loss = 9.6 dB) 14.8
SELF-NAVIGATION MODE
*Tone noise bandwidth (Extra-Fine) (Hz) 1.0
Tone signal/noise (dB) 24.8
*In active mode user tone-bandwidth is much larger (10-times) than control center
tone-bandwidth so that the integration time (reciprocal of the tone-bandwidth) is
predominantly determined by the control center. In the case where the user w2ats
his position (either in the active or passive mode), the effective bandwidth of the
user's navigation equipment is 1 Hz.
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TABLE 2-13. POWER BUDGET - SAMPLE LINK CALCULATIONS
(0.1 NMI ACCURACY) (Cont.)
Return l= ath - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
USER
Transm itte r power (20A) (dBR)	 13.0
Antenna gain (dB)	 2.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB)	 2.0
ERP (dB\k)	 13.0
*Effective radiated noise density (dBN\'/Hz) 	 - 21.4
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
Atmospheric and Ionospheric attenuation (dB)	 0.5
SATELLITE
Antenna gain (dB)	 16.5
Antenna polarization loss (dB) 	 1.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB)	 1.0
Received RF power (dBW)	 -163.0
SATELLITE NOISE POWER
Noise density (same as forward path) (dBW/Hz)	 -199.0
**Received noise density from user (dBW/Hz)	 -197.4
Combined noise density (dBW/Hz)	 -195.1
Effective noise power (dBW/Hz) 	 -146.0 f
Received RF power/noise (dB)	 - 17.0
Transmitter power (dBV) (10W)	 10.0
Antenna coupling losses (dB) 	 1.0
Antenna gain (dB)	 16.5 f
ERP (dBV^)
	 8.4 s
ERN (dB«)	 25.4
*Retransmitted noise in a ±1 Hz bandwidth about each tone.
**Only affects the demodulated signal at the control center since the noise is
narrowbanded.
1
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TABLE 2-13. POWER BUDGET - SAMPLE LINK CALCULATIONS
(0.1 NNII ACCURACY) (Cont.)
Return Path - Values for return-path parameters are tabulated below:
Value
PROPAGATION
Path loss (dB)	 190.0
:atmospheric & ionospheric attenuation (dB)	 0.5
CONTROL CENTER
Antenna gain (dB)	 37.0
Antenna polarization loss (dB)
	 0.5
Antenna coupling loss (dB) 	 1.0
Received RF power (dBA)	
-146.4
CONTROL CENTER NOISE PONVER
System noise figure (dB)	 3.3
System noise density (dBW/Hz)
	
-200.0
*Received noise density from satellite (dBW/Hz)
	
-178.5
**Total noise density (dBW/Hz)
	
-178.5
RF Power/total noise density (dBW-Hz)
	 32.1
Post detection carrier noise bandwidth (Hz)
	 100
Reference carrier/noise (Mod. Loss = 6.0 dB) (dB)
	 7.0
Tone noise bandwidths (All) (Hz)
	 1.0
Tone signal/noise (Coarse;) (Mod. Loss = 5.0 dB) (dB)
	 28,0
Tone signal/noise (Fine) (Mod. Loss = 14.7 dB) (dB)
	 17.4
Tone signal/noise (Ex. Fine) (Mod. Loss = 9.6 dB) (dB)
	 22.5
*This is the noise density about the fine tones, the noise density about the
carrier is -179.4 dB.
"The increase in system noise due to the sun is negligible.
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2.3 TIMING SEQUENCE FOR CW RANGING NAV/TC SYSTEM
2.3.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
Figure 2-11 depicts a CW Range-Range Nav/TC system for North Atlantic coverage
in the 19 i 0's . As described in the introductory summary, the sequence of events
leading to a user "position fix"* is initiated by a message sent from the ground control
center (GCC) to a particular user via satellite A or B. The choice of satellite A or B
is a computer decision based on user geometry for the purpose of minimizing the
GDOP effect in the computation of the user's position "fix" as discussed in the section
on error analysis for this system (Section 2.4.3.2). It can be made well before current
fix time so as to avoid any transients that might otherwise occur if the satellite path
to the user were changed when the fix was initiated.
When the user vehicle receives the GCC control message, it activates its transponder
transmitter in order to transmit its identity, altitude data and the "turned around"
ranging signal. The ranging signal is continuously available in this system configura-
tion because the user receiver is phase-locked to the CW carrier at the beginning of
the trip. A user equipment block diagram is given in Figure 2-12. It shows that
ranging modulation is available continuously during a trip and can be transmitted back
to the GCC immediately upon activation of the transmitter and programmer on the user.
The user data and ranging signal are then transmitted back through both satellites A
and B to the GCC. The data message is transmitted simultaneously with the ranging
signal by utilizing the low frequency tone as described in Sociion 2.2.3.3.
At the GCC the signals from satellites A and B are coherently demodulated and tracked
after acquisition by the ground station receivers. The acquisition process will utilize
either a doppler error elimination technique (implemented in the user equipment) or
a user doppler "prediction" technique (calculated in GCC computer) to minimize the
carrier frequency search time at the GCC. These techniques will be described in a
later section.
From the demodulated ranging tones the user's position fix is calculated. This is
followed by a user fix verification test which compares the calculated fix to an expected
value based on previous fixes or initial user position information. Satisfactory
acceptance of the user "fix" is followed by fix coordinate display and transmission of
the fix to the user when required. Should the user fix fail the verification test, appro-
priate action is decided upon by the computer logic based on user traffic density, user
priority and operational criteria, etc. Such action would be a decision to repeat the
entire fix sequence immediately, as traffic allows, or wait until the next scheduled fix
of the user in question.
* A "position fix" in the Active or Traffic Control mode requires that the user position
be determined by a ground control center; this mode is more complicated than (and
	
s
contains the capability of) the Passive or Navigation mode, in which the user determines
his own position without sending this information to the control center. The present
discussion relates to the Active mode.
I
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Figure 2-11. Range-Range Nav/TC System for North Atlantic
The following sections discuss the detailed timing sequence of operations for the CW
Ranging Nav/TC System, Related discussions on the doppler correction technique
and GCC user acquisition pr6cedures are described as they occur in the sequence of
events.
2.3.2 TIMING SEQUENCE CONSIDERATIONS (DATA MESSAGE
AND TIMING FORMAT)
A typical data link message for traffic control consists of a synchronization signal, a
start pulse, an address, a label (the first bit of which may indicate whether a fix is
being made and thus activate the user's transmitter and programmer) a message, an
end of message indication and a reply/no reply required indication. For the majority
of traffic control transmissions from the GCC the data transmission would end with
the indication to the user to return the required fix information. For others, however,
such as sending the position fix coordinates to the user, additional message would be
required. In these cases the user would not activate his transmitter until the end of
the message and then only if a reply is requested.
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To illustrate a typical position fix timing sequence use will be made of the situation
geometry indicated in Figure 2-11. The numbers involved are only intended to be
representative and are therefore not limiting cases nor precisely determined values.
The data message is assumed to be that of a GCC position fix interrogation of a user.
Figure 2-13 illustrates a user fix operational timing sequence. The space propagation
time in seconds versus the total elapsed time in seconds illustrates the main time
delays which occur in the system during a position fix determination. A more detailed
breakdown of the user fix timing sequence is given in Table 2-14,
The sequence of events starts with the fix interrogation message for user N being
encoded on the "coarse tone" ranging signal by means of a binary differentially
coherent phase shift keying (PSK) technique described previously (section 2.2.3.3).
The bit rate is 100 bps. The message duration of significance to the fix computation
is indicated in Table 2-14 (0.2 second). Simultaneously, the space propagation time
from GCC to satellite B is indicated at 0.137 seconds (22, 125 nmi at 161,000 nmi.sec).
The satellite frequency shifts and repeats the message transmission to the user in
0,127 seconds for the illustrated geometry. The satellite repeater delay was estimated
to be of the order of 3.5 ,us and is therefore neglected as indicated in Table 2-14.
The initial transmitted message bit arrives at the user at 0.264 seconds and 0.2 sec-
onds later the user (upon reception of the "activate-bit" of the "type" part of the
transmission) activates the user programmer and transmitter. After a user activation
dela-; of approximately 0. 020 seconds the user transponda the ranging carrier and
tones. The user encodes the "coarse tone" with his own sync, blank, start pulse,
address, type and message containing his altitude, and other information including a
request for the fix if he desired one (pre-set by user before fix).
USER FIX
COMPUTED (.005 SEC)
ELAPSED TIME	 SECONDS
00 .1
	 .2 .3	 4	 5	 .6 r	 .8	 .9	 1.0	 2,^`	 2.5	 2.6 2.7	 2.8	 2.9	 3,0	 3.1
MESSAG SAT. A SAT. B ACQUIRE
.025 TO USER SIGNAL SIGNAL NUSER	 +1
N GCC RECEIVERS SIGNALS
.05 ACQUIRE SIGNALS
OF USER N SEND FIX
Z075 TO USER NO IF REQUIRED
U AT 2.0 SECOND
y	 , 10 POINT, GCCSENDS MESSAGE
W
.125 TO USER N+1
1-	 S_AT_B	 _ _ _ _	 _ _ _ _-^ SAT. A SA7. A	 SAT B
2 0 .150 SAT. BT SAT. B
Q
.175
REPEATER
C 
DELAY
a 3.5 JAS
O TO USER N
.20CL
W
Q .225CL
rn
25
-• USER-
.275
USER END OF USER
.30 TRANSMITS TRANSMISSION(FOR 2 SECONDS)
3.4
Figure 2-13. Illustration of User Fix Operational Timing Sequence
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and Belo«
(3. 5 p s)	
I
o, 127
	
11. 4 64
o, o2o	 o.4,-34
I
i
I
0,0110 
0. 04 0
0.010
0.100
0. O ;II
1.d,^0
it
0.010
0.010
2.0 0.464
0.121 0.611
0.133 0.617
0.137 0.74b
0.125 0.742
0.15	 (troth signals) 0.900
'	 — 2.000
1. 65	 I 2.750
0.005 2.753
2.900
TABLE 2- 16.4. ILLUSTRATION* OF USER FIX T11%HNG SEQUENCE
1!t r.. l'ime (Sec.)
T-	 t
I	 t1>sed Time (Sec. 1
i,t c	 ^cn,'^ I1\ \leaat^e t^, U,t•r
.11.	 .,... o. (1-11) 11,	 ,111
^^,, ,	
.1-t 11^	 Illll 11^	 11411
Vdl- lull 11	 1'111
1) '1 	In tl 	 1	 C	 1A,VeI 1111 )l i`I
A , S , Ilt1-11al	 h1,e	 Bit" ,If^U May not
Jlc.. .,L t 1.4-('	 11e u,,ed
lol' tllls " ^uU
t^'pe of
ltepk	 A., Rvpl^ Olt)	 transmission
^'1r,uc	 1'r^lp;i^;lliott
GCC	 satellite I1 o.137 11.337
S;It.	 Freci.	 Shift :ind Re{,e;lt Neglect here 1).337
sal. B t(, User
User Activation Delay
User Data Message and Ranging Signai
frmspond Ranging Signal (incl. Data)
Sent'
Blank
Mart Pulse
User Address
1.\ pc
!	 MCSSages (allitude, etc.
li	 1egUeSLS)
1:1nd of Message
Repl y^ No Reply
i
Tr, nspond Ranging Signals
j	 (includes data message above)
li 	 Space Propagation
User to Satellite B
User to Satellite A
Satellite B to GCC
Satellite A to GCC
GCC Coherent Receiver Acquisition
GCC starts fix message to user h+1.
GCC Tracks hanging Signals
and Decodes User Message
GCC Computes User Fix
GCC Sends Fix to User h
(If Require(i)
GCC Acquires Signals from User
N +1
Based on a 100 B/S data rate and Geometry of Figure 2-11.
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As noted in Figure 2-12 (by dashed linos) , the user equipment may have a doppler
correction feature to reduce the GCC acquisition time on the transponded ranging signal
and uoer message. The technique will attempt to reduce the transponded carrier
frequency by the incoming doppler offset. As noted in Figure 2-12, there will also be
frequency offsets fel at the phase-locked oscillator and fE2 at the frequency synthesizer.
The transmitted frequency will then be f T (uncorrected) minus a frequency correction
for doppler given as (fT /fo) fd and plus the difference of the offsets (f,,2-fE1). It is
expected that (f E 2-f E 1)<< (fT/fo) fd.
The user signal is then transmitted to both satellites A and B and repeated from each
to the GCC. The GCC coherent receivers (one for each satellite signal) then acquire
the user signals in an estimated time of 0.15 seconds.
This acquisition time estimate (which may be much greater if a frequency search mode
is required if initial acquisition is not achieved during a specified interval) i.^ based
on the link analysis estimates (Section 2.2.3.3.2 of this volume) of a carrier-to-noise
power ratio of 7 dB and a two-sided phase-locked loop (PLL) bandwidth (2B L) of 200
hertz. The value of 0.15 seconds was estimated from pW)lished results (ref. 1,2)*
based on a frequency offset of one half the loop noise bandwidth at the 7 dB signal-to-
noise ratio.
The question of false-lock on the coarse or fine tones is not seen to be a Serious
problem. The coarse tone would appear as a noise-like signal with a sin x/x frequency
spectrum characteristic offset by 500 hertz from the carrier. Even though the signal-
to-noise level of the coarse tone may be greater than that of the carrier, the subtractive
feature of the binary PSK message modulation reduces the effective SNR well below that
of the carrier for acquisition purposes. Similarly the fine tone SNR is indicated to be
well below (-10dB) that of carrier SNR and should cause no false-lock acquisition
problem.
The assumption that the frequency offset will be within the PLL loop bandwidth is based
on the use of the doppler correction technique, discussed above, Ur the use of a user
doppler estimate computed from previous fixes and user geometry-flight plan informa-
tion. In practice both techniques may be employed. It W also assumed in the above
acquisition time estimate that any user frequency drifts may be calibrated out of the
individual user's acquisition frequency estimate.
Should any unacceptable acquisition performance be indicated by simulation or actual
development testing, use will be made of doppler filter banks for rapid carrier
acquisitions. Such filter bank techniques are commonly used to locate a carrier fre-
uency and designate the receiver to this frequency. The false-lock (false alarm) prob-
ability can be controlled by proper design for a given signal spectrum. Acqusition
times well below 0.25 second are common for such filter banks especially if the doppler
correction or user doppler estimate techniques discussed above are employed.
*1) D. Martin, Tech. Report No. 32-215, "The Pioneer IV Lunar Probe: A Minimum-
Power FM/PM System Design," Jet Propulsion Laboratory, March 15, 1962.
2) R.W. Sannemann, J.R. Rowbotham, "Unlock Characteristics of the Optimum Type
H Phase-Locked Loop;" IEEE Trans. on Aerospace and Navigation Electronics,
March '. 964.
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Following the acquisition of the user's transponded ranging signal the user message
is decoded from th- coarse tone and the GCC receiver cohere.ttly integrates the rang-
ing phase signals for the remainder of the 2.0 second user transmission. The user
altitude and estimates of phase are then sent to the GCC computer for computation of
the user fix.
The fix may then be sent to the user if he has requested it, and be displayed as required,
after successfully passing the fix verification test discussed earlier. Shortly after the
fix is computed the GCC receivers acquire the next user's signals as indicated in
Figure 2-13. These correspond to signals sent out about 0.9 seconds before the
termination of user N's track. It can be seen from this illustration that one user fix
each 2 seconds may be easily obtained for the CW ranging Nav /TC system illus` rated.
2.4 ORBIT SYS rEM COVERAGE AND GDOP
2.4.1 SUMMARY
The ranging systems whose basic accuracies are described herein constitute one of
the following:
1) Two satellite system. The range from navigator to each of the satellites is
measured; these, together with altitude measurement, enable a position fix
to be made. Lines of position are circular and the mode is passive.
2) Two satellite system for air traffic control; active mode. Range, range-sum,
and altitude are measured. The lines of position are a circle and an ellipse,
intersecting on the sphere of the user's Earth central distance.
3) Range difference - altitude system, requiring the use of it least three
satellites, simultaneously in view. The system can be uses in either
passive or active mode.
Ranging may be accomplished either by the phase difference technique or by pulse
timing. Error equations are developed for the circle-elliptic active mode. For a
user latitude between 20°N and 70°N, and for 60° satellite spacing at synchronous
altitude, it is determined that an rms surface position accuracy of 1 nmi can be obtained
for the .following parameters and source accuracies:
Carrier frequency	 1.6 GHz
Fine tone frequency	 8 kHz
Phase indicator resolution error	 1v=2°
Signal noise and multipath error 	 1T= 5°
f RMS Error,	 1 a = 5.4°
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A .1 nmi accuracy can be achieved by means of a 64 kHz fine tone frequency. For a
global system, in which three orthogonal orbits are used (one equatorial and two polar)
for complete worldwide coverage, a hyperbolic (range-difference) mode of navigation
provides 3v 1J better accuracy than in the circular (range) mode. A "Y" orbit config-
uration, however, gives particularly bad GDOP's. resulting in coefficients greater
than 14 at higher user latitudes. (1) Thus, circular orbits are preferrable for a
precision Nav/TC global system.
2.4.2 ERROR SENSITIVITY EQUATIONS
In Figure 2-14, it will be assumed that the central distance from Earth center to
navigator (possibly airborne) is at least approximately known; that is,
RN-,RE + h
where RE is the local Earth radius, a function of geodetic latitude, and his measured
geodetic height above Earth surface. The ranges rl, r2 to two synchronous equatorial
satellites are measured. Two equations in the unknown navigator (geocentric) latitude
(0) and longitude (X) can be written:
R 2 R 2 - r 2 = 2 R R cos 0 Cos (a-X	 K	 (1)
s	 n	 1	 n s	 1	 1
RS2 = R
N2 - r22 = 2 RN RS Cos 0 Cos (A 2_X)= K2	 (2)
1
Figure 2-14. Navigator-Satellite Space Geometry
(1) Aerospace Corporation, Report No. TOR-0158 (3525-14)-1 "Parametric Summary -
Influences of Synchronous, Inclined Elliptical Oribts on Performance of a Satellite
Navigation System," Contract No. F04695-67-C-0158, 20 Dec. 1967.
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a
	
^''`'^ pe'0^ ^ • ^	
,k -
	 was .~ = ^'x++^7' R : . _	 ^
fi
i
i
RN cos (X - '\ l) cos (A2 
-"]
RSRN coso sin (X 2 - A 1)
aX
a RN (lo)
wherein X 2 >X >X 1 , measured positive eastward from Greenwich meridian. Solving for
-0 and X ,
	
K 2 - 2K K cos (X
	 ) +K 2
= cos-1	 1	 1 2	 1	 (3)
C2RS RNsin ( X - X 1)1 
2
-1 Klcos X 2 - K2 cos'\l I
A = tan	 (4)K2 sl	 1 - K  sin X2 
No ambiguity exists in the use of eq. 3, if the user knows in which Hemisphere he is
located. A refinement is made, through iteration, to obtain a more accurate value of
RE(OI) and thence a precise value of geodetic latitude.
Sensiti;7ities to errors in the range and altitude measurements (and to errors in knowl-
edge of the satellite positions) are most expeditiously found by taking total differentials
of eq's. 1 and 2, solving simultaneously for d0 and dX, and then identifying partials.
Neglecting ephemeris errors, the required partials are
a^	 r  sin (,\2 - X )
C1 1	 RsRNsin sin (X2 - h 1)
CI 0	
r2 sin ( X - X 1)
6 2	 RSRN sin 46 sin (X2 - X 1)
CI 0
	
Rs sin (X2
 - X 1 ) cos O - RN [sin (X - X 1) + sin N - A )I
a RN	 Rs RN sin 0 sin (A2 - X 1)
a X	 r  cos (X2 - X )
a r l
	RSRN cos 0 sin (,\2 - 1)
a	 -r2 cos
a r2	RSRN cos 0 sin (X2
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
1
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The square value of the error in the determination of horizontal position, in terms of
measurement errors only, is
E 2 = R2[ 0 +0 X2cos20 1
	
2 am	 a^	 a
= RN	 a r ),I r1 + d r	 r2 + d R4 	 R 
2
N
	
1	 2	 N
+R),I
r 12N cos	 d r ^ rl + a r 	2 + aR	 I^^C 1	 2	 N
(11)
Since the altitude measurement is independent of the -range measurements, the mean
square error is given by
E2 _	 2 [ /do
  
2+ 
a^ 
2	 2	 2RN	 a r	 a r
	
cos ^] O r1
	
1	 1
i
2	 2
+RN2 5
	
+ ar	 cos2^^ Ar22
	
2	 2
2
+2R V-5
+ a a	 aA cos ^1 4r Dr
	
N [
am	 ao
ar	 r	 ar	 ar	 J 1 2
	
1	 2	 1	 2 )
2	 2
^	 + R 2	 a	 + a	 cost OR 2
	N L a 	 aR	 ] N
	
N	 N	 (12)
Note that the correlation of the range errors may be non-zero.
It is evident from inspection of the error sensitivities that the smallest position error
occurs for a satellite spacing of 90 * . Also, the latitude error becomes extremely
large as the latitude approaches zero. The cos 0 effect, in the denominators of the
longitude partials, is cancelled in obtaining the east-west component of horizontal
error; see eq. 11.
It is enlightening to re-cast the error sensitivities in terms of elevation and azimuth
angles of the range lines, measured at the navigator's position. From Figure 2-14
sin (,\ 1 - X) = sinA 1 sin W,
cos (A1 - x) - sec 0 cos *1
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sin (A^ - ^) = sin A2 sin 42
cos ( X 2 - ^) = sec 0 cos 4',
whence,
sin (X 2 - X) sin 0 = sin 01 sin ik2 sin (A1 - A2)
also,
tan 0=-cos A l tan 4 = --cos A2 tan ik2
Finally, from Figure 2-15,
RN E	 r	 \I	 \
RS	 S
Figure 2-15. Navigator-Satellite Plane Geometry
x
r1	 sin 4,1	 r2	 sin 42
	 Y
Rs	 cos E1 ' Rs	 cos E2
and
RAT	 cos (E 1 + 1^ )	 cos (E2 + ^
Rs _
	
cos E 1	 cos E2
I
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Maldng use of the above expressions in eq's. 5 through 10, we obtain
sin A
	
2	 1
RN ar t 	cos E 1 sin (A 1 - A2)	 (3)
-sin A
a^	 1	 14RN art 	cos E2 sin (A 1 - A2 )	 ( )
C1 0
	
sin A2 tan E 1 - sin A l tan E2
RN aRN 	sin (A 1 - A2)	 (15)
-Cos A
2RNcoso a
rl	 cos E 1 sin (A 1 - A2)	 (16)
cos A
R	 ax _	 1	 (17)N cosh art 	cos E 1 sin (A 1 - A2) 
-cos A tan E + cos A tan E
	
2	 1	 1	 2RN cos 0aRN	 sin (A 1 - A2)
	
(18)
If the lines of position defined by the range measurements are circular, and Ar l , Or2
are essentially independent, i. e. , Ar i Ar2 = 0. Insertion of eq's. 12 through 17 in
eq. 12 then gives, for the circle-circle mode (applicable to the passive navigator):
2	 o-2 (Or	 cr2 ( Or	 tan 2 E 1 + tan2E2
sing (A 1 - A2) E 2 =	 2 =1 +	 2 2) + T2 (AR
cos E 1 	cos E 2 	-2 tan E 1 tan E 2 cos(A 1 - A2)
(19)
Significantly, both range and altitude error effects are severe as elevation angles
i approach 90 * . A geometric interpretation of these effects is shown in Figure 2-16.
For simulation purposes, it can be shown that E and A am given in terms of latitude
and longitude by the following:
	
cos 0 sin Al	RN	 sin Al
tan E 1
 = -
	 +tan (X- a l) 	Rs sin (A- X1)
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I
S3
/r3
/
NGCC
RN
	
r cos E
	 RN Jai	 = J h tan E
Figure 2-16. Range Error and Altitude Error Effects-Geometric Interpretation
where A l is given by
tan A l =tan (X- N 1)/sin 0
E2 and A2 are given by like expressions, subscript 1 — ► 2.
Now consider Figure 2-17. For the passive user, the signal transmitted by the ground
control center to two satellites is received, after transponding by the satellites, at dif-
ferent times by the navigator. Thus, for a pulse-ranging system,
D + r	 D
2 + r2
tl - t	 1	
1
o =
	c	
t2 - to =	
c
S1	
S2
Figure 2-17. Passive Ranging from Satellites 	 t
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where c = speed of light and to = time of original transmitted pulse. The lines of
position of intersecting arcs are circles and
c • ar (At 1 ) = ar (Ar 1) ; c • ar (At 2 ) = ar (Or 2)
If a, timing difference is measured,
(D 1
 - D2 ) + (r 1  r2)
t 1 - t2 =	 c
so that c 2 v2 [ ©(t l - t2) = a-2 (Or 1 ) + ar2 (Or2) ; that is, the time-difference measure-
ment is essentially 41`:( larger in error than that for the single range measurement
error, considering noise type errors only. Of course, another satellite must be used,
giving an additional time-difference; thus two hyperbolic lines of position are defined,
intersecting on the sphere defined by an altitude measurement. Evidently, T[p(t l - t3d
U-[p(t1 -t2)]
 .
For traffic control usage, Figure 2-18, the ground station transmits to satellite 1, which
transponds to the navigator; the navigator re-transmits to satellites 1 and 2 (and No. 3
for range-difference measurements) and thence the signals are transponded to the
ground station for processing. We have
t -t = 2(D1+r1) t -t = 
D1
+r1 +D2+r2, t -t - D1+r1+D3+r31 o	 c	 2 o	 c	 3 o	 c
S1
S2	 S3
r3
r2
Figure 2-18. Traffic-Control Mode of Ranging
Solving the first two equations for r1 and r2,
r1 = 2 (t1 - to) -D1 ; r2 = 2 C2 (t2 - to) - (t1 -
 to)] - D2
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Thus
2
a- (Ar ,^ ) = c2 ^2 (At2) + ^ ^2 (Atl)
V
if At  and At  are considered independent random errors.
Insofar a^, noise is concerned, the error is proportional to the square of range; that is
cr;At 1 ) — (D1 + r1)2
(D + r )
^(At2) ^' (Dl + r l) (D2 + r2) _ T(Atl) (D2 + r2) ~. ^(Atl)
1	 1
Thus
2 (Ar2) = 4 c2	 (At 1 ) = 5 ( 2a	 (Ar1)	 (20)
Note., also, that
2
Ar 1 Ar2 = - 4 a'2 (Atl) = - v2 (Arl)	 (21)
For the active hyperbolic mode,
t -t = D1-D2+r1-r2 • t -t = D 2 - D 3 + r 2 - r 31	 2	 c	 2 3	 c
Whence
I
a'2 [Z,(tl - t')] = 0_2(Arl)
a"2 CA t2 - t3)] = 0-2(Ar2)
precisely the same as for th
Let
+ 2(Ar2)
+ 2(Ar3)
e passive hyperbolic mode.
E 2 = Er2 + eh2
 = Cr2 a2 (Ar) + Ch2 Q2 (AR N)	 (22)
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Inserting relations 20 and 21 into eq. 12, the following are identified, applicable to
the circular-elliptical mode (range, range-sum measurements) for the assumptions
made regarding range-error correlation:
Rs2 sin 2 (N 2
 - X1) C r 2 = r1 2
 [sin 2 (X2 -X ) csc 20+ cos2 (\2 - X)]
+ 5r2 2 [sing (,\- I\ 1) csc2 ,o + cos 2 (^ - A 1) (23)
cos ( X2 - A) cos (X - X1)
+ 2r r
1 2 _ IS (X2
 - A) sin (X - X 1 ) osc2^
R 2 sin2(X - A1 ) C1i2 = R 2 [Cos
	
	
2(A - \ 1) - cos (X2 - ^)s	 2	 N 
2Rssin (^2 - ^) cos ^
(24)
+ csc20 -11 N sin  (X - X1)
E -. RNsin (X2
1.
In the above, Cr is the sensitivity of horizontal error to range measurement error;
Ch
 is the sensitivity to both altitude measurement error and imprecise knowledge of
the Earth's shape, that is, the deviation of the true local Earth radius from the ref-
erence ellipsoid value. The equation for R E is taken as
2
lE 	 2
RE = aE 1 - 2 sin
where
a  = 3440 nl miles
^E2 = .006723{
2.4.3 NUMERICAL EVALUATION
Coverage - In Figure 2-19, assume that a minimum elevation angle Elim is assigned,
so that refraction errors in range measurements do not become excessive. A navi-
gator anywhere on the surface of the Earth spherical sector defined by the angle 4 , will
have a line-of-sight elevation angle greater than Elim.
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Figure 2-19. Satellite Limit of Visibility, Single Satellite
^ is given by
^ = cos	 R	 - Elim
-1 RNcos E lim	 (25)
s
For Elim = 5 0 , 4, =76 . 4 0 ;  for E lim = 10 09 0 = 71.4 0.
Denote X 1 -2 = X 1 - 1\ 2 as the longitude spacing of two equatorial satellites. The limiting
range circles, from each satellite, intersect at a limiting latitude Olim; from Figure 2-20,
0. = cos -1
 cos ^ sec	 2 2)]
	 (26)
For X 1-2 = 60 ° and Elim = 5 0 9 0 lim = 74.2 °; for X 1-2 = 60 ° and E lim = 10 ° , 0 lim = 68. 5 °.
Of interest is the longitude coverage, that is, the extent of navigator longitudes, at a
specified latitude, such that the navigator can simultaneously view both satellites,
subject to the elevation constraint. From Figure 2-21, this coverage is given by
QL = 26 -X 1-2
	
(27)
where
9^ = cos -1 [cos 0 sec 01	 (28)
The longitude limits, at 0, are then
L	 = 1 +  2)	d L	 (29)
1,2
	
2	 2
0Figure 2-20. Navigator Pos tion Limit for Simultaneous Viewing
of Two Equatorial Satellites
L
AS
/^ OL
1r
0'
Figure 2--21. Navigator Longitude Limits for Simultaneous Viewing
of Two Equatorial Satellites
Longitude limits are tabulated below, for X 1 = 10 ° W, X 2 = 70'' W, and for = 20 09
0 = 70*:
Elim 0 L1 L2
5 0 20 5.5 ° E (Niger, North Africa) 85.5 ° W (Gulf of Mexico)
70 23. 1 ° W (Denmark Strait, 56.9 ° W (Davis Strait,
Greenland) Canada)
10 0 20 .2 ° E (Mali, North Africa) 80.2 ° W (Cuba)
65 28.7 ° W (Denmark Strait, 51.3 ° W (Davis Strait,
Greenland) Canada)
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Error Re,3ults - Figures 2-22 and 2-23 give Cr and Ch , in miles/m il le, for 60 0 satellite
spacing, and for user latitudes of 20 * N and 70 * N; the error coefficients were cal-
culated from eq.'s 23 and 24. Evidently, since the choice of designation of A l or '\2 is
arbitrary, satellite 1 (double transmission) should be designated as that which is closer
in longitude to the user's longitude. The curves reflect this transition at the mid-
point longitude. Since the specified 1 nmi accuracy must be met at extreme points, the
major concern is « •ith coefficient values at 20 ° user latitude. Thus, for the circular-
elliptic active mode, the following results obtain, noting that the factors given are not
GD error but rather are error factors for the particular system.
Elim I
	 Cr	 I	 Ch
5 0 4.8 1.25
100 4.3 .95
9
8 LAT = 200 LAT. - 200
(k 1 = 700 , X 2 = 100) (X II - 100, X2 = 700',7
1000,	 Cr = Surface error per
5 / unit of (standard
Cr ^ deviation) of
4
` /
 random (noise)
range error,
for circular-
3 LAT. = 700 elliptical mode
of ranging
2 navigation.
1
I	 I	 1	 1	 1
0	 20	 40	 60	 80
USER WEST LONGITUDE - DEGREES
Figure 2-22. Horizontal Position Error per Unit Range Error
vs User Longitude for 60 * Satellite Spacing
Referring now to a continuous-wave system, the phase angle (radians) of the signal
received from satellite 1, at the GCC, is given by
2w f
(0 - G + 2 kv) 
=(Dc	 l + rl)
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I
1
2.5
2.0
1.5
Ch
1.0
5
ryX2 = 100)
r-
3t
i
i
0	 20	 40	 60	 80
USER W°.T LONGITUDE - DEGREES
Figure 2-23. Horizontal :Position Error per Unit Altitude Error (mi/mi)
vs User Longitude
where e o = phase of original modulation signal, e l = phase of return signal, k is an
integer, Wf is fine tone frequency in rad/sec. Thus
o-(Arl) _ x f (06)	 (30)
where 6(Ae) is in cycles, 6(Or l) is in nmi if A f is expressed in nmi. Feasible 10- values
for contributory factor s in phase measurement are
Indicator Resolution error, a- (AO r) = 2-
Noise & Multipath error,	 a- (40N) 5*
resulting in an RMS error of 5.38 0 . For a fine tone frequency of 8 kHz,
A = c = 186,000 x 6076 = 26. 8 nmi
f	 f	 8 x 103 x 5280
and the range error due to the above factors is
26.8	 5.38 
= 202 nmiN(^r)	 2 x 360
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The RMS ionospheric refraction errorb, at 1„ 6 GHz carrier frequency, are given in
reference 1 for two model atmospheres. For two-way ranging:
Log-Norrnal
	 I	 Nor,fYial
E, im	 2 6R
	
2 0_R
5 0
	.0093 nmi	 .0314 nmi
10 0
	!	 . 0079 nmi	 .0265 nmi
The total range error, it E lim = 5% assuming the normal distribution as a conserva-
tive basis, is
a- (Ar) _ 4(, 202) 2
 + (.0314) 2
 = . 204 nmi
The error in RN, reflecting both altitude measurement error and Earth-shape uncer-
tainty, will 1.^e taken as
Q (ORN) = 300 ft = .0493 nmi
Taking the sensitivities, at the extreme field of view, from Figures 2-22 and 2-23, the
r. ms horizontal error is
E =41(4. 8  x .204) 2 + (1. 25 x .0493) 21 = .980 nmi
so that the selection of 8 kHz for fine tone frequency is acceptable.
It is evident that a .1 nmi accuracy cannot be achieved, under the normal distribution
mode4 and for a 5° elevation Pngle limit, since the refraction error alone gives e= 4. 8 x
.0314 = .15 nmi. If the log-normal ionosphere is assumed and E is limited to not less
than 10', and if the altitude error is decreased to a- (ARN) = 100 ft = .9164 nmi, then
setting a to .1 nmi the allowable phase measurement error car ,. be found.
Thus
(4.3) 2 r vN2 (pr) + (.0079) 2 1 + 
C .95 x .0164 
2 
= (. ;. ?
L	 .1	 L
CrN
 (Or) = .0216 nmi allowable
Assuming resolution and noise/multipath accuracies unchanged, an increase in tone
frequency is required to reduce the effects on range errcr. Thus
f
	
.02 2 x	 = 75, say 64 kHz
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and this would enable a . 1 ami accuracy to be achieved, under the assumptions and
restrictions given.
If the more conservative ionospheric model is used, a possible approach to achieve
the .1 nmi accuracy would be to emplace a satellite mid-way between the ones at 10
and 70 °. A "hand-over" would occur «her. the navigator longitude is either side of the
40 0 meridian. In essence then, for the same N. Atlantic coverage, the elevation
angles at the edge of the field would be considerably increased, diminishing the refrac-
tion errors to negligible amounts. ' The GDOP would, however, be essentially doubled,
since the satellite separation angle would be halved. As a consequence, the fine tone
frequency would need to be raised to 128 kHz to achieve the .1 nmi accuracy; or the
signal/noise ratio or transmitted power would need to be increased as needed.
2.4.4 PASSIVE SYSTEM; GLOBAL COVERAGE
Reference 1 (in section 2.4. 6) presents the results of computer simulation runs of hori-
zontal error, for the circular-circular passive mode of navigation. Source errors
assumed were cr(pr) = 1000 ft, (T(OR N) = 100 ft, along-range satellite position error =
20 meters; user.' altitu-.le was 6 nmi. Plotted were the semi-major and semi-minor
lengths of the 29.370 rxobability error ellipse. Taking the root sum of the squares
gives the RMS value; since the source error is predominantly range error, dividing
the surface RMS error by a-(br) = 1000 ft gives essentially the sensitivity to range
error. This is summarized below for different satellite spacings, and for the navigator
at the edge of the field (S lim = 5 °) and at latitude 0 = 20 °.
E/a-(Ar) Sat. Spacing
15.02 10. (90 ° W, 100°'")
3.16 50- (20 - W 9 70-W)
3.16 90° (50°W 9 140-W)
4.57 130- (30-W 9 160-W)
Taking 3.16 as the GDOP for 60 * spacing, and assuming refraction error very small
compared to resolution and noise error effects, the allowable maximum range error
would be a-(Or) = 
3. 
1
16 = . 315 nmi. Noting that transmission is now 1-way, and assum-
ing Q(p9r) = 2 °, a-(AON) = 5 ° as before, the fine tone frequency would need to be
increased:
f _ < 305 x 8 = 10.2 , say 16 kHz for margin of safety.
The meaning to be ascribed to the RMS position error is as follows: "The probability
is no less than 39.3% that the computed position is within E RMS of the true position."
A more satisfactory use for the RMS value is in the determination of the 99% probability
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-r	 6	 ^,
radius; this is, the value such that the probability is 997c that the computed position
will lie within e 99 of the true position. It is given by
e99 = N eRMS
where N is a function of the ratio of the semi-major to semi-minor axes of the 39.3%
probability ellipse (see Figure 2-24). Note that N = 3/NF2- when the ellipse becomes
a circle, and N approaches 3 for large values of n.
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Figure 2-24. Ratio of 99% Probability Value of Position Error to RMS Position
Error vs Ratio of Semi-Major to Semi-Minor Axis of 40%
Probability Ellipse
An alternative parameter is the equivalent circle radius, defined by
e	 =	 a
eq	 e be
The area of this circle (of geometric mean radius) is equal to the 39.3% ellipse of
concentration, but no formalistic probability can be ascribed to the radius. The radius
of the RMS circle is of course always larger than the geometric mean radius circle,
since
e MS	 a e 2 + be 2
	
1	 a ER
Eeq =
	
ae be
	
=	 n + r n = be
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Evidently, if the R1IS value meets the 1cr circular value specified, the system per-
formance is suitable.
In reference 2 the following range error budget is given at medium altitude (5600 nmi) ,
for ,I 	 ranging system:
Ionospheric Fending
(roan-computaFle residual)	 1o0 ft (at 500 MHz)
Range pulse timing unce rtainty
(noise contribution)
	
40 ft
(pulse height uncertainty) 	 50 ft
With ranging at 1.6 gHz, the refraction error is reduced to
(T (Ar) = 100 x 1 i . 5	= 9.7 ft, negligible
^
The timing errors are proportional to frequency and range (for one-way ranging).
Thus, for the satellites at synchronous altitude,
x	 2	 ?	 1.6^	 19.6
^N(Ar) _C(4) + (50)
	
.5 x	 5.6	 = 715 ft = .117 nrni
,vhich is somewhat less than the maximum allowable range error, assuming a GDOP
of 3, to obtain a 1 nmi RMS position error.
Reference 1 presents a range error analysis for the phase difference measurement
technique, which shows the more significant effect of refraction errors when the fine
tone frequency is 300 kHz. The equivalent error circle radius, for a 60° satellite
spacing, passive mode of usage, is 129 ft at the edge of the field for a 20 ° latitude
user. This indicates the possibility of attaining an ultimate .1 nmi accuracy for the
passive user, North Atlantic coverage.
Reference 1 also presents results based on the same low range errors (1(T = 20 to 35
meters) when a global system of satellites is employed. This system employs 6
satellites each in 3 orbit planes (2 polar, 1 equatorial), all satellites being at syn-
chronous altitude. The GDOP is 2 up to So" latitude, and 5 for latitude between 80 °
and 90 °; consequently, the RMS position error is nowhere greater than 575 ft.
2.4.5 RANGE DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS
The following is a simplified explanation of the error analysis equations, derived in
Reference 3, for the deterministic case of 2 range difference measurements and one
{ altitude measurement. In Figure 2-25, points 1, 2 9 3 represent the instantaneous
i
z
i
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Figure 2-25. Range Difference System (Three Satellites) -Geometry
positions of three satellites, and N is the navigator position. The measurements ml,
m2 , m3
 are made, where
ml = r1
 - r2
m2
	r2 - r3
m3 = RN = RE + h
(ri
 is range to satellite i, h is measured navigator altitude.)
In matrix form,
r1
m1	  -1 0 0
r nn
i = m2 = 0 1 -1 0
	
2 = Tr
	 (31)
r3
m3
	0 0 0 1 ­9
RN
so that
n n n4m = T Qr
	 (32)
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}
4
Evidenth
r.
1
	 = 1 R - R N
	
_
 P.
1 - X N) 2  + (Y i - Y N) 
2  + (Z i - Z N 2) ,i
1 (33)
i	 =1,2,3
«here Xi , Yi , Z i are position components of the i th satellite in the ECI system of
coordinates.	 Thus, neglecting satellite ephemeris errors,
ar.
 .	 ar.	 dr.
Ari= 8X1 AXN + aYl AYN + aZ 1 AZ NN	 N	 N
(X	 - Xi)	 (YN - Y.)	 (Z	 - ZN	 )
N	 i_
^X	
+	 AY	 +	
^Z
rN	 r.	 N	 r.	 N (34 )i	 1	 1
But
ri	= R 	 - RN = (Xi - XN) iI + (Yi - Y'N) j I + (Z i - ZN) k 
_	 —	 _ (35)
l
= rjcos a i il + cos Oi j I + cos ti ik,]
where cos a 1., cos O i , cos y are the direction cosines of r. in the ECI system.	 Thus,i 	 i
Or i = - Ccos aAXN + cos	 i AYN + cos 'Y iAZ N (36)
Note that
RN = RN
 Ccos 'YNi I +cos ^Nj I
 +cos 'YNkI J
(37)
= XNi I + yNjI + Z NkI
and
RN2 = XN2 + YN2 + Z N2 (38)
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Then
a R	 aR	 aR
SRN
 = aXN OXN " aYN AYN + aZ N OZN
N	 N	 N
(
XN) JX+ YN DY + ZN OZ	 (39)RN N (R)N 	 RN N
= cos a  • Ax  + cos PN . DY N + cos yN • "N
Combining eq. I s 36 and 39, in matrix farm we have
Art 	-cal	 -c l	
-c,yl
Ax Or2	 -ca2 	-c 2	 -cy2	 Tn nOr =	 _	 DYN = G^RN
	(40)
Ar3
	-ca3	
-c 63	
-°y3
.OZN
AR 	 ca 	
coN "N
Substituting eq. 40 into eq. 32,
D m= T G T a2 	 (41)
n
Solving for AR No
-1
AR  = [ T G T] Am	 (42)
and the covariance matrix of the position errors, due to measurement errors, is given
by	 F
	-1
	
-1T
AR RNT
 = [T G T	 O, a Om T ^T G Tl	 (43)J	
^
where superscript T denotes transpose, and a superposed bar line denotes expectation.
The mean square position error is simply
AXN2 + AYN2 
+ 
OZN2 
= trace AR ORNT
	(44)
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that is, the sum of the diagonal elements of ARN AR N' .
The mean squre horizontal error is
E = LAx2 + AYN2 +AZ^T2 J - ARN2 	(45)
wherein AR N2 is the mean square altitude error.l
From eq. 32, it is to be observed that
n nT n n nT nTOm Om = T Or Or T	 (46)
If the range errors are essentially independent, with equal statistics,
	
2o-	 -cr 2	 0
r	 r
ll Lem	 -T =	 6	 2
2	
a 2A 
	 0
r	 r
	
0	 0	 AR N 2
wherein (T 2 = Ar
1
 2 = Dr 2 = Or. 2 . Note that
r	 2	 3
(T (Am_ a2 (Am2) = 2a-
and Om V Amt are correlated, with the coefficient
	
Amt . Om2
	 _ 1P
	
P12	 21^m1 Gm2
	
2
The satellite configuration, described in Reference 4, called the rotating "Y ft con-
figuration, consists of 4 satellite orbits. One satellite is in a circular, synchronous
equatorial orbit; the other three satellites are in synchronous elliptical orbits, .3 ec-
centricity, 30 0 inclination, and spaced 120 * apart in longitude of ascending mode„ Con-
tinuous simultaneous visibility pf three satellites is afforded for a aser latitude of 70 °N,
with 80 0
 
width in longitude ( 5 0 elevation angle limitation) , and for a user latitude of
20 O N with 125 ° width in longitude. The sensitivity of 1(T semi-major surface position
error component to 1a- range error is 20 at 75 O N latitude; with 1Q range error of . 1 to
.2 nmi, as indicated in the previous section, the system is unacceptable for obtaining
a 1 nmi accuracy. The GDOP can be decreased by resorting to higher orbit in-
clinations - see Figure 2-26, which is based on Figure 3.2-5 of Reference 4.
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Figure 2-26. Ratio of Semi-Major Axis of 40% Probability Ellipse of
Position Error to 1Q Range Error vs Inclination of
Orbits for Y Configuration
Reference 1 indicates that when a global system is provided, of three mutually ortho-
gonal near-synchronous orbits (one equatorial and two polar, with five satellites each),
the GDOP for hyperbolic mode is uniformly less than 1.4; with a 1cr phase ranging
error of no more than .2 nmi, an RMS position error of less than 1 nmi can certainly
be achieved. A .1 nmi accuracy would require an order of magnitude decrease in
range-measurement error.
2.4.6 REFERENCES FOR SECTIONS 2.4.4 and 2.4.5
1) Final Report - "Phase Difference Navigation Satellite Study" RCA - Dec. '67
2) "Study of Satellites for Navigation" - G. E. - Feb. 164
3) "A Static Error Analysis of a Class of Navigation Systems Employing Satellites" -
P. W. Soule (Aerospace Corp.) Nov. 167
4) "Parametric Summary - Influences of Synchronous, Inclined Elliptical Orbits on
Performance of a Satellite Navigation System" - R. L. Dutcher (Aerospace Corp.) -
Dec. 167
2.5 SYSTEM ERROR ANALYSIS
2.5.1 INTRODUCTION
The final ground position RMS error is the resultant of the RMS value of all the con-
tributing elements. The elements, such as ionospheric and tropospheric refraction,
multipath range error, satellite and user phase delay, cause an overall error in the
slant range from the user to a specific satellite. If the errors from the user to both
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satellites are uncorrelated, but with the same means and standard deviations a multi-
plication factor of f should be applied to the RMS error on the range to one satellite
to obtain the RMS error of both ranges. Furthermore, this range error must be
multiplied by the GDOP (geometric dilution of prec^ sion) factor in order to obtain the
true l;round position error. A GDOP value of 3 is used in this analysis. From a de-
sign point of view, this is a conservative estimate since it applies to the coverage
area nearest the equator (20 0 N. Lat) where the GDOP is greatest. The relationship
of the ground error e r g to the range error °-total is:
e = 3 v(2-,T
r 	 total
where
6total -	 61 2 + v2 2 + ,T3 2 +
where the a.'s are discussed next.i
2. 5.2 IONOSPHERIC AND TROPOSPHERIC RANGE ERRORS
Table 2-15 is reproduced from Table 4-5 of the "Final Report, Phase Difference
Navigation Study, Dec. 1967, NASA Contract NAS-12-509, by RCA Systems Engineer-
ing, Evaluation and Research (SEER), Moorestown, N.J. For a 5-degree elevation
j	 angle the variance of the range error (aI)2 , is 840.0 meters 2 (for a normal distribution
thus the RMS range error a  is 0.016 nmi.
TABLE 2-15. RANGE ERROR SUMMARY
Elevation Log-Normal Normal Multipath/ SatelliteAngle Ionosphere Ionosphere Troposphere Range
(Deg) Distribution Distribution Noise Error
(m2) (m2) (m2) (m2) (m2 )
1 84.2 990.0 81.8 386.01 400
5 74.4 840.0 3.3 111.25 400
10 53.5 604.0 0.4 36.04 400
15 28.1 318.0 0.2 18.49 400
45 5.0 57.4 0 10.0 400
90 1.8 20.7 0 10.0 400
The tropospheric range error can be completely ignored since the variance is only
3.3 m2.
2.5.3 MULTIPATH RANGE ERROR
From Table 2-15, we see that the variance on the range due to multipath is 111.25 m,2,
thus the range error due to multipath a- M
 is 0.0057 nmi (shown later in Table 2-16).
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2. 5.4 SLANT RANGE ERROR DUE TO NARROW-BAND FILTER PHASE DELAY
In order to keep the predetection signal-to-noise ratio reasonable at the satellite,
user, and control center, and to reject unwanted interference, narrow-band band-
pass filters are utilized. The fi'ters, by necessity introduce a phase shift to the
arriving signal that is directly related to the displacement of the signal from the
center of the passband. This displacement can result from a number, of causes
such as: receiver local oscillator drift, transmitter (received signal) frequency
drift, doppler on the incoming signal, shift of the center frequency of the filter as
a result of temperature change.
For a single-pole bandpass filter, the transfer function is given by
H (jw) = 1/ (1-j Bf2 )
	
(1)
where
f = the frequency displacement from mid-band
B = the 3 dB bandwidth of the filter.
The phase shift of the filter output is
41	 tan-1 	 A f )B/L
Let the filter bandwidth be 100 KHz. Then the upper and lower sidebands caused
by the 8 KHz (fine) ranging tone have phase delays 0 and OL given b's•
^u	 -^L = tan 	 = 0.16 radian = 9.1 °	 (3)
This results in a phase-bias error of (mu - 0L)/2 = Ou = 9.1 °, which corresponds
to a range-bias error of 0.587 nmi. This bias error will be removed at the ground
control center.
For a small frequency shift d(Af), the corresponding change in phase, dO, is found
by differentiating eq. (2) . Thus
dO	 1. 
d(Af)
	
(4)
Af
	 B/2
1 + B /2
For Af = 8 KHz and B = 100 KHz as before, this reduces to
dO _ 1.95 x 10 -5
 d(Af)	 (5)
(2)
Hence any change of frequency around the fine tone —caused by oscillator drift or one
of the otlier factors named earlier —will result in a change of phase as given by eq. 5.
This will be interpreted as a range error:
c . del (degrees)
^f	 f	 360
_ 0. 0559 d^ (degrees)
where
G,f = range error caused by filter, in nautical miles
c = speed of light = 161, 000 nmi/sec
f = ranging tone frequency = 8 KHz
Values of differential phase error dO and range error (Tf correspondiDg to various
differential frequency shifts d (Af) arc shown in the following table:
d(Af)	 dO	 dO	 T f
(kHz)	 (rad)	 (deg)	 (nmi)
1 0.0195 1.12 0.0625
2 0.0390 2.23 0.125
4 0.0780 4.47 0.25
8 0.1560 8.94 0.5
16 0.3120 17.88 1.0
-	 32 0.6240 35.75 2.0
2.5.5 FREQUENCY OFFSET ERRORS
The following items will contribute to frequency offset ( Alp of the signal into the filter.
1. Doppler due to the rate of change of distance between a satellite and a user
2. User oscillator-frequency offset
3. Temperature drift of user's filter center frequency
User-Satellite Doppler -- An SST traveling at mach 3 directly in line toward a satellite
(situated low on the horizon) will experience a doppler shift of approximately 4.8 kHz
(one-way) on a R.F carrier with a nominal frequency of 1600 MHz. Under the assump-
tion that the aircraft velocity (speed and direction) is known to within 10% of the true
value the frequency uncertainty of the 2-way doppler becomes:
Ofd = 0.1 x 2 x 4. 8 kHz
Ofd = 960 Hz
(6)
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User-Oscillator Error - If the user is equipped with a moderately accurate frequency
standard such as a model FE 20-VPC-10P crystal VCO made by Frequency Elec-
tronics, Inc. the worst case frequency drift (published value) is 5 parts in 10 6 per
year. Now if the user calibrates his standard as infrequently as once every two months
the accumulated frequency error 
o 
is
1 x 5 x 10 -6 x i.7 x 109 = 1.42 kHz (at an injection frequency of 1.7 GHz)
Filter-Temperature Effect - The resonant frequency f of a high-Q L-C filter is given
by the fcrmula:
1f = 2
	 LC	 (7)
where:
f is the frequency in hertz
L is the inductance in henrys
and
C is the capacity in farads
Differentiating (7) we have:
1	 1	 dL	 do
cif = 2 2r LC
	
L + c
(8)
df	 1 (dL	 do
f	 2	 L + c
Letting:
L = ELAT
and
do	 C= ^ AT
w,
where:
E L is the temperature coefficient of the inductance
E C is the temperature coefficient of the capacitance
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and
AT is the temperature change
therefore,
df _ AT
f	 2	 EL + ECi
	 (9)
_
	
	 If we assume that E L and EC are 53 ppm f i0% but of opposite sign, that is E L (1 f 0.1)
- 16 C (1 f 0.1), then the worst case error on the tolerance is 20%, i. e. 10 ppm.
Therefore:
df =
 AT [(50 + 5) - (50 - 5) x 10-6
M	
df _ AT x 10-5
._	 f	 2
Now for a (AT) of 10 °C (which is quite reasonable in the instrument compartment of a
commercial jet aircraft,
=	
df =
	
-55 x 10f
If the resonant frequency f, of the filter is 30 MHz, df is 30 x 10 6 x 5 x 10 -5 = 1500
hertz.
Let us call this error AfT.
Summary of "_-. ijuency Offset Errors - In tabular form we have:
A fd = 960 Hz
0 f = 1420 Hz
0
A fT = 1500 Hz
Since the errors are all statistically independent the resulting frequency error Qf is:
t	 0 f =	 fo2 + fd2 + f T2
Af = 2278 Hz
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Putting Of in (5) as d(Of) we have:
dV = 1.95 x 10 -5 x 2.278 x 103 = 4.442 x 10 -2 radian
or
dV = 2.545'
Finally by using this dO in (6) we obtain:
G'f = 0.0559 x 2. 54 5
Crf = 0. 1422 nmi
2.5.6 SYSTEM ERROR SUMMARY
The resulting range errors are shown in Table 2-16; the resulting ground error in
user position is then calculated below the table.
TABLE 2-16. SUMMARY OF ERROR SOURCES
Source Symbol Value (nmi)
Ionosphere G'I 0.0160
Multipath TM 0.0057
Filter Phase Error (Tf 0.1422
E _
	 T I 2 + cr M 2 + (T f 2- x 42—
E = 0.6076
But since the total ground position error E r is 1 nmi, the ,round range error due to
the signal to noise E R = 1 - 62 or fR ;z 3 /4 mile.
The RMS range error corresponding to the 3/4 nmi ground range error due to the
signal-to-noise is
a R
 = 3/42 = 0.177 nmi 
Now, a wavelength of an 8 kHz tone is
161 9 740 
= 20.217 nmi89000 i
5
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Therefore, %, the RMS angular error is;
q0 = ; x a-R x 360 0 = 2 x 0. 177 x 360
x	 20.217
°0 = 0.354x17.81
°0 = 6.303
This ore can be considered to be composed of two parts; one part the RMS instrumenta-
tion error which will be assumed to be 3 °, and the remainder that due to the signal-
to-noise 07S /N9
SIN _	 (6.303) 2 - (3)2
"'S IN	
5. 54" = 0. 0967 radian
Now:
'SIN
	
- 0.0967
V 2 S 1V
therefore
SIN = 53.42 = 17.3 dB
The system configured herein provides a SIN of at least 20 dB, thus providing ample
margin.
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2.6 COMINIUNIC AT IONS REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
2.6.1 REQUIRED VOICE CHANNELS FOR NORTH ATLANTIC SERVICE
The pertinent parameters in the sizing of the number of voice channels required are
(1) the total number of users in a specific time interval, (2) the frequency of a user
call, (3) the mean duration of the call, and (4) the mean waiting time for a channel to
become available to a user. The first two items will determine th , required total
population user rate, i.e.  the number of calls per unit time. The population rate
times the mean call duration determines the minimum allowable number of channels.
Graphically, Figure 2-27 shows the above relationships. The figure shows average
waiting time as a function of call density, for various numbers of channels, at an aver-
age conversation duration of one minute. The dependent parameter is the mean waiting
time that the user has until a channel becomes available. For the hypothetical example,
where 190 users are each required to make 3 calls per hour, the resultant user-
population rate is 570 calls per hour. Since each call duration is 1 minute, a minimum
of 10 channels would be required. For a 10 channel system, the average waiting time
is 1.6 minutes. If the number of channels is increased (by 1) to 11, the mean waiting
time drops to about 22 seconds.
A more revealing parameter is 11, the channel efficiency. This number is obtained
from the product of the user-population rate and the mean duration of the call,
divided by the number of channels:
,7
 __ No. of users X user rate X mean duration
number of channels
It should be noted that r► must be less than unity in order to have a finite waiting time.
Figure 2-28 illustrates this fact. It is seen that for a fixed number of channels, for
example 3, the mean waiting time to obtain a clear channel increases from
0.25 minutes to 10 minutes as ?i increases from 0.50 to 0.97. However, as the
number of users and channels increase for a given channel efficiency, the waiting time
becomes monotonically smaller due to more efficient user channel utilization. This
result is shown in Figure 2-29
To illustrate this point, another hypothetical case may be considered where there are
180 users and 4 available communications channels. It may be further assumed that
the mean duration of the 2-way conversation is 1 'minute and that the mean waiting time
to acquire a free channel is also 1 minute. The cases that will be considered are:
1. The user population is divided into 4 equal groups (45 users per group) and
each grov.!p is assigned a specific channel.
2. The user population is divided into 2 equal groups (90 users per group) and
each member or a specific group can use either of two channels assigned to
that group.
3. The total user population (180 users) can use any of the 4 channels as they
may be available.
(1)
I
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Figure 2-27. User Mean Waiting Time vs. No. of Satellite Channels
(@ 1-Minute mean conversation time)
Table 2-17 is constructed by application of the formula
s
	
	
_ No. of users x rate x duration and by use of
No. channels
A
Figure 2-28 (mean waiting time of 1 minute) .
TABLE 2-17. USER-CHANNEL UTILIZATION & EFFICIENCY
No. Users/ Channels/ Calls/ % Of
Case Groups Group Group Hour Case 3
1 4 45 1 0.556 0.74 66.2
2 2 90 2 0.717 0.96 85.4
3 1 180 4 0.840 1.12 100
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Figure 2-28. Mean Waiting Time vs. Channel Efficiency,
Calls/Hour X Mean Duration
	
where: ^1 =
	 Number Of Channels	 77
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Figure 2-29. Mean Waiting Time vs. Number of Satellite Channels
At Various Channel Efficie,:cies , 11 .
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It is apparant that it is more efficient (more calls per hour) to allow the total user-
population use of any one of the four channels. Li fact there are alraost 34' n:.ore
calls per hour for case 3 compared with case 1.
It is now possible to determine the number of channels required for a North Atlantic
aviation traffic surveillance system in which the pilot calls in his position to ground
control at regular intervals. Table 2-18 shows a model based on estimates of 1975
peal: traffic densities. In this table, the pilot reports his position whenever he
traverses a particular distance in degrees of longitude. The mean duration of the
2-way conversation was specified as 1 minute with a mean %' aiting time of one minute
or less. Figure 2-28 was utilized to obtain the n-values.
TABLE 2-18. REQUIRED NO. OF CHANNELS FOR NORTH ATLANTIC AIR
TRAFFIC IN THE MID-1970's
Peak Report Interval at 60° Lat. for 5 Longitudes (L)
Aircraft	 Traffic L = 2.5° L = 5 0 L = 10° L = 20` L = 30°
S. S. T.	 20 24/hr. 12/hr. 6/hr. 3/hr. 2/hr.
Subsonic	 170 8/hr. 4/hr. 2 /hr. 1/hr. 2/3 hr.
Total Calls per hour 1840 920 460 230 153
Calls/hr x duration 30.7 15.3 7.7 3.8 2.6
Total Channels (available to 32 16 9 5 4
all)
Mean Waiting Time (seconds) ^	 25 57 30 36 16
With the aircraft traffic model above and a reporting interval of 2.5 ° change in longi-
tude, i.e. every 75 nisi at latitude 60°, 32 voice channels are required at a mean
waiting time of 25 seconds.
The required number of voice channels for the maritime service was determined in
Table 2-19 utilizing information found in Exhibit B of the Ad Hoc Joint Navigation
Satellite Committee report of May 1966 and Reference(1).
(1)Final Report - Phase Difference Satellite Navigation Study, December 1968, NAS
12-509.
TABLE: 2-19. MID-1970's NORTH ATLANTIC MARITIME SERVICE
REQUIRED CHANNELS
Position Fix Rate Routine Messages
(Fixes/hr.) (Calls/hr. )
User Number Individual Total Individual Total
&Ierchant (100 tons 4,300 1/2 2,150 1/24 179
and over)
Fishing 15, 000 1/12 19250 1/48 312.5
Oceanic Survey 300 1/12 150 1/6 50
S.A.R. & Nay . Aid 300 4 19200 1/24 12.5
Total (Calls/Hr.) 4,700 554
(Calls/Hr. x 78.33 9.23
Duration)
Total Channels 79 10
Mean Waiting Time 100 48
(in seconds)
The sizing of the maritime requirements, as shown in Table 2-19, ranges from 79
channels in the "position-fix" case to 10 channels in the "routine-message" case.
The mean duration of the two-way conversation is again 1 minute. It can be seen that
the bulk of the routine messages are from the 15,000 fishing vessels. Without these
vessels, only five channels would be required. The mean waiting time would be 33
seconds.
If it is desired to reduce the number of channels, but maintain the same call rate the
message duration has to be reduced proportionally; e.g, from 1 minute duration to
1/2 minute duration in order to decrease 79 channels to 40 channels. The mean
waiting time becomes 66 seconds in this case.
Using voice communications as a means for reporting position or other routine data,
calls for the utilization of many RF channels and is extremely inefficient.
2.6.2 REDUCTION OF VOICE CHANNEL REQLIREMENTS BY USING DIGITAL
DATA LINKS
The previous section discussed the number of voice channels required to maintain a
specific call rate, at given message duration and for a particular mean waiting time
(desirably less than one minute) to obtain a free channel. If the mean duration were to
be reduced to say 6 seconds, i. e. 10%, it is seen by application of formula (1) in Sec-
tion 2.6.1, that the number of users can be increased by a factor of 10 for the same
call rate and number of channels. One w bt.y to reduce the call duration to 6 seconds is to
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digitally encode and transmit the information as a binary stream. Only the specific subject
and value need be transmitted such as "altitude = 25, 000 feet. " All the redundancy
and pauses of the spoken language could be elimina t :.- l', thus speeding up the transfer
of information from the source to the receiver. Perhaps the simplest way to incor-
porate the digitizing of the message is for the user to have a small typewriter-like
keyboard in which he types out the message onto a storage device such as a magnetic
tape for transmission at the end of ea , -,h line of a message and when afree channel is
available. Each of the	 letters and each of 25 punctuation symbols and controls
could be represented b . , c unique 6-bit binary-word. Each of the 10 numbers (including
zero, decimal point, sign, and parity) could be represented by a 6-bit binary-word.
The numerical part of the text will incorporate an error detection bit because of the
lack of redundancy in the digits. (If an error is made in a letter of a word, the «.ord
in general is still recognizable, e.g. in the line ALCITUDE = 25,000 FT. the correct
word ALTITUDE is quite easily understood.) If transmission occurs at the end of
each line, by depressing a specifi% control button such as "RETURN" for example
and each line is no longer than say 40 characters and the transmission time for each
line is 10 milliseconds, while the actual typing time for the line is about 12 seconds
(at a moderate typing rate of 40, five-letter words per minute, an effective instanta-
neous 2-way communication can be maintained between the user and a control center,
or perhaps another user. The principle is the same as used by computation centers in
the "Computer Time Sharing mode" of computation, i.e. a large type time/computation
time ratio causes an apparent exclusive use of the computer by each one of the many
users.
As a means of sizing the required number of channels for a purely digital service, a
start may be made with a typical 1-line message as shown in Figure 2-30. Each
transmitted line requires 65 bits so that the bit-rate is 65 bits/10 milliseconds =
6.5 kilobits/second. Such a data link will be called "hi gh-speed" in order to
distinguish it from the 100 bit/sec data link for routine information considered
earlier. This bit-rate will just match a 3.3 kilohertz voice channel. If it is assumed
that a typical message consists of 10 such lines, the Dotal typing time is 2 minutes
while the total transmission time is 100 milliseconds. The time compression ratio is
therefore 120 seconds/0.1 second = 1200.
Channel Requirem -nts - North Atlantic, Air Traffic - As an illustrative example of
sizing the channel Y•equirement, some of she data in Table 2-18 may be used as a
starting point, i.e. the total user population is 190 and the average user message rate
is 9.7 calls/hr.
Repeating Eq, (1) from section 2.6.1 then
No. of users X user rate X mean duration
n	No. channels
where: users	 = 190
user rate	 = 9.7 calls/hour = 2.7 x 10-3 call/ sec
mean duration = 10-2 second/line x 10 lines =10- 1 sefand
5.6 x 10-3
No. channels
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fTYPICAL 1•LINF MESSAGE
i 	 TIME IN BITZ
0	 6 7
	 15	 23	 63 65
START	 TRANS.
	
PULSE	 CTRL,
'SYNC •
	
	
Tn**	 "FROM"	 40.817 MESSAGE	 •ADDhcSS ADDRESS
FUNCTION
0	 6 7	 15	 23	 63 65
65 BITSBIT-RATE_
	
	 = 6.5 k BITS /SEC10 ms
'SYNC IS TRANSMITTED AT TWICE THE BIT -RATE FOR UNIQUENESS; THERE ARE 12 SYNC PULSES
Figure 2-30. Data Link Line Message Structure
Even with 1 channel, the channel efficiency (q) and the waiting time are quite small.
The expected waiting time to obtain the channel is 0.54 millisecond (see Appendix
2.6.2-A). This time represents only seven lost sync bits, leaving five remaining.
Thus the probability of two or more users attempting to use the channel at any given
time is very small. Thus it is seen that the 32 voice channels of the previous section
can be replaced by one high speed data link channel (in the aircraft case,,
A combination of voice channels and data link channels in the above case is not
necessary, since the communications requirements could be met by one high speed
data link channel having a bit rate of 6.5 Kb/sec.
Channel Requirements - North Atlantic, Maritime Service - From Table 2-19, it was
seen. that the maritime service required a routine message rate of 554 calls/hour.
The resulting 0 is given by
554 calls/hour x 3600 second x 10-2
 seconds/line x 10 lines/message
No. channels
1.54 x 10-2
No . channels
We see that this value of 17 is also quite small even for a single channel.
In this case, the expected waiting time is 0.155 millisecond. This waiting time
represents a loss of two synchronization bits leaving a remainder of 10, which is
clui _e adequate.
Again, a combination of voice and data link channels is not necessary since the commu-
nications requirements could be met by one high speed data link channel at 6.5 Kb /sec.
As a matter of fact, the estimated maritime position fix reporting rate of 4700 Der
hour can also be accommodated by one high speed data link channel.
2.6.3 BROADCAST MODE OF GROUND STATION TO USER-FIELD
2.5.3.1 VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
In order to simpliy satellite equipment only one repeater will be used per voice
channel. This means that the up-link transmission from the ground, be it from the
control center or any user, will be at a specific frequency and the down-link signal,
at another specific frequency, will be broadcast to the entire earth field as seen from
the satellite. This enables users to talk to other users as well as the control center.
If the user were to keep his volume control set so as to obtain an audible signal every
time someone wished to comr( , .unicate, an aut,,)matic broadcast mode would result.
However, because of the large number of users (190) and few number of channels (4-6
per user category) the up-links and down-links would be quite busy with traffic most
of the time and each user will receive many signals which are of i:^ interest to '-t1m.
However, the user need not keep his volume up since in general he is the one to
initiate the call to the control center. The control center must always be in the audible
receive mode.
One way for the control center to alert the muted users is to transmit a unique signal
such as a tone at a specified frequency and amplitude. This tone would be received by
each user with a working receiver, made to pass through a narrow band filter and
(if the signal level is above a specific voltage level for a specific time duration it would
unsquelch the receiver, or cause a visual signal (e.g. a flashing light), or an audible
signal (e.g. a tone) to be sensed by all the muted users, thus warning them to turn
up the volume control since a broadcast message will follow.
This procedure can also be used when one specific user wants to talk to another
specific user. He first calls the control center in the usual way and states that he
wishes to converse with a given flight number, and/or a particular pilot. The
control center then activates the broadcast alert signal to the entire user population
an(' their announces the number and/or name of the two parties that are to communicate.
The other uninterested users could then go back to the "muted receiver" mode.
2.6.3.2 DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
In this mode of communications, the control center (or if desired, a user) would
address +he entire user population by transmitting a "universal address" in place of
a specific "to address" as part of the message structure shown in Figure 2-30. Thus
two distinct addresses can open a user digital receiver gate, his own address and the
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universal address. The broadcast would then automatically be displayed on each
user's video display console. Verification of the broadcast by the sender is made
possible by comparing the downlink digital signal from the satellite with a stored
repl'ca of the transmitted signal. If they are not the same, because someone else
has access to the satellite, the video display would then be garbled. In this case, he
would press a retransmit button and try again. (This method also holds for the trans-
mission of routine commi,mcations on a 100 bits/sec. low bit rate date link to or from
the control center and/cr a specific user. It also furnishes a visible error check on
the signal arriving back down on the earth from the satellite.)
2.7 VOICE SIGNAL DESIGN AND MODULATION/DETECTION
The following modulation/detection analysis will consider AM, FM and PPM modula-
tion. Voice processing is considered in the simplest and effective technique of clip-
ping, and the amount of clipping is included as a variable in the modulation/detection
technique analysis to minimiza the average power requirement of the satellite
transmitter.
Receiver and transmitter channel frequency instabilities used are compatible with
ARINC anticipated Specifications for the proposed time period, and cognizance is
given to the proposed use of FM in ARINC documents. Dippler frequency effects are
those considered for Mach 3 SST aircraft. Values of the clipping levels as well as
the output SNR for a satellite to Earth voice link used in the analysis are those rec-
ommended by CCIR0 )* .
2.7.1 VOICE PROCESSING
Speech clipping provides an increased RMS level relative to peak level of speech over
that of unprocessed speech which exhibits an RMS level about 14 dB below its peak
level. In the limit of "infinite" clipping, the two levels are the same. The increase
in RMS level due to any amount of clipping has been calculated by Wathen-Dunn et
al (2) to be as shown by Figure 2-31; e.g. 5.5 dB increase for 6 dB of clipping, 8.5
dB for 12 dB clipping and 12.5 for 27 dB. Thus, from the unprocessed speech peak
to RMS ratio of 14 dB, the resulting peak to RM S ratios are then S. 5 9 5.5 and 1.5 dB
respectively. T! ",ase representative reductions in peak/RMS ratios will produce
correspondingly higher average side-band power for AM and Higher average modu-
lation index without exceeding a limiting deviation for FM.
To insure that the intermodulation does not produce excessive side-band splatter for
adjacent channel operation, filtering of the clipped signal is used and the amount is
determined as follows. The spectral density of simulated speech is shown in Figure
2-32 with either 0, 12 or 30 dB of clipping. From this spectral density curve for
differentiating and then clipping speech, it is fairly obvious that the intermodulation
noise density ah eve 3 kHz is about 10 dB greater than the unprocessed (0 dB curve)
density. This increase in spectral width can be eliminated, by using only a 12 dB/
octave filter starting at 3 kHz. In fact this would apply to the 30 db cli pping curve also.
*References for Section 2.7 are listed in Section 2.7.3
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The unprocessed speech curve applies to simulating the spectral density curve of
speech by a low-pass filtering of flat Gaussian noise approximately 9 dB/octave above
500 Hz and in addition by an 18 dB,/octave low pass filter starting at 3 kHz. This
filtering both meets voice quality acceptance and typical filtering assignments in
transmitter modulator amplifiers. Differentiation of a speech signal is performed by
using a high pass filter between about 700 Hz and 3 kHz and this provides some useful
gain word intelligibility by preventing serious suppression with unprocessed speech of
the high frequencies by the stronger low frequencies during the limiting process.
A recent paper by Glasser(3) has shown that adjacent channel operation is possible with
acceptably low intermodWation cross-talk with only 25 kHz channel spacing. Thus
channel characteristics and filtering are the same as above with a deviation of 5 kHz,
or a modulation index of 2 for his 2.5 kHz test signal. With this signal, the adjacent
channel level can be about 60 dB greater than the in-channel level. Each one kHz less
deviation produces about 5 dB greater immunity. This amount of filterhag reduces
adjacent channel interference to a level about the same as caused by an unprocessed
voice with FM modulation.
Clipping up to 12 dB, which provides speech with acceptable audio distortion, can be
filtered easily so that adjacent channel cross-talk is little worse than with no clipping.
Greater than 12 dB of clipping introduces more than acceptable audio distortion for
many services and in the limit of infinite clipping, close familarity with the speaker is
required to not lose speaker identification capability. A clipping level of 12 dB pro-
vides the major amount (60 17(.) of improvement possible in the increase of its RMS level
by providing 8.5 dB of the 14 dB maximum improvement obtainable by infinite clipping.
Thus, up to 12 dB of the clipping is preferred for the most efficient voice link with
acceptably moderate distortion.
Without noise at the input to the microphone and headset, the word intelligibility of 12
dB clipped speech is 95% for a "random word test list. " With only a 15 dB SNR input
signal ratio at the microphone and 24 dB SNR output at the headset, the word intelli-
gibility will fall to 87%, a level which still gives practically complete phrase and sentence
intelli gibility. Radio link noise in combination with environmental headset noise that
provides the usual minimum of 10 dB SNR (RMS) at the headset output will lower the
word intelligibility to 75%n which provides phrase intelligibility of an acceptable level.
Because this level of link noise occurs only about 1% of the time in the statistical
analysis, the complete system intelligibility is still acceptably high 99% of the time,
on the average. A 10 dB output RMS signal to RMS noise will be specified for the
communication link. (Table 2-20 is from the referenced report and shows the relation
of SNR and word intelligibility in more detail.)
Thus, the specification of the speech signal and its environment in terms of microphone
and headset noise has been established. Twelve dB of clipping is recommended for
as low as a 15 dB RMS input signal/noise ratio. Also 2700 or 3200 Hz speech band-
width is recommended to minimize intelligibility loss, which is 20% and 15% for the
two bandwidths respectively.
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TABLE 2-20. WORD INTELLIGIBILITY AND SNR RELATION
2iike Input Peak Clip Word Articulation Scores For
SNR (RJIS) Level (dB) Headset Output SR1IS fN,
24 19 14 10
6 94 92 87 78
30 12 94.5 Q3.5 90 82
18 94 93.5 91.5 86
22 93.5 93 91.5 87
6 90 89 83 68
15 12 87 84 82 75
18 82 82 81 68
22 76 76 68 60
This loss occurs due to frequency truncation before added noise degrades the quality
further. A 2300 Hz bandwidth would lose an excessive 357( intelligibility. Filtering
with 18 dB/octave before clipping together with differentation and 18 dB/octave
filtering after clipping is advisable. A minimum of 15 dB input RMS SNR is to be
considered which, used with 12 dB of clipping, optimizes the word intelligibility at
75 (( (see Table 2-20). Long hold time constants in the order of 5 seconds in the AVC
amplifier are advisable to keep the output level noise at least 10 dB below the normal
voice level during inter--syllable pauses. Push-to-talk operation also tends toward
providing a low noise level with normal AVC attack times.
To provide a satisfactory voice link at L-band frequencies with an earth coverage
antenna, the average transmitter power may be minimized by using the axis crossings
only of heavily clipped speech to pulse position modulate (PPM) a high peak power
transmitter for a short ON time to provide a low average power. (Table 2-20 then
applies by using the 22 dB clipping lines of data.) An alternative method is to use a
special (retrodirective) phased array at the satellite which provides high antenna gain
along with wide-beam coverage, thus enabling FM voice links to be established with
moderate RF power requirements.
2.7.2 1IODULATION-DETECTION PERFORMANCE
The average carrier power required will also depend on the threshold C/Nt of the
detection system as measured in the predetection noise bandwidth of Bif. For AM (see
Figure 2-33) C/N t
 is + 2 dB for a 1 dB loss efficiency; for FM it is 6 to 12 dB
depending on the modulation index and the sophistication of the detection technique as
shown in Figure 2-34. The minimum IF predetection bandwidth of the detector will vary
as the modulation index m varies; viz., (by Carson Rule)
Bc = 2f 	 + m)	 (1)
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This expression is the usual definition of bandwidth for analog signals to secure
acceptably low distortion in FM for m values of uni,y and above. With narrow band
modulation, m of about 0.5 or less, the bandwidth may be taken as only 2f m, with
some acceptable increase in distortion for particular applications like speech.
Theoretical and measured thresholds are shown in Table 2-21.
TABLE 2-21. C/N if t *  THRESHOLDS OF FRI DETECTION TECHNIQUES (dB)
Moll.	 !	 FMFBPLI.	 Limiter Disc Pulse `'-asured Performance
LIM 'DISC Lunar OrbiterIndex, In
	
(Foster Seel') Count
()R
	
FruI iger	 (Des elet ,	 * (Maclean, 1IlI	 t3011 I	 — --j---
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Threshold values are those, in preselection IF bandwidths, dropping 1 d13 bE= (,w ideal
realizable output Still as the input C.NR is decreased.
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There is variance between thresholds for even the same type of detector shown in
Table 2-18. However, measured data is close to the performance predicted by
Skinne^, (6) for the Foster Seely detector; data for PLL detection agrees with Develet's(7)
analysis using his evaluation for a mean square radian error of 0.25 (which is close to
Heitzman's(8) results for the same noise level); and the FMFB measured data is fairly
close to Frutiger( 9), and even closer to Enloe's(10) values. Tht,se values apply to the
Carson rule predetection bandwidth B C of 2fm (1 m).
Any bandwidth FAH exceeding this value to include channel, instabilities lowers the thresh-
olds of FMFB and PLL detectors by the ratio of 10 log (B if/Bc); e.g. in ARINC., letter
#26, the closed loop ua.ndwidth is 18.4 KHz for the new 25 KHz channeliz.ation whereas
43 KHz is the present channel bandwidth of the L3endix R-51 AM receiver. The 10.4 dB
threshold for the ;iosed loop bandwidth checks closely the measured performance of a
PLL of Table 2-21. See Appendix 2.7.2-A for a full development of the limiter/
discriminator detector. In the -13 KHz bandwidth, the C/Nt = 10.4 - 10 log (43/18.4)
10.4 - 3.7 = 6.7 dB. This is significant only in the sense that if the bandwidth exceeds
the maximum bandwidth necessary it has only a slight effect on the lock-up performance
of the loop and does not affect the loss of lock described by the threshold phenomenon
over that for an 18 KHz bandwidth.
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The thresholds then applicable for the different types of FM receivers will be assigned
as favoring realizable measurable performance; viz. C/N values of 9.5, 7. 5, and
9.5 dB for the standard Foster Seeley, FIFB and PLL types respectively for a
modulation index of 2 and 18.4 kHz channel noise bandwidth. There is obviously some
gain (2 dB) in using FMFB over the performance of the standard well designed limiter-
discriminator. PLL shows no gain even though theoretically it should be better by some
analyses.
2.7.2.1 AM 'MODULATION/DETECTION
A comparison with AM receivers on a threshold basis will be made in view of Figure
2-33 show na theoretical and measured thresholds of AM receivers. In the receiver
used, sufficient gaii, is used to AGC on noise in the absence of carrier. This operation
is normal and establishes a slightly better linear detection condition in the diode
detector than is usually assumed to be a theoretical square law device. Figure 2-33
shows only about half the degradation measured as predicted, which is 1 dB loss from a
linear detector at a C/Nif value of + 2 dB for a theoretical model and at a C/Nif value
of -4dB for a practical receiver.
Just like output SNR and threshold effects in FM receivers with extra bandwidth, the
extra bandwidth due to frequency and circuit instabilities and doppler frequency in AM
also determines the output SNR, Sp /N, where S
p 
= peak output signal.
S^
p = 2m ,N
Bif	 C
2f m
 ' Nif (2)
(3)
where:
= S + 2 (f +fd)
i
= spectral bandwidth of signal
= channel instabilities
(for receiver oscillator stability of 2 x. 10 -5
 and transmitter oscillator
stability of 1 x 10-5)
= 3.9 KHz at VHF (130 MHz)
= 48.0 KHz at L-band (1600 MHz)
= doppler frequency
(for Mach 3 relative velocities)
.39 KHz at VHF
4. 8 KHz at L-band
Thus:
f  + f 	 4.3 KHz at VHF
52. 8 KHz at L-band
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2.7.2.2 FM MODULATION /DETECTION
The F1I detection performance is similarly-
Sp = 6m 2  I3
	
C	 if C > 1	 (4)N	 2 f In	 N if	 N if
where X ii the threshold value determined by the particular type of FM detector
developed above; as 9. 5, 7.5 and 9.5 respectively for Foster Seeley Limiter/Discrim-
inator, F1IFB anu PLL discussed above. Those numbers apply to a modulation index
of 2 and a noise bandwidth of 18.4 kHz, which represents the ARINC type of FM system.
A more general analysis incorporating an optimum modulation index and dependent on
the amount of speech clipping used is possible with its results shown in Table 2-22.
The clipping levels selected are popular values with 6 and 12 dB values representing
what ARINC is considering and 30 dB representing "infinitely" clipped speech proc-
essing. Peak signal to R11S noise ratios of the second column are values by
Licklider(11 ) and others.
TABLE 2-22. SPEECH CLIPPING & DETECTION TECHNIQUES
Speech
Clipping
 
Level
Required *
Peak Sig.
Modulation Index
(m)
RNIS Noise Lim.
_
(dB) N (dB) Disc. I3F:1IFB PLD
0 24 1.4 1. 1.6
6 19 (	 .,^3
I	
1 1.1
12 15.5 .60 U.i ,O.6
30 10 .33 U. 4 j 0.
Mod. ** I Receiver
Spectrall IF BW
Width, S Bi f = S +
(kHz) 2(fi+ fd)
(kHz)
14.6 23.2
11 1^.6
16.6
(C N AZI ) Threshold Values
in IF BW of 2 f m
L'D F1IFB
0.5 rad 2 ^
PLL
AJI
Detection
15.5 11.5 11 21
14.5 11 10 16
14 10.5 9 12.5
13 10
*These provide 10 dB output SNR, SR11S N., for 70'' to 60' word intelligibility.
**From Carson Rule, S = 2 fm (1 + m) and fnl = 2. 7 kHz.
The next three columns list the optimum modulation indices for different detection
}	 techniques used as a function of the clipping. level. These are derived using band-
widths in the next two columns based on equations (1) and (3). The limiter/disc rim-
inator requires a special analysis found in Appendix 2.7.2-A because of the thres-
hold determining ratio, Bif/fm. The analysis develops both the optimum modulation
index and the threshold CNTR required. The remaining indices for FMFB and PLD
are read from Fig. 2-34 curves which are based on published analyses (Ref. 6-10).
Some slight modifications were made to the individual analyses to normalize their
results along with combining features of the mathematical models used to provide the
most comprehensive simulation. A number of receivers designed measure within a
dB of the thresholds predicted by those of Figure 2-34.
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In order to easily present the differences in transmitter powers required for the
three detection techniques, the threshold CNR used is referrer to the noise in the
equivalent A^1 IF bandwidth equal to 2fm, the output noise bandwidth for which the
output peak signal to RMS noise, Sp !N, ratio applies.
An illustration showing the relative carrier powers of the systems will be considered
by assuming no clipping; for example, the relative AM carrier power to the FM carrier
poorer for a limiter/discriminator is 21 - 15.5 or 5.5 dB more for AM. To show the
other extreme, the use of 30 dB of clipping shows 13 - 7, or 6 dB less carrier power is
required for AM.
An interesting observation is that for 12 dB of clipping, the FM system is still about
equal to the F:2%1 efficiency and because 30 dB of clipping does produce subjective
problems for some applications, there is a clear cut choice to use FM with up to 12
dB of clipping and ADI for 30 dB of dipping and particularly if FMFB or PLL detection
is used. The choice of AM for high levels of clipping is reinforced by the poor impulse
noise suppression for the low FM modulation index of only 0.5 which would suffice
for FM with this level of clipping. This is not to say in converse that the poor
suppression of impulse noise in AM detectors is a serious detriment to : tM performance
because impulse noise cancelling circuits in AM do almost the equivalent of wideband
F.1\1 for noise impulses; in fact, what can be done for AM in this manner applies to
narrow band FM (m = 0. 5) . The fact is simply that wideband FM essentially dv^_,  this
without the addition of noise cancellation circuitry. Further, limiting used in FM
-solves a good portion of the AGC problem of AM receivers and also provides better
efficiency in transmitters )y hard limiting with frequency division multiplexing if this
type multiplexing is necessary and if the intermodulation noise power per channel is
minimized by the proper choice of the channel frequencies.
A conclusion drawn from Table 2-21 is that once having decided in favor of FM by the
above arguments with 12 dB or less of clipping, there is only one or two dB reduction
in the carrier power required for a given detector system as clipping increases from
zero to 12 dB, although there is 4.5 to 5 dB gain in choosing among the lim/disc,
FMFB, or PLL techniques.
2.7.2.3 PULSE POSITION MODULATION (PPM), HEAVILY CLIPPED
SPEECH SYSTEM
In an effort to reduce the requirement of transmitter power at L-band to mitigate the
greater path loss than for a VHF link, a natural direction to pursue is to process
voice more (greater than 12 dB of clipping), and to use a modulation technique compat-
ible with it to improve SNR. The axis crossings that carry the 'intelligibility of
infinitely clipped speech in the absence of any amplitude variation, may be transmitted
at the nearest axis crossings of a clock frequency of S Kilobits/sec without any signif-
icant loss of intelligibility over that loss due to clipping alone. With this transforma-
tion of the random axis crossings of clipped speech to clocked crossings, both pulse
position modulation and TDM multiplexing may be conveniently used to advantage for
either a single or multiple channel speech system respectively.
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Because some listeners describe clipped speech as losing significantly in speaker
identification, this subjective side of system evaluation imposes listening tests for a
final approval, although the recognition quality- is still present to some degree and the
need for recognition is a subjective value anyway in this application.
System Analysis - The analysis of one of the likeliest candidates for the modulation
technique to be used is in appendix 2.7. 2.3-A. The pulse-position modulation (PP l)
system described there obtains imp coved signal-to-noise (SNR) by bandwidth expansion
similarly to F11 improvement. "..though PPM gains only as the ratio of transmission
bandwidth to the modulating signal bandwidth compare('. to the square of that same
ratio for F.M (see equations 14 and 17 of appendix), about the same threshold level of
predetection SNR is attained by a high power, short duration pulse with PPM whereas
Fi1I refers to a continuous level carrier. The average power of PPM is about equal
to the FM average power required for a typical voice system. For low to moderate
SNR values applicable to speech systems for traffic control, PPM would seem most
applicable, if characteristics of heavily clipped speech are put to use.
The mean-square SNR available from PPM is derived in appendix 2.7.2.3-A
(equation 9) to be:
f	 2
= 0. 07 7 fb	
tiM	 b
where fm = 3.3 kHz for a speech system, speech mean-square S/N values arc 4ilown
q in 'fable 2-23 for different pulse widths of 2T and the predetection bandwidth, fb =
1/T, (exclusive of any equipment channel tracking and doppler error effects on the
bandwidths of the channel). A threshold value for C/Nb is assigned as 12 dB as derived
P	 in Appendix 2.7.2.3-A. In the equivalent AM bandwidth, the C/N am threshold is
(C/Nb) + 10 log (fb/2fm)
TABLE 2-23. EFFECT OF PULSE WIDTH ON TRANSMITTER POWER
Pulse
NVidth, fb (fb /fm)2 C/N S/N * 3.3/2,7 Net Pt
2 'T_'	 i ,.$) (kHz) am (dB) C/Nam. (dB) (dB) (kW)
61 33 100 19 21 +8 _1 +9 4.4
34 59 316 21.5 26 + 10.5 1 11.5 7.8
19.2 104 1000 24 31 +13 1 14 14.0
* Compared to 11 dB of UHF Link Analysis.
In view of the previous analysis of the L-band link, the above values of C/Nam together
with 3.3 kHz speech band, compared to 2.7 kHz used for the FM analysis, determine
the increase in pulse power compared to CW power of the FM system. This compar-
ison is shown in the column marked "Net (dB)," and the peak pulse power is then this
many dB above the 550 watts of the FM analysis.
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From equation 10 of Appendix 2.7.2.3-A, the mean-square power of the raised cosine
pulse waveform is
P	 _ 
3 
Ill T
SC	 fb
For the values of the table, Psc values are 1.3 kW for pulse durations of 61, 34 and
19.2 s, respectively.
Conclusions on PPM - Because certain academic 1i.txuriez are always assumed in
analyses, those included in this analysis are listed:
1. No allowances for guard bands in modulating to the maximum time theoreti-
cally available, and
2 , No allowance for bandwidth increase requirement for a doppler environment
and frequency drifts and uncertainties of receiver/transmitter channelization
oscillators.
These impose a modest reduction on the realizable SNR and a like increase in the power
Pt of those values shovm in Table 2-23; e.g., if oscillator stabilities in the order of 3
parts per million are in use in the 1970-1980 period for Mach 3 aircraft, an L-band R/T
system will need about 20 kHz additional bandwidth so the signal remains in the receiver
passband. This bandwidth added to those, fb, of Table 2-23 will not reduce the 12 dB
threshold Crms/Trms below AM detection threshold so the added IF bandwidth will
not affect the recovered video SNR in the fb baseband . Allowing 20% guard band with
less than full time modulation, X , about 1.5 dB less SIN is recovered.
A further consideration will help determine which of the three examples of pulse-widths
should be used. As pointed out in the introduction, clipped speech intelligibility falls
from 75^'c to 607c as the link SNR falls from infinity to '.0 dB. Because infinitely clipped
speech quality is significantly lowered by microphone noise a best trade-off between
that noise and link noise is to keep the latter low. An overall SIN ratio of 10 dB can
then be best realized by specifying the lint: S/N ratio to be at least 20 dB. This value
can be ;p rovided by all pulse width listed is the Table. Since L-band channel bandwidths
are expected to be at least 100 KHz, a pulse width of 34 u sec can be accommodated
even with doppler and channel drifts of 20 KHz. A pulse width of 19.2 usec would ex-
ceed the 100 KHz channel bandwidth, provide an excessive SNR and require a peak
power of 14 KW. This rationale leads to a choice of the 34 usec pulsewidth system
with a 100 kHz receiver bandwidth, which provides about 24.5 dB output SNR (including
1.5 dB loss for 20% guard band).
The speech characteristic made use of to reduce the PPM transmitter power below the
power required of FM is the low average number of axis crossings of heavily clipped
speech - about only 1400/second. This means that the 8 kHz clock which would be
practical for normal speech of 3 'A. ,.;-iz upper frequency does not need to produce a
transmitted pulse at each clock interval but only at 1400/8000 or 17.5% of these. The
1.3 KW average power required will then reduce to 0.175 x 1.3 KW, equal to 230 watts.
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Even though the required power for PPM compares favorably with the FM requirement,
this favorable comparison is made possible by the use of severely clipped speech in
the PP1%1 analysis only. Because the quality of this type of speech is not acceptable
for some services, FM is considered best for the aviation and maritime requirements
now envisioned.
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2.8 VOICE LINK ANALYSES
Voice link analyses have been made for both VHF and UHF (L-band) channels. The
analyses shown for the VHF channel have been strongly influenced by equipment
performance as described in current SATCOM receiver tests for which the carrier to
noise ratio (CNR) at threshold is specified. The threshold is three to five dB higher
than presented in Table 2-22. From the AEEC SATCOM Newsletter No. 26, the thres-
hold is stated to be 53 dB/Hz which is confirmed from Figure 1 of this letter. With an
18.4 KHz loop bandwidth, this 53 dB converts to 53 less 10 log 18,400 or 10.4 ,?r, the
threshold is stated to be 1 dB below this, i.e. 0.4 dB. Although a 2.25 KHz "Gi .na,x"
voice filter is used, let 2700 Hz be its probable noise bandwidth; then, referred to an
equivalent AM bandwidth of 2 (2.7) or 5.4 KHz, the threshold CNR, C /Nam , will be
X0.4 plus 10 log (18.4/5.4) or 15.7. Theoretical considerations as shown by Figure
2-34, and supported in good measure by experiment, show a 12.5 dB (0.25 rad2)
threshold should be realizable. The 3.2 dB difference between the 15.7 and 12.5 dB
values should be considered as a realizable additional reduction in transmitter power
as PLD receivers attain improved performance.
Twelve dB of speech clipping will provide another two dB reduction in transmitter
power as shown by Table 2-22. This gain is included in the final der*ved value of
transmitter power for the UHF (L-band) channel analysis to lower the power signifi-
cantly from its otherwise very high value at very little attendant degradation to
speech quality. The level of clipping used does influence the parameters of the system
by in general requiring less peak signal to RMS noise ratio as clipping increases which
allows lc;ss modulation index with the attendant gain of lessening the channel bandwidth.
The modulation/detection study shows that 12 dB clipping will theoretically allow 25
KHz channel spacing whereas no clipping indicates 50 KHz spacing would be preferred
to minimize adjacent channel interference.
The link analyses for FM of an analog voice channel at either VHF or L-band use
identical requirements of SNR, channel stabilities, etc. , except as rXited above. In
order to minimize the heavy demands of transmitter power on the L-band system, 12
dB of clipping is included to arrive at the 275 watts specification. The two dB savings
with 12 dB of clipping over that of unprocessed speech specified for the VHF sy.Aem
reduced the power from 550 watts. These L-band levels do not include any reduction
possible with the use of a retrodirective satellite antenna.
The pulse-position-modulation system included in L-band analyses needs no separate
link analysis from the L-band analysis for FM, all parameters being the same except
for more efficient use of transmitter power by bandwidth expansion. In obtaining a
most efficient system by reducing the equivalent digital speech bandwidth, heavily
clipped speech is used to reduce the number of speech samples required for speech
below that of straight sampling of voice or of even delta-modulation systems. A
transmitter average power of 460 watts has been derived in the mod/det section
compared to 275 watts of the FM system with 12 dB of clipping. The PPM peak power
required is 7.8 KW.
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2.8.1 NAV!TC VHF VG'T; E CHANNEL LINK ANALYSIS
The satellite-to-aircraft voice link is the most critical in the Nav%TC system since
it requires ore satellite prime power than does the satellite-to-ground control link.
Table 2-24 gives tht-- principal satellite, propagation, and aircraft parameters. The
appendix details so. ne of these parameters and gives an idea of sr:,me of the uncertain-
ties in them.
The link shown has 0.0 dB ma.,-,,,n in C IN in. the phase l .-)cked loop and +3.1 dB margin
in output SIN at threshold, for a 30 R' VHF transmitter in the satellite. Most of the
p
	
	 equipment parameters are worst-case (minimum power witput, worst antenna pointing
angle, etc.), and propagation parameters (multipath, scintillation, etc.) are believed
to be for reasonably bad conditions. Propagation conditions between a satellite and an
aircraft at VhF are ju-'.L now being measured and are still very uncertain for many
values of the path and temporal variables.
2.8.1.1 SATELLITE PARAMETERS
II^ The satellite is earth-oriented in a synchronous equatorial orbit. Lines 1 through 9
of Table 2-24 define the satellite and free-space link parameters. Each VHF voice
channel is transmitted through the earth-coverage antenna by a 30 watt (nominal)
transmitter. Because of size limitations, the antenna has the conventional beamshape
and 551; efficiency. Both could be improved at the sacrifice of a larger aperture. In
particular, the beamshape could be modified to favor the edges of the earth where free-
space path loss and the additional propagation., toss due to scintillation and multipath
are greater.
2.8.1.2 PROPAGATION PARAMETERS
These include the polarization loss and the scintillation and multipath losses, which are
giv.-;n in lines 10 and 11 of Table 2-24.
2.8.1.2.1 Polarization
At 130 MHz, Faraday rotation precludes the use of linear polarization on both satellite
and aircraft antennas. To minimize polarization loss, both antennas are nominally
4
	
	
circularly polarized. The satellite antenna has a maximum axial ratio of 3 dB over
the full earth-coverage bearnwidth. The aircraft antenna has an axial ratio of 3 dB or
less at most look angles; however, the axial ratio may reach 6 dB at some look angles
depending on the antenna location.
Angle between semi-major axes of antenna polarization ellipses = 0
Satellite antenna voltage axial ratio = Rl =1.414
Aircraft antenna voltage axial ratio = R2 =1.414 (nominal), 2.0 (maximum)
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TABLE 2-24. NAV/TC VHF VOICE CHANNEL LINK CALCULATION
Parameter Value Link Value
1	 Frequency 1301IHz
2	 'Transmitter Power (In Spacecraft) 30 watts 1.1.8 dBW
3	 S C line and diplexer losses -	 1.0 dB
•1	 S 'C antenna beanm idth (17.6	 earth 1t.6`
+ .	 attitude er •	~)
aA	 S. C antenna diameter 2b. 5 feet
5	 Antenna gain at 55	 efficiency + lb. 7 dB
6	 Beam edge loss -	 3. 0 dB
i 7	 Minimum A C elevation angle to 10
satellite
s	 :Maximum S C w A C range 25,250 s.mi.
9	 Pwth loss (7 4 a R) 2 -166. b dB
10	 Polarization loss (ARLtiC) -	 0.5 dB
it	 icintill ,	'on and multipath losses
(54 hours year)
a value AFCRL) -	 5.0 dB
12	 Line, diplexer, connector losses 2. 0 dB
in A C (Collins Radio)
13	 A C antenna gain (Collins Radio) -	 0.0 dB
14	 Receiver signal power -145.8 dBW
15	 Receiver noise figure and
i
4 dB, 43WK
temperature
16	 System noise temperatu re 980"K
17	 Receiver noise densit y -198.7 dBW/Hz
la	 Phase locked loop bandwidth 18.4 kHz + 42.6 dB-Hz
19	 System PLL noise power -156.1 dBW
20	 Carrier to noise ratio in PLL 10.3 dB
bandwidth
21	 C N threshold in PLL bandwidth +	 9.4 dB
22	 Link margin over C/N threshold 0.9 dB
23	 Deak deviation 5.0 kHz
24	 Highest baseband frequency 2.25 kHz
25	 Modulation index m 2.22
26	 FM improvement factor = 3 m2 BIm + 17.8 dB
`37	 Degradation in S/N for threshold -	 1.0 dB
operation
28	 Output SIN* (S/N = (C/N)IF + FM + 27.1 dB
Imp. - Degrad. )
29	 Required Output SIN** + 24.0 dB
30	 S/N Margin +	 3.1 dB
* This does not include speech clipping, pre-emphasis, or noise weighting factors.
This is test-tone-to-noise ratio.
** This gives 60 to 80 percent word intelligibility.
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Polarization loss = -10 log
(R1 2 + 1) (R22 + 1)
(R1 + R2)2
-0.3 db (R1 = 1.414, R2 = 1.414, 0 = 90°)
_ -0.6 db (R1 = 1.414, R2 = 2, 0, 0 = 45 °)
_ -1.1 db (111 = 1.414, R2 = 2. 0 9 0 = 90 °)
Assuming; '.hat maximum satellite antenna ellipticity, maximum aircraft antenna
ellipticity, and worst-case angle 0 do not all occur simultaneously, an allowance of
-0. 5
 db is made for polarization loss in the link calculation.
2.8.1.2.2 S4-, +,ntillation and Multipath
These parameters are probably the least well srocified of any in the table. The amount
of ionospheric scintillation at 130 MHz depends strongly on the sunspot cycle and on
the transmission path geometry. Multipath depends on the aircraft antenna pattern,
the terrain, and the transmission path geometry.
Measurements of these phenomena which have been made during the past three years
do not reveal fully consistent results. The 136 MHz carrier of the Early Bird satellite
was monitored for over 2000 hours during the summer of 1.965 at ;he AFCRL in
Massachusetts. (1 ) The results, (2 ) shown in Figure 2-35 are based on an additional
2000 hours during the summer of 1967. Propagation conditions did not change signifi-
cantly over this period of 2 years. Note that over this particular path (elevation angle
25'), scintillation fading greater than 4 db occurs less than 1 percent of the time. Of
these fades, 96 percent are less than 1 minute long, and 99 percent are less than 2
minutes long. These fades are not due to multipath reflections, but only to ionospheric
scintillations.
(1) "Ionospheric Scintillations at 136 MHz from a Synchronous Satellite," Aarons and
Whitney, AFCRL, Planet. Space Sci. , pp. 21-28, 1967.
(2) "Comsat Corporation Data on Scintillation on VHF Satellite Communication,"
AEEC Satcom Newsletter No. 29, February 20, 1968.
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Figure 2-3k-. Ionospheric Scintillation At 136 MHz: Early Bird To
AFCRL, Summer 1967 (25° Elev. Angle)
Multipath has been measured at 230 MHz, (3) 328 MHz, (4) and in the 225-400 MHz(`')
band. At 230 MHz, (3) no fading attributable to ionospheric (scintillation) effects
was observed. Below 2° elevation angle severe (20 to 30 db) fading, caused presumably
by tropospheric ducting, was observed. Between 5° and 10° elevation angles, fading
of 10 db occurred with a UHF blade, top-mounted, over smooth ocean water. Specular
fading occurred for elevation angles up to 20°.
At 328 MHz, (4) over smooth land, fading of up to 23 dB was observed between two air-
craft within optical line of sight. Actual elevation angles were -3° for each aircraft;
UHF blade antennas were used on each aircraft. The authors also point out that severe
fading due to antenna nulls occurred when either aircraft was turning with respect to
the other or was otherwise not horizontal.
(3) "Measurement of Multipath Effects in a Satellite-Aircraft UHF Link," Jordan, MIT
Lincoln Lab. Proc. IEEE, June 1967, pp. 1117-1118.
(4) "Air-to-Air Propagation Characteristics at Extreme Ranges," Ellington and Kirk,
Electronic Communications, Inc. , 1966 National Electronics Conference Record,
pp. 401-406.
(5) "Multipath and Propagation Experiment Utilizing VHF-UHF Satellite Communication
System," Foshee and LaVean, Electronic Communications, Inc. , AIAA Paper
68-419, April 1968.
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In the band 225 to 400 Mliz, (5) the results of recent experiments with the LES- 5
, atellite show less fading at low elevation angles than the previous experiments. The
principal conclusions are;
(a) Multipath fading, which can be characterized usually by the simple two-ray
multipath model, is almost always encountered on over-water flights when
the look angle to the satellite is below 20'.
(b) At angles greater than 25', fading is not periodic, predictable, or significant
(compare the Early Bird test results).
(c) The deepest fading occurs at angles between 10' and 15'.
(d) The level of fading encountered even at low look angles is in general 5 db or
less; seldom are the fades as great as 10 db.
(e) To date, the airborne terminal has not experienced any effects which could
be definitely identified as scintillation (140 hours of data over 6 months,
throughout the world).
(f) Anomalous high-rate fading has been observed occasionally. It occurs for
minutes or up to two hours, at high look angles to the satellite, only over
water, and only within 30° of the equator. Its origin is unknown.
In summary, normal multipath occurs at elevation angles less than 20% Its magnitude
at 130 MHz is proba'uly in excess of 10 db some of the time. Vertically polarized
signals are less susceptible to multipath reflection at these angles; hence an aircraft
a tenna with polarization diversity may be of some use. The more severe scintillation
occurs at the higher latitudes and n; r the peak of the sunspot cycle. Its magnitude
at 130 MHz may exceed 5 db.
Line 11 of the calculation allocates a loss of 5 dB for scintillation and multipath. In
addition, the signal level can be reduced 3 dB more than this with resulting output
SIN degredation but without the ' JL losing lock. This is to say the nominal link
(Table 2-24) can support 5 dB propagation loss, and the worst-case link can support
8 dB loss with degradation in the output signal to noise ratio.
2.8.1.2.3 Receiving $ stem Parameters
These include (a) the external environment at the aircraft, (b) the antenna and trans-
mission line, and (c) the VHF SATCOM receiver. The values given in lines 15 through
23 of Table 2-24 are discussed in this section.
(5) "Multipath and Propagation Experiment Utilizing VHF/UHF Satellite Communication
System," Foshee and LaVean, Electronic Communications, Inc., AIAA Paper
68-419, April 1968.
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ExtEr-nal Environment - The 130 MHz antenna receives noise from the earth, from
thunderstorms, from the galaxy, from equipment on the ground, and from imperfectly
shielded radiating sources on the aircraft itself. The first three sources are natural
noise;(6 , 7 ) the last two are man-made noise. (7)
The aircraft antenna is more or less omnidirectional in the upper hemisphere. The
galactic noise it sees will, therefore, not show strong variations as a function of time
or latitude. The magnitude of the galactic noise for an upward looking antenna has
been determined by several sources ( 8 9 9) to be the integrated effective regions of the
sky shc,.ving small areas of 2000°K and for the greater part about 200°K. The integrated
effective temperature is then 560°K.
The temperature of the earth( 7 ) is 300°K (rural land) or 160°K (ocean), and the effect
of this is further reduced by the lack of mitenna directivity in the lower hemisphere.
The noise resulting from thunderstorms is significant( 7) at VHF within 100 miles of
the storm. Equivalent noise temperatures of several thousand degrees Kelvin
(extrapolated to 130 MHz) were recorded 2 miles from a thunderstorm.
Measurements on C-135 (jet) and C2-131 (propeller) aircraftJ) indicated interference
from both HF and UHF equipment, both of which could be reduced with additional
filters. Precipitation static was also observed on the C-1,31 when flying through
clouds; it was not observed on the C-135. The conclusion is that on-board aircraft-
generated noise can be controlled to the required levels.
Steady state noise from electrical machinery and ignition criYcuits on the ground is
very high when the aircraft flies over cities. At 226 MHz, a downward-looking dipole
measured 20, 000°K for most cities. (New York City was 75,000"K, however.) An
upward and outward looking omni antenna reduced these temperatures by a factor of
10.
Transmission Line and Antenna( 10) - The receiver will include a low-noise preamplifier
at the receiver. The noise temperature could be reduced somewhat by placing the pre-
amp at the antenna. However, operation in near-sonic and supersonic aircraft would
cause such equipment to experience high thermal stress. Further, maintenance would
be made more difficult.
(6) Hogg & Mumford, The Effective Noise Temperature of the Sky, Microwave
Journal, March 1960, pp. 80-84.
(7) Ploussios, "Electromagnetic Noise Environment in the 200 to 400 MHz Band on
Board' Aircraft," Proc. IEEE, Dec. 1966, pp. 2017-2019.
(8) Microwave Engineering Handbook, 1966, p. 208.
(9) MIT. T. N. 1966-59, "Noise Temperature of Airborne Antenna at UHF," Dec. 6,
1966.
(10) Based on AEEC SATCOM Newsletter No. 14, "Airborne VHF Communications
Transceiver System," October 10, 1966.
iThe cable loss at 136 MHz is 2 dB. This is equivalent to more than 100 feet of
RG f63, which is large enough to carry the 500 watt -1 - craft transmitter signal. The
antenna VS\VR does not exceed 2:1 over the frequency range 118 to 136 MHz. The gain
of the pre-amplifier is 20 dB, and its noise figure is 4 dB, (9)
The system noise temperature, at the pre-amplifier input, is then:
Tr =
11,
a + (L-1) T + .l. = 980°K
s L	 L 1	 P
where
Z' =antenna temperature = average galactic temperature = 560'1 ,%' (no allowance
a for aircraft-generated noise, or made-made terrestrial noise)
T 1 =coaxial line temperature = 533°K (500°F ambient of S. S. T. frame)
T =p pre-amplifier noise temperature = 290°K (F-1) = 430°K
L = 2 dB = 1.59 power ratio
SAC TOM Receiver - Based on .neasurements on 10 prototype SATCOM pre-amps and
a standard ARINC 546 receiver, (11 ; the parameters to be assumed for the link
calculation are:
• Noise figure: 4 dB (This is a conservative value, including effect of pre-
amplifier and receiver. Measured values are 2.4 dB to 4.0 dB. Page 4)(11)
• IF bandwidth: 43 kHz (measurement on one ARINC 546 receiver)
• Loop noise bandwidth (2 sided): 18.4 kHz (Stated by the manufacturer, Bendix;
not measured. Page 10)
• Loop threshold: 10.4 dB (define as 1 dB departure from linearity in the SIN
vs. C/N curve; defined in the 18.4 kHz loop noise bandwidth; based on base-
band test tone of 1 kHz, m =1.33, which is approximately 60% modulation.
Pages 7-11)(11)
• Baseband bandwidth: 2.25 kHz (Page 9). (11 ) This bandwidth is determined by
the audio output filter in the aircraft receiver ("climax filter")
• FM deviation: The loop C/N threshold is defined for a test deviation of t 3 kHz
(peak to peak). The maximum capability of the receiver, considering PLL
design is f 5 kHz, but the threshold may be slightly greater than 10.4 dB for
this deviation.
(9) MIT. T . N 1966-59, "Noise Temperature of Airborne Antenna at UHF , " Dec. 6,
1966.
(11) AEEC SATCOM Newsletter No. 26, "Test of a Curr .,nt Airborne SATCOM
Receiver," August 22, 1967.
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2. 8. 2 NAN'/ TC UHF VOICE CHANNEL LINK CALCULATION -SPACECRAFT/USER
I'o compare with the VHF link analysis, the r--quired transmitter ERP is determined
first using unprocessed voice (zero dB clipping), a zero dB user antenna gain and a
6 dB noise figure user receiver preamplifier (remote antenna location). Values for
the required threshold C/N am for PLL detection of 11 dB is used from Table 2-22.
The link losses are listed in Table 2-25.
TABLE 2-25. UiiF 'IISCELLANOUS LOSSES
Item Value, dB Remarks
Scan Edge Loss 3.0 See Note
Polarization Loss 0.3 Ellipticity: Spacecraft 0 dB,
User 5 dB
Relay Degradation 0.4 To allow reduction in CNR
due to noise of other link
(spacecraft - ground)
Multipath Fading 0.5 Estimated allowance; depends
on user antenna pattern
Aircraft cable loss 2.0 Estimated (with 100' coax)
TOTAL
	
6.2 For one channel
Note:	 The Scan Edge Loss can be reduced to less than 1 dB by pointing the
antenna array axis towards the north (say 45° North latitude) if
earth coverage antennules are used (with 18.6° beamwidth) but only
the North Atlas c region is of interest.
Table 2-26 (UHF L-band) shows that ERP values of 46,50 and 54 dB W are required
at the satellite for one channel, two channel, and four channel operation respectively.
To compare with the VHF analysis using an earth coverage satellite antenna, trans-
mitter powers required are 27. 2, 31.2 and 35.2 dBW respective .
 ly. Thus, a single
FNI channel would require about 550 watts. Retrodirective antenna arrays reduce
this power level to that practically obtainable at this L-band frequency; and additionally,
the use of a switched, sector coverage user antenna can reduce the necessary amount
of spacecraft antenna gain.
The link calculations assume a 0 dB aircraft antenna. The power requirements can
be reduced by using a directional antenna at the aircraft, and various methods of
achieving directivity within the necessary physical and aerodynamic constraints are
available. It is quite possible that some of these (e. g. sector switching, multiple
elements, steerable elements, etc.) may be used, especially because of the small
physical size required at L-band and because the relative direction of the spacecraft is
known fairly accurately at the aircraft. However, the aircraft power and spacecraft
ERP requirements are so modest even with a 0 dB aircraft antenna, given a retro-
directive array at the spacecraft that an increased gain is not essential from the
power point of view.
3
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TABLE 2-26. UHF LINK CALCULATIONS: SPACECRAFT - USER LINK
Item Value
  Remarks
1.	 f, frequency, MHz 1560 Nominal, in 1540-1660 MHz
band
2.	 Lp, Path Loss, dB -188.9 For 26, 000 miles, maximum
3.	 Lm , Miscellaneous Losses, dB -6.2 For one ciiannel: add inter-
modulation loss for multiple
channels, see Table 2-25
4.	 Ga , Aircraft Antenna Gain, dB 0.0 Assumed
5.	 Sum of Lines 2 thru 4, dB -195.1 For one channel. See Line 3
6.	 CNR desired, dB, in IF spectral 7.0 No clipping, 24 dB SNR, PLL,
bandwidth of 14.6 KHz (11 dB in baseband of 6 KHz)
7.	 B, Noise bandwidth, dB-Hz 41.7 B = 14.6 KHz
8.	 No t
 Noise density, dBW/Hz -198.0 6 dB noise figure aircraft
receiver
9.	 N, Receiver noise, dBW -156.3 Line 7 + Line 8
10.
	 C, Required carrier power per -149.3 Line 6 + Line 9
channel, dBW
11.	 ERP required, dBW, 1 ch 45.8 Line 10 - Line 5
for "good" quality
	 2 ch 49.8 Includes 1 dB intermodul. loss
voice
	 4 ch 53.8 Includes 2 dB intermodul. loss
12.	 Satellite Earth Coverage 18.6 Same as VHF analysis
antenna of gain (dB)
13.	 Transmitter Power, Pt
 (dBW)
1 ch 27.2 550 watts
2 ch 31.2
4 ch 35.2
For one channel with 30 dB satellite antenna gain:
PT
 = 46-30 = 16 dBW = 40 watts
With 12 dB of clipping, CNR is 9 dB and with aircraft preamp at antenna:
PT
 = 12.4 dBW = 17 watts.
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The aircraft antenna pattern is important, however, insofar as multipath is concerned.
Thus to avoid iultipath fading it is necessary to reject the earth-scattered signal
arriving at the aircraft, and this can be done by ensuring that the antenna pattern has
a large suppression in the direction of arrival of the earth-scattered signal. In view
of the small size of the antenna and its location over a very large conducting surface,
it is reasonable to expect that it will be well-shielded from the earth and the undesired
earth-scattered signal will be adequately suppressed. (This justified the low allowance
of 0.5 dB for multipath fading in Table 2-25.)
The user aircraft must have adequate power to support a voice channel as well as a
pilot channel. The latter is necessary for beam formation and beam steering of the
spacecraft r. etrodirective array. Thus the pilot. signal is received by the spacecraft
with an effective antenna gain corresponding to a single antennule rather than the
whole array. The pilot power requirement can be kept reasonably small by appropriate
narrowbanding. The voice channel has a wider bandwidth but it uses the full array
gain, thus requiring a modest power.
Calculations for both voice and pilot channels are shown in Table 2-27. The array
receivee noise figure is assumed to be 5 dB, and allowance is made for the full earth
temperature in computing the noise power density. With a 0 dB antenna, the aircraft
needs about 20 watts ror a pilot channel (6 dB CNR in 1000 Hz) and approximately Z-; 0/N
watts for a medium quality voice channel, where N is the number of antennules (each
with about 19 dB gain) in the spacecraft array. Typically, the array will use 15 to 25
antennules; for N = 16, the aircraft RF power requirement is less than 20 W for a single
voice channel. Since the aircraft duty factor is low for this channel (on the order of 2
to 3%) 3 dB additional power margin appears .entirely reasonable for the user equipment.
r
i
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TABLE 2-27. LINK CALCULATION: USER - SPACECRAFT LINK
Item Value Remarks
1,	 f, frequency MHz 1640 Nominal, in 1540-1660
MHz band
2.	 Lp , Path Loss, dB -189.3 For 26, 000 miles, max.
3.	 Lnl , Misc. Losses; dB -	 6.2 For single channel (100
ft, of coax in A/C)
4.	 Gs , Spacecraft antenna gain, dB +19.3 Single element
5.	 Sum of Lines 2 thru 4, dB -176.2
Pilot	 Voice
6.	 CNR desired, dB 6	 7.5
7.	 B, Noise Bandwidth, dB-Hz 30	 39.8 1000 Hz for pilot, 9.6 KHz
for "medium" quality voice
8.	 No, noise density, dBW/Hz -199.0 -199.0 5 dB noise figure receiver,
plus earth temperature
9.	 N, Receiver noise, dBW -169.0 -159.2 Line 7 + Line 8
10.	 C, Required carrier power, -163.0 -151.7 Line 6 + Line 9
dBW
11.	 Pa, Aircraft power required
for 0 dB antenna)	 dBW 13.2	 24.5 Line 5 + Line 10
Watts 21	 280* Assumes a single element
in spacecraft array
*The aircraft. power for a voice channel will be 280/N watts if the array uses
N elements,	 Typically, N = 16 so that aircraft power requirement is 16 W
for a single channel, at this particular frequency and at 19.3 dB element gain.
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Section 3
USER EQUIPMENT
This section describes the user equipments that are recommended for use in the North
Atlantic navigation and traffic control satellite system.
r	 The equipments described are:
•	 Ranging transponder and digital communication equipment for air traffic
control.
•	 Passive ranging equipment for aircraft and marin_ navigation.
•	 Interim VHF Voice communications transceiver.
•	 L-band Voice communications transceiver.
•	 In addition, antenna and ground support requirements are discussed for the
j	 airborne equipment, and critical technology associated with the development
of the user equipments is identified.
i
3. 1 USER EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
This section describes the recommended design approaches for the following user
equipments in the subsections shown in parentheses:
i
	
•	 Airborne user traffic control equipment 	 (3. 1. 1)
•	 Airbone passive user navigation equipment
	 (3. 1.2)
•	 Marine user navigation equipment
	 (3. 1. 3)
• Interim VHF voice communication equipment
L-band voice communication equipment
	
(3.1.4)
A list of preliminary design specifications for each of the above equipments appears in
Appendix 3. 1-A. This list provides some guidelines for estimating component require-
ments and costs.
3. 1. 1 DESCRIPTION OF AIRBORNE USER TRAFFIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT
This equipment is intended for large ocean-crossing commercial aircraft. Figure 3-1
shows the user equipment in simplified form. (Figure 3-2 is a more detailed diagram
of this same equipment.)
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DIPLEXER L-BANDRECEIVER
ANTENNA
L-BAND
TRANSMITTER
DIGITAL	 DIGITAL
ADDRESS	 DECODER
TRANSMITTER
ACTIVATE
ALTITUDES1 46
	 DATA
Figure 3-1. Active Mode Aircraft User Equipment (Simplified)
Referring to Figure 3-1, an L-band signal is continuously received from one satellite.
This signal contains two range tones (500 Hz and 8 KHz) which are phase-modulated on
the carrier frequency. The 500 Hz tone is, in turn, itself bi-phase modulated with
digital messages which tell the aircraft user that he is being interrogated.
A single antenna is used and a diplexer routes the incoming signal to the L-band
receiver. The receiver detects the two range tones and sends these to the trans-
mitter. The transmitter is activated (turned on) for about two (2) seconds only when
the user is interrogated. The Digital Decoder monitors the incoming interrogations
and provides an activate signal to the transmitter when the interrogation "matches"
the code which is unique to him,
The transmitted signal consists of an L-band carrier which is phase-modulated by the
two received range tones. The lower of these tones (500 Hz) is initially bi-phase modu-
lated with the user's address which informs the ground station teat the proper user is
replying. After the address is sent, S1 of Figure 3-1 is switched to the down position
to allow the aircraft's altitude to be relayed to the ground station. S1 is switched auto-
matically by the user equipment.
Referring to Figure 3-2 for the more detailed treatment, the received signal is routed
to an L -band pre -amplifier and then to an L-band mixer. The local oscillator signal is
offset from the received signal by 60 MHz (nominal), thus giving the desired 60 MHz
IF signal. The 60 MHz signal is amplified, then hetrodyned to 7 MHz, and amplified
	 =
further in a 7 MHz IF amplifier.
The output of the 7 MHz IF amplifier is applied to a phase lock loop (PLL) which locks
to the carrier component of the received signal. When the PLL is locked, the 7 MHz
VCO (voltage controlled oscillator) output is coherent with the received carrier. The
VCO output is therefore available for use as a phase detector reference signal, affording
a merns of extracting the phase-modulated range tones (8 KHz and 500 Hz).
The 8 KHz detected tone is filtered and sent to a summing network. The summing net-
work, in turn, routes the 8 KHz tone to the transmitter phase modulator for retrans-
mission back to the ground station.
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The 500 Hz tone gets more extensive processing beL.- use it contains the interrogation
codes. After filtering the 500 Hz tone goes two routes: one of these sends it to the
transmitter for retransmission; and the other route goes to the digital demodulation
circuits. The output of the digital demodulator is fed to the digital processor where
incoming interrogations are compared with the unique address associated with this
particular user.
Digital demodulation occurs as follows. The filtered 500 Hz tone is sent to both a phase
detector and a times-two-multiplier. The output of the phase detector contains the
interrogation codes.
The 500 Hz phase detector reference signal is obtained by times-two-multiplication which
removes any bi-phase (0° or 180°) phase modulation. The resulting 1000 Hz signal is
then divided by two to obtain the required 500 Hz phase detector reference.
The ground station precedes every interrogation with a synchronizing code. The digital
processor determines at this time if the 500 Hz reference is in-phase or 180 degrees
out-of-phase with the 500 Hz signal being detected. If an out-of-phase condition exists,
S1 of Figure 3-2 is actuated to correct the detected code polarity.
When the digital processor senses that this user is being interrogated, it sends a
"transmitter activate signal" (after an appropriate delay) to the transmitter. This
activate signal applies prime power to the final stages of the L-band power amplifier,
permitting the generation of a 20 watt signal for a duration of approximately two seconds.
Shortly after transmitter activation, the address generator (see Figure 3-2) supplies a
digital message which bi-phase modulates the 500 Hz tone being transmitted. (The
received 500 Hz tone contains no digital information at this time. ) The digital message
consists of a synchronizing code followed by the interrogation verification code which is
unique to this user.
After the interrogation verification code is sent, the digital processor actuates S2 (of
Figure 3-2) to permit relaying of aircraft altitude and other data to the ground station.
During the remainder of the two-second reply, only unmodulated 8 KHz and 500 Hz
tones are transmitted.
The data rate of digital messages is 100 bits per second. The sync signal will Consist
of 4 to 5 bits. The user address will be about 16 bits in length, and at.,out 10 bits will
be used to supply altitude data.
So ,nie important design parameters for this user equipment will now be discussed.
Receiver Front End - The receiver front end should exhibit a very low noise figure.
A maximum noise figure of 5 db is acceptable, although lower noise figures will provide
additional margin and improved performance during aircraft maneuvers. At a nominal
receiver frequency of 1600 MHz, a transistor RF preamplifier may be used to obtain
a noise figure of less than 5 db. In large quantity production, the cost of these ampli-
fiers should be on the order of $100 in the 1975 period. An alternate choice has recently
been made available by the development of miniature parametric amplifiers. These
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amplifiers have built-in diode pump sources and exhibit noise figures of less than 2.5 db.
The cost of these units, in large quantity production, is expected to be competitive with
the transistor amplifier.
Receiver IF Amplifiers - The first IF amplifier operates at a frequency of 00 MHz.
this amplifier can be fabricated in integrated circuit form to provide a broad band
4 AIHz power gain of 70 db. The second IF amplifier operates at a frequency of 7 MHz.
This amplifier can also be fabricated in integrated circuit form. A nominal power gain
of 70 db is desired with a 3 db bandwidth of 200 KHz. The second IF amplifier should
exhibit an AGC control range of 25 db to compensate for variations in the received
signal level and the receivers power gain. This second IF amplifier should also have
an output capability of at least + 13 dBm to drive the receiving detectors.
Phase-Lock Loop - The phase-lock loops bandwidth should satisfy the following
constraints:
1. During acquisition, the bandwidth should be made as wide as possible to result
r	 in a minimum acquisition time. The maximum limit on this bandwidth is
determined by the requirement that the signal to noise ratio in this bandwidth
d	 be at least +7 db and, preferably, +9 db.
2. After acquisition the bandwidth of the phase-lock loop should be reduced to
avoid (cross talk) the undesired retransmission of received modulation.
'The maximum bandwidth during acquisition will now be calculated, based on an assun,e(i
received noise figure of 5 dB, an assumed received signal power level of 133.5 dBm,
and a desired signal to noise ratio of +7 dB.
Thus
BN=+174 dB-133.5 dB-7dB-5dB=28.5dB., 700 Hz
To insure that the noise bandwidth during acquisition does not exceed 700 Hz, a loop
natural frequency of 500 radians is recommended. This natural frequency (f il) of
500 Hz will permit a frequency search rate of
W 2
n- 19 KHz/sec,4 where: Wn = 2 rfn
.This maximum sweep rate in co-function with the required phase-lock loop search
range determines the user equipment acquisition time. The required phase-lock
loop frequency search range is the sum of the following frequency uncertainties,
based on modest equipment standards:
Doppler shift
	 -	 ± 4 KHz
Satellite frequency drift
	 ± 2 KHz
User local oscillator drift
	 j7 	 KHz
Total frequency uncertainty = ± 22 KHz or 44 KHz peak to peak.
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The acquisition time is thus equal to 44 KHz	 2 . 3 seconds. For normal operation,19 KHz/sec
the user is continuously locked to the signal. If the receiver loses lock at the precise
moment the GCC interrogates the user, a highly unlikely event, the GCC can recycle
the call a few seconds later.
Upon acquisition, the phase loclt loop bandwidth may be reduced to 100 Hz which will
insure negligible loop response to the received 500 Hz and 8 KHz modulation tones.
The 100 Hz phase-lock loop bandwidth is also sufficient to accommodate the expected
relative acceleration between the user and the satellite. The loop phase error (8E)
due to an acceleration of lg is equal to approximately
2. 'a 7r x 32
BN
F/S2 x C = 8E
where F is the nominal carrier frequency of 1.6 x 10 9 Hz
C is the velocity of light — 10 9 FPS
BN = 100 Hz
Thus 8E :::^ 0.04 radian, which is a satisfactory value.
Transmitter - The user's transmitter consists of a phase modulator followed by a X 16
frequency multiplier and an L-band transistor power amplifier. The phase modulator
will be a simple device consisting of a varactor diode in an L-C tuned filter operating
at a nominal frequency of 100 MHz. The required phase deviation in this phase modu-
lator is less than 0. 15 radians so that very low distortion can be obtained. The required
bandwidth of the phase modulator and the entire transmitter is less than 200 KHz to
accommodate the 8 KHz ranging tone.
The output of the phase modulator is amplified and then multiplied in frequency in a
single step recovery diode multiplier to result in a nominal transmitter frequency of
1600 MHz. The desired power output from this multiplier is on the order of 20 milli-
watts. The phase deviation at the output of the multiplier will be 16 times the phase
deviation obtained from the phase modulator. Thus phase deviations in excess of two
radians will be obtainable.
The L-band transistor power amplifier must exhibit a power gain of 30 db to provide
an output power of 20 watts. The transistors that are expected to be available by 1970
will permit the amplifier configuration that is illustrated in Figure 3-3.
Frequency Synthesizer - The frequency synthesizer will consist of two temperature
compensated crystal oscillators providing output frequencies on the order of 100 MHz.
The desired stability in these oscillators is one part in 105 which is well within the
state of the art.
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Figure 3-3. L-Band Power Amplifier
3. 1. 2 AIRBORNE, PASSIVE USER NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT
This equipment is intended for use in aircraft over the North Atlantic Ocean. Figure
3-4 shows the equipment in simplified form, and Figure 3-5 is a more detailed diagram
of this equipment.
Referring to Figure 3-4, the antenna receives L-band signals continuously from two
satellites. These two signals are somewhat separated in frequency. Each of these
signals contains range tones of 500 Hz and 8 KHz phase -modulated onto the carrier.
DIGITAL	 EPHEMERIS
DECODER	 DATA
ANTENNA
RECEIVER »1	 PHASECOMPARATOR1
WIDE BAND
IF AMP
STABLEREFERENCE
OSC.	 TONEGEN.
COMPUTATION
DEVICE
POSITION
COORDINATES
Figure 3-4. Passive User Equipment (Aircraft) (Simplified)
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The 500 Hz tone from one of the satellites is W-phase modulated to carry satellite
epic-nmeris data. 'Interrogation codes %%• ill also be impressed on the 500 Hz tone for
use by active users, but the passive users will ignore these messages.)
The incoming signals are hetrodyned to an IF frequency and amplified in a common wide-
band IF amplifier. The output of the IF amplifier is sent to two receiver channels, one
for each of the two received signals. Each receiver channel detects and filters the
range tones associated with the received carrier frequency. The detected tones are sent
to phase comparators where a measurement is made of the phase difference between the
recived tones and reference tones generated within the user. .A stable oscillator
(clock) is required to drive the reference tone generator in order zo maintain accuracy
in position determination.
The two sets of phase data frown the phase comparators is sent to a computational
device. The computational de-ice determines user position coordinates from phase
and altitude data, and satellite c phemeris data. Ephemeris data is obtained by de-
modulating the bi-phase modulated 500 Hz tone out of Receiver Channel 41. The
computational device can be either a computer or a manual operation using tables and/
or charts. Generally, aircraft users would employ a computer, whereas marine
users would compute positions inanually.
Referring to the detailed user diagram (Figure 3-5) it is seen that the two receivers
are essentially identical to the receiver of Figure 3-2, therefore no further treatment
is required. The reference tones are generated by the frequency synthesizer, which
is, in turn, driven from a precision frequency source. Ephemeris data is extracted by
means of circuits identical to those described previor' sly for monitoring interrogations.
3.1.3 MARINE USER NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT
The marine user navigation equipment can be a simplified version of the aircraft
user navigation equipment. Only a single channel receiver is required and this channel
%%Jll be time shared between the incoming signals from the two satellites. The switching
of the receiver from one satellite signal to another can be performed manually by the
ship's navigator, by switching the receiver VCO frequency between the 67 MHz second
local oscillator frequency and the 68 MHz second local oscillator frequency.
The outputs from the receiver phase comparator would be calibrated in terms of range,
so that the ship's position can be calculated on the basis of the measured range to the
satellites, the published satellite ephemeris <«;,a,
 and the estimated position of the ship
(which would be used to resolve ambiguities.
Navigation Computer for Passive User - In an earlier study ( 1 ) a preliminary design
of a general purpose computer was described which was capable of storing all the d Aa
(1) Final Report - "Phase Difference Navigation Satellite Study" by RCA, Dec. 067.
Contract NAS-12-509
I-
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and effecting all the computations required for a position fix in satellite ranging navi-
gation systems. This computer was designed to handle the equations for a range-
difference (hyperbolic) three-satellite configuration, and has about twice the capacity
necessary for a range-range, two satellite configuration.
Input and output equipment has to handle satellite ephemeris insertions, altimeter
input for the aviation users, clock signals and output longitude and latitude data.
A version of a simple control panel is presented in Figure 3-6.
The bulk of the input problem is concerned with the loading of orbital ephemeris data
for two or more satellites. A single card reader is utilized in this design.
SATELLITES
4® F
	
a (3 THUMB WHEELS)
A	 B	 C
r- REL
^- ABS
NAVIGATION
MODE SWITCH
LONGITUDE
J W 1 1 0 1 5 1 4 1 3 4
bE:ARING(7 LAMPS)
LATITUDE
	
N 1 4 1 2 1 i 1 7	 7' 0'
	
RANGE
	 JJJ(7 LAMPS)
ENTER
0 0
(BUTTON) (LAMP)
DISPLAY
o v^
(BUTTON) (LAMP)
ENTRY VALUE
+ 1 2 3 4 1 5 6 7 8
(8 THUMB WHEELS)
DISPLAY VALUE
+12 3 4 15' 6 7 8
(8 LAMPS)
PARAMETER
SELECT
MR
(3 TH!JMB WHEELS)
LOAD	
^-- VALIDATE	 READY	 MALFUNCTIONCARDS
OFF-	 -COMPUTE	 0	 0
COMPUTER
	
(LAMP)	 (LAMP)
MODE CONTROL
Figure 3-6. Control Panel
Input and output control is effected by energizing the desired set of gates, and trans-
ferring the data from a bank of specially assigned memory registers. Each input or
output giln»tity is organized in "words"; e.g. the data is presented to the computer in
parallel. Di:ncrete lines are organized into words and each discrete is assigned a
particular hi, location. The postulated input/outputs are summarized in Table 3
The general functional specifications of this computer and its estimated physical
characteristics are shown in Table 3-2.
The computer design includes a complement of 27 basic instructions for arithmetic
logic, shif control, and data transfer operations, 24 bit word length, memory count
of 2045 words and a memory cycle time of 100 microseconds. The word length provides
range quanta sizes of less than 100 feet, allowing for adequate computational resolution
for even 0. 1 nmi precision.
These requirements can easily be met by a number of aircraft-qualified digital com-
a puters and the operations may well be time-shared on the more advanced computers
being proposed for SST and 747 type aircraft. There appears to be suitable excess
capability in such machines to reduce sample interval significantly and operate with
a globally deployed satellite net.
A simplified block diagram of the computer subsystem is depicted in Figure 3-7. It
is comprised of a control box, the computer and interconnecting cables. The control
box receives, filters and controls all of the DC power (28 volt for aviation user) re-
quired to operate the subsystem, and provides means to enable manual mode selection,
data insertion, display cont^•ol, course selection, and fault display. The remainder
houses the power supply, precision oscillator, computer core memory, and arithmetic,
control and input/output logic sections. Details of this design are available in the
earlier referenced report.
The computational equipment for slow flying aircraft or marine users who can tolerate
considerably longer intervals between fixes, may be greatly simplified and can include
almanac type look up tables, analog devices, map plotting and other equipments asso-
ciated with manual navigation.
3. 1. 4 VOICE COMMUNICATION TRANSCEIVER DESCRIPTIONS
This section describes the recommended design for the following voice communication
transceivers:
•	 Aviation VHF voice communications transceiver Interim
•	 marine VHF voice communications transceiver
•	 Aviation L-band voice communications transceiver
•	 Marine L-band voice communications transceiver
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TABLE 3-2. SUMMARY OF COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS
OPERATIONAL
Type: General purpose, parallel, stored program
Word Length: 24 bits
Arithmetic: 2's complement
Instructions: 32 general purpose
Index Registers: 3 (in memory)
Clock Frequency: 1.43 MHz
Memory Size: 2048 words
Type: Coincident current core
Memory Cycle: 3.5 microseconds
Basic Order Time: 15 microseconds
PHYSICAL
Size: 587 cubic inches
Weight: 13 pounds
Power: 47 watts, 28 vdc
Integrated: Logic, sense amplifiers, drivers and
switches
COMPUTER
I
28 V DC
	
MS	 MS6	 MS	 4	 OSC
CONTROL
	 POWER
BOX	 I	 SUPPLY	 F-
MS	 I
- J
	
	
CORE
STACK
48 '	 2	
5	
3 20 20
70
	
MS LOGIC
	
ME
I
MORY
DI	 MODULES	 MOULES
I INTERCONNECT MATRIX
I
CIRCLED NUMBERS INDICATE APPROXIMATE
NUMBER OF WIRES
Figure 3-7. Computer Subsystem Cabling
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3. 1.4.1 DESCRIPTION OF AVIATION VHF VOICE COMMUNICATION
TRANSCEIVER
This equipment is required to implement an aircraft -satellite voice communications
lint: over ocean areas where conventional line of sight communications with ground
terminals are not feasible. Figure 3-8 is a block diagram of the recommended aviation
VHF communication transceiver.
This equipment may be characterized as a frequency modulation transceiver exhibiting
very high sensitivity (-116 dBm) to minimize the transmitter power burden on the
satellite. This high sensitivity is obtained through the use of a low noise (3 dB noise
figure) transistor front end and a phase lock demodulator. This approach has recently
been demonstrated by industry and reported in the Airlines Electronic Engineering
Committee letter No. 67-2-63 dated August 22, 1967.
Since the voice communications will be in the form of a frequency modulated carrier,
a limiting receiver will be used. A double superheterodyne receiver is indicated by
the required -116 dBm sensitivity which dictates a total IF gain in excess of 115 dB.
'rhe bandwidth of the IF amplifier should be on the order of 25 kHz to minimize
adjacent channel interference. This bandwidth is adequate to pass the signal spectrum
of less than 20 kHz in the presence of doppler shifts (less than f400 Hz) and receiver
local oscillator drift (less than ± 1.3 kHz).
Figure 3-8. Block Diagram, VHF Transceiver
r
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The output of the receiver IF amplifier is used to drive a phase locked demodulator and
a coherent in-lock detector. The phase lock demodulator exhibits a two sided noise
bandwidth of approximately 18 kHz which is sufficient to accommodate 5 kHz peak fre-
quency deviation at modulation rates up to 2.5 kHz. The coherent in-lock detector
senses when the receiver is phase locked and provides a control signal to squelch the
receiver audio output.
The transceiver transmitter consists of a signal conditioner, a temperature compensated
voltage controlled crystal oscillator, a transmitted carrier up-converter and a VHF
power amplifier. The signal conditioner provides the following functions;
• Filters the audio input derived from a microphone and limits the baseband
width to approximately 2.25 kHz.
• Provides automatic gain control of the audio input.
• Provides clipping to limit the peak deviation of the transmitter to 5 kHz.
This clipping level is adjustable between 0 and 12 dB with respect to the
expected peak audio input signal.
• Provides a pre-emphasis of the audio signal at the rate of 6 dB/octave for
audio frequencies above 800 Hz.
The output of the signal conditioner is used to drive and frequency modulate the trans-
mitter voltage control crystal oscillator. A nominal VCXO frequency of 15 MHz is
recommended to obtain adequate bandwidth and to simplify the design of the trans-
mitter up converter. The VCXO design should incorporate simple temperature com-
pensation to obtain a frequency accuracy of within ± 0.002 %.
The transmitter up converter genei:ates an output frequency in the 130 MHz to 135 MHz
frequency range by mixing the VCXO output signal with a reference frequency that is
derived from the transceiver frequency synthesizer. The output signal from this up
converter is used to drive the transmitter power amplifier.
The airlines plan to provide about 150 watts, and this power level results in approximately
7 dB of additional margin on the aircraft to satellite link as compared with the satellite
to aircraft link. This additional margin will increase the voice quality and reliability
to tht :d:re raft to satellite link. Since the expected drive power to this power amplifier
w ?i be on we order of 0 dBm, approximately 52 dB of power gain will be required to
obtain the 150 xvilt output power level. This gain can be obtained with four stages of
amplification. F. ,:;ompetitive transistorized power amplifier can be made available
before the mid-10701s.
The reference signal from the transmitter's up converter and the local oscillator signals
for the receiver are generated by a frequency synthesizer. The changing of channels is
accomplished through the changing of the output frequencies from the synthesizer.
Since the channel frequencies have not been established, the exact nature of this fre-
quency synthesizer cannot be defined at this time. However, frequency accuracies
within 0. 001% are required.
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3.1.4.2 DESCRIPTION OF MARINE VHF VOICE COMMUNICATION TRANSCEIVERS
The marine VHF voice communications transceiver will be identical to the aviation
transceiver with the following exceptions:
(1) The frequency band of the marine transceiver will be approximately 23% or
30 MHz higher than the aviation transceiver. This will require minor modifi-
cations in the receiver front end, the frequency synthesizer, the transmitter
up converter and the transmitter power amplifier.
(2) The required transmitter power is only 20 watts as compared to 150 watts in
the aviation transceiver. This will simplify the transceiver's transmitter and
power supply.
3.1.4.3 DESCRIPTION OF AVIATION L-BAND VOICE COMMUNICATION
TRANSCEIVER
Figure 3-9 is a block diagram of the recommended L-band communications transceiver.
As can be seen by comparing this block diagram with that of the VHF transceiver in
Figure 3-8, the L-band transceiver will be similar to the VHF transceiver. The dif-
ferences between these two equipments will now be discussed.
Figure 3-9. Block Diagram, L-Band Transceiver
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The higher frequency of operation requires a new receiver front end. It is presently
beyond the state of the art to obtain a 3-dB noise figure at 1600 MHz from transistor
amplifiers. However, research and development funds are presently being expended
with the objective of obtaining low noise transistors at S-band. Thus, 3-dB transistor
amplifiers will probably be available and economical before the mid-1970's.
An alternate approach would be to make use of the recently developed L-band and S-band
miniature parametric amplifiers. These amplifiers have built-in diode pump sources,
exhibit uncoded noise figures of less than 3 dB and occupy a volume of several cubic
inches. The production cost of these amplifiers is expected to be several hundred dollars
in very large quantities.
The remainder of the L-band receiver will be identical to the V13F receiver with the
following exceptions:
(a) The VHF mixer will be replaced with an L-band mixer.
(b) The 25 KHz bandwidth IF filter will be replaced with a 40 KHz bandwidth IF
filter to accommodate the large doppler shifts and local oscillator drifts at
L -band.
The L-band transceiver frequency synthesizer must provide L-band receiver local
oscillator and transmitter reference signals in place of the VHF output signals. Two
transmitter reference signals must be provided.; one for the communications signal
and one for the transceiver pilot signal. The required frequency accuracy of 3 parts
in 106 dictates the use of a high quality temperature compensated crystal oscillator
within the synthesizer.
The L-band transceiver transmitter will contain an, L-band up converter and two
power amplifiers. One power amplifier will be used to transmit the pilot tone at a
20 watt level. This amplifier can be fabricated with four or five transistor amplifier
stages.
The communications power amplifier is required to provide at least 34 watts of output
power, which will provide the aircraft to satellite link approximately 3 dB of additional
margin as compared to the satellite to aircraft link. This 34 watt output level at
1600 MHz can be obtained by adding an additional high power amplifier stage; to the 20
watt pilot power amplifier design. This final power amplifier stage can utilize either
a triode tube or paralleled transistors. However, some advancement in the state of the
art of high power L-band transistors will be required to make the all solid state ampli-
fier economically competitive to the 34 watt amplifier that uses a triode tube in its out-
put stage.
3.1.4.4 DESCRIPTION OF MARINE L-BAND COMMUNICATION TRANSCEIVER
The marine L-band voice communication transceiver will be identical to its aviation
counterpart with the following exceptions.
(a) Although the marine transceiver will also operate somewhere in the 1540 to
1640 MHz frequency band, the precise channel frequency allocations will be
slightly different to avoid conflicts. This will require a minor difference in
the transceiver frequency synthesizer.
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(b) The marine transceiver will operate with a 10 dB gain antenna. Thus the pilot
and communications transmitter power levels can be reduced by 10 db com-
pared to the airborne units; allowing a 3 db margin, the necessary powers are
2 watts and 4 Nvatts respectively. Both transmitter power amplifiers should
Utilize an all solid state design.
3.2 USER ANTENNA DESIGNS
The general performance requirements for a user antenna for traffic control, navigation
and voice transmission have been reported in previous studies (see Interim Scientific
Report, June 1967, prepared for NASA ERC on Contract NAS 12-509). Investigations
of current antenna technology reveal that the stated requirement can be met with existing
designs and that no critical antenna technology problems exist. The major problems are
associated with selection and installation in specific aircraft, wherein aerodynamic
effects (thermal and drag), visibility, multipath interference from aircraft structures,
etc. , constitute major selection criteria.
Requirements - The receiving antenna to be employed for navigational purposes should
have the following characteristics:
(1) Conical sector beam of about 160 4 , with very low sidelobes. The net gain within
this sector should be equal to or greater than 0 dB.
(2) Circular polarization to minimize polarization loss (axial ratio < 5 dB).
(3) 10% impedance bandwidth (VSWR < 1.5)
(4) Low pattern degradation within the frequency band
(5) Multipath rejection capability as required, by reduced gain in downward
direction
(6) Small size, shaped to minimize drag and temperature effects.
(7) Flush-mounted for high speed aircraft such as the SST.
These requirements also are valid for the voice channel link of the North Atlantic
Traffic Control System, provided sufficient channel gain is achievable between the user
and the satellite. The system described in this report permits use of a 0 dB user
antenna with reasonable user radiated power since high link gain is provided by the
retrodirective array on the spacecraft.
+ Recommendations - A slotted dipole cavity backed antenna as the basic element is re-
commended, with the exact configuration determined by the particular user. Circular
polarization requirement can be fulfilled by a four-slot configuration (see Figure 3-10).
y	 Here two pairs of slots are oriented at right angles, 90 0
 out of phase. Each pair has a
separation of approximately X/2, with a slot length less than X. Such a configuration
can be contained in a near-flush mounted fairing with the selection of a low loss dielectric
material capable of withstanding mechanical and thermal conditions of the skin of the SST.
The design of such an antenna is straightforward and well within the capabilities of a
number of companies.
LP 
I L90O
Figure 3-10. Four-Slot Configurations
Integration with Traffic Control, Navigation and Communication User Equipments - For
VHF voice and L-band navigation, electrically separate antennas need to be provided,
although both might be contained in a single faired or flush section of the aircraft. For
those configurations employing L-band for both functions, a single antenna and diplexer
may be more effective, depending on the frequency separation involved. Conceptually,
a single RF diplexer can be used for both functions, and the user equipment block dia-
grams in this report reflect this approach.
3.3 USER EQUIPMENT ESTIMATED WEIGHTS AND COSTS
3. 3. 1 AVIATION USER EQUIPMENTS (L-BAND)
A summary of the weights and DC power requirements of the L-band aviation equipments
is shown in Figure 3-11. The separate "packages" reflect
1) the voice communication equipment set
2) the traffic surveillance set, and
3) the passive navigation set
The aviation user who is part of a traffic control system would probably only require
sets No. 1 and 2. The Traffic Control Center can provide updated position data within
a few seconds if the pilot wishes to check his on-board navigation equipment. However,
the general aviation user with transoceanic ambitions may wish to avail himself with set
No. 2 as his primary navigation system.
Set No. 1 consists of a PLL receiver and a transmitter with selectivity for six I'M
channels. One of these channels is for emergencies purposes only and would be kept on
in the receive mode except for those periods when the equipment is being used for
voice communications.
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Figure 3 . 11. Aviation User Equipments
Set No. 2 contains a single channel PI LL receiver, a decoder-encoder, a transmitter
and a display.
Set No. 3 is comprised of a two-channel P I LL receiver, an oven controlled stable crystal
reference clock with stabilities on the order of 1 x 10 -10 or 5 x 10-11 per 24 hour period,
phase angle detectors, a decoder, a navigation digital computer and a display.
One antenna with a multiplexer can serve all of the receive 1.1 ansmit functions. The unit
depicted is a flush mounted, circularly polarized, hemispherical beam antenna with
cavity backed-slotted dipoles.
Component power, weight, and cost breakdowns of a typical CW ranging receiver and
transmitter are shown in Tables 3-3 and 3-4.
A summary of the L-band equipment costs for the aviation user is shown in Table 3-5.
These are predicated on production runs of at least 1000 projected to the early 1970's
and do not include the cost of development or installation. The design and component
requirements are present day state-of-the-art. A preliminary estimate of the develop-
ment costs for each of the equipment sets I and H is approximately $300K to $500K.
Set No. 3 by itself would run between $500K to $1000K, but in conjunction with set
No. 2 would drop to about $500K. A reasonable addition to the estimated costs shown
in Table 3-5 for amortization of development expenses would be about 15% to 20 9/c.
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TABLE 3-3. CW RANGING TRANSMIT rER TABULATION
Item Power(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
530 MHz Power Amp - - - -
4 transistors - - - 75
Stripline circuitry
(6"x2-1/2"x1") - 0-6 15 120
x3 Output Mult (2" x 2" x 1 11 ) - 0 -2 4 105
x3 and x5 low pottier mult - 0 - 2 6 50
106 MHz Buffer Amp (2 stages) - 0 -3 6 60
35 MHz Limiter -• 0 -4 10 100
Solid State switch
(low cost power transistor will do) - 0 - 8 6 75
60 volt power supply 10 1 - 8 30 120
Sub-totals: 10 3 - 1 77 705
Mounting case - 1 -0 53 60
Wiring o 0 -7 - 240
Check-out - - - 120
Totals after packaging 10 4 - 8 130 1125
3.3.2 MARINE USER EQUIPMENT (L-BAND)
A summary of the weights and DC power requirements of the L-band marine equip-
ments is shown in Figure 3-12. These are essentially the same as those for the
aviation user with the exception that the 10 dB antenna for the marine user relaxes
the RF power requirements of the transmitters. This category of user can also use
charts and hand computations in lieu of a digit=, ' computer for the passive navigation
w4t.
The marine user equipmers:. costs are summarized in Table 3-6. 'The same conditions
stated for the aviation user apply here as well.
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TABLE 3-4. CW RANGING RECEIVER TABULATION
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
i
i
L
Item
Power
(W)
Weight
(lb-oz)
Size
(in3)
Cost
($)
Transistor RF pre-amp and mixer 0- 4 10 150
II' Amplifier (3 IC chips plus 2
filters) 1 0 - 6 15 200
Phase Lock uscillator 4 0- 8 25 --
Temp Cont. VCXO 125
Phase Detector 45
Operational Amplifier 45
Acquisition sweep oscillator 30
Buffer amplifiers 30
Coherent Demodulator 0- 3 4 40
Tone filters 2 0- 8 10 50
Frequency Synthesizer 5 1 - 0 50 --
2 Temp Cont. Crystal
Oscillators 180
RF switch and driver 35
L-Band multiplier (20 parts
plus filter) 210
Signal Decoder (15 IC Whips
plus 50 parts) 4 0- 10 30 455
Programmer (8 IC chips plus
40 parts) 3 0-- 8 20 335
Telemetry Encoder (15' IC chips
plus 50 parts) 4 0 - 9 30 455
Telemetry phase modulator 40
Transmitter phase modulator 0 - 7 8 100
Power Supply 15 1 - 5 20 150
Sub-totals 38 6 -- 4 222 2675
Case, Wiring and Checkout -- 2 - 2 80 5 35
Receiver- Tot,- I s 38 8 - 6 302 3210
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TABLE 3-5. ESTIMATED AVIATION USER EQUIPMENT COSTS
(Based on Production of 1000 Units)
Item Cost
I	 - Voice Equipment:
Receiver $ 29500
Transmitter 3,500
6,000
II	 - T,'a.ffic Control Equipment:
Receiver, Decoder and Encoder $ 3,200
Transmitter 19100
$ 4,400
III - Passive Navigation Equipment:
Two Channel Receiver & Decoder $ 6,000
Reference Oscillator 19500
Digital Commuter 6,000
Data Display 500
$14,000
IV - Antenna Equipment:*
Flush Mount Antenna $ 250
Diplexer 250
$ 500
*Installation costs not included.
0
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Figure 3-12. Marine User Equipments
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TABLE 3-6. ESTIMATED MARINE USER EQUIPMENT COSTS
(Based on Production of 100 Units)
Item Cost
I	 - Voice Equipment:
Receiver $2,500
Transmitter 29500
$5,000
II	 - Traffic Control Equipment:
Receiver, Decoder and Encoder $3,200
Transmitter 19100
$4,400
III - Passive Navigation Equipment:
lwo Channel Receiver and Decoder $6,000
Reference Oscillator 19500
Data Display 500
$8,000
IV - Antenna Equipment:
10 dB Parabolic Antenna $	 500
Diplexer 250
$	 750
3.4 USER GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Maintenance and general support requirements for the User System have been considered
from both ground and in-flight aspects. Though ground support is an obvious require-
ment established a priori ray the total aircraft/ship and its electronics, in-flight and/or
on-board support is dictated by more . subjective criteria. For aircraft, these criteria
include:
(a) System complexity and likelihood of failure between departure and destinations.
(b) Criticality of continuously knowing status of system because of impact on
flight profile and safety of mission.
(c) Economic gains derived from knowing source of failure in flight so that ap-
propriate logistic channels can be activated by radioing ahead the identification
of the faulty unit.
(d) More accurate appraisal of true operability of the equipment in actual flight
environment from built -in monitoring system which ground support systems
can never exactly duplicate.
Additionally, the trend for the new large capacity aircraft and SST's is in the direction
of an on-board integrated data system which provides centralized processing of sig-
nificant test data from all aircraft systems.
Because of these considerations, a small built-in test system for the user equipment is
recommended which can operate independently of, or associated with, a centralized
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tdata system such as AIDS. The built-in test system would provide, on a qualitative
basis, a level of confidence of User System performance and in conjunction with mon-
itoring points isolate a majority of failures to the line replaceable unit (LRU) level.
Basic design objectives would be high reliability, low power and weight, and low cost.
Simplicity of operation and concise display of results would also be required in keeping
with flight personnel work loads and technical backgrounds.
Requirements for ground support equipment, on the other hand, include: detailed
quantitative test, fault isolation, and calibration capability; semi-mobility to meet
both hanger and some flight line use; controls, displays and print-outs compatible with
gr-)und ctv^% 6kill levels; and system flexibility that will permit some future tie-in with
a centralized computer controlled maintenance system as some airlines are currently
planning. As one ground support system would service a fleet of aircraft, its design
should incorporate enough time saving read-out and a control feature to allow a test
rate that is compatible with aircraft short turn around times.
3.4.1 IN-FLIGHT/BUILT-IN TEST (BIT) SYSTEM
Test Requirements - The principal test parameters which provide the most significant
information on the status of the User System are:
(1) Receiver sensitivity (AIDS)
(2) Receiver lock-up verification
(3) Transmitter power output
(4) Tone and synchronizing code demodulation
These pa.;`ameters, on a self test activate basis by flight crew, would provide a realistic
appraisal of equipment performance without need for complex additional circuitry. The
power output would be monitored continuously if desired without self test initiate as it
NN- ould have no detrimental affect on primary operating conditions. The remaining
parameter in combination with a few strategically placed test points would provide
f cult isolation to the LRU level.
Design - The built-in test system design contains two basic functions. These are a
self test signal source or stimulus and a series of monitoring test points for determin-
ing loss of signal path between major User System functions. Figure 3-13 shows the
location of a transmitter output monitoring point between the L-band final amplifier
and diplexer via a coupler. The power sensor will provide a discrete threshold indica-
tion on a go, no-go basis if power falls below an acceptable level.
The self test signal source, shown in Figure 3-14, is an IF carrier phase modulator
with the 500 Hz tone. The test signal simulates the transmission characteristics of
the ground station with the synchronizing and interrogation codes appropriate for this
User equipment. A properly functioning system will demodulate and process this signal
and respond by activating the transmitter. Monitoring transmitter activate signal (Fig-
ure 3-15) will verify that tone and synchronizing code demodulation process functioned
properly and that receiver lock-up took place. A time period measurement betv!,zen
self-test initiate and transmitter activate signal would be a measure of lock-up time.
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Figure 3-14. Self Test Signal Source
t Referring again to Figure 3-14, a proper synchronizing and interrogation code is sent
from the User Equipment Address Generator which bi-phase modulates a 500 Hz test
oscillator signal. This signal in turn phase modulates a 60 MHz test carrier which
passes through a calibrated attenuator to provide proper level for MAS as test of re-
ceiver sensitivity. The signal is then injected ahead of the 1st IF stage. Though this
test does not pick up the L-Band front end, it covers most of the receiver system while
preserving simplicity and reliability as a `built-in test source.
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Selectively placed monitoring points (Figure 3-15) follow the path of the test signal
through the receiver. Diode detectors and other threshold devices would condition
signals to go, no-go indications on the display panel or for tie-in with AIDS.
For the Passive 'lode User, the same design applies except that tone phase relation-
ship would be controlled to simulate a specific navigational fix for test of the phase
comparators and Position Computation Device.
3.4.2 GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEM (GSE)
Test Requirements - In addition to the four test parameters identified in Section 3.4.1,
the ground support system shall also test for:
(1) Address verification transmission
(2) Two tone (500 Hz and 8 KHz) phase delay between receiver input and trans-
;	 mitter output
(3) Modulation indices
(4) Transmitter output carrier frequency, and stability.
While accomplishing the above, the GSE provides a primary reference standard for
precision alignment, calibration, and basis of rejection for marginal or below per-
formance equipment. It basically simulates a ground station except for not having to
simulate interrogation of more than one User equipment simultaneously (though con-
ceivably that could become a requirement in the future). Fault isolation capability will
be required to the replaceable board or sub-assembly level.
Semi-mobile or cart installed systems would increase convenience around the hanger
and on the flight line. One system should be able to handle a dozen aircraft at a typical
maintenance facility.
Because automation is the trend in expanding civilian GSE facilities, the TC/Nav GSE
should be capable of future semi-automatic to automatic control from a central com-
puter. Used independently, the system should provide some internal data smoothing
1	 or summarizing to simplify readouts. Hard cfrpy display from standard digitally
driven printers will be required.
Design - A general design concept for the User System GSE is shown in Figure 3-16.
The control function is a manual system that can receive digital commands remotely.
The stimulus is basically a ground station transmitter with precision controlled L-band
and tone frequency sources. The power supplies provide energy for the receiver
under test.
The measurement system ties into receiver test points through cable connections.
Phase, frequency, and lock-up time is referenced against basic oscillator sources in
the stimulus through the cejAwl control function. The digital processor provides de-
code verifications of the UUT synchronizing and interrogation codes, and altimeter data.
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Figure 3-16. Ground Support System
For the peripheral equipment, the tape reader supplies bulk storage for analog com-
parator limits where go, no-go read-out is used in lieu of analog print-out. The
Printer and Display provide both hard copy and visual test results respectively.
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SECTION 4
SPACE SEGMENT DEFINITION (VHF VOICE)
4.1 INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY
The spacecraft that has been configured in this portion of the study is a multipurpose
vehicle, a pair of which form a system able to satisfy present requirements. The
satellite, acting as a relay station, has been designed utilizing techniques and equip-
ment that are present state of the art and nc significant new developments would be
required for implementation.
The system consists of two synchronous equatorial satellites separated by about 50
degrees of longitude, providing L-band navigation service as well as VHF voice com-
munication capabilities. Each spacecraft carries two-L-band hard limiting navigation
repeaters, which are compatible with carriers that are phase modulated with tone-
ranging and digital data subcarriers, and four separate VHF transponders for four
voice channels (two in the 120-130 MHz aviation band and two in the 150-160 MHz
maritime band).
The satellite, which has been given the acronym NAVOX, has been configured for a
dual launch aboard an Atlas-Centaur -Burner II, this particular arrangement being
selected on the basis of preliminary estimates that the spacecraft was in the 600-800
lb. class. As such, from cost effectiveness considerations as well as availability of
appropriate launcher configuration in the U.S. stable of boosters, the multiple launch
on Atlas Centaur, using the Burner II as essentially an apogee kick motor, proved
preferable. In addition to having adequate payload capacity, the ten foot diameter
shroud permitted the design of a cylindrically shaped non-oriented solar array of
reasonable height. Figure 4-1 depicts the two satellites stowed for launch inside a
lengthened Centaur shroud.
Figure 4-2 shows the satellite fully deployed in mission mode. The basic elements of
the configuration are the spinning solar array section containing power supply, attitude
control and propulsion equipment, and the despun equipment canister, containing com-
munication and TT and C equipment and nutation dampers, and the antennas which are
attached to the despun platform. There are three different antennas shown in this
figure: the largest is the 28.5 foot diameter VHF voice antenna; the 2.5 foot L-band
antenna is mounted at the feed of the VHF parabola; the third antenna is a VHF whip
for TT and C. The dish antennas provide earth coverage at the 3 dB points from
synchronous altitude. The TT and C antennas have a broad pattern to permit telemetry
at 136 MHz and commands at 148 MHz to be transmitted and received during the trans-
fer orbit as well as in mission mode.
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Operationally, the satellite is oriented with its spin axis normal to the orbit plane.
The equipment canister and antennas are despun by a motor between the spinning
solar array (120 rpm) and the canister. Horizon sensors mounted on the array,
scanning nearly normal to the spin axis, provide position data with respect to the
local vertical which, when compared to an index on the canister, is used to continu-
oLs1y orient the antennas along the local vertical. An additional pair of horizon
sensors configured in a "Vee" with respect to the pitch plane (the plane normal to the
spin axis) provides roll/yaw attitude data for ground processing.
Also contained on th a shaft between the array and canister is a set of slip rings for
electrical power transfer anu for horizon sensor signal transfer.
A monopropellant hydrazine propulsion system using Shell 405 as a catalyst is mounted
in the spinning section. This system, operating in a blowdown mode, provides orbit
station acquisition and station keeping by appropriately phased firing cycles over a
fraction of spin period. It also is used for occasional correction of the spin axis atti-
tude (roll/yaw).
The solar array has been sized to provide a minimum of 350 watts continuous load
power under worst case conditions at the end of five years in a synchronous orbit.
The array dimensions are 110 inches in diameter by 81 inches high. Included as
factors in sizing the array were power required for battery recharge, power loss due
to shadowing by the large mesh VHF antenna and radiation damage losses. Power
storage in the NiCd batteries is 50% redundant in supplying 288 watts for the 70 minute
maximum eclipse time at a maximum depth of discharge of 43 %.
Following sections of this report describe in more detail the major subsystems, the
system deployment and finally the estimated system costs. The major subsystems of
a single NAVOX spacecraft are listed below with their estimated weights:
Subsystem	 Weight (lb)
Structure	 75
,)mmunications	 174
Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) 	 25
Power	 259
Attitude Control	 31
Propulsion	 67
Total	 631
4.2 SPACECRAFT STRUCTiTRE
4.2.1 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
The NAVOX spacecraft shown in Figure 4-2 has two major parts: a despun body plat-
form and a spinning body, interconnected by a shaft and drive assembly.
The despun platform is an eight-sided container 5.5 feet in diameter and 1.5 feet high.
It houses all communication and TT &C equipment as well as the nutation dampers.
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(See Figure 4-2 View C-D for the equipment layout.) All antennas are also located on
this platform;
1) The VHF voice antenna mounted by means of a single pivot arrangement as
depicted in Figure 4-2.
	 ,
2) The navigation "L°' band antenna located on the ground plane of the VHF
antenna feed
3) The TT&C antenna attached to the outboard end of one of the eight ribs on
the VHF reflector.
The bottom plate of the despun platform is rigidly attached to the upper end of the drive
shaft, which is located on the spacecraft spin axis. This shaft is part of a drive as-
sem.bly which provides pitch control of the despun platform. The drive assembly is
comprised of bearings, drive torque motors, encoders, slip rings for power transfer,
and slip rings to carry signals from attitude sensors to the T/M subsystem. The as-
sembly is enclosed and sealed by a single set of labyrinth seals. Sacrificial lubrica-
tion is provided to ensure a proper environment for the rotating parts throughout the
lifetime of the satellite.
The spinning portion of the spacecraft is in the form of a cylinder 110 inches in diam-
eter and 81 inches long. The cylindrical surface is covered with solar cells. Stor-
age batteries, equipment associated with power regulation, and the secondary propul-
sion subsystem are installed inside this section as shown in Figure 4-2 View A-B.
The secondary propulsion system, consisting of attitude control and velocity correc-
tion thrusters, propellant tanks and associated hardware, is mounted in the plane
perpendicular to the spin axis containing the spacecraft center of gravity. The attitude
sensors are also mounted on the cylindrical surface, flush with the solar cells.
4, 2.2 STOWED LAUNCH CONFIGURATION
Figure 4-1 shows the multiple launch arrangement whereby a Burner II injection stage
supports two identical NAVOX spacecraft stacked one on top of the other. An adapter
attached to the Centaur stage carries the Burner II module. The Burner II is mated
to the lower spacecraft by a tubular truss adapter. The u t,per spacecraft is attached
to the lower using six separation devices on the periphery of the cylindrical solar
array.
As shown in the figure, both spacecraft are configured to lie within the standard dy-
namic envelope of the Centaur shroud, . 'h the exception of the secondary propulsion
thrusters which protrude into the space between stringers in the shroud, and hence
satisfy payload constraints.
In the launch configuration both despun platforms are locked to the respective cylin-
drical sections by six restraining devices, thareby assuring tbat the ascent loads are
carried through these hard points and minimizing loads in the shaft and drive assembly.
Prior to activation of the torque motor the restraint devices arf. energized, torsion-
ally freeing the despun platform. At the same time a spring lo;tded mechanism, lo-
cated on the shaft, lifts the despun platform on a keyway from ahe spinning body and
locks it rigidly on the shaft. TMs provides the necessary clearance between the two
4-G 1
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bodies and assures sufficient rigidity to allow accurate pointing of the despun platform
and antennas, The major loads on the two bodies are inertial at this time since the
satellite is in a "zero G" environment,
The separation of the payload occurs first at the separation plane between the Burner
II and the Centaur adapter. The next separation is between the lower Spacecraft (I)
and the Burner II adapter assembly, ejecting the spent Burner II and adapter subse-
quent to spin up. The third separation takes place at the Spacecraft I/Spacecraft II
interface.
All separation devices are of the "Ball-Lock-Bolt" type actuated by manifolded gas
generators as shown on Figure 4-3 and 4-4. Compression springs mounted coaxially
with the separation bolts provide separation forces.
4.2.3 CONSTRUCTION
The structure of the despun platform is of riveted sheet metal, with honeycomb panels
and several machined fittings (shaft attachment, launch hard points for separation de-
vices, etc.) The electrical equipment is mounted on the lower base plate which acts
as a heat sink. The structure is enclosed by a top plate and side walls for thermal
and structural reasons. Thermal control is achieved by passive techniques, using
second surface mirrors on the side walls or surfaces of the platform.. The radiator
area (the top and bottom surfaces of the platform) is coated so as to provide adequate
radiation cooling for the predicted power dissipation of the platform mounted equipment.
The spinning body is of a similar structural design. The cylindrical portion has a
frame made of rings and longitudinal stringers onto which sections of cylindrical'y
shaped honeycomb are attached. These honeycomb sections are the substrate for
solar cells and form the solar 4,-ray. The lower and upper edges of the cylindrical
frame each have 6 hard points, wiiere the separation devices are installed. The longi-
tudinal members between the upper and lower hard points are sized to carry the
launch loads. Attached to the upper edge of the cylindrical section is a three-
dimensional tubular truss which provides hard points for the separation devices for
the despun platform, for support for the drive assembly, for attach points for elec-
trical equipment and for the components of the propulsion system.
The material used for the struc,ures of the despun platform and the spinning body is
aluminum alloy 2024 commonly used for airframe construction. Tubular trusses are
6063 weldable aluminum alloy or its equivalent. Honeycomb panels are spacecraft
type. The panels are 1/4 to 3/8 inches thick using a honeycomb aluminum core of
1/4 to 3/8 cell size and material thickness of .001 inch. The faces of the honeycomb
are .0037 inches thick.
4.2.4 VHF VOICE ANTENNA
Because the VHF voice antenna is so large and requires deployment, this separate
section of the report is devoted to its description. The reflector of this antenna is
28.5 feet in diameter. The feed, consist:5ng of four whips with a ground plane, is
supported by four struts from the reflecto . The antenna and its feed are foldable for
launch. Based on prior experience of rib-type parabolic antennas with taut metal
mesh reflecting surfaces, it was deduced that eight ribs would provide acceptable dish
i
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efficiency in this application. These ribs are hinged to a central hub, which is attached
by a fitting to a bracket on the side of the despun platform. The attach fitting is free
to pivot on one axis with respect to the bracket. Each of the eight ribs consists of three
hinged sections. The struts supporting the feed are hinged once, and telescope at the
outer segment. The ribs, struts and feed all fold and are stowed inside a container in
the launch configuration as shown on Figure 4-1. During launch, this container is
supported by two saddles located on top of the , despun platform. In order to deploy the
antenna the saddIcs are released first, allowing the container to swing 180 °. This
motion is actuated by a preloaded spring at the main pivot and is controlled by a vis-
cosity damper. The unfolded position is determined and maintained by mechanical
stops and by the remaining preload force in the actuating spring. Half-way during the
above described motion, the two halves of the stowage container are ejected, allowing
the ribs of the reflector, the struts of the feed and the feed ground plane, to unfold.
This unfolding is also accomplished by preloaded springs at the various pivot points.
The unfolding sequence, which is critical to avoid mechanical interference, is again
controlled by viscosity dampers (of different damping characteristics). Again, the
final configuration of the antenna is achieved by mechanical stops and by the remain-
ing force in the springs.
The ground plane for the VHF feed has a light collapsible frame supporting a mesh
which unfolds in the first stages of deployment, during the period while the telescoped
struts of the feed are being extended.
The deployment sequence for the antenna system is depicted in Figure 4-5.
In the final configuration the unfolded reflector ribs stretch a conductive mesh which is
attached to the ribs. At the VHF frequencies of interest a rather coarse mesh with
1.25-inch diameter holes provides adequate performance. In the area where the fields
of view of attitude sensors located on the spinning body intersect the antenna reflector,
the mesh is removed, forming two slots for the roll/yaw attitude sensors. The pitch
attitude sensor and the sun pipper have fields of view passing through the lower slot
for the roll attitude sensors.
4.2.5 WEIGHT AND INERTIA ESTIMATES
Table 4-1 presents a detailed breakdown of the weight and size distribution by element
in the NAVOX spacecraft. Also included in this table are the average electrical power
requirements.
Based on the layout shown in Figure 4-2, the inertia of the spinning cylindrical section
about its spin axis has been calculated to be 7,495 lb-ft2 . The transverse inertias for
the total spacecraft (with the antenna deployed) are computed to be 15,310 lb-ft2 and
22, 460 lb-ft2
 on each of the two transverse principal axes.
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TABLE 4-1. PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL DETAILS OF NAVOX COMPONENTS
Component
Weight
(Lb.)
Pawer
(W
Size
in
Structure Subsystem
Array Support 20.0
Despun Platform 25.0
Thermal Control 10.0
Misc. (Harness, Bal. Wts. , etc.) 20.0
Subtotal 75.0
Communications Subsystem
Voice Communications Subsystem
VHF Aviation pwr, amplifier N1 2.0 61.3 1. 5 x 4.0 x 4.0
VHF aviation pwr. amplifier M2 2.0 61.3 1.5 x 4.0 x 4.0
VII 	 maritime pwr. amplifier k1 2.0 6 1.5 x 4.0 x 4.0
VHF maritime pwr. amplifier N2 2.0 6 1.5 x 4.0 x 4.0
VHF local oscillators (four) 4.0 4 2.0 x 4.0 x 4.0
VIIF mixers, IF amplifiers and
bandpass filters (4 sets) 3.0 4 2.0 x 4.0 x 4.0
VIiF antenna diplexer 5.0 --	 --	 --
VHF communications antenna 110.0 28.5 foot diameter
Subtotal 130.0 142.6
Position Location Subsystem
Forward link I.-band navigation
transponder 8.0 10 7.0 x 0.0 x 10
Back link L-band nay . transponder 8.0 10 7.0 x 6.0 x 10
Forward link power amp. (TWTA) 10.0 66 5.0 x 6.5 x 14
Back link power amplifier (T%VTA) 10.0 33 5.0 x 6.5 x 14
L-band antenna diplexer 5.0 -- --	 --	 --
L-band navigation antenna 3.0 -- 2.3 foot diameter
Subtotal 44.0 119
TT&C Subsystem
VHF command receiver (2) 2.5 1 2.0 x 3.0 x 6.0
Command decoder and CDU (2) 10.0 2 5. 5 x 6.0 x 7.5
Telemetry baseband assembly unit
and modulator (1) 8.0 6 7.0 x 5.0 x 6. 5
VHF telemetry transmitter (2) 1.5 5 3.0 x 3.0 x 3. 0
TT&C diplexer 1.0 -- --	 --	 --
TT&C antenna (omni, VHF) 2.3 -- 40 inch dipole
Subtotal 25.3 14
Fo.ver Subsystem
(1) Solar Array 153.5 108" D x 81.2"
(2) Batteries (3) 83.0 58 (3) 4 x 9 x 4.4
PSEA 8.5 2 10x12 x3
PSEB 4.0 4 6x	 6x3
(3) Slip Ring Assembly 10.0 3
Subtotal 259.0 67
Attitude Control Subsystem
Roll Horizon Sensors 1.4 .5 3 x 3 x 4
(4) Pitch Horizon Sensors 2.0 .5 4 x 7 x 4
Pitch Control Electronics 8.0 4 5 x 6 x 5
Despun Platform Drive Assembly 15.0 5
(5) Nutation Damper 5.0 12" x 72"
Subtotal 31.4 10
Secondary Propulsion Subsystem
(6) Tanks (2) A-24 Surv. 47.3 10" D x 15.4"
Thruster Block (4) 762
Support Structure 10.0
Miscellaneous 2.6
Subtotal 67.1
(1) 61 ft 
	 Projected Area
(2) 29 W required for C/20 charge.
One battery switched out.
(3) Integ. with despun platform drive
assembly(4) In
	 threshold amplifiers
(5) Approximate Toroid Shape
(6) Includes 39-1b. propellant
-1.3 COMMUNICATIONS
The communications equipment on the satellite is divided into two major subsystems:
•	 L-band position location transponders
E'If F voice-channel transponders
In addition of course theme is the telemetry and command subsystem. The L-band
position location transponders are hard-limiting repeaters whose characteristics are
compatible with carriers which are phase modulated with tone-ranging and digital sub-
carriers. There is one transponder for the forward (ground station - satellite - air-
craft) link and a second transponder for the back (aircraft - satellite - ground station)
link.
Four separate VHF transponders provide voice communication. Two are in the 120-
130 IN111z aviation band, and the other two are in the 150-160 MHz maritime band. With
each transponder, all up-link communications to the satellite are at one frequency; all
down-link communications are at another. Thus communications between an aircraft
and the control center or between a ship and the shore station are in the simplex,
push-to-talk mode.
4.3.1 L-BAND NAVIGATION SUBSYSTEM (See Figure 4-6)
The components of this subsystem are (a) a 2.3 foot diameter earth-coverage antenna
and its diplexer-duplexer; (b) a low-noise pre-amplifier for the received forward and
back lint: signals; (c) separate hard-limiting transponders for the two channels; and
(d) traveling-wavetube (TWT) amplifiers for the t«•o channels.
The antenna will be mounted on the feed structure of the VHF voice communications
antenna. The aperture blockage caused to the VHF antenna results in less than 0.1
dB gain reduction for the VHF antenna. The L-band antenna has a beamwidth between
the 3 dB points of 1 S. 6' at 1.6 GHz. Allowing 0.5 ° satellite attitude error, the an-
teima gain at the cage of the earth exceeds 15.5 dB at both the 1.55 GHz receive fre-
quency and the 1.63 GHz transmit frequency. The receive and transmit signals are
circularly polarized with opposite senses of polarization to increase the isolation be-
tween them. Bandpass filtering in the diplexer-duplexer further increases the
isolation.
Both received signals are first amplified in the low-noise preamplifier. This will be
of the tunnel-diode type, with a noise figure not exceeding 5dB. Note that the two
input frequencies are considerably separated and are well within the 1.54 to
1.66 GHz aeronautical navigation band. These parameters are relatively arbitrary at
this time and can be modified as specific channels are allocated for the satellite-aided
navigation service and user equipment standards are formulated. The two spacecraft
would be somewhat separated in frequency.
The two received signals are separated at the output of the pre-amplifier and go to
individual IF transponders. This type of transponder, at the expense of some increase
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THESE FREQUENCY SELECTIONS ARE SOMEWHAT ARBITRARY, AND ARE FOR ONE SPACECRAFT
OF 'SHE PAIR ONLY. THE OTHER SPACECRAFT WOULD HAVE DIFFERENT ALLOCATIONS.
(EXCEPT FOR THE NORMALLY 1551 mHz BACK CHANNEL UPLINK)
Figure 4-6. Nav/TC Satellite L-Band Navigation Transponders
in complexity, has two advantages over the all-RF transponder: (1) automatic gain con-
trol may easily be included in the IF stages so that a constant level input is available
to the TWT, and (2) demodulation of the signal is possible -- this feature may be de-
sirable in future versions of the navigation satellite although it is not required in the
interim NAVOK spacecraft. The satellite repeatP-A­ bandwidth is 100 KF1z : This is
adequate for the modulated carrier (which has first-order sidebands at 500 Hz and 8
KHz and second-order sidebands at twice these frequencies), frequency instabilities
in user and satellite equipment, and the maxii.um
 anticipated doppler shifts.
The RF power required at the TWTA is 20 watts for the forward channel and 10 watts
for the back chminel. This includes the effect of 1 dB loss in the filter, diplexer-
duplexer, waveguide or cable, and connectors. There are not presently any space-
qualified TWT I s at exactly these power levels in this frequency band. The probable
solution to this problem is the "scaling" of existing 2.2 to 2.4 GHz TWT I s to the 1.6
GHz band. Several TWT manufacturers have space qualified 2.2-2.4 GHz tubes; the
output powers rvailable range from 10 to 50 watts. The DC to RF efficiency for such
a tube, scaled to 1.6 GHz, is expected to be 30 percent, including the power supply.
4.3.2 VHF VOICE CHANNEL SUBSYSTEM (FIGURE 4-7)
This subsystem is the most complex and the one which requires the greatest amount of
DC power of all the communications subsystems. It is configured to be completely
compatible with the VHF voice channel system standards being formulated by the FAA
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and the airlines. These standards are described in the "Satcom Newsletters" of the
Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee (AEEC) and, in summary, are as follows:
• Modulation: FM with pre-emphasis of a 2.7 kHz voice baseband, having
no speech-clipping or other processing, with an RF modulation bandwidth
of approximately 15 kHz.
•	 RF bandwidth of channel:. 25 KHz, including all oscillator instal;Iities,
doppler shifts, and the above modulation spectrum.
• Spacing of channels: Adjacent Satcom channels might be as close at 50 kHz
together; adjacent channel interference from other services 25 kHz away may
be anticipated. All up-link channels to the satellite will be in a single 1 MHz
band; all down-link channels .rom the satellite will be in a second 1 MHz
band. The spacing between the receive and transmit halves of a given channel
will be constant, for example, 7 PHz.
System standards for a maritime Satcom servic.-, have not been completed, but are ex-
pected to be similar in that frequency modulated carriers, spaced in 25 KHz band-
width channels will be used. However, the spacing between the receive and transmit
halves of a given satellite channel is exrlected to be 4.6 MHz instead of 7 MHz as for
the airlines, The subsystem of Figure 4-7 is composed of the following major parts:
(a) a 2 8. 5 foot diameter earth-coverage antenna, (b) diplexer-duplexer to permit the
four received carriers and the four transmitted carriers to s .are the ante via, (c) a
low-noise preamplifier and preselector for the received carriers, (d) bandpass filters
to separate the 124 MHz aviation carriers from the 157 MHz maritime carriers, fe)
local oscillators and mixers to convert the received carriers to intermediate frequen-
cies of 1 to 2 MHz and to convert the amplified signals back to the required transmit
frequencies, (f) the 1 to 2 MHz center frequency IF amplifiers which include auto-
matic gain control and noise bandwidth filtering for each channel individually, (g)
separate solid-state power amplifiers for each channel.
The antenna has a beamwidth of 18. 6 ° between the 3 dB poinr s at 130 MHz. Its gain
exceeds 15.5 dB at the edge of the Earth in both the 130 MHz band and the 160 MHz
band. The configuration is based on experience with the LEM erectable antenna de-
signed and built by RCA for the Apollo program. The antenna, when unfurled and de-
ployed, consists of metallic mesh stretched between supporting .ribs.
Following preamplifi.cation ana initial bandpass filtering, each of the four channels is
handled separately. To reduce the effect of oscillator instabilities, the number of
local oscillators shown in Figure 4-7 could be reduced by the use of a frequency syn-
thesizer. To minimize the effect of up-link noise on the down-link, the noise band-
width of each channel will be reduced to 25 KHz in the IF amplifiers. The center fre-
quencies of these amplifiers, of course, will depend on the actual channel allocations.
Alternatively, the local oscillator or frequency synthesizer frequencies could be se-
lected to permit a common IF design for all channels.
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Tlio power amplifier power output must be 30 watts per channel for the aviation voice
channels and 3 watts per channel for the maritime channels. This allows approxi-
imitely 1 dB for losses in the output bandpass filters, combiners, and diplexer. A
le^, el of 30 watts per channel-at 130 MHz is well within the capability of present day
ti,irtsistor amplifiers. The gain per stage is 6 dB for the high-level stages, and the
merall efficiency of the amplifier exceeds 40',('.
Tl,e satellite -to-aircraf+, voice link is the most critical in the NAVOX system since it
is the one requiring the greatest amount of satellite prime power. Table 2-24 (Section
2. 8.1) gives the principal satellite, propagation, and aircraft parameters.
The lint{ shown has 0.9 dB margin in C' /N in the phase locked loop and + 3.1 dB margin
in output S/N at threshold. Most of the equipment parameters are worst-case (mini-
muni power output, worst antenna pointing angle, etc.) and propagation parameters
(multipath, scintillation, etc.) are believed to be for reasonably bad conditions. Propa-
gation conditions between a satellite and an aircraft at VHF are just now being meas-
ured and are still very uncertain for many values of the path and temporal variables.
4.4 TELEMETRY, TRACKING AND COMMAND
The TT&C subsystem operates at VHF with the telemetry carrier at 136 MHz and the
command carrier at 148 MHz. Carrier modulation parameters, RF bandwidths, and
carrier frequencies will be compatible with the NASA STADAN system. A separate
omnidirectional VHF antenna is provided for TT&C to allow monitoring and command-
ing the satellite as necessary during ascent and station-keeping maneuvers.
The TT& C subsystem (Figure 4-8) operates in the standz - ­d VHF bands ?nd is com-
patible with the STADAN system. It consists or (a) a single element omnidirectional
antenna (half-xave dipole) and associated coupling network, (b) redundant 148 MHz
commrind receivers and command decoders, (c) a command distribution unit, (d)
telemetry commutator and sub-commutator, (e) baseband assembly unit for multi-
plexing analog telemetry information with on-off "discretes", digital data, and attitude
sensor information, and (f) q redundant 5 watt solid state 136 MHz telemetry trans-
mitter.
The TT&C antenn,-, has a patte--n sufficiently broad to permit reception of commands
during station-keeping maneuvers which may disorient the earth-coverage VHF an-
tenna. The omni antenna is a single 40 inch dipole similar to the one used on the
TIROS T.1 satellite. On. TIROS M, the antenna pattern approaches that of an ideal di-
pole; however, the pattern. is dependent on ^>,e presence of the remainder of the
satellite and so cannot be predicted exactly ?n advance of simulation. The omni-
antenna location shown in the NAVOX satellite configuration, (Figure 4-2), may re-
quire modification for this reason. The coupling network, consisting of tuned lines,
produces circular polarization at the transmit frequency and permits the simultaneous
use of either telemetry transmitter and both command receivers. Depending on the
final location of the TT&C antenna, the filters shown between the coupler and the com-
mand receivers may have to be supplemented by notch filters at the 131 MHz aviation
transmit frequency and the 161 MHz maritime transmit frequency.
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Figure 4-8. NAVOX Satellite TT&C Subsystem
The command portion of the subsystem is based on that used in the TOS satellite. The
command signal consists of an enable tone followed by an FSK tone which is modulated
by 10 bit per second, _bi-polar, return-to-zero digital data. This baseband amplitude
modulates the command transmitter at 148 MHz. The satellite command receiver de-
modulates the AM carrier and delivers enable and FSK tones to the decoder. The de-
coder and command distribution unit provide on-off and magnitude commands to the
satellite subsystems.
The telemetry portion of the subsystem is based on the TIROS M design. Since the
NAVOX satellite itself is of a new design, a certain number of satellite parameters
will be monitored through the telemetry. In addition, the outputs of the attitude horizon
sensors will be telemetered continuously so that attitude correction may be accom-
plished as required. Finally, the telemetry RF carrier will provide a VHF beacon
for tracking of the satellite by the STADAN ground stations during ascent to near syn-
chronous orbit. Final tracking to precise orbit station will be accomplished through
the L-band navigation transponder. Depending on the particular design of the attitude
control system, the horizon sensor data may be in the form of modulated subcarriers
which modulate the telemetry carrier or in the form of digital data which are read out
periodically during the main telemetry frame. The housekeeping telemetry points will
be .sampled at the rate of one per minute (subcoxnmutated) to one per second (main
frame commutation rate), conditioned to a zero to five volt range, converted into seven
bit digital form, and read out as 8-bit, sorial ;cords (including a parity bit) which modu-
late a subcarrier. All subcarriers %411 o .a w r.-to 'alate the RF carrier. Their center
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frequencies will be compatible with STADAN and will be sufficiently far from the car-
rier frequency that carrier tracking by means of a phase locked loop is possible.
Link calculations for the command up-link and the telemetry down-lii^c are given in
Tables 4-2 and 4-3. There is adequate margin in both links with the standard STADAN
ground equipment assumed.
The use of a VIIF TT&C subsystem is predicated on a relatively quickly implemented
satellite having VHF voice capability. VHF TT&C spacecraft and ground components
are readily available. If the program should be delayed until, say 1f'75, the satellite
would probably have an S-band TT&C subsystem. The S-band TT&C would be con-
structed around a Goddard Range and Range Rate Transponder (which would serve as
command receiver and 5 watt solid state telemetry transmitter) which could also be
used for precise orbit tracking. (This latter function is now accomplished through the
navigation transponders and calibrated navigation ground stations.)
4.5 ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
4.5.1 GENERAL
A block diagram of the proposed electrical power subsystem is shown in Figure 4-9.
It comprises three major elements, the solar-cell array, the battery pack, and the
electronics packages. This subsystem will generage electrical power by means of
solar cells and will supply this power in the required form to operate all spacecraft
equipments and to store sufficient energy in the batteries for dark-time operation of
those equipments. The subsystem will supply a regulated bus voltage of -28 volts
(±0.7`70) at power levels consistent with mission requirements.
The solar-cell array consists of cells mounted on th;; curved side of the spinning cyl-
indrical section. The cells are the radiation-resistant N-on-P type, 2 cm by 2 cm,
having a base resistivity of 10 ohm-cm. The thickness of the protective cover glass
is G mils.
The battery pack consists of three packages each containing 18 twenty-ampere-hour,
nickel-cadinium cells connected in series., These batteries are configured so that any
two with their associated charge controller connected in parallel can provide for all
mission functions. Load and battery switching commands permit the sele=-tion of any
two.
The basic components used to regulate the array output are the mode selector and the
shunt regulator. The shunt regulator is connected directly across the solar array, and
regulates the array output by limiting the output voltage to the desired value within the
specified tolerance.
During dark time, the regulated load power is supplied by the two selected 18-cell
nickel-cadmium batteries through the battery booster. The mode selector senses small
voltage changes in the solar-array output bus. During the illuminated portion of flight,
the correct amount of array current is delivered to the load. Any excess current
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TABLE 4-2. UP-LINK, COMMAND, 148 MHZ
Line Parameter Value Comments
1. Ground transmitter po%%er -67.0 dBnt 300o watts, minimum
2. Ground antenna gain -23.7 dB NASA X-530-66-33, p.
2-91 (SATAN)
3. Space Loss -167.1 d3 22, 250 s, mi
•1. Receiving Antenna Gain .-1:8 dB Theoretical Dipole at
10' from beam center
3. Polarization Loss -3.	 3 Circular transmit,
linear receive
antennas
6. Loss of two 137 MHz -5.0 dB TOS APT-Tit, Contract
notch filters and one NAS 3-90:34
148 Nlliz BP Filter
7. Hybrid splitter loss -3.5 dB
S. Total received power -89.7 dBin
9. Noise power spectral -165. 8 dBMllz Receiver F = S dB =
1340' K, T circuit =
320' K,Tsky - 700-k,
Circuit losses = m.5
dB
10. Receiver handwidth +46.2 dB Hz TOS receiver:	 42
K4Z BNV
11. Noise Power -119.6 dBni
12. RFI from VHF trans- -120.6 dBm TOS APT-TR, Contract
mitters NAS 5-9034
13. Total noise - RFI -117.0 dBm
1 .1. Required signal power -107.0 dBm Threshold, for 0. 7
volt RMS to decoder:
13.A Link margin based on +17.3 dB TOS Receiver Speci-
signal fication
13.13 Link margin based on +27.3 dB
S. (N + RFI)
16. Subcarrier improvement +10.2 dB AM mod. index = 0. 9
factor AM SIC Bandwidth =
3. 2 KHZ
TOS APT-TR,
Contract
NAS 5-9034
17. Decoder FSK/F`I +10. 5 dB FM mod.
Improvement Factor index = 3.7
18. Threshold C/N +10. 0 dB Line 14 - Line 13
19. Decoder S; N at system +30.7 dB Line 16 + Line 17 +
C/N threshold Line 18
20. Bit error rate at thresh- <10-6
old.
NOTES: 1.
	 The NASA STADAN high-powered command transmitter and associated SATAN antenna
are assumed for this command link.
2.	 The RFI in TOS comes from one 5 -Nv data transmitter at 136 MHz.	 The NAVOX com-
mand link calculation shows 26 dB RFI margin, based on the single 5-w transmitter.
It is expected, therefore, that the NAVOX command •iink will work in the presence of
the two 30-W, 130 MHz aviation voice transmitters and the two 3-W, 160 MHz mari-
time voice transmitters, although this has not been studied.
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TABLE 4-3. DOWN-LINK (TELEMETRY AND ATTITUDE INFORMATION
INTO CDA), 136 MHz
Line Parameter Value Comments
1.	 Transmitter Power +37.0 dBm 5 watt transmit.er
2.	 Spacecraft Circuit -1.7 dB Diplexer 0.4 dB,
Loss Cable 0. 5 dB, Feed
Network 0. 7 dB,
notch filter 0.2 dB
3.	 Spacecraft Antenna -1. 5 dB Includes pointing loss
Gain at 40 ° antenna angle
4.	 Polarization Loss -3.0 dB Linear (spacecraft,
worst case) into
circular (ground)
5.	 Space Loss -166.2 dW Slant range 22, 250
s .
 mi. at 5 ° elev.
angle.
6.	 Receiving antenna gain +22.2 dB '	 SATAN antenna (NASA
X-530-66-33.)
17.	 Teal received power -113.2 dBm
C,,I rrier Channel
8.	 I	 Modulation Loss -2.2 dB ml = 0.7 m2
 = 0.7
radians.
9.	 rower in carrier -115.4 dBm
10.	 Noise power spectral -168.0 dBm Receiver F = 3. 5 dB,
density Receiver T = 360 °K
Tsky = 800'K 9
 T sys-
tem = 1160 °K
11.	 Loop bandwidth +24.7 dB Hz Electrac Receiver
(Bandwidth 3 to 300
Kz ; 300 Hz chosen
here for rapid
acquisition)
12.	 Received noise power -143.3 dBm
13.	 C/N in loco +27.9 dB Adequate
Subcarrier Channel 1 (Channel 7, 2300 Hz -^ 20 %, m1 = 0.70)
i
TABLE 4-3. DOWN-LINK (TELEMETRY AND ATTITUDE INFORMATION
INTO CDA), 136 MHZ (Continued)
Line Parameter Value Comments
15. Power in subcarrier -120.9 dBm
16. Subcarrier bandwidth +30.9 dB TIROS M system
((Deviation + 20 17b)
(Baseband 160 Hz)
BW = 1240 Hz.
17. Noise Power -137.1 dBm
18. Subcarrier C/N +16.2 dB
19. FM detector threshold 12.0 dB assumed
20. Margin above threshold +4.2 dB Adequate in this
worst case
21. FM improvement factor +19.9 dB 20% deviation; m =
2.9 ; 1 Kam, 3m2	 (m + 1)
22. Baseband SIN at link +36.1 dB rms/rms
C/N
23. Baseband SIN at
	 +31.9 dB	 rms/rms
threshold
Subcarrier Channel 2 (Channel 9, 3900 Hz, f 11! %, m2 = 0.7 rad. )
14A.	 Modulation Loss
	 -7 . 7 dB	 ml = 0.7 rad. peak,
M2 = 0.7 rad, peak
15A.	 Power in subcarrier 	 -120.9 dBm
16A	 Subcarrier Bandwidth	 +30.9 d8	 Deviation + 12 6/'o Base-
band 160 Hz, BW =
1240 Hz
17A	 Noise power	 -137.1 dBm
18A	 Subcarrier C/N	 +16.2 dB	 Same as Channel 1
20A	 Margin above threshold	 +4.2 dB	 Same as Channel 1
22A	 Baseband SIN at link	 +36.1 dB	 Same as Channel 1
C/N
NOTES:
1. A 5-watt satellite telemetry transmitter and dipole -like satellite antenna
pattern are assumed.
2. Two data subcarriers modulat : the 136 MHz telemetry carrier. These ma^7-
used to carry the telemetry data and the outputs of two horizon sensors on a
time-shared basis.
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causes the bus voltage to increase slightly: this increase is sensed by the Mode Selec-
tor, which then turns on the charge controllers, allowing excess array current to flow
into the battery. All excess current (i. e. , the difference between the total available
array current and load plus power-subsystem loss) is thus delivered to the battery
unless the excess is too large for safe charge. In the latter case, the charge con-
troller limits the charge current, and any remaining excess current is bypassed to the
shunt regulator.
If the load should increase, or during the transition from light to dark, the action of the
power subsystem is as follows: First, the shunt regulator is unloaded to a point where
practically no current flows through it. The bus voltage then drops slightly, causing
the mode selector to reduce the charge current to the battery and to supply that cur-
rent to the load until the added current matches the load requirement or until the
charge current is reduced to zero. At that point, the array capability just equals the
load-plus-los.: requirement. Further load increase (or array current decrease) is
accompanied by the mode selector action to turn the battery booster on by an amount
proportional to the terminal load requirement. The entire sequence (i. e., no load/	 4
shunt regulator turned on, to full load/battery booster turned on) causes a net change
in the bus voltage equal to a fraction of the regulation tolerance. (Note: The battery
booster and charge controller are never on at the same time.)
.	 + i e+Rdfw.w.yrfr ^.. ..
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4.5.2 POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The array power requirements considered in the design of the NAVOX power sub-
system are listed in table 4-4. This tabi4lation was used in sizing the solar array,
selecting battery sizes, and determining charge rates.
TABLE 4-4. ARRAY POWER REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
Element
	 Average Power (watts)
	 I
Communications - Voice	 143
Communications - Navigation
	
119
TT and C
	 14
Power	 6
Attitude Control	 10
Subtotal	 293.6
Battery Charge	 58
Power Transfer	 3
Total	 353.6
Further considered as factors in evaluating the required solar cell area was the effect
of sun angles on the minimum projected area and the effect of antenna shadowing.
Since inclination change correction capability is not included in sizing the propulsion
subsystem, the maximum range of sun angles for the NAVOX five rear mission is
±26.5 ° with respect to the plane normal to the spin axis. This includes a tolerance
of ±. 5 ° in attitude control but assumed that the initial orbit inclination is biased to
minimize the inclination excursion in five years. Based on illumination tests run at
RCA on the effects of the LEM erectable antenna which uses a much finer mesh than
that required in the large VHF voice antenna, an estimate of a 20% average loss
was also assumed. The LEM mesh tests resulted in losses of between 25% and 40%
depending on the aspect angle between the light source, the mesh and the solar cells.
Because of the larger mesh size and the fact that the array is shadowed for less than
40% of the orbit, the 20% average loss should be conservative.
Utilizing all the aforementioned factors, the totai solar cell area required is 192 ft2,
for an array degraded by radiation in the five year synchronous orbit.
The minimum number of battery cells in series required to support the electrical load
requirements for the selected power system is 18 for a 28 volt bus voltage assuming a
1 volt charge regulator loss. As described earlier the storage system consists of
three 18-cell batteries, any two of which can be selected by ground command to pro-
vide dark time load power. The cells have a 20 amp-hour capacity. This configura-
tion was based on a design goal that the depth of discharge be no greater than 50 %Q and
that in addition 5076 redundancy be provided. Using the load power requirements given
in Table 4-4 and considering the maximum eclipse time of 70 min for a synchronous
N	
-	 r	 ...may	 ..
orbit, the per orbit discharge is 17.3 amp hours. This results in a 43 1(' depth of dis-
charge for the two batteries. The batteries are recharged during the sunlit portion of
the orbit, However, the minimum charge rate for NiCd cells must be greater than
C/20, where C is total battery capacity, otherwise the battery will not accept an ad-
equate charge. With this requirement, two amps are required from the array for this
function.
4.5.3 POWER SUPPLY ELECTRONICS
Mode Selector - The mode selector shown in Figure 4-10 consists of a differential
amplifier 01, (42) and several other stages 03, Q4, Q5). All are biased to activate
the battery booster, the charge controller, or the Shunt Regulator in the appropriate
sequence. If the bus voltage is low, the differential amplifier is unbalanced and the
Q2 collector is less negative than ti , s Q1 collector. The shunt regulator does not
therefore have adequate voltage to turn on, and the base-emitter junction of Q5 is re-
versed-biased, resulting in no activation signal delivered to the Charge Controller.
The collector current of Q3, however, is in the control range for turning ra the battery
booster, and the battery is made to supply bus power. When approaching. sun time
causes the bus voltage to increase, the collector current of Q3 increases and tends to
turn off the battery booster. A one condition of bus voltage, the Battery Booster is
completely deactivated.
As the bus voltage again rises, a dead band is traversed to the point where CR1 and
0112 conduct sufficient current to activate the charge controller. Increasing bus volt-
age then increases battery charge current until the limiting value of current, as de-
termined by the controller circuitry, is reached. After this, another dead band is
traversed, and the voltage at the collector of Q2 becomes high enough to activate the
shunt regulator.
Shunt Regulator - The shunt regulator shown in Figure 4-11 was designed by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories. The circuit has substantially no shunt losses other than a
small current bleed to maintain op.;ration of CR1, which sets the threshold of con-
duction for the circuit. When the mode selector input exceeds the thireshold voltage,
transistors Q1 9
 Q2, and Q3 conduct and dissipate excess array energy. Dissipation
is shared between these transistors and their respective collector resistors.
Figure 4-11
 also illustrates the method of increasing shunt regulator power capacity,
should this be required. Transistor Qa, diodes CRa and CRb, and resistors Ra through
Rd (all shown with dotted connections) would be added and would increase power capac-
ity by approximately 50`%. Additional capability may be had by adding more power
transistors in the same manner as for Qa.
Battery Booster - The Battery Booster shown in Figure 4-12 is a constant-frequency,
pulse-width-modulated device capable of providing an output voltage of -28v, for an
input voltage which varies from -21 to -27 volts.
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4-4
Choke 1.1 is charged by the battery through high-power transistor switch Q1. L1 dis-
charges into the -28-volt bus through CRI when Q1 is turned off. Capacitor C1 serves
as the main ripple-filtering element. Drive power for Q1 is deliv e red via transformer
T1 and unsaturated switch Q2, Drive power for Q2 is duty-cycle modulated and is de-
ri\-(,d from Schmitt trigger Q3-4 which serves as a modulator. The input from the
?lode Selector is summed with the output of a fixed -frequency sawtooth generator, Q5
,ind Q6, in resistor network I11-112. The resultant ,'t: tage at the base of Q4 causes the
otoput of q3 to he time-varhuit and with a duty-cycle inversely ;)roportional to the cur-
rent input from the mode selector.
Battery Charge Controllers - The battery charge controllers, upon receipt of the ap-
propriate c oniniond from the mode selector, delivers solar-array current in excess of
that required by the spacecraft loads to the battery as charging current. The charge-
current level is proportional to the mode selector signal until the maximum value. as
determined by the mission requirements, is reached. At this point the charge control-
lers limit and allow no further increase in charging current. The curremF limit will
be held over the spacecraft life to within 20 `,-(1) of the initial setting.
The charge controller, shown in Figure 4-13, is activated by a signal input from the
ruocio selector at the base of Q8. The Mode selector signal reduces the current drawn
by Q8 Auld hence causes the voltage at Q7 base to become more positive. This in turn
causes Q3, Q2, and Q1 to conduct. The battery charge current, Q1 collector current,
is sensed by Q4 and Q5 which produce a voltage Vat proportional to charge current.
X7 . is fed back to the input divider, 111-112-Q8, in such a manner as to balance differ-
ential amplifier Q6-Q7. Charge current then increases with the activation signal trom
the mode selector until transistor Q8 is cut off. The value of charge current at which
the circuit limits is determined by the selection of resistors R3 and R4.
4. G ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
1. 6. 1 GENERAL
The attitude control subsystem includes the roll/yaw sensing elements, the despun
platform control and associated sensors, and nutation control. Roll/yaw orientation
control is provided via the secondary propulsion subsystem and is implemented by open
loop ground control.
Basic stabilization of two axes (roll-yaw) of the spacecraft is derived from the gyro-
scopic stiffness property of the spinning cylindrical section (120 rpm nomb",al"iy). Con-
trol of the third (pitch) axis is by modulation of the rate of the spinning sec+:ion. This
system, in derivation at least, is similar to the single momentum flywheL control
system (called Stabilite) being developed by RCA for NASA/ESSA for the next genera-
tion operational weather satellite, TIROS M.
The gyroscopic iri,:rtial rigidity of the spin axis also permits a simplified roll/yaw
sensing system. It can be shown that both roll and yaw vary sinuscidally at orbit rate,
90 u out of phase, at the same amplitude. Hence by obtaining a roll history, the yaw
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history can be derived. The sensing system itself consists of ,I
	 of IR horizon sen-
S ol's rigidly attached to the Spinning body
 and configured with their optical axes in a
'Wee. " The 'Wec" is arranged to be svninietric about the pitch plane (a plane normal
to the spin axis). In operation the optical axes trace out two cones in space as the
sp,weeraft rotates. The intercepts of these sensor paths with the earth and the cor-
responding sensor outputs are depicted in Figure -1-14 (only the spinning section of the
NA%10X satellite is shown for 1. larity). Mien the spacecraft spin axis is normal to the
4whit pl.ule or equivalently normal to an earth radius (tile condition of zero roll), the
outputs of each rh:ulnel Will shOw equal time durations of earth intercept paths. If
however, the spin axis is not normal to an earth radius so that a roll angle exists, the
earth intercept paths will not be of equal durations. And tae difference is ,I
measure of the roll angle. 11011 angle is defined as the angle between the spin axis and
Uu? local vOrtical, nlinuS 90 0 . The measurement of the instantaneous roll ana le tit
seweral points along the orbit obtained from the output of the "Vee" sensor and tele-
metered to ground stations is used to derive the phase and amplitude of the roll angle
history. \\11enever
 the amplitude exceeds 0. 5' , a command is sent from the ground
station to fire an attitude control thruster. The phase and pulse duration and the num-
ber of pulses are determined from the phase and magnitude of attitude error.
Closed-loop control is required for the pitch axis of the despun section. It is accom-
p1'shed by momentum interchange between the rotating and non rotating sections through
,I
	 controlled motor drive. An additional pair of IR horizon sensors (one is re-
uund:ult) mounted on the spinning solar array provides relative position between the
local vertical and the spinning section (i.e. - the optical axis of the sensor). The rela-
tive position of the spinning section and the non spinning parts is derived from an
index on the shaft. By measuring the time difference between
	 index pulse and the
local vertical determined by the sensor, an error signal is de.,.- a to change the dis-
tribution of momentum in the spacecraft. This in conjunction with a tachometer feed-
back loop provides stable pitch control, i.e. local vertical orientation, of the despun
platform wid antennas. Also included in the pitch control system is an RCA patented
sw1 interference circuit utilizing a sun pipper to avoid the situation when the sun is
near the horizon and in the scan path of the pitch sensor.
One of the more interesting features of dual spin spacecraft such as the IIAVOX satel-
ifte is that notational stability can be assured by mounting the nutation damper on the
despun platform provided the spinning portion is axisymmetric, regardless of the interial
properties of the satellite. That is to say that the usual property for nutational stabil-
ity for passively damped spinning satellites that they spin about a principal axis of
maximum moment of inertia no longer applies to dual spinners. This basic result now
used extensively by most of the spacecraft attitude control industry for dual spinners
was derived and presented for publication first by RCA in 1962.(1) The nutation damp-
er for the NAVOX satellite consists of a passive toroidally-sh aped liquid filled tube
mounted on the despun canister with the p7 :1ne of the toroid parallel to the spin axis.
This type damper has been used very successfully by RCA on the TOS-ESSA satellites.
(1) The results were finally published by the Journal of Spacecraft Vol. 1, No. 6, 1964
entitled "Rotational Stability of an Axisymmetric Body Containing a Rotor" by
V. Landon and B. Stewart.
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Figure 4-14. Sensor Geometry
4.6.2 ROLL/YAW SENSING AND CONTROL
The output of the "Vee" sensor is telemetered to the ground for data processing which
consists of measuring the duration (te) that the sensor intersected the earth relative
to spin period (ts). It can then be shown that the output of a single side of the "Vee"
can be used to compute roll angle by the equation
	
Cos tei	 = Tanip + Cosµ	 i = 1 or 2
	
tsi	 Tana i	 Sina i Cossp
where
tP = roll angle
a = angle between the selected sensor (i) optical axis and the spin axisi
-1 Re
µ =Sin R + h
e
R = earth radius
e
h = instantaneous orbit height
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If data is available front both sensors and the "Vee" is truly symmetric about the pitch
plane, the altitude dependence can be eliminated resulting in the equation
tan a 1	 to	 teeT an ^a	 -	 ^	 Cos	 I ^ - Cos	 " it
tsi	
ts,)
Making several measurements of ^ O throughout the orbit and fitting a si-asoid to the data
of the form
Sin tP j - Sinw^ anal Sm (\V' tj
where
^J ^ jth measureitneni of v
t. = time at j th measurement
J
\V = orbit rate0
X = phase parameter
`Pmax and A, which uniquely determine the inertial position of the spin axis, can be de-
termined.
A detailed error analysis on measurement accuracies with this system revealed that by
the appropriate choice of the cant angle, a, instantaneous roll can be measured to with-
in 0.5 °. By taking many samples and using statistical techniques in deriving wmax and
X, the inertial attitude can be determined to 0.2 0.
\\1ic •- wer 
`Pmax which by definition is the angle between the orbit normal and the spin
axis exceeds 0.5 °, a roll/yaN\ ? correction must be made by the secondary propulsion
attitude control thrusters. X provides the necessary geometric information for select-
in^ the phasing of the pulse centroid for cancelling the Omax error.
The two largest disturbance factors causing vmax changes are due to the solar torque and
to misalignment in the velocity correction thrusters. Utilizing the data given in figure
4-2 regarding dimensions and c. g. location (in the plane of the propulsion system) and
assuming that the antenna is 5"0 mesh material reflecting specularly, and that the spin-
ning solar array reflects 50`;j, of incoming radiation diffusely and absorbs the other 501,c,
then an unbalanced momentum input of 4.4 in-lb-sec per day can be calculated. Fur-
ther assuming a 4-foot moment arm for the thrusters as well as a spacecraft weight of
650 pounds, the total AV required from the propulsion system to cancel solar pressure
for a five year mission is 18 ft/sec. This includes 100% excess capability to account
for possible errors in the assumption of surface characteristics. With the inertias
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given in Section 4.2.5 ,nd a spin rate of 120 rpm, 
'omax should be corrected every 63
days to maintain the attitude error less than 0.5°.
The di-turbances due to misalignment in the velocity correction thrusters can be an-
alyzed similarly. Typical alignment tolerance for these devices a.aeunts to 1 °. Since
the thruster is approximately 4 feet from the spacecraft c. g. , this results in a mom-
ent arm of approximately one inch. However, in addition to this there is a further fac-
tor associated with c. g. location errors (assumed for the purposes of this analysis to
be 2 inches). As listed in the next section on propulsion, the required velocity cor-
rections amount to 375 ft/sec. Again assuming a moment arm of 48 inches for the
attitude control thruster, the AV required for attitude control to correct misalignment
torques is thus 24 ft/sec. The total -W requirement for attitude control is then 42
ft/sec. Notice that 50 ft/sec is allowed in the propulsion subsystem requirements.
The margin is to account for inefficiencies due to the finite burn time of the thrusters.
The spin axis direction is changed by pulsing the axial (. atude control) rockets once
per spin over a short duration of spin. For the nominal momentum of the system and
a 5-lb thruster, the attitude can be changed about .05*  per pulse. The nutation in-
duced by this pulsing has a stepwise history never exceeding .1 °. Any residual nuta-
tion subsequent to thrusting will be cancelled by the passive nutation damper. Extreme
care must be exercised to minimize error in the pulse phasing. Even the unavoidable
tolerance in the delay time between rocket actuation and the centroid of the pulse should
be removed by in-flight calibration. By selecting the appropriate start time of the
thrust period relative tk^ the local vertical in the spin cycle, either roll or yaw may be
corrected by this technique. It is recommended that roll be corrected since induced
changes can be measured immediately after activation. Yaw changes may be detected
six hours after the correction (when yaw interchanges with roll due to the inertial
rigidity of the spin axis). Actual firing times are determined on the ground and pro-
grammed by real time ground commands.
4.6.3 DESPUN PLATFORMS CONTROL (PITCH CONTROL)
The basic function of the DPC is to orient the NAVOX antenna system continuously
along the local vertical. The subsystem block diagram is shown in Figure 4-15. As
shown, the basic servo is a sampled data loop referenced to the earth's horizon
crossing. A sky earth transition pulse is generated by the pitch IR horizon sensors
mounted on the spinning array. The relative position between this pulse and the de-
spun platform is derived (against an index pulse on an encoder in the drive assembly).
This encoder also provides the relative rate between the two bodies. High resolution
in the difference between the horizon pulse and index pulse is obtained through an
analog error-detector based on pulse-width-mod7alation techniques. The resolution,
limited only by preamplifier noise, is estimated to be as high as .002°.
The recommended system for meeting the antenna pointing-accuracy and jitter re-
quirements is the position loop shown in Figure 4-15. Rate feedback is included
primarily for damping. Accordingly, the rate feedback device does not have to be of
high precision. The only important requirements for the minimization of jitter are
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lore ripple conic t and high resolution. The rate function can be derived by means of
either a tachometer or a serial encoder in tandem rr ith a frequency-to-dc converter.
In operation, the rate feedback outpu, is compared with a Was voltage commanding the
nominal speed of the antenna with respect to the vehicle. Any error voltage is amplified
and a,)plied to the motor in sti(Ji a direction as to reduce the error. The Iosition error
voltage is generated by the ptilse-width modulator (PWM) error detect .r and is processed
through w frequency-sensitive lag-lead network in the compensation amplifier before
being applied to the motor Ioop.
For a satellite having the nominal spin rate (l20 rpm), the bias voltage is sufficient to
maintain the proper rotational speed with essentially zero position error. 11o% ­ever,
initial momentum tolerances, decay rates due to external disturbances, and mis-
alignment of attitude--ontrol jets might cause the nominal spin rate of 120 rpm to vary.
Therefore, the relative speed must be adjusted to maintain the despun platform
rotation equal to the orbital rate and so have the antennas properly o oiented with the
local vertical. For a Type I servo, this velocity change results in a finite position
error, but maintaining a high velocity gain (K v) minimizes this steady -state position
offset.
In addition to this Type I (proportional with lag-lead compensation) system, considera-
tion was also given to a Type II (proportional plus integral) control, which tolerates a
steady-state velocity offset with zero position error. However, the Type I system is
chosen for this application, because response to larger upsets is generally less
oscillatory than for Type II; moreover, the presence of an integrator in the Type II1	
system represents a potential drift problem which could result in an offset error.
Referring now to Figure 4-15, it is of interest to note that, for small errors and a
...	 bandpass much less than 2 r/T (sampling period T), the PllXt' error detector can be
represented by a constant gain and negligible phase shift.
There are two components that precede the P\VM error detector, namely the blanking
and solar circuits which are included to assure that extraneous signals due to earth
1	 noise, antenna interference and sun interference do not give a false earth horizon and
therefore a false local vertical. The secondary index pulses indicated in the block
diagram locate the antenna interference areas, as well as providing coarse and fine
blanking for acquisition and tracking modes, respectively, eliminating earth noise
problems. As shown in figure 4-2 slots are provided in the VHF antenna mesh cor-
responding to 30 ° of scan thereby permitting an unobscured view of the earth. However
the scan path does intercept part of the antenna and this data must be blanked. If the
sky earth transition should occur in the blanking period the servo will change the mo-
mentum distribution in the satellite and cause the transition to "walk" out of this area.
The solar circuit provides for proper DPC reference for the singular condition of sun
interference (sun near the sky-earth horizon in the vicinity of the orbit plane). Should
the 6n-pipper pulse (pulse of the solar sensor mounted on spinning array) occur within
the window defined ',y the secondary and primary index pulses (16 *from horizon), the
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solar circuit will substitute the sun pipper for the horizon sensor as the DPC reference.
A five-bit backward counter will decrease an initial 16 * delay of the sun-pipper PW I
input in 0.5 ° increments in accordance with the orbital rate. Once the count is completed
and the sun is outside the reference pulse window, the reference automatically reverts
to the horizon sensor. At synchronous orbit, this arrangement results in a sun-
referenced despun platform system for a continuous period of about one hour per day
for 100 days per year. 1Vhen the horizon is again utilized for local vertical reference,
the system will almost immediately remove any small error due to clock instability or
granularity of the backward counter. The basic DPC reference is the earth-generated
signal; no commands are required to a-;sure the continuous local . vertical orientation
after the initial acquisition. Prior to acquisition, the solar cireuit is deactivated by
opening the sun-pipper line, in order to prevent the occurrence of art incorrect sun
reference. The circuit, which has been patented by RCA, is shown in Figure 4-16.
The remaining elements of the DPC system are the horizon sensor, horizon sensor
amplifier and threshold circuit, PX%"M error detector, compensation network and
amplifier, summing amplifier, power amplifier, AC-to-DC converter, encoder,
encoder amplifiers and threshold circuits, and a DC motor. All electronic components
are transistorized solid-state devices.
The horizon sensors to be used in the NAVOX configuration are identical with those
used on TOS . Figure 4-17 is a photograph of this device. Since a failure here aborts
the mission, two such units are used, as shown, for redundancy. A block diagram of
the sensor, amplifier and threshold circuit is shown in Figure 4-18.
The PX1':NI circuit is shown in block diagram form in Figure 4-19. Index and horizon
pulses trigger their respective flip-flops. Algebraic summing of the flip-flop outputs
results in a PN'l:`I pulse of fixed absolute height, with sign dependent upon the first
pulse (index or horizon) to occur. The pulse width is a direct function of the elapsed
time between the occurrence of the two pulses. The "and" circuit output drives a
single°,shot, which resets the flip-flops for the next sample. Thus, after the occurrence
of both pulses, the system is r set and ready for the next sample. Output offset voltage
is minimized through the use of push-pull switching transistors.
The compensation network and amplifier providing lead-lag compensation is shown in
Figure 4-20.
The summing amplifier is an operational type used to algebraicly sum and amplify two
or more analog voltages. The bias voltage applied to this component (Figure 4-15)
permits a wide dynamic range and eliminates proportional offset at ncminal system
momentum. The AC-to-DC converter converts the 256 pulses-per-revolution encoder
output into DC voltage, thus providing a DC rate feedback signal required for proper
dac.ping of the servo loop. The electromagnetic encoder not only served the pur»osc
of rate feedback but simultaneously furnishes the index pulses for phase lack require-
ments. These output pulses are shaped by the encoder amplifier and threshold , ircuit.
The motor which together with the drive shaft labyrinth seal, oil storage, beitikIngs,
slip rings and encoder form the drive assembly is a d-c brush type torque motor. RCA
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has run extensive tests on this type motor for application to the TIROS M satellite.
Experience indicates that brush wear for a five year mission can readily be accom-
modated by a standard type motor such as manufactured by the Inland Motor Corporation
provided a proper lubrication environment is maintained. This is accomplished by
sacrificial lubrication through the labyrinth seal thereby maintaining an oil vapor
pressure environment. Adequate provision is made for resupplying the oil by storing
it in nylason reservoirs.
4. G. 4 NUTATION DAMPER
The nutation damper for the NAVOX satellite is a passive device consisting of a thin
walled alun- i nure tube filled with a low viscosity silicone oil. It is shaped as a toroid
(actually it is more rectangular with rounaed corners) and mounted inside the despun
canister. The plane of the damper is parallel to the spin axis. Nutational motion
results when the spin axis is not colinear with the momentum vector thereby causing
transverse components of angular velocity. This transverse oscillatory motion causes
the liquid in the damper to move relative to the tube walls. K ; : tic energy is thus con-
verted to internal energy through the viscous drag of the fluid, , ausing a redistribution
of the body angular rates. For stable configurations, this ene:qy loss reduces the
momentum component along the transverse axes and increases the component along the
spin axis, thereby reducing the cone angle. As stated earlier the damper mounted on the
despun portion satisfies the stability criteria. At very low nutation angles, small
amplitude oscillations continues to excite the fluid until the fluid no longer responds
inertially. The threshold is estimated as less than . 01 °. It can be shown that the time
constant (r) of the damper is given by
r _ Itxx ItYY
F H Id
where
I txX , It
YY 
= transverse inertias of total spacecraft
H = spacecraft momentum
ID = inertia of the fluid about axis of symmetry normal to damper plane
F = coupling factor which is a function of damper geometry, fluid
viscosity and the exciting frequency.
It has been shown by analysis and test that the optimum coupling factor for a toroidal
damper is .189. For rectangular shaped un.'ls like the TOS dampers it has been
tested and found to be as low as .09.
In the NAVOX application 3 pounds of silicone oil in a damper whose total weight is
5 pounds will produce a time constant of less than 3 hours.
I
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4.7 SECONDARY PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
4.7.1 GENERAL
A monopropellant hydrazine/Shell 405 propulsion system was selected as ideally suited
for the secondary propulsion requirements of the NAVOX satellite. System selection is
well supported by its ability to satisfy multi-start, rapid response, and repeatable im-
pulse bit centroid requirements as well as by the current status of component develop-
ment and flight experience. The proposed auxiliary propulsion system depicted
schematically in Figure 4-21 has been sized to provide a total impulse capability of
I,r -13600 lb-sec based on the velocity demands tabulated below.
Velocity IncrementFunction	 Required ft/sec
Launch vehicle injection error correction*	 250
Station acquisition	 75
Station keeping (5 year life) 	 50
Attitude control	 50
Total Velocity Increment Required	 425
VELOCITY	 ATTITUDE
CORRECTION CONTROL
Figure 4-21. Schematic Arrangement of Hydrazine/Shell 405
Propulsion Subsystem for NAVOX
*This is a rather high allowance, bearing in mind the proposed employment of Burner H,
and could provide as much as 100 ft/sec. hidden margin.
The proposed propulsion system is extremely simple. Basically it consists of a propellant
feed system and four rocket engine assemblies. The feed system is composed of two
interconnected cylindrical tanks, propellant fill and drain valves, pressurization con-
nections, associated propellant lines and in-line propellant filters. Each rocket
engine assembly (REA) contains a propellant valve, Shell 405 catalyst bed, decompo-
sition chamber and expansion nozzle. A normally open squib valve is provided for each
thruster to permit shutdown or isolation of any thruster from the system if the need
arises. Instrumentation, such as pressure and temperature transducers to monitor the
quantity of propellant remaining in the tanks, also forms part of the system. When the
desired engine valve is opened, the gas forces the propellant through the manifold and
into the Shell 405 catalyst bed where decomposition takes place and chamber pressure
is created to produce thrust. Two of the four REA's provided are mounted axially in
the spacecraft, the remaining two are mounted radially. With these thrusters the space-
craft spin axis can be corrected or the spacecraft orbital velocity changed.
NAVOX propulsion subsystem characteristics and operation are summarized in Table
4-5.
4.7.2 SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS
State-of-the-art components are available for the NAVOX propulsion subsystem. A
listing of typical components which can be used is presented in Table 4-6. All of
these components have been chosen because they are either flight qualified or flight
proven hardware. Thus, qualification of a propulsion subsystem utilizing these items
would require a minimum of development testing. The major subsystem components
are detailed in the following paragraphs.
The propulsion subsystem operates in a blowdown mode as propellant is expelled through
the rocket engine during thrust actuation. The propellant tanks configured for the
NAVOX propulsion system are the larger of two propellant tanks fabricated by Airtek
Division of Fansteel Corporation for Hughes-JPL under the Surveyor program and are
referred to as Block H Surveyor tanks. This tank is pictured on Figure 4-22. Because
the propulsion system is mounted in the spinning section of the spacecraft propellant
orientation and expulsion is assured. The positive expulsion device (teflon bladder-
standpipe assembly) necessary for the Surveyor can be eliminated, thereby increasing
the reliability of the feed system. The tanks are fabricated from 6A1-4V titanium;
nominal dimensions are 10 inches diameter by 15.4 inches long, with 1000 cubic inches
volume. They are designed to operate at 730 psig with a minimum burst pressure of
1035 psig. Each tank will contain approximately 22 pounds of expendables (propellant
and pressurant) initially charged to a pressure of 300 psia. Tank pressure and hence
engine thrust level decreases or "blows down" as propellant is utilized. The final
pressure, after full propellant depletion is 126 psia, yielding a 5.0 to 2.7 pound thrust
blowdown range.
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TABLE 4-5. SUMMARY SPECIFICATION FOR NAVOX POSITIONING
AND ORIENTATION SUBSYSTEM
OPERATION
Blowdo%Nm propellant feed system
Shell 405 catalyst bed in thruster decomposes the hydrazine,
generating chamber pressure and thrust
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Total Impulse capability (lb-sec)
Total AV
Initial tank pressure (psia)
Final tank pressure (psia)
Thrust range (lbf)
Nozzle expansion ratio
Minimum Specific Impulse,
(continuous/pulsing) (sec)
Thruster firing time, range (msec)
Reproducibility limits
8600
425
300
126
5.0 to 2.7
50:1
230/200
125 to 250
f2% (pulse train of 10 or more)
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Propellant
Pressurant
Number of Rocket engine assemblies
per subsystem
Number of propellant tanks
per subsystem
Propellant weight (lb)
Pressurant weight (lb)
Dry weight (hardware exclusive of
support structure) (lb)
Total Weight (lb)
Hydrazine
Nitrogen
4
2
41.6
1.2
14.3
57.1
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TABLE 4-6. SUVSYSTEM COMPONENT STATUS SUMMARY
Component Prograni Source Status
Propellant Tank
Shell Surveyor, Block 11 Airtek Qualified
Fill and Drain Valves
Propellant Apollo J. C. Carter Qualified
Pressurant Apollo Purolator Qualified
Propellant Filter Apollo Wintec Qualified
Squib Valves Gemini Pyrotechnics, Qualified
Rocket Engine Assembly
Valve ATS-3 Walter Kidde Qualified
Thrust Chamber ATS-3 Hamilton Qualified
Standard
Instrumentation
Tank Temperature
transducer Titan Winsco Qualified
Tank Pressure
transducer Agena Whit' :;`xr Qualifieu
Engine pressure
Sensor (Minuteman Statham Qualified
Figure-4.22. Surveyor Program Titanium Propellant Pressure Vessels,
(Block II Tank)
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Figure 4-23 shows flight models of the Hamilton Standard axial and radial rocket
engine assemblies which have successfully flown aboard the ATS-3, which is a spin
stabilized earth synchronous spacecraft. Thus the capabilities of these units could
be matched with the requirements of the NAVOX mission as both spacecraft have pulse 'L e'
centroid repeatibility and pulsed operation requirements. The thrust chamber design
of the pictured REA's has the following features: a mounting flange and thermal heat
barrier, six capillary tube injectors, the reactor containing a catalyst bed of Shell
405 catalyst in 20-30 mesh size pellets, and a 50:1 expansion ratio nozzle. Each of
the six capillary tubes projects into the catalyst bed, and each tube is capped with a
diffuser screen which serves to break up the solid stream of propellant before it
comes in contact with the Shell 405 catalyst. The diffuser screens also prevent
migration of the catalyst "fines" into the diffuser outlet. A cross screen is placed at
a station along the axis of the reactor near the ends of the diffuser screens to
mechanically retain in the catalyst in a tight pack around the diffuser. At the aft end
of the catalyst bed, a perforated retaining plate, also faced with a screen, prevents
exodus of the catalyst with the decomposition gas stream. The principal material of
construction is Inconel 600. The thruster is thermally isolated from the propellant
ON-OFF solenoid valve with a stainless steel tube stand-off. The valve is a product
of the Walter Kidde Company and is a modification of a hydrogen peroxide valve
successfully flown on many hydrogen peroxide reaction control systems. To date, 48
of these valves are in space on satellites such as Early Bird and Intelsat 2. The valve
was modified for use with hydrazine by improving materials compatibility to hydrazine;
one O-ring was changed from Viton to ethylene propylene rubber, and the shims used
for controlling flow rate were changed from Mylar to stainless steel. The flow rate
capability and electrical characteristics of the valve remained unchanged.
The four rocket engine assemblies are incorporated in the propulsion subsystem so as to
provide complete redundancy. Normally open squib valves upsteam of each propellant
valve permit shutdown or isolation of any thruster from the system if the need arises.
Other components tentatively selected are listed on Table 4-6. Selection of the J. C.
Carter disconnect coupling for the propellant tank fill, drain and venting is based on
the successful use of that component on the Lunar Orbiter program as well as extensive
use on the Apollo program. The J. C. Carter coupling features redundant seals
throughout both flight and ground halves. The halves may be connected and disconnected
under pressure and flow controlled at the coupling. Safeguards are incorporated in
the design so that the coupling cannot be opened in any manner dangerous to operating
personnel. Spillage is zero on disconnect.
The gaseous nigrogen fill and vent coupling produced by the Aerospace Division of
Purolator Corp. can be coupled and uncoupled under a flight half or ground half line
pressure of 5, 000 psig. Torque required to complete coupling under these pressures
is about 70 in-M. This coupling iL qualified for the Apollo program and has seen
extensive use on the command and service modules of the Apollo vehicle.
(b) Radial Hydrazine Thrust Chamber Assembly
(a) Axial Hydrazine Thrust Chamber Assembly
i
i	 =
Figure 4-23. Thrust Chamber Assemblies
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The latter reason is applicable also in the selection of the propellant filter. The filter,
produced by Wintec Division of Cemarc Corporation features an all welded construc-
tion with a Dutch Twill filter element rated at 18 microns absolute. It is an inline
unit with tube ends for brazing or welding.
The normally open explosive valve produced by Pyrotechnics, Inc. provides straight
through flow prior to shutoff, and is designed to close without producing pressure
surges„ The valve has redundant metal to metal sealing elements and closes in 10
milliseconds upon application of a 5 amp signal. Bridge wire resistance is 1.1 t 0.2
ohms. This valve has been qualified for the Gemini program.
Instrumentation selection is based on required sensitivity and response characteris-
tics as well as qualification status.
The propulsion subsystem will be installed in the spacecraft as an integrated sub-
system on a module if possible, or a minimum number of assemblies. If assembly
in units is required, all meclutnical joints will be welded and brazed by methods
similar to those used on existing spin stabilized earth synchronous satellites to insure
leak free assembly.
4. 8 SATELLITE REDUNDANCY & REPLENISHMENT
4. S.1 SATELLITE LIFETIME
The NAVOX spacecraft described in this report has been the subject of reliability
analysis aimed at an estimation of probable system life, and at the identification of
redundancy requirements.
The reliability estimates were made at the component (black-box) level, and were
based upon similar components either designed for or flown on existing spacecraft.
The tables in this section were derived on this basis, and deal in turn with the
Voice Communications Subsystem
	 Table 4-7
Position Location Subsystem
	 Table 4-8
Telemetry & Command Subsystem
	 Table 4-9
Power Subsystem
	 Table 4-10
Attitude Control Subsystem, including propulsion Table 4-11
Taking due account of redundancy, where it has been included in the basic design, the
material of these tables leads to the following mean-time-to-failure "lifetimes" for
the various elements of the system. The estimates have been somewhat rounded off,
so that for instance the slightly differing reliabilities of the 30 watt and the 3 watt
voice channels do not show.
Voice Communications - all channels 30, 000 hours
three channels 40, 000 hours
two channels 60, 000 hours
one channel 110,000 hours
Position Location 35, 000 hours
Spacecraft "bus" 25,000 hours
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TABLE 4-7. VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
I	 Component	 I	 Failure Rate	 I	 Source and Comments	 I
30 Watt Power Amplifier 6300 x 10 - Failures
Per Hour9
3 Watt Power Amplifier 5710 x 10 Failures
Per Hour
The I TOS Real Time Transmit-
ter, a 5 Watt Unit, Exhibits a
Failure Rate of 5710 x 10-9
Failures per hour. Allowing an
approximate 10` .. failure rate in-
crease for achieving the addition-
al power capability yields a fail-
ure rate of — 6300 x 1 0-9
failures/hour.
Linear Combiner	 100 x 10-9 Failures	 Estimated at 100 x 10 -9 Fail-
Per Hour ures per hour based upon use of
passive parts, non-powered and
exposed to RF power only.
Filters; Bandpass,
Notch, Low Pass, cic.
Mixers, Front End
100 x 10 -9 Failures
Per Hour
115 x 10-9 Failures
Per Hour
Tiros 17/I TOS
Assumes Twin Diode Mixer Con-
figuration (balanced) in coaxial
layout.
Low Noise Preamplifier
Local Oscillators
IF Amplifiers
Diplexer and Preselecto
Antenna
Mixers (2nd Con-
version)
-100 x 10-9 Failures	 Three to four transistor con-
fer	 figuration, similar to lunar
orbiter transponder preampli-
fier operating at — 48 MHz.
450 x 10-9 Failures I Approx. Four Tran4.stor Con-
Per Hour figuration including oscillator,
multiplier and isolation stage.
Similar in complexity to lunar
orbiter VCO with fewer outputs
however.
500 x 10-9 Failures Four to Five transistor IF strip,
Per hour Each similar to lunar orbiter IF strip
but lower in frequency.
10 x 10-9 Failures Tiros M/I TOS
Per Hour For Each
10 x 10-9 Failures Tiros M/I TOS
Per Hour
540 x 10-9 Failures Estimates Derived from Tiros
Per Hour M/I TOS Multiplexer circuitry
equivalence.
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TABLE 4-8. POSITION LOCATION SUBSYSTEM
Component Failure Rate Source and Comments
Transponder 11, 200 x 10-9
 Failures Lunar Orbiter Transponder with
Per Hour approximately 1200 to 1400 parts
at approx. S x 10-9
 Uiilures per
hour per part.
'I WTA 2000 x 10-9 Failures Comsat
Per Hour
Filters 10 x 10-9 Failures Comsat (Coaxial Elements in
Per flour L-Band)
Diplexer-Duplexer 20 x 10-9 Failures Comsat
Per Hour
Low Noise Pre- 640 x 10-9 Failures Comsat (TDA)
Amplifier Per Hour
Antenna 10 x 10-9 Failures Tiros M/I 'f OS
Per Hour
TABLE 4-9. TT&C SUBSYSTEM
Component Failure Rate Source and Comments
Filters 100 x 10-9
 Failures Tiros M/I TOS
Per Hour
Antenna Coupler 10 x 10-9 Failures Tiros MA TOS
Per Hour
Command Receiver 4600 x 10-9
 Failures Tiros 111/I TOS
Per flour
Decoder 3380 x 10-9 Failures Tiros MA TOS Decoder, Active
Per Hour Portion Plus a DC-DC Converter
for the Decoder.
Command Distribution 3380 x 10-9
 Failures Est. same complexity as de-
Unit Per Hour coder.
Beacon & TM 2700 x 10-9 Failures Tires M/I TOS
Transmitter Per Hour
TM Base Band 2700 x 10-9
 Failures Est. 50 ,`i Tiros M/I TOS
Per Hour Multiplexer
TM Commutator 800 x 10-9
 Failures Tiros M A TOS DFC Commuta-
Per Hour for
Converters for Base 100 x 10-9 Failures Tiros M/I TOS
Band & Commutator Per Hour Each
Hybrid 100 x 10-9 Failures Tiros M/I TOS
Per Hour
Antenna 10 x 10-9
 Failures Tiros MA TOS
Per Hour
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The latter entry including all the "service" items (TT&C, power, attitude control,
propulsion, etc.)
It is clear from these results that small quantitative basis exists for the provision of
redundancy in the voice communications and position location packages; the spacecraft
itself is the limiting item. It is further of note that the critical item within the space,
craft is the despun platform (pitch) control loop, the various major subsystem lifetimes
being estimated approximately as below:
Telemetry and Command	 95,000 hours
Power	 160,000 hours
Attitude Control
	 45,000 hours
Secondary Propulsion 	 320,000 hours
It is virtually certain that a more detailed examination of the attitude control subsystem
would allow reliability to be improved via the addition of redundancy within the pitch
control electronics but this has not been pursued further at this time. Given
such redundancy, it is reasonable to predict a "bus" lifetime of around 35,000
hours.
With the subsystem lifetime figures as tabled, but with the postulated improvement to
the attitude control subsystem, it is apparent that a rational scheme of things emerges.
The loss of one voice channel out of the four per spacecraft may be regarded as a
".grafef;; I failure", albeit one that would make for operational difficulties, and the
nominal "life" of the spacecraft may then be set at about 35, 000 hours-this being the
common lifetime both for the position location subsystem and for the spacecraft bus.
Of course, the replacement life of the total vehicle ((reduced) voice block plus position
location package plus spacecraft bus) is in principle less than this because of the
combination of the various failure probabilities. However, the estimation of this
replenishment period is complicated by the various partial failures that might occur
without immediately destroying the system, and for instance the telemetry and
command function could be lost for a period of several months before off-station drift
or attitude deviations become intolerable.
Indeed, given spacecraft locations at 10°W and 60°W the total loss of telemetry and
command (and hence of propulsion capability) would not destroy the system for at least
a year. Ii, this time, the spacecraft ,.,t 60°W could be expected to drift about 25 0 in
longitude, while the other would remain virtually stationary, and the roll/yaw altitude
would deviate by about 3 0.
Deleting the Voice, the Telemetry and Command, and the Propulsion Subsystems, the
remaining Position Location capability plus the supporting "bus" is characterized by
an MTTF of about three years, but of course and again this is a somewhat fictitious
number.
In any even,, it is apparent that the various separate major blocks of the spacecraft
(voice, position location, and support) are quite well matched in terms of reliability.
Because of this situation no redundancy has been included within either the voice
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Figure 4-24. Navigation/Traffic Control Subsystem Redundancy
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communication or position location blocks of the basic NAVOX spacecraft described
in preceding sections. However, while progressive loss r,' ° ,nice channels is an
acceptable failure mode, the abrupt loss of position location. capability is not.
Furthermore, of the various spacecraft functions that might fail (secondary propulsion,
power system batteries, yaw/roll sensing, etc.) very few such failures lead to imme-
diate system loss. It is of note that the despun platform pitch control loss would be
catastrophic, which re-empahsizes the need for critical examination of this function.
In these circumstances the provision of redundancy within the Position Location
subsystem would be recommended in practice. Duplication of this subsystem would
extend the lifetime beyond that of the basic spacecraft to such an extent that abrupt
failure would become unlikely--the system wearing out in other aspects first, and being
replaced. Actually, the advantages of redundancy are somewhat reduced by the need
to preserve the frequency format. Thus the addition of one redundant subsystem in each
spacecraft allows but one of the resulting set of four subsystems to fail, (see Figure
4-•24). It will be seen that for instance failure of unit 2a can be repaired by the
activation of 2b, the deactivation of la, and the insertion of lb. In this manner, the
frequency plain is preserved (though laterally inverted), but no further repair
capability remains despite the continued existence of two "good" units in spacecraft
#1.
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The weight increment for this equipment duplication above the 632 lb. baseline system
is about 40 lbs, per spacecraft. There is adequate room within the equipment com-
partment for the extra items, viz
Forward link transponder
Backward link transponder
Forward link power amplifier
Backward link power amplifier
and the resulting total vehicle weight can be set at 672 pounds, excluding margins.
With a payload of two vehicles the total booster load amounts to 1.450 pounds, including
adapter and shroud penalties, which is within the capability of the basic Atlas-
Centaur - Burner II stack (but leaves little margin)
The conclusions of the reliability analysis may thus be briefly stated:
(1) No redundancy within the voice communications subsystem is warranted, the
full and 75% capability lifetimes being estimated at 30,000 hours and 40,000
hours respectively.
(2) The reliability estimates made separately for the Position Location subsystem
and for the spacecraft "bus" yield rather similar results, the lifetime being
about 35,000 hours in the former case, and 25, 000 hours in the latter, with
this last estimate subject to straightforward improvement up to about 35, 000
hours.
(3) Bearing in mind the manifold possibilities for graceful failure within the basic
(	 support subsystems of the spacecraft, and hence possible operation beyond
the estimated lifetime, redundancy within the critical position location sub-
system seems justified.
(4) This redundancy has not been included within the basic NAVOX design, but
may be had for the addition of approximately 40 lbs of equipment,
4.8.2 REPAIR AND REPLENISHMENT
Following the discussions of the previous section, the system that is proposed will of
course be subject to wear-out, and to sudden failure. Wear-out may be represented
as an essentially well-behaved gradual loss of redundancy, including the loss of a
fraction of the voice channel capability, ind by definition provides adequate warning
of the need for system replenishment. This replenishment need would generally be
total , in that both spacecraft will wear out together.
The possibilities of sudden failure are more various, in that such failure can occur
at any time during the system life-although more probably during the latter portion.
Furthermore, by nature such failure would in general occur in one vehicle only so
that full system replacement would not normally be required.
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There are thus seen to be two distinct requirements, viz
(1) the requirement for total system replacement as wear-out approaches
(2) the requirement for a repair capability for random failure in a single vehicle.
Clearly, the booster demands are different in the two cases, and actually the latter
case is most demanding in several ways.
For one thing, if repair of a catastrophic failure is necessary then the need will be
urgent. Even with a standby booster and spacecraft the minimum repair time is
likely to :run into 15-30 days because of the various preparations that would be neces-
sary. Furthermore, the situation is complicated by the specific nature of the radio
f requency distribution between the two 'birds. "
So far as the position location equipment is concerned the frequency problem disappears
if redundancy has been provided, as considered previously. If not, then "quick change"
units have to be at hand to allow proper equipment to be placed on-board at launch.
Similarly, with the voice channels, either two complete spare sets of equipment for
two spacecraft) have to be at hand, or previously unused frequency allocations have to
he employed--otherwise pairs of channels would exist at single frequencies. This of
course assumes that the spare is not held in orbit.
The employment of an orbital spare allows elimination of most of the downtime
following failure, in that if a third spacecraft is placed mid-way between the two primary
vehicles, then time to repair is just the time necessary to shift to station - much less
than the tirrie for a new launch. However the use of an orbital spare is a doubtful
proposition, in part because of the frequency allocation problem, but more particularly
because even an "inert" spacecraft is subject to wear-out and to failure in orbit. It
is because of this that the (long-term) placement of orbital spares is generally
unattractive, though the launch of a spare to anticipate the near-term failure of a well
behaved "wearing out" vehicle is another matter.
In any event it appears that there is a possible need for a single vehicle launch in order
to effect system repair following non-scheduled failure, and there are two (non-NASA)
launch vehicles of reduced performance which might meet the requirement:
(1) The Atlas-Agena (with an upper stage)
(2) The Titan III B (again with an upper stage)
Neither of these vehicles comes with a shroud having sufficient diameter to meet the
payload requirements. If the Atlas-Agena-OAO shroud combination could be resurrec-
ted (using now the SLV-3A through) the shroud would be suitable but the booster would
suffer considerable performance loss over the normal configuration. Indeed, using
the Burner II the on-station capability is but 540 lb. , and is inadeg4ate. If the TE 364
used alone could be substituted for the Burner II stage then the capability would improve
to about 700 lbs. , which is somewhat marginal (particularly for the spacecraft with
redundant position location equipment) but acceptable. The substitution appears possi-
ble since with a single rather than_ a double payload, spin stabilization during coasting
is more feasible.
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The Titan booster has about 300 pounds more payload capability than the Atlas, when
used with Burner II, and thus has adequate performance. A "new" shroud would
however be required, and would represent something of a development hurdle.
Clearly, the possibility does exist. for a single spacecraft repair launch, particularly
using the Atlas Agena, but with the difficulties inherent in this tactic. The cost of the
booster is of course substantially below that of the Atlas-Centaur ($8.1M against
$13.1M) but not so far below as to justify the use of the lesser booster for initial
system installation or for complete system replacement.
On balance, the use of the Atlas-Agena (with the OAO shroud) does not appear favorable,
principally because the only application is for the replacement of a single spacecraft -
hopefully not a likely requirement given proper spacecraft design. In view of the
small spacecraft population involved, and the inevitably high costs to be incurred if
two types of booster are to be held in readiness, it appears to be better to provide only
the Centaur vehicle. With this assumption it is necessary to accept the possibility
of under-utilization of the booster in the event of a single failure or of premature
replacement of the total system. As a third alternative, the full dual payload could
be launched in response to a single failure, and the surplus spacecraft held as an
orbital spare (subject to the solution of the voice frequency allocation difficulty).
The full treatment of the repair-replenishment problem is beyond the scope of this
discussion but it is believed that the single booster route is the way to go.
4.9 DEPLOYMENT
4.9.1 BOOSTER DESCRIPTION
Based on the preliminary studies of spacecraft configurations, it was determined that
the payload weight range for the multipurpose NAVOX satellite was 600 to 800
pounds. In fact the basic design presented in this report weighs 695 pounds (including
1C margin). From a brief survey of available launch vehicles in the U.S. stable of
boosters it is clear that single launched satellites would require a vehicle costing
about $8.5 million (e.g. Atlas-Agena - Titan IIIB/Agena). However, the SLV-3C
(Atlas) / Centaur/Burner II combination could provide a simultaneous launch of two
NAVOX payloads at a cost of approximately $13 million. Since the system requires
a minimum of two satellites for navigation purposes, the saving in initially establishing
the system amounts to $4.5 million. Replacing satellites that are inoperative however
requires more planning since two must be launched at a time. As presented previously,
with adequate redundancy in each satellite, a reasonable replenishment policy should
be possible without report to two booster types.
The present payload capability of the S LV-3 C/Centaur /Burner II with the standard
Centaur shroud is about 1500 pounds. This assumes the standard propellant load of
1440 pounds in the Burner II-TE 364 rocket motor. By increasing the propellant load to
1960 pounds, the payload capability may be increased by 1807 pounds. A 6-inch increase
in the cylindrical section of the rocket motor casing would accommodate this change in
propellant load. Thiokol is now under contract to demonstrate the feasibility of such a
modification. Table 4-12 summarizes the payload requirements and capabilities for the
multiply launched NAVOX spacecraft.
-1
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TABLE 4-12. PAYLOAD SUMMARY
Element Weight (lbs)
NAVOX SIC I (including 10"( margin) 695
NAVOX SIC II (including 10 ("( margin! 695
Burner H/SC Adapter 50
Additional Shroud (Payload
Penalty) 60 (18-ft extension)
1500
Payload Capability (1400 lb.
Propellant Loss) 1500
Margin 0
Payload Capability (1960 lb.
Propellant Load) 1807
Margin 307
4.9.2 INJECTION SEQUENCE
The synchronous equatorial orbit is achieved by application of a parking orbit coast
mode. After suborbital burning into the parking orbit, the Centaur stage/Burner II/
Payload coast until the desired nodal (equatorial) crossing is approached. The second
burn of the Centaur provides the necessary velocity change to reach the required apogee
altitude for a stationary o:L,ait (19,300 nmi). Some of the second burn impulse is used
to remove a portion of the orbital inclination (in the case of the 1960-pound propellant
load this amounts to a 2° change). This establishes an inclined elliptical orbit with
apogee at synchronous altitude. During this transfer orbit, subsequent to separation
from the Centaur, the Burner II provides attitude control for the system. At apogee
the control system orients the TE 364 to make the final plane change and achieve syn-
chronous orbit velocity. In the case of the NAVOX Satellite application where the
stations are between 10° and 60 0
 west longitude, injection will not occur until the second
apogee pass to minimize the station acquisition maneuver. Figure 4-25 depicts the
orbital geometry in approximate fashion.
The Atlas/Centaur/Burner II synchronous equatorial flight sequence is shown in Figure
4-26. BE CO occurs at 153 seconds and SECO at 248 seconds from lift-off.
HIES 1 occurs about 11 seconds after Atlas SECO; Centaur first burn (approximately four
minutes) places the Centaur/Burner II/Spacecraft into parking orbit. After about 25
seconds of parking-orbit coast, the first equatorial (nodal) crossing is reached and
HIES 2 occurs. Centaur second burn provides the velocity required to reach the
19, 300-nmi apogee altitude. A (small) perigee plane change is made during Centaur
second burn. After MECO 2 the Burner II/spacecraft is separated from Centaur.
A programmed slow-roll maneuver is used during the approximately 5.25-hour Hohmann
transfer to apogee, to null-out the gyro drift (1 deg/hr, 30-) during the coast period. The
Burner II GN2
 jets are commanded to roll the vehicle at a predetermined rate (approxi-
mately 10 revolutions per hour) during the coast period. The roll rate and time must
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1• iFur(s 4-2.5. `-; ynchronous E*quatorial Orbit Achievement
rc^sul^ it) ari intc,gr • < ► l number of revolutions during each phase. During the first half of
t.h ► : c ► ,s,hl. l,c-riod the roll is in one direction, followed by a 180' yaw maneuver and
c ollf.inuc!d wool it) the opposite direction. The vehicle roll during the first half of the
co"Ist, l,c,riod avc,rag(ss out, most of the gyro drift error in two axes; the continued roll
during the sc;c and half of the coast period eliminates drift due to the torquing and the
third sir,is drift.. `i"he rolling maneuver also reduces potential thermal problems with
0w NAV(^X spmcec:raft. This is repeated three times until the second apogee is reached.
An oric-rrtation tmaneuver is performed at apogee to properly align the Burner II main
t.lrrust. vector, and tire; solid motor is ignited to provide final plane change and circulari-
i:itifm vc,loc;ity impulse;. Following solid motor burnout and a short coast period, the
I;uriic^r II 11 2()2 reaction; control system can be used to provide final orbit- correction
imprrltie. The spacecraft are then oriented normal to the orbit plane and spun up by
the Mir•ner 11 to 120 rpm. The spacecraft are then detached. The Turner II GN 2 system
provides ret.ro impulse for sCparation from the spacecraft.
slibfie(luentl ,y tale two spacecraft are separated and the despun platforms released. The
M I C is then enabled, locking the canister to earth to provide a nutationally stable con-
figur•:rt.ion. Communications with the satellites are possible through the onuii-directional
(VIIF) T i'&:C antennas. After measuring the drift rates of the satellites, and thus out-
of-earth synchronism, appropriate firing plans for the secondary propulsion subsystem
a re prepared in the Control Center to cancel any orbit errors and to induce drifts in the
correct direction to separately place the spacecraft on station. Subsequently, the
induced drifts will be canceled again by the propulsion system, the antennas will be
deployed, -in(] the system ready for operation.
1.10 SPACE? SE'G1b1ENT (SATELLITE AND BOOSTER) COSTS
The estimated cost for the spacecraft portion of the Na.v/TC/Data/VHF voice program
is $43 million. This sum includes the necessar, development, and the construction of
one prototype. It also includes the construction of four flight models at $4.5 million per
copy and the installation--including booster cost--of one complete two-spacecraft system.
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The provision of a second booster so as to allow subsequent utilization of the flight
spares would lift the total cost to $56 million.
The booster cost that is tabled ($13 million) includes recurring vehicle launch items,
i.e. hardware, procurement, typical recurring mission and payload peculiar modifica-
tions, vehicle assembly, checkout, and launch support services. It also includes
provision for a lengthened shroud.
The various cost items are shown in Table 4-12.
The cost assumptions that are basic to the tabled estimates may be listed:
1. Navigation/ Tr,-lff ., c Control subsystem. Data based upon RCA Study Report
"TV Network Satellite Systems" noting that two transponders ar involved and adding
2. Voice Communications Subsystem. Estimate based upon this same reference,
but noting that there are four VHF transponders and adding $500K for the
VHF antenna.
3. Telemetry and Command. Based upon this same reference, but with added
costs due to provision of redundancy.
1. Power Supply Subsystem. $4000/ft2
 of array (equivalently $400/start of
life normal illumination watt), plus $5K/lb for regulation and batteries.
5. Attitude Control. Based upon experience of similar subsystems.
6. Secondary Propulsion. Based upon data derived for propulsion module
proposed for TIROS M.
7. Structure and Integration. Approximately $5K/lb.
8. Testing. Based upon experience.
It is of note that the costs per "flight" pound co a out to about $11.9K for this system.
TIROS currently costs about $10K/lb.
The provision of a second booster so as to allow subsequent utilization of the flight
spares would lift the total cost to $56 million.
The booster cost that is tabled ($13 million; includes recurring vehicle launch items, i.e.
hardware, procurement, typical recurring mission and payload peculiar modifications,
vehicle assembly, checkout, and launch support sevicPs. It also includes provision for
a lengthened shroud.
The various cost items are shown in 'fable . •13.
TABLE 4-13. SYSTEM COST BREAKDOWNS FOR NAV/TC/DATA/VHF VOICE
D -V ELOPMENT
	 PER COPY
(1)Navigation /Traffic Control
(2)Voice Communications
(3)Telemetry & Command
(4)Power Supply
(5)Attitude Control
(6)Secondary Propulsion
(7)Structure & Integration
(8)'Testing
Contingency
Total Cost for R&D, One Prototype
and Four Flight Models
Booster Cost
TOTAL INSTALLATION COST
$	 250K $	 220K
2,500K 875K
250K 100K
750K 1,250K
500K 150K
500K 200K
500K 380K
1,OOOK 400K
1,560K 895K
Total $7,810K $4,470K
$30,160K
$13,100K
$43M
1. Navigation/Traffic Control subsystem. Data based upon RCA Study Report.
"TV Network Satellite Systems" noting that two transponders are involved and
adding $60K for the antenna.
2. Voice Communications Subsystem. Estimate based upon this same reference,
but noting that there are four VHF transponders and adding $500K for the
VHF antenna„
3. Telemetry and Command. Based upon this same reference, but with added
costs due to provision of redundancy.
4. Power Supply Subsystem. $4000/ft 2
 of array (equivalently $400 /start of life
normal illumination watt), plus $5K/lb for regulation and batteries.
5. Attitude Control. Based upon experience of similar subsystems.
6. Secondary Propulsion. Based upon data derived for propulsion module proposed
for TIROS M.
7. Structure and Integration. Approximately $5KAb.
8. Testing. Based upon experience.
It is of note that the costs per "flight" pound come out to about $11.9K for this system.
TIROS currently costs about $1 OK/lb .
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Section 5
SPACE SEGMENT DEFINITION (UHF VOICE)
5.1 INTRODUCTION AND SU1B1ARY
As a consequence of the definition of the VHF system of Section 4, it became apparent
that the growth potential of this was very limited. This is so for both technical rea-
sons and for reasons of frequency crowding in the VHF band. The provision of better
than 19 dB of antenna gain at the spacecraft is difficult because of the sheer size of
the consequent dish, and additionally leads of course to coverage restrictions. 3 dB
can be gained by going to North Atlantic coverage only, but then what about a "world-
wide" system ? It is not feasible to apply phased array techniques at these frequencies,
because of problems of element size so that it is very difficult to combine broad cover-
age with high gain.
The VHF band is crowded, and Internationally unpopular, and the obvious "growth"
choice is the UHF band, which offers prospects both of clear allocations and of pos-
sibilities for international cooperation.
j
The real problem (and the solution) of implementation of a UHF link lies with the an-
tenna systems. If a nominally 0 dB user antenna is employed, in conjunction typically
with Dui earth coverage satellite antenna, then the small physical size of the user
aperture leads to very high satellite radiated power requirements. It is for this reason
that relatively high gain UHF user antennas are now under consideration, on both sides
of the Atlantic. The systems problem here is that if the antenna gain is raised to
worthwhile levels the field of view becomes so contracted that antenna switching be-
comes necessary during the transoceanic passage. In aircraft this extra crew lead
}	 is unwelcome.
The alternative is to place higher gain upon the space segment, but if traditional
methods are followed to do this then the downward field of view very soon becomes too
small.
Even the combination of some small user gain with somewhat increased spacecraft
gain does not offer sufficient link improvement to make the total UHF system attractive.
F
However, there is a solution, and it is to use a retro-directive phased array at the
spacecraft. Properly designed, this array can "see" the whole earth, and yet separately-
and automatically lock on, with high gain, to multiple users. At frequencies in the 1540-
1660 MHz band such an array is of acceptable size and complexity.
The system that will be described in this section incorporates such an array in each
of the two spacecraft and allows the provision of six FM Aviation Voice channels to
0-dB users and six FM Maritime Voice channels to 10-dB users, together with the
m
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traffic control, navigation and data link functions previously described for the VHF
(voice) system. Capabilities of this system are listed below:
SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
1'(,SiCion Location:
	 Traffic Surveillance for aircraft. Navigation field primarily
for shipping.
Data 'Transfer:
	 100 bps two-way link to aircraft, 10C )ps address link to
shipping.
Voice Channels	 Six UHF FM simplex channels to aircraft, six UfiF FM
simplex chamlels to shipping.
The all-UHF spacecraft that emerges is such as to allow launch of the total systeni of
two vehicles aboard a single Atlas-Centaur-Burner H booster, although in order to
provide a payload margin it is necessary to assume a growth version of the Burner
II. The stowage of the two spacecraft within the shroud envelope is shown in Figure
5-1.
Figure 5-2 shows the deployment sequence to mission mode, and indicates the relatively
straightforward nature of the spacecraft stowage arrangements, Essentially the space-
craft consists of a planar sixteen element phased array, measuring 8 feet on the side,
with an outrigged solar array driven about the pitch axis to track the sun. A separate
2.3 foot diameter L-band antenna is provided for the position location/data function,
and the balance of the equipment is carried in a main structure to the "rear" of the
phased array. On-board propulsion is provided so as to allow injection error correc-
tion, station acquisition, and attitude trim, while basic stabilization is effected by
a pitch wheel carried in the equipment compartment. An assembly of horizon sensors
is carried by this wheel so as to scan the earth's disc through appropriate apertures in
the antenna array, and additionally solar sensors provide solar array sun track data
for on-board control of the power supply orientation.
The total spacecraft, in the deployed condition, measures about 11 feet (max.) by 22
feet, delivers an end-of-life (5 years) minimum illuminated power output of 760 watts
DC, and weighs 760 pounds
The various spacecraft subsystems are described in outline in subsequent sections, and
are based where appropriate upon the analysis performed in the course of the design
of the VHF system. Where the approach is radically different, recourse has been made
to experience rather than to detailed design. To this extent the UHF spacecraft design
constitutes a feasibility exercise, rather than the result of detailed analysis, and does
require further defintion and refinement.
A blow-up of the vehicle is depicted in Figure 5-3, together with a weight and power
breakdown.
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5.2 SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE
5.2.1 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
The main body of the spacecraft is a tubular cage, as shown in Figure 5-3, which con-
tains the stabilization and propulsion subsystems, the telemetry and command module,
the power conditioning and storage subsystem, the navigation/ traffic control block, and
the central elements of the voice communications subsystem.
This main structure provides hardpoints for attachment of the Burner II assembly (in
the case of the lower spacecraft) or of the lower spacecraft (in the case of the upper) .
Connections. are also provided for attachment of the phased array/power subassembly,
and (in the case of the lower vehicle) for load transfer through to the upper spacecraft.
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The phased array sub-assembly of 16 array elements or antennules forms a separate
structure attached to the main body and folded for launch. This assembly also carries
outboard the driven and deployed solar array. Each antennule carries within a support
frame the necessary arrangement of dipoles, a transmitter, a receiver, and an assembly
of signal processors, one per channel. Each antennule element forms a structural
"brick" in the array. Figure 5-4 shows the front and rear faces of the dipole array
(measuring 24 ins. by 24 ins.) and the dipole feed system.
The two halves of the solar-array are driven to track the sun by motor assemblies
mounted in the edge of the antenna array, the drives obtaining pointing information
front solar sensors mounted upon the solar panels. These drive assemblies are con-
ventionally sealed by labyrinths, and sacrificially lubricated.
The secondary propulsion subsystem, employing hydrazine as a monopropellant, is
mounted within the main body so as to apply velocity corrections (upon command) through
the spacecraft center of gravity as well as roll/yaw attitude trimming thrust. The at-
titude control momentum wheel/horizon sensor assembly is motor driven at relatively
high speed, and again the motor is provided with sacrificial lubrication. The attitude
information necessary to closed loop pitch control (and open loop roll/yaw control) is
obtained from horizon sensors mounted upon the wheel, and operating in the same
manner as those of the VHF spacecraft described previously.
5.2.2 STOWED LAUNCH CONFIGURATION
Figure 5-1 shows the UHF spacecraft (pair) mounted within the Centaur shroud, and
the folding arrangements are further indicated in Figure 5-2.
The 10-foot Centaur shroud allows the employment of rather simple hinging for the
phased array antenna, the spring-loaded edge rows of antennules being folded back
against the spacecraft body and there retained with simple tie-downs. These latter
are pyrotechnically released. The same arrangement is employed for the L-band
dish serving the navgation/traffic control/data link, except that tie-down is not to the
spacecraft body but rather to the rear of the fixed portion of the phased array.
The solar panels are carried by the hinged portion of the antenna array, and consequently
fold down with it. The stowed array is locked so as to line up with the antennule row
in the folded condition, and each solar panel is further folded once so as to remain
within the required package length envelope. The solar panel drive is not articulated,
since such motion is not required, and each drive incorporates DC power transfer slip
rings .
The various separation devices used between the Burner II stage and the spacecraft,
and between the two spacecraft, are identical to those of the VHF system—as are the
interface locations themselves.
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5.2.:3 CONSTRUCTION
Construction follows conventional practice, the tubular framework of the main space-
craft body carrying such p:ulelling as is necessary for thermal purposes, wid for
mechanical stiffening. Each of the various subs ystems essentially constitutes a pack-
age, with each Imckage designed for passive thermal control via radiation interchange.
The elements of the aintenna array are formed as nlecha nically self-sufficient "trays"
providing internal support to the internal elenici-As of the antemlule and external con-
nection to the adjacent units. The rattler high total] power dissipation within the array
is of sni-,dl consequence as a thernuil balance problem, since in effect the whole array
is available as a1 radiator.
It is of note than the relative physical location of the separate ante1111111eS is not critical
to ope ration of the a.ultenim - rray, so that provision can he made without penalty for
sensor field of view through the airray, wid for the solar panel drive units.
The spacecraft maul body is estimated to weigh a total of 85 pounds wind the connecting
wiring harness to account for another 2^j pounds.
5.2.4 UHF VOICE AN'T'ENNA
The construction of this auntenna has already been described in outline and is treated in
detail in Section 5.3. That section describes the operation of the retrodirective phased
array, and points out in detail the advantage to be obtained by use of the device—fund-
amentally the combination of a wide-angle search beans with high effective gain.
111 mechanical terms the vltelnna has been seen to be relatively straightforward and
current laboratory modules weigh N)proxinnately 0.3 lb/ft 2 —including the sub-array
of dipoles as well as the support material. The laboratory model is shown in Figure
5-5, this particular version being intended for use at 2000 MHz with somewhat
greater than earth coverage and consequently measuring 1 foot on the side rather than
2 feet as in the present application.
Figure 5-5. Assembled Antennule Unit
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In the system described here the weight allowance for the dipole subarray has
been increased to 1 lb/ft 2 in order to allow for structural items required for func-
tion in an array (including hinges, releases, springs, etc.) and the antennule weight
is thus 4 pounds. The sixteen elements of the array thus amount to 64 pounds, in com-
plete form.
5.2.5 WEIGHT ESTIMATE
The weight breakdown for the UHF spacecraft is presented below in some detail. The
allowances for structure, harness, and for the voice equipment have already been men-
tioned and the other subsystems will be treated in turn subsequently.
i
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Component
Weight
(lb)
Power
(W) Size
Structure Subsystem
Maul body frame 60.0 - 3 ft x 3 ft x 5 ft (approx. )
Antenna support 15.0 - -
Thermal control 10.0 -
Wiring harness 25.0 - -
Subsystem 110.0 - -
Communications
Voice Comm. Subsystem
Antennule Structure (16) 44.8 - 2 ft x 2 ft (app rox . )
Dipole arrays (16) 19.2 - 2 ft x 2 ft
Receivers (16) 3.2 5.0 Within antennule
Signal processors (96) 9.6 24.0 t17ithin antennule
Transmitters (16) 3,2 435.0 Within antennule
Summing & Distrib. Equip- 10.0 - 6 ins x 6 ins x 1 ft (approx. )
ment, Acquisition Network
Subsystem	 I 90.0 464.0 8 ft x 8 ft (array)
Position Location Subsystem
Forward Link Transponder 8.0 10.0 7 ins x 6 ins x 10 ins
Rack link Transponder 8.0 10.0 7 ins x 6 ins x 10 ins
Forward link power amp 10.0 66.0 5 ins x 7 ins x 14 ins
(TWTA)
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Component
Weight
(lb)
Power
(W) Size
Position Location Subsystem (Continued)
Back link power amp (TWTA) 10.0 33.0 5 ins x 7 ins x 14 ins
Antenna diplexer 5.0 - -
Antenna 3.0 - 2.3 ft diameter
Subsystem 44.0 119.0 -
TTSC Subsystem
VHF command recur (2) 2.5 1.0 2 ins x 3 ins x 6 ins
Command decoder & CDU (2) 10.0 2.0 6 ins x 6 ins x 8 ins
Baseband assembly unit and 8.0 6.0 7 ins x 5 ins x 7 ins
modulator (1)
VHF telemetry transmitter (2) 1.5 5.0 3 ins x 3 ins x 3 ins
Diplexer 1.0 - -
Omni antenna 2.3 - 40 inch dipole
Subsystem 25.3 14.0
Power Subsystem
Solar array 84.0 - 2 x 8 ft x 6-1/2 ft.
Power regulation and charge 26,0 13.0 9 ins x 9 ins x 12 ins
control
Batteries 216.0 125.0 12 ins x 12 ins x 9 ins
Array drives (2) 20.0 10.0 8 ins x 5 ins dia each
Subsystem 346.0 148.0
Attitude Control Subsystem
Pitch wheel 30.0 - 36 ins dia.
Wheel drive 15.0 5.0 8 ins x 6 ins dia.
Roll horizon sensors 2.0 0.5 3 ins x 3 ins x 4 ins
Pitch horizon sensor 2.0 0.5 4 ins x 7 ins x 4 ins
Pitch control electronics 8.0 4.0 5 ins x 6 ins x 5 ins
Nutation damper 5.0 - 12 ins x 72 ins
Solar sensors 2.0 - -
Subsystem 64.0 10.0
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Weight Power
Component (lb) (W) Size
Secondary Propulsion Subsystem
8.0 -	 12 ins dia.Propellant tanks (2) Incl.
bladders
Pressuran.t bottle 2.0 -	 8 ins dia.
Nitrogen pressurant 2.0 -	 -
Regulation, fill & drain, 5.0 -	 -
transducers
Thrust chamber assemblies (12) 11.0 -	 -
Support structure 10.0 -	 -
Miscellaneous 1.0 -	 -
Hydrazine 39.0 -	 -
Subsystem 78.0 "Spike" power demands
TOTAL VEHICLE	 757 LB	 755 WATTS
5.3 COMMUNICATIONS
5.3.1 GENERAL
The communications equipment on the satellite is divided into two major subsystems:
• L-band position location transponders
• UHF voice-channel transponders
In addition, there is a telemetry and command subsystem.
The L-band position location transponders are identical to those described in detail in
the description of the VHF spacecraft (Section 4.3.1). These will not be treated further
here, except to note that as before there are good qualitativc; arguments for the inclusior
of transponder redundancy-- ti.r again that this has not been included in the basic design.
Further, the possibility exists for the elimination of the separate position location
antenna assembly via the dual use of one of the array elements, but this has not been
pursued at this time.
Six UHF voice channels (three aviation and three maritime) are provided at each space-
craft. Each of these channels is served through all sixteen elements of the array,
and shares a common receiver /transmitter assembly at each element. One signal
processor is provided per antennule per channel. All the voice channels lie within the
1540-1660 MHz aviation services band, and assignments were suggested in Table 1-3
of this volume. With each channel all up-link communications to the satellite are at
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one frequency, and all down-link at another, so that as with the VHF system, communi-
cations between an aircraft (or a ship) and the ground terminal are in the simplex push-
to-talk mode. With the high gain Ascribed to th-1 spacecraft in the locked-on condition
the 3 dB ground pattern is about 2000 miles in diameter, so that even in this condition
clear channel identification would not normally be a serious problem.
5.3.2 L-BAND NAVIGATION SUBSYSTEM
This is identical to that described in Section 4.3.1 of this volume.
5.3.3 UHF VOICE CHANNEL SUBSYSTEM
5.3.3.1 LINK ANALYSIS
Again, the Voice subsystem virtually "sizes" the spacecraft. Because of the relatively
high space loss encountered at UHF (1540-1660 MHz in this particular application) it is
necessary to take such advantage as may be gained from the fresh start offered by
the proposed new service. Consequently, FM modulation with 12 dB of clipping is pro-
posed. The desired signal-to-noise ratio has been set at 6.5 dB at the user receiver.
This provides good quality reception with 75% word intelligibility, which results in
essentially complete phrase intelligibility.
The analysis for the UHF Fn1 voice link appears below in tabular form, and is based
upon the selection of a 30 dB spacecraft antenna, as combining reasonably high gain
with moderate coverage.
Frequency (nominally)	 1560 MHz
Path loss 188.9 dB
Scan edge loss 3.0 dB User normally at beam center
Polarization loss 0.3 dB 5 dB user ellipticity
Relay degradation 0.4 dB Noise in down link
Multipath fading 0.5 dB "Shaped" antenna
Aircraft cable loss, etc. * 1.0 dB
Total losses 194.1 dB
User gain 0.0 dB
Spacecraft gain 30.0 dB
Total link gain -164.1 dB
User receiver noise level -158.2 dBW 6 dB noise figure receiver
Desired SIN ratio at ;tser** 6.5 dB and 9.5 KHz Modulation Bandwidth
Hence radiated power 12.4 dBW
17 watts
Preamplifier at antennas
**In 9.5 KHz Bandwidth
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The reasonableness of the derived power requirement is of course totally dependent
upon the 30 dB spacecraft antenna assumption. This high gain level, in combination
with full earth coverage (an apparent contradiction) is only )btainable practica-
bly iii the multi-channel environment by the use of the elects-onically self-steered
arra.•.
5.3.3.2 RETRODIRECTIVE ARRAY
The principal advantages of using the retrodirective array may be listed:
1. The array can provide the desired coverage of the earth surface simultaneously
with a high overall array gain, by means of a relatively simple arrangement.
Thus, the necessary coverage is obtained by using individual array elements
having this beamwidth, and the desired overall gain is achieved by using a
sufficient number of elements and adding their signals in phase with each
other.
2. The narrow beam (corresponding to the full array gain) is formed and steered
electronically, via a transponder connected to each array element. The need
for mechanical steering is completely eliminated.
3. The beam is "retrodirective" or "self-steering" in the sense that it automatically
points to a user on receiving a pilot signal radiated by the latter. Thus the
spacecraft does not neod a separate steering system controlled by an on-board
computer or by a ground station, although it can be ground commanded.
4. The same array can form multiple beams, each pointing in a different direc-
tion and having the full array gain; the only penalty is the additional circuitry
required in the transponders.
Further, distinct advantages exist in terms of the details of implementation. The divis-
ion of signal power into multiple transponders allows the use of solid state amplifier
components. The total device is subjee'L to graceful failure both because of the small
number of common central devices and because of the independent nature of the array
elements. And further, the array is insensitive to accuracy of deployment.
The retrodirective array operates as a highly directional antenna which forms a trans-
mit and/or receive beam in the direction of an incoming pilot signal. The principle
can be understood by referring to Figure 5-6(a), which shows a plane wave normally
incident on a perfectly reflecting plane surface AA. Note that the phases at arbitrary
points P1, P2, etc. are 011 02 , . . . for the incident wave, and -^61, -02 . . , . for
the reflected wave. Therefore, a set of transponders located at several points along
an arbitrary surface BB, and having the property of generating the phase conjugate of
the incoming signal at each point, will result in a plane wave being radiated back in
the direction of the incoming signal. The basic form of such a transponder is shown
in Figure 5-6 (b), where the received and transmitted signals have phases f 0, the phase
conjugation being accomplished by xneans of mixers.
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a) PHASE RELATIONSHIPS	 b) SIMPLE IMPLEMENTATION OF ONE ELEMENT
Figure 5-6. Principle of Retrodirective Array
In addition to being "self-steering" as a transmitter, the retrodirective array can be
also made "self-focusing" as a receiver, in the sense that the relative phases of the
signals received at different array elements can be automatically adjusted in the trans-
ponder in order to achieve their addition in phase with each other, thereby enabling the
array to act as a high gain antenna in the receiving mode.
Since the retrodirective property holds at a single frequency, while the incoming traffic
consists of a band of frequencies and the receive and transmit frequencies are usually
different, there is in general a pointing (or "squint") error between die directions of
incoming and outgoing waves. This error is very small (less than 0.1 dB) for the pres-
ent case because of the small traffic bandwidth (only voice channels) and the small rela-
tive difference between the proposed receive and transmit frequencies.
The basic transponder of Figure 5-6(b) must be modified with the following objectives:
• Separating the pilot signal from the traffic (voice) and improving the signal
to noise ratio by appropriate filtering;
• Accommodating multiple users by duplicating certain parts of the circuitry.
Apart from the individual transponders, the overall array must have circuitry to sum
the incoming traffic after it has been processed by the transponders, and to distribute
the outgoing traffic (intended for transmission to users) among various transponders.
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In addition, there must be provision for acquisition of the user pilot signal by the space-
craft repeater. This can be done with the minimum burden on user equipment, that is,
at the same low antenna gain and at small pilot transmitter power, in spite of the large
frequency uncertainty caused by user transmitter drift and doppler shift. The acquisi-
tion circuitry is described separately; it produces a "reference signal" which can be fed
to each transponder in order to help in the narrowband filtering of the pilot signal (thus
improving the pilot SNR) and to obtain the desired self-focusing as well as self-steering
properties.
Figure 5-7 shows the block diagram for an array containing N elements. Each element
consists of an antennule and a transponder. The traffic intended for transmission to
`
	
	
users is indicated as T and that received from users is indicated as R; assuming m
users, there are m distributing networks for the outgoing traffic and m summing net -
works for the incoming traffic. In addition, there is a single acquisition circuit which
supplies the "reference signal" to each transponder.
1	 2	 N
1 2
	 N	 1 2	 N
USER 2
	
D2	
S2 	 USER 2
1 2	 N	 1 2	 N
USER m
	
Dm	
S m 	 USER m
NOTES:
	
	 T = TRAFFIC FOR TRANSMISSION TO USERS
R = TRAFFIC RECEIVED FROM USERS
m = NUMBER OF USERS
N = NUMBER OF ARRAY ELEMENTS
Figure 5-7. Block Diagram of an N-Element Array
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Figure 5-8 shows the schematic diagram of one transponder. It is to be noted that
the transponder consists of three distinct parts: the Receiver, the Signal Processor,
and the Transmitter. Some of the frequencies, bandwidths and phase angles are
shown in the figure. The various mixer operations can be arrange? ] in such a manner
(by using proper frequencies and selecting upper or lower sideban(.$) that:
(1) the IF frequencies have the desired values (shown in the diagram as 300 kHz
for the first IF, and 10 kHz for the pilot and 30 kHz for the traffic for the
second IF for purposes of illu; ',ration only), the values being chosen from
consideration of ease of filtering and amplification;
(2) the transmitted frequency has the desired value; and
(3) the phase angle of the transmitted signal of each element is conjugate of the
incoming phase angle (except for a constant phase shift common to all ele-
ments caused by the local oscillators or other circuit components), thus as-
suring the retrodirective property. The common phase shift does not affect
this property.
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—^^— --TRANSMITTER I RECEIVER -----
I
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4
Figure 5-8. Schematic Diagram of a Two-Cha►mel Transponder
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In recent years considerable effort has been applied to the examination of the applica-
tion of phased arrays to space missions. One part of the effort has been the develop-
ment at RCA of lightweight components at frequencies of 1800-2300 MHz. Considerable
test data is available from breadboard models, so that it is possible to make accurate
estimates of the relevant parameters for the frequencies and time-frame of interest,
using state-of-the-art miniaturization techniques. Estimated values of the important
transponder parameters are collected in Table 5-1 and discussed below.
TABLE 5-1. TRANSPONDER PARAMETERS
I	 Item	 Weight (lb)	 Power (W)	 Remarks
	 I
Receiver	 0.2	 0.3
	 --
Signal Processor
	
0.1
	 0.25
	 Per user channel
Transmitter
	
0.2	 --	 DC Power - 5 x RF power
Total Weight
(excluding power supply): (0.4 + 0.1 m) lb., for m user channels
Noise figure:
	 3 to 5 dB, using parametric amplifier
front end.
Transponder Receiver (Preamplifier and Noise Figure) - The receiver noise figure
depends on the preamplifier used in each element transponder. A comparison of micro-
wave transistor, tunnel diode, and parametric amplifiers for spaceborne receivers
~	 showed that typical system noise figures for the three amplifiers are 6.4 dB, 5.5 dB
and 4.6 dB. (This marked superiority of the parametric amplifier is obtained at a
penalty of about 10% higher weight.) With improvements in preamplifier designs it
is expected that very low noise figures—of the order of 3 dB—will be practical in the
near future, while 5 dB is a conservative estimate.
The weight of the receiver section of each transponder is expected to be 0.2 lb, using
micro-strip circuits and high dielectric substrate at well as large scale integration
techniques. The power consumption is expected to be 0.3 W.
Transponder Signal Proces. or - This can be fabricated in a straight-forward manner and
is expected to weight 0.1 lb per user channel, with a power consumption of 0.25 W per
channel,
Transponder Transmitter, Power Amplifier - The design and construction of a minimum
size and minimum weight power amplifier for the 1800 MHz band has been a major
development effort at RCA, using the experience gained during the corporate-funded
"Blue Chip" program. A 3-stage solid state amplifier, using two class-B stages and
a final class C stage with 1 watt of RF power output has been developed. Test results
show that an overall efficiency of about 20% should be possible without major additional
development effort, also that output powers up to 5 watts are well within reach. The
transmitter weight is estimated at 0.2 lb per element.
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Antenna Element (or antennule) - An array consisting of N antenna elements or "anten-
nules", each of gain g, has a total gain G given by G = K Ng, where K is a constant
approaching unity under certain restrictions and assumptions. Thus to obtain a desired
gain with the fewest elements, it is necessary to use an element which has the highest
gain per unit weight for a specified beamwidth, the latter being large enough to cover
the desired region on earth. After a detailed consideration of several antennule designs
e.g. disc-on-rad, helixes, yagi, multiple discs on rod, and multipole dipoles), it was
found that the best performance is obtained by a "multiple dipole" arrangement. A
lightweight breadboard model of such an antenna element, containing 16 dipoles, printed
on a fiberglass epoxy sheet and mounted on a lightweight foam block , is shown in
Figure 5-9. The dipoles can be properly fed to obtain circular polarization. The
model was built and tested for 1800-300 MHz. By scaling the results to 1540 -1660
MHz, it is expected that the antennule N gill be a square of side 2 feet for a beamwidth
of 18.6 ° and a gain of 18.9 dB (which is needed for full earth coverage with an allow-
ance of ± 1/2° for attitude error).
The antennule area for partial earth coverage is inversely proportional to the square
of the required beamwidth. In particular, an antennule for North Atlantic only cover-
age (with ± 1/2° attitude error) would have a gain of more than 25 dB.
Structure and Cables - The overall array having multiple antennules requires careful
layout and manifolding. These problems have also been investigated during the DRSS
study proposal and other company-funded R & D studies, and practical solutions have
been found.
It is possible to go through an optimization exercise in order to size the array, trading
RF power demand for array gain so as to arrive at a minimum weight system. How-
ever, irl. the present application the (16 element) array gain was set at 30 dB in order
to lead to a reasonable antenna size (8 ft x 8 ft), and so as to keep the technical demands
upon the array within bounds. It may be noted that 16 elements at 18.9 dB each lead
to 30.9 dB of total gain, so that some margin exists. This gain level also leads to
RF power levels almosc identical to those for the VHF system once intermodulation
effects have been taken into account. Intermodulation degra,.dation is estimated to be
about 1 dB for two voice channels and 2 dB for 4-6 channels. Thus these losses raise
the 17 watts of the table of Section 5.3.3.1 to 26 watts for each of the three aviation
void channels within each spacecraft (and the 1.7 watts maritime channel demand to
2.6 v,atts for each of the three channels). It is of note that as an alternative to taking
intermodulation losses a separate transmitter may be used for each channel, and the
signals combined before feeding the composite signal to the antennule. This course
would involve an additional weight of 0.2 lb per transmitter channel, plus a small
weight for the summing net °:krork; it is also necessary to increase the ERP slightly to
account :for the losses in this: circuit.
The 17 watts RF power requirement was, as noted, based upon "medium" quality voice.
This corresponds to a 2.7 I'.11z baseband signal with 12 dB of clipping, and 75% word
intelligibility, which requires a 15.5 dB SNR after detection. Assuming FM modula-
tion and a phase lock reccAver with a 9-dB CNR threshold, in the equivalent AM
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bandwidth, this correspc-ids to a 6.5-dB FM threshold in 9.6 KHz bandwidth, which
implies a modulation index of 0.8. Similar calculations for "High" and "Low" quality
lead in total to the results presented in the tables below: the link calculation is re-
peated for the sake of completeness.
LINK CALCULATIONS: SPACECRAFT - USER LINK
Item Value Remarks
1.	 f, frequency, MHz 1560
2.	 L	 Path Loss, dB -188.9 For 26, 000 miles, maximum
p
3.	 L	 Miscellaneous losses, dB -	 5.2 For one channel: add inter-
m
modulation ios s for multiple
channels.
	
Pre-amp at antenna
4. Ga , Aircraft Antenna Gain, dB 0.0 Assumed, net
5. Sum of Lines 2 thru 4, dB -194.1 For one channel. See Line 3
6. CNR desired, dB 6.5 "Medium" quality voice charnel
7. B, Noise bandwidth, dB-Hz 39.8 B = 9.6 KHz
8. N	 Noise density, dBw/Hz -198.0 6 dB noise figure air r,-raft0 ,
receiver
9. N, Receiver noise, dBw -158.2 Line 7 -^- Line 8
10. C, Required carrier power -151.7 Line 6 + Line 9
per channel, dBw
11.	 ERP required, dBw,	 1 ch 42.4 Line 5 + Line 10
for "Medium" quality	 2 ch 46.4 Includes 1 dB intermodulation
voice
loss
4 ch 50.4 Includes 2 dB intermodulation
loss
Parameter
Degree of Clipping
(dB)
VOICE QUALITY PARAMETERS
Value
High	 Medium	 Low
Quality
	 Quality
	
Quality
0	 j	 12	 1	 30
Remarks
Speaker identification
is difficult with
30 dB clipping
Base bandwidth, b	 3.0 1	 2.7
	 (	 2.25
(kHz)
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VOICE QUALITY PARAMETERS (Continued)
Value
High Medium Low
Parameter Quality Quality Quality Remarks
SNR after detection, 24.0 15.5 10.0 Peak voice/RMS noise
(dB)
CNR in equivalent 11.0 9.0 8.0 Phase locked
AEI bandwidth,
2b (dB)
Modulation index, m 1.8 0.8 0.5 To get necessary FM
improvement with
minimum threshold CNR
IF bandwidth, B 23.2 18 16.6 B = 2B (m + 1) +
Frequency drifts
Word Intelligibility 80 75 70 Approximate
((7(, AS)
In the system that is proposed a total of six channels per satellite is provided, three
of these being 10 dB down, and the modulation loss may be held to 2 dB, as mentioned
previously.
It is to be noted especially that these values correspond to 0 dB net gain and a 6 dP
noise figure receiver at the aircraft, which are rather conservative estimates; the
actual ERP required may be less than the values quoted. The loss budget was given
previously in Section 5.3.3.1.
With regard to the user to spacecraft link, the user aircraft must have adequate power
to support a voice channel as well as a pilot channel. The latter is necessary for beam
formation and beam steering of the spacecraft retrodirective array. Thus the pilot
signal is received by the spacecraft with an effective antenna gain corresponding to a
single antennule rather than the whole array. The pilot power requirement can be
kept reasonably small by appropriate narrowbanding. The voice channel has a wider
bandwidth but it uses the full array gain, thus requiring a modest power.
Calculations for the pilot channel are shown in the table below, and the voice analysis
is similar but for considerations of bandwidth. The array receiver noise figure is
assumed to be 5 dB, and the allowance is made for the full earth temperature in com-
puting the noise power density. With a 0 dB antenna, the aircraft needs 20 watts for a
pilot channel (6 dB SNR in 1000 Hz). The quall.ty of pilot signal (SNR and bandwidth) is
important for acquisition, as discussed later.
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LINK CALCULATIONS: USER - SPACECRAFT PILOT
Item Value Remarks
1. f, frequency, MHz 1640
2. L , Path Loss, dB -189.3 For 26, 000 miles, max.p
3, L , Misc. Losses, dB -	 6.2 For single channel
m
4. Gs , Spacecraft antenna + 1.9,3 Single element
gain, dB
5. Sum of Lines 2 thru 4, dB -176.2
Pilot
6, CNR desired, dB 6
7. B, Noise bandwidth, dB-Hz 30 1000 Hz for pilot (compare
with 9.6 kHz for "medium"
quality voice)
S. No , noise density, dBw/Hz -199.0 5 dB noise figure receiver,
plus earth temperature
9. N, receiver noise, dBw -169.0
10. C, required carrier power -163.0
dBw
11. P , aircraft power required 13.0a (for 0 dB antenna), dBw
watts 20.0 
Although the net aviation user gain has been set at 0 dB, and so is undemanding, the
aircraft antenna pattern is important insofar as multipath is concerned. Thus to avoid
multipath fading it is necessary to reject the earth-scattered signal arriving at the
aircraft, and this can be done by ensuring that the antenna pattern has a large supres-
sion in the direction of arrival of the earth-scattered signal. In view of the small size
of the antenna and its location over a very large conducting surface, it is reasonable
to expect that it will be well-shielded from the earth and the undesired earth-scattered
signal will be adequately suppressed. (This justified a low allowance of 0.5 dB for
multipath fading.)
As indicated earlier, the ret,rodirective property of the spacecraft array depends on the
acquisition of a pilot signal by the spacecraft. A simple form of the acquisition network
is shown in Figure 5-10. (Several other forms are available but will not be discussed
here.) The network uses a bank of bandpass filters, each followed by an envelope de-
tev.-or, low pass filter, and threshold detector. The bandpass filters together cover
the full range of frequency uncertainty. The presence of the pilot signal in a particular
filter is detected by the corresponding threshold detector, and the logic circuit then
connects the phase lock loop (PLL) to this filter. The VCO contained in the PLL sweeps
over the bandwidth in order to search for and lock on to the exact frequency of the in-
coming pilot.
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VREF
NOTE, THERE dS ONLY ONE ACQUISITION NETWORK FOR THE ENTIRE ARRAY,
IT IS NOT REPEATED FOR EACH ARRAY ELEMENT
Figure 5-10. Pilot Acquisition Network
The frequency uncertainty is about 43 KHz for the present application, consisting of a
Doppler shift of f4.8 KHz for a supersonic aircraft and oscillator instability of ±16.4
KHz for a f0.001% drift. The complexity of equipment depends on the number of
filters, which is dependent upon frequency uncertainty and bandwidth. Assuming a
bandwidth of 1 KHz, the circuit needs 43 filters, which is an acceptable number.
The acquisition time is the sum of the low pass filter "dwell" time (the reciprocal of
the LPF bandwidth) and the PLL "search" time which is typically five times this
(assuming a noise bandwidth of 2 b and a maximum search rate of r/10 times the
square of the noise bandwidth) . Thus the total acquisition time is 12 milliseconds for
the 1 KHz example.
The pilot power requirement at the aircraft depends -on the CNR desired in the band-
pass filter bandwidth. A CNR of 6 dB is adequate for low probabilities of "false alarm"
and "miss" during detection. As seen from the link calculations presented previously,
a pilot power of 20 watts produces 6 dB CNR in 1000 Hz when the spacecraft u yes low
gain antenna elements for full earth coverage.
In summary, a pilot power of 20 watts in the aircraft allows acquisition of the pilot sig-
nal by the spacecraft in 12 milliseconds, if the spacecraft uses low gain antenna elements
for earth coverage.
It is to be noted that the full array gain is available after acquisition, so that voice
channels (with bigger bandwidths) can be maintained with modest amounts of power.
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5.3.3.3 COMMON VOICE SYSTEM ELEMENTS
In ad lition to the items listed previously, there are a number of voice modules common
to the array as a whole, and mounted to the rear of the array within the body structure.
These have been indicated in function in the previous discussion and may be listed here:
Suniming and distribution equipment
.lcquisition network
Connections
The total common package weighs 10 lb. and has negligible power demand.
5.4 TELEMETRY, TRACKING AND COMMAND
This subsystem is identical to that described in Section 4.4 for the VHF spacecraft,
except of course for the details of the antenna installations. With the VHF STADAN
compatible telemetry system that is proposed a single 40 inch dipole will suffice (again)
but the precise location is a matter for detailed design. In this instance the voice
frequency allocations are far away from the 148 MHz/136 MHz telemetry allocations,
so that signal isolation is not a problem.
In the VHF system description, the possibility was mentioned of the employment of an
S -band TT &C subsystem. Such a system, based upon the Goddard Range and Range-
Rate Transponder, appears to be peculiarly appropriate in this application in that it
would minimize the spacecraft frequency "spread. " How significant this is a matter
of conjecture.
5.5 ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
The total power demand existing aboard the spacecraft amounts to 607 watts. This
allowance covers the requirements for
Voice communications
	 464 watts
Position location and data link
	 119 watts
Telemetry and command
	 14 watts
Attitude control	 10 watts
This demand is to be met by a solar array-battery combination, and allowing for losses
in the regulation system and for (20-hour) battery charge requirements, the total
(illuminated) DC power level may be set at about 750 watts. It is to be noted that the
charge rate has in fact to be greater than the 1120-h,.)ur" rate in order to ensure proper
charging.
At this power level the selection of an oriented solar array offers considerable weight
and cosy, advantages, relative to the alternative of a 'drum" array of the type selected
previously. Furthermore, the large planar and opaque antenna assembly imposes some
significant constraints upon freedom of design, so that the overall result is the layout
that has been described in this section.
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The 750 watts net DC power level is required of the array at the end of life - set at 5
years - in the most adverse illm aination angle/solar "constant" combination, and cor-
respoau'.s to about 104 ft 2 of conventional single .axis oriented monocrystalline silicon
;arr;ay. With present-da y techniques 3uch an array is to be had for about 0.8 lb/ft`,
including power collectioaa, hinging and support.
!)I 	 application the requisite array area is provided in two 8 ft x 6-1/2 ft panels,
hung outboard above and below the antenna array, with each panel having a single fold
so as to meet total package constraints. With the arrangement that has been described
each arra y half is driven in "bitch" to maintain sun lock, but orbit and hence vehicle
tilt is not corrected in "roll/y;acv " and the illumination angle can fall to about 66 .
'I'he regulation/charge control system proposed is essentially similar to that of the
VIIF vehicle, except of course that the power level that has to be handled is consider-
ably higher. Sufficient to note that the regulation /control block weighs about 26 pounds,
:aaui consumes 13 i\,atts of DC power.
A battery block is provided for eclipse operation, and sufficient redundancy (15'c) has
been included to allow for operation of four out of the six voice channels (as well as all
the other functions) under eclipse conditions even with 50`-o cell failure. In these cir-
cumstances the depth of discharge increases from a maximum of 501(' to a maximum
of 67'r, to the eventual detriment of the cells which can provide reliable 5-year opera-
tion onl y when used to the lesser discharge level. 8 -hr/Ib nicke l cadmium cells
are employed, as for the VIiF vehicle, and the total battery pack weight is 216 pounds,
with a charge demand of 125 watts. Over much of the mission of course this power
provision for battery charging is far more than required—there are about 88 dark periods
per year with length -.v arying sinusoidally and the charge provision is matched to the
worst times, centered around the equinoxes. This situation provides a power margin
at. most times, that is enhanced at any time prior to the five year point by the amount
of ' degradation" :allowance remaining.
5.6 :ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Pitch axis attitude control is provided by use of a single momentum wheel, rotating in
the orbital plane, and driven so as to provide closed loop vehicle pointing control via
momentum exchange. Open loop commanded yaw and roll trimming is via attitude
control thrusters, provided as part of the propulsion subsystem. This attitude control
system has also to provide stability during the injection phase, following booster
separation, when predictably large injection errors have to be removed and the target
stations in orbit acquired.
A relatively complete analysis (as was performed for the VHF vehicle) has not been
undertaken in this instance, but rather the subsystem is modelled upon previous de-
tailed studies and implementations - TIROS M specifically so far as the latter is
concerned.
The mechanical details of the subsystem have already been described in outline in Sec-
tion 5.1 and 5.2.1, and the principles of operation closely parallel those described for
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4the VHF "spinner" system — the wheel conceptually- replacing the spinning body, anc,
the despun portion becoming relatively very large, The distribution of attitude ccutrol
equipment between the spinning id despun portions:, remains essentially the same,
and the weight of the various components is listed in Section 5.2.5.
:fin additional requirement in this case is that for the color array to be separately
driven to track the sun. This fiuiction is performed in closed loop, and the sensing/
drive components total 22 pounds. Each half of the array is driven separately, so
that in the event of drive ta::.tre half power would remain available.
5. 7 SECONDARY PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
The propulsion subsystem has essentially four functions:
(1) to remove booster injection errors
(2) to allow station acquisition
(3) to allow station-maintenance (in longitude only)
(4) to serve the attitude control subsystem demands
The spacecraft weight and volume are such as to allow the launch of two such vehicles
in tandem on board a single Atlas-Centaur-Burner II booster (with certain qualifica-
tions). The injection error to be expected from this boster is about 150 ft/sec at the
three sigma level, and a reasonable budget for subsequent station acquisition is 75 ft/sec.
Adding in station maintenance (50 ft/sec for five years) and attitude control (50 ft/se(-),
a total velocity demand o ' 325 ft/sec Pr- - rges .
This demand has been rounded up to 350 ft/sec so as to allow a margin, and the clear
selection at this velocity level and in this application (noting the approximate vehicle
weight) is that of a hydrazine monopropellant system—as for the VHF vehicle.
In this instance the particular form of stabilization virtually dictates that the propul-
sion subsystem be mounted in the despun (earth locked) portion of the vehicle.
As a consequence 12 individual thrusters are required in order to provide proper roll/
yaw and velocity control, with 100% red ,-Lidancy, rather than the }L'+, thrusters required
in the VHF system application. Further, the feed s ystem can nmv ,,,",? v.'J Eger employ
the spin motion for propellant collection, and tank bladders a'n; f•^^ ^^;; :.,t. Separate
pressurization is provided and the subsystem block diagram it-
	 1 Figure 5-11.
The subsystem components themselves are substantially the sai' ,, 	 ts';ose described
for the VHF spacecraft, with the exceptions of the use of Marine' '"cather than Surveyor
tanks, and the addition of the components peculiar to the nitrogen bottle system. In
particular, the same thrust units are employed.
Some 39 pounds of propellant are required in order to meet the subsystem demands,
and the details of the weight breakdown are given in Section 5.2.5.
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Figure 5-11. Propulsion Subsystem Schematic
5.8 SATELLITE REDUNDANCY AND REPLENISHMENT
5.8.1 SATELLITE LIFETIME
Examination of the analysis undertaken in Section 4.8 slows that much of the same data
apply. Clearly, the telemetry and command, attitude control, and secondary propul-
sion subsystems are conceptually identical for both the VHF and UHF spacecraft,
while the power supply in the latter case does suffer the complication of array orien-
z
	 tation control. This complication is small in terms of failure pro0ability, and has
little effect on overall reliability—the drives show very low failure rate, and the drive
control for sun tracking is extremely simple.
With regard to the position location function, the previous data apply exactly.
A major difference, however, does exist in the Voice subsystem. Given the retro-
directive phased array with the features that have been described, the loss of elements
of the array is not catastrophic (each element contributes 15/16th of the array gain and
the same proportion of the RF power). The major source of voice system failure there-
fore has to be the common elements; the summing and distribution equipment and the
acquisition network. These common functions are performed by equipment that is
largely passive in operation, and is also sufficiently light as to allow for substantial
and "cheap" redimdancy. The conclusion is thus that the UHF voice system will be
significantly more reliable than the VHF system, and that the total vehicle will cor-
respondingly be more reliable also.
L
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MThe discussion presented previously regarding the possibilities of graceful failure, and
the desirability of selective redundancy (in the position location block in particular) re-
mains applicable. However, the provision of such redundancy would undoubtedly force
the employment of the stret:;hed Burner il—this growth varsion is desirable any way so
as to provide a performance margin.
5.8.2 REPAIR AND REPLENISHMENT
Tae discussion of Section 4.8.2 is applicable virtually in its entirety (although the field
of "single spacecraft" boosters is narrowed solely to the Titan IIIB). On balance it
appears best not to resort to different boosters for replenishment/repair and for sys-
tem installation, and to use only the Atlas-Centaur-Burner II (now up-rated as discussed
in Section 4.9.1) .
5.9 DEPLOYMENT
5.9.1 BOOSTER DESCRIPTION
The spacecraft described in this section has an estimated weight of about 760 pounds.
The addition of 10% margin (to include, for example, redundancy in the position location
subsystem) lifts this to about 835 pounds so that the single launch of a two-spacecraft
system requires a total (net) booster capability of 1670 pounds. With the Atlas-Centaur-
Burner II stack the gross payload is subject to 50 pounds deduction for the Burner II
adapter and 60 pounds deduction for tine shroud "stretch" so that a gross capability
for 1780 pounds is required.
The possibility for up-rating the current Burner II was discussed in Section 4.9.1.
At 1960 -1b propellant loading (rather than the standard 1440 lb), the *otal booster
capability is increased from 1500 pounds to 1800 pounds and thus the UHF spacecraft
can fly this booster.
5.9.2 INJECTION SEQUENCE
The injection sequence was fully described in Section 4.9.2, both for the standard and
for the up-rated booster variants. Such variations as are implied by the differences in
design of the UHF and VHF spacecraft occur only following spacecraft separation, and
the UHF deployment sequence was shown in Figure 5-2. The basic attitude control
subsystem provides stabilization during maneuver.
5.10 SPACE SEGMENT COSTS
5.10.1 SATELLITE AIM BOOSTER COSTS
The cost breakdown by major subsystems of the spacecraft portion of the Nav/TC/Data./
UHF Voice program is shown in Table 5-2. The total cost is esttimated at $50 million.
This sum allows for development, for the cost of construction of one prototype and four
flight models, and for the launching of two of these. 'the provision of a second L--)oster
so as to allow use of all t..e flight vehicles would incrca.,­e flea total cost to $63 million.
The assumptions upon which this estimate is based are those of Section 4.10.
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TABLE 5-2. SYSTEMS COSTS FOR NAV/TC/DATA/UHF VOICE SPACECRAFT
DEVELOPMENT	 PER COPY
Navigation/Traffic Control/Data Link $	 250K $	 220K
Voice Communications 2, 500K 880K
Telemetry and Command 250K 100K
Power Supply 1, 250K 19 600K
Attitude Control 750K 250K
Secondary Propulsion 500K 240K
Structure & Integration 750K 550K
Testing 19 250K 500K
Contingency 19 875K it 085K
TOTAL $99375K $59425K
Total Cost for R&D, One Prototype $369500K
Four Flight Models
Booster Cost $13,100K
TOTAL INSTALLATION COST $50M
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Section 6
THE GROUND SEGMENT
This section discusses the principal features of the ground segment required for the
navigation and traffic control system. Most of the discussion relates to the ground
Control Station. The functional requirements and corresponding block diagrams are
described for two modes of operation, namely "passive" navigation and "active"
traffic control. The number of control stations needed for North Atlantic coverage
and Global coverage is also considered.
Two other types of ground stations are treated briefly. These are the Calibration
Stations needed to determine the positions of the satellites, and the Auxiliary Stations
which merely utilize the air traffic information.
Approximate cost estimates are given for the proposed ground stations, showing that
they comprise a relatively minor portion of the overall system cost. Therefore, no
attempt has been made to optimize the ground segment by using different configurations
or conducting detailed tradeoff studies.
6.1 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL STATIONS
In the "passive" or navigation mode, the ground control station transmits an RF carrier
which is modulated by "coarse" and "fine" tones. The signal is relayed to all users
by both satellites, employing frequency-translat ,n types of repeaters. The ground
station monitors the satellite signal to obtain data on sa tellite atatus and satellite
calibration; it receives no information about the users because they do not transmit
any signal in the passive mode.
In the "active" or traffic control mode, the ground station wishes to know the ;positions
of all users. This is accomplished by transmitting the navigation signals to users
through one of the satellites, and requiring the users to transpond the sigral c,, back to
the ground (via both satellites). Each user is identified by an address cede, and
systematic interrogation procedures are used to cover all users at regular intervals.
In addition, provision is made for an emergency link between the ground and any user.
The ground station for the active mode requires all the equipment needed for the
passive mode, plus the additional computers and hardware needed to determine and
display the user positions.
It is of interest to note that the satellite equipment for the active mode differs from that
of the passive mode to the extent that provision must be made to relay the signals in
both forward (ground-user) and backward (user-ground) directions. The user equipment
is also modified to include a transponder; moreover, the user's on-board position-
fixing equipment can be eliminated, because he can receive this information from the
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ground station computer via the satellite, along with the navigation tones nand interro-
gation signals. (A discussion of the user equipment is pertinent because the satellite
tracking or trilateration station consists of this equipment as discussed later.)
The "combined" mode of operation allows both passive and active modes, and requires
no change in the ground station equipment compared to the active mode. (The satellite
equipment is also unu.,anged from that for the active mode, but the user hardware mlast
be augmented to combine the active mode transponder with the passive mode on-
board position-fixing equipment.)
6.2 CONTROL STATION CONFIGURATION
6.2.1 PASSIVE MODE, CIRCULAR
As described above, the ground station transmits a modulated carrier to each of two
satellites, and monitors the signal broadcast by each satellite. The configuration is
shown in the block diagram of Figure 6-1. A highly stable frequency source (e.g. an
atomic standard) is used to generate the coarse and fine ranging tones; it is also used
to synthesize the different carrier frequencies, thus insuring phase coherence between
them.
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Figure 6-1. Control Station, Passive Mode, Circular Method (Two Channels)
T
The tones can be phase-shifted to provide synchronization with other signals, if
desired. The tones are summed and used to phase modulate the carrier; the modulated
carrier is amplified and applied to the diplexer, as shown in Figure 6-2. 	 l
The signal received from each satellite is demodulated as shown in Figure 6-3. The 	 -
phase-angles of the coarse and fine tones provide information about the satellite
positions and can be used to track the satellites in conjuction with other stations.
Important parameters of the equipment needed at the ground for passive navigation are
listed in Table 6-1. It should be noted that the values indicated for transmitter power
and receiver bandwidth are actually for the active mode, and are therefore more
liberal than those needed for the passive mode.
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TABLE 6-1. GROUND STATION PARAMETERS
TO SAT.
SIGNAL
F^ MONITOR
Frequency 1600 MHz
Transmitter power 5 W
Antenna g yin 37 dB
diameter 18 ft.
bea.mwidth 2.5 degrees
Receiver type Multichannel, phase
ock loop receiver
noise figure 5 dB
bandwidth 100 KHz per chvinel
Tone Source Stability 3 parts in 1011 (short term)
1 part in 1010 (long; term)
w
6.2.2 ACTIVE MODE
It was pointed out in the functional description that the active mode ground station
requires all the passive mode equipment (to enable the user to make a position fix),
plus the computers needed to determine the user position, and the equipment to display
and monitor it. The resulting ground station configuration is shown in Figure 6-4.
The Control Channel of Figure 6-4 is the key to "active" mode operation. In its
simplest form it contains a synchronization signal, and a coded address followed by a
command for a particular user transponder to return a burst of the received tones as
well as other data. This data must include user identity and altitude, and may include
additional information like meteorological data. A two-way telemetry or voice link
may also form a part of the control link.
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The computer and display equipment must be large enough to handle the predicted
traffic density, which is summarized in Table 6-2. It is expected that a small
computer with a memory of about 32, 000 words will suffice ) n the initial stages of
sy&em growth.
TABLE 6-2. PEAK TRAFFIC DENSITY FOR NORTH ATLANTIC
	
1975	 1980
Peak Number of Aircraft	 190	 225
Peak Air Traffic Fixes/Hour
	
1400	 1800
6.2.3 COMBINED PASSIVE AND ACTIVE MODES
It was explained in the functional description that this mode requires no change in
ground equipment compared with that for the active mode.
6.3 NUMBER OF CONTROL STATIONS
For North Atlantic coverage in both passive and active modes, only one ground control
station is needed with two satellites in synchronous equatorial orbit. To expand the
-	 service to worldwide coverage, the system realm res additional ground stations as
well as satellites, and the problem of synchronization (for passive navigation) becomes
more complex.
One plan for global coverage between 70°N and 70°S latitude requires 3 ground control
stations (one master and two slaves with respect to time synchronization) along the
equator to supply the ranging signals to six equally-spaced satellites in synchronous
equatorial orbit. The numbor of satellites is dictated by the constraint that a user
anywhere on earth must be able to see at least two satellites.
6.4 SATELLITE TRACKING OR TRILATERATION STATIONS
In addition to control stations, the ground system needs trilateration stations in order
to track the satellites and determine their locations accurately. This function is an
essential part of the system requirements, because the accuracy of the user's position-
fix depends on the accuracy to which the satellite locations are known.
One method of implementing this station would be to have a facility with tracking,
ranging and communication capabilities. The station would then determine the range
of each satellite and supply Ods information to the control station. On the basis of
such information receiveA from several stations of known position, the control
station could then compute the sa , cllite positions.
11
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A simpler method of implementation is to use the tracking stations simply as trans-
ponders which return the ranging signals received from the control station back to
the latter, using the satellite as a relay in each direction. With this method, each
"trilateration" station is simply a "user" of known position and enhanced capability -
e.g. , high power and antenna gain and a more sensitive receiver. No computer or
display facilities are needed in the trilateration station. The ground station determines
the satellite positions by computing their distances from various trilateration stations
on the basis of the transponder signals.
A simplified diagram of this station is shown in Figure 6-5 and is self explanatory.
At least three such stations are needed for North Atlantic coverage. The locations
should be chosen to maximize the triangulation accuracy, subject to operational and
logistic considerations. Figure 6-6 shows a reasonable deployment of ground stations
for the North Atlantic System including the location of the trilateration stations.
For this configuration, it is convenient to have the trilateration stations located at
the Ground Control (GC) sites. in Figure 6-6, GC 2 is an auxiliary control station
which serves as a traffic control communications terminal for Europe.
6.5 AUXILIARY CONTROL STATIONS
These stations utilize the traffic control information generated by the control station
and serve as communication terminals. Basically, an auxiliary station resembles a
Ground Control Center with related display equipment. It should be able to function as
a back-up control center in the event the primary GCC experiences technical difficul-
ties. The communication link between the control station and the auxiliary station may
be achieved via the satellites or other existing commercial channels. For North
Atlantic coverage one auxiliary station on thr; West Coast of Europe (e.g. west of Paris)
would suffice. For global coverage a few such stations would be needed, especially in
regions where the lack of international communication facilities - or unfavorable
political factors - may be the over-riding consideration.
6.6 COST OF THE GROUND SEGMENT
The ground segment consists of the control, trilateration and auxiliary stations with
the functions and equipment described above. The cost estimates of various sub-
systems are shown in Table 6-3, leading to Nav/TC equipment costs of about $1
million for the Control station and $30,000 for each trilateration station. An adequate
display complex for the traffic control center could add $500,000 to $1 million extra
to these costs.
c
The North Atlantic system requires a control station on the East Coast of USA, an
auxiliary station in Western Europe, and three trilateration stations located as shown
in Figure 6-6. The total estimated cost without displays is seen from Table 6-4
to be of the order of $4 million, of which $2.1 million is equipment and the remainder
facilities.
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TABLE 6-3. GROUND SUBSYSTEM COSTS
Cost/Item No. of Total Cost
( $ Thous.) Units Req'd ($ Thous.)
Control Station
Antennas (L-band 150 2 300
18 ft. Dia. Parabolic)
Atomic Clock 15-25 1 20
Transmitter (Nay . Signals) 15-25 2 50
Receiver (Nay . Signals) 25-45 2 90
Signal Processors 20-30 2 60
(Nay . Signals)
Computer Complex 200-300 1 300
Transmitter (Voice - 80-100 1 100
12 channels)
Receivers (Voice - 60-80 1 80
12 channels)
* TOTAL 1000
Trilateration Station
Antenna (L-band, 10 dB) 10 1 10
Transponder 20 1 20
TOTAL 30
* Does not include Display Complex or Building Facilities
TABLE 6-4. GROUND STATION COSTS
No. Required	 Total Cost
($ Thous.)
Ground Control Center Equip.
	 1	 $19000
Auxiliary Station
	 1	 1,000
(Backup GCC) Equipment
Trilateration Stations
	 3	 100
Equipment
Facilities (Buildings, etc.) 	 19900
	
TOTAL	 $49000	
w^
The total cost of the ground segment is found to be a small fraction of the overall
system cost (including the space segment and the launch vehicles). Therefore, no
effort has been made to define it more accurately or minimize it by using alternative
approaches at this stage of the study. However, such an effort will be necessary for
a detailed evaluation of efficient ways of utilizing the massive amounts of data generated
by a Nav/TC system of this type. It is recommended that future studies apply some
effort to the solution of this problem.
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6.7 11F ANALYSIS FOR LINKS BETWEEN CONTROL CENTER AND SATELLITES
6.7.1 ENVIRONMENTAL AND FUNCTIONAL LIMITATIONS
The practical frequency range for earth-to-satellite communications;'r-L,vigation lies
between 1 GIIz and 10 GHz.
The 1o\%•er limit based on r-,atural phenomena, and is determined primarily by the range
error due to refraction (inversely related to the square of the frequency), the multipath,
and the solar noise. The higher limit is primarily set by the atmospheric attenuation,
due to oxygen, water vapor, and precipitation (rain), by precipitation (rain and snow)
on the radome (if used) over the ground control center antenna, and path loss (a direct
function of the square of the operating frequency).
In a previous re,)ort (1) for NASA, in which the effect of refraction error ixas fairy-
well analyzed, the results indicated an ionospheric range error of approximately 85
feet for a carrier frequency of 1.6 GHz (at an elevation angle of 10', a total electron
count of 10 18 , and with correction assumed). The ground position error due to this
range error is 3 N - x 85 = 360.6 ft., under conditions of worst geometric dilution.
The ground position error at any other frequency is approximately given by the rela-
tionship
360.6g	 2
fGHz
1.6 )
The minimum frequency for a ground position error of 0.1 nautical mile (607.2 feet) is
thus;
f GHz
	
1.233 GHz
A is apparent that multipath problems should not be a primary c,-use for carrier fre-
quency selection since in general, the beamwidth of the control center antenna is around
2 to 3 degrees, while the minimum elevation angle to the satellite from that center is
about 15'.
The upper frequency limit due to natural causes is determined primarily by the atmos-
pheric attenuation A a
 which consists of 3 parts, the attenuation due to gas Ag
 (oxyger
and water vapor), the attenuation due to clouds and fog Ac, and the attenuation due to
precipitation (rain) Ap. The discussion and computation; of these parameters for a
frequency range 4 GHz to 8 GHz is shown in Appendix 6.7-A. An abridgement of Table
4 from the same appendix is shown in Table 6-5.
(1) Final Report, Phase Difference Navigation Satellite Study, Dec. 1967, RCA DEP-
SEER, Moorestown, N.J., Figure 6-39, p. II-6-78.
wk
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TABLE 6-5. ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION (Aa) AS A
FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY
Frequency (GHz) Aa (dB)
4 0.41
5 0.82
6 1.33
7 1.97
8 2.82
If the attenuation level threshold is nominally set at 2 dB then 7 GHz is the correspond-
ing upper frequency.
In summary, the frequency limits due to natural causes are 1.2 GHz to 7.0 GHz.
6.7.2 EQUIPMENT LIMITATIONS
6.7.2.1 SATELLITE EQUIPMENT
Transmitter Output Stage - This equipment presents no apparent further restriction
to the frequency range of 1.2 to 7 GHz obtained in the previous section. Feld.man2
indicates that the frequency crossover point between solid-state devices and traveling-
wave tubes at an output power level of 10 watts is about 1.7 GHz (r^gttal efficiency at
20 0 C, near future) with the higher frequencies being favored by the TWT. However,
TWT's have shown to have good reliability in quite a few space applications so that
the risk factor for the mid-1970's is quite small.
Antenna - Since the antenna size varies directly as the (RF frequency) 2 , the lower
limit, i. e. 1.2 GHz will set the maximum size required.
Elsewhere it is shown that a 31 inch diameter dish provides proper coverage at 1.6
Gllz, so that at 1.2 GHz a 41 inch dish is required.
This is only a modest increase in size.
Receiver Noise Figure - The receiver noise figure, at 7 GHz can be maintained at 5 dB
by the incorporation of a lov , noise tunnel-diode or parametric amplifier so that no
problem is anticipated here.
(2)N. E. Feldman, "Communication Satellite Output Devices, Parts 1 and 2",
November 1965 and December 1965, The Microwave Journal
(3) For a constant area illumination.
r
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6. 7 .2.2 CONTROL CEN'T'ER EQUIPMENT
Transmitter Output Stage - The 5-watt (1 nautical mile position error) or 10-\ti•att
(0.1 nmi position error) requirement on the output power presents no critical burden
over the 1.2 GHz to 7 GHz frequency range. These devices are expected to be TN1'7',s
that exist today.
Antenna - By maintaining a diameter of 18 feet as specified in the 1.6 GHz lint:
analysis, the changes in path loss due to frequency will exactly be compensated for by
the change in antenna gain as a function of frequency. Therefore, the antenna presents
no serious problem.
Receiver Noise Figure - A glance at the 1.6 GHz link analysis indicates that the bull:
of the systerz noiseiss that received from the satellite link and not from the control center
receiver. In fact, the receiver noise figure could approach 14 dB before any increase
in system would be noted. Therefore, this also presents no problem.
6. 7.3 SUMMARY
In conclusion, it appears that the factors limiting the R. F. frequency range between
the satellite and the control center are those that occur naturally. That is, refraction
at the low frequency end and atmospheric attenuation at the high frequency end. The
preferred frequency band for this link lies between 1.2 to 7 GHz.
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Appendix 2.2.2.1-A
EFFECTIVE SYSTE.NT NOISE BANDXX IDTH
Path	 Location
Forward Satellite
Forward User
Backward Satellite
Backward Control Center
Bandwidth (KHz)
130
160
130
200
i
1
From Appendix 4.1.5-A in. Volume II,
	
1	 n	 1 2
E B.
	
B` 	i=1	 i
eq
Where:
Beq = Effective System Bandwidth (in KHz)
B its = Bandwidths at the above locations (in kHz)
	
1	 1 2	 1 2	 1 2	 1 2
B2 	 130 + 160 + 130 + 200
eq
1	 +	 1	 +	 1	 +	 1
1.69 x 104
	2.56 x 104
	1.69 x 104
	4.0 x 104
= 2 x 5.92 x 10- 5 + 3. 91 x 10-5 + 2.50x10
-5
18.25 x 10-5 = 0.1825 x 10-3
B2 = 54.794 x 102
eq
B = 74.0 kHz.
eq
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Appendix 2.2.3.3-A
SIGNA T
 TO-NOISE RATIO OF AMBIGUITY TONES
The signal-to-noise ratio S/N required to resolve a finer frequency tene in a fraction.
of a cycle of a coarser frequency tone of ratio m, (fine/coarse) and a specific accuracy
11., a, is given by:
r	 K
m	 2S
n
i.e.,
S 1 (Km )2
n 2 r
or
n dB = 2 0 log am - 3 dB
A plot of this expression for K = 1, 2, 3 and m = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 is shown in Figu. •e 1.
It is to be noted that the expression is no longer valid for S/n less than 7 dB (threshold).
This signal-to-noise does not include the effect of instrumentation error, 8 i. An
analysis of the increase in signal to noise required over that shown in Figure 1 is
given below.
The phase angle required by the ambiguity tone is:
8a
 = mK (all constants are given above).
Letting the instrumentation error be 8 i , the resulting phase angle from the two inde-
pendent sources 8 is given by:
228 = ea + 8i
The increase in signal-to-noise because of the instrumentation error is:
2
'6^ ^ = (, )
n
	8
a
A-3
.. v	
..gyp	 .^}rxi
o 
S
— = 1 + ei 2- 	 (g, in radians)
n	 ea	 1
2a 2
e^
S = 1 + 1 T60	 ( 0i in degrees)
mK
t! i	 2
1+180 mK
e.g., let 8i = 3°, m = 16 and K=3
A S = 1.64 = 2.1.dB
n
A glances at Figure 1 for m = 16 and K = 3 o indicates an S/n of 20.6 dB. Therefore,
the final signal to noise ratio is 20.6 + 2.1 = 22.7 dB.
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Appendix 2.2.3.3-B
MEAN TIME TO UNLOCK
Ct ,oni Gardner(1)
Cr (SNR)1 J
T -	 e
Ei	 W
11
^1"here:
'r	 The mean time to unlock:
W
n	
The natural loop frequency
(SNIT) L = The signal- to-noise ratio in the loop
But,
Il
=	
11
1.06 B for 2nd order loops with damping factor 	 0.707
where:
B = The n( .ise bandwidth
n
2	 C'r (SNR) L]
Ta	
e	 (See following table.)
1.OG B 
n
T  for Various noise bandwidths (Bn) and (SNR) L
(SNR) L (dB) Bn = 10 Hz Bn = 25 Hz Bn = 100 Hz
1 16.8 Hrs. 6.72 Hrs. 4.2 minutes
7 16.28 days 6.51 days 1.63 days
8 2.65 years 1.06 years 96.69 days
9 5 52. 37 years 220.95 years 55.24 years
10 296 9 000 years 1189 000 years 29 0 600 years
The values in the table are the respective TaIs.
(1) F.M. Gardner, Phaselock Techniques, John Wiley & Sons, 1966, Eq. (3-18) on p. 25.
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Appendix 2.2.3.3-C
MODULATION INDEX FOR 2-TONE RANGING
The rms range error corresponding to the 3/4 nmi ground range error due to the
signal-to-noise is
a" = 3/4 _ 0.177 nmiR3^-
Now, a wavelength of an 8 kNiz tone is:
=
161 , 740 _ 20.217 nmi8,000
Therefore, ae , the rms angular error is:
2xoR x360° = 2x0.177x360e	 1\	 20.217
= 0.354 x 17.81
T e = 6.303 °
This a'e can be considered to ba composed of two parts; one Hart the rms instrumenta-
tion error which will be assumed to be 3 degrees, and the remainder that due to the
signal-to-noise GS/N,
^SIN
 
=	 (6.303) _ (3)2
Cr SIN 5 . 54° = 0.0967 radian
Now:
1
^S/N =- - 0.096?
therefore,
SIN = 5 3. 42 = 17.3 dB
Modulation Index
We :gee from the above analysis that the fine tone signal-to -noise ratio, (S/N) f = 17.3
dB. This SIN occurs in a 1-Hz bandwidth so that (S/No) f = 17.3 dB also. However,
A-7
the noise spectral density about the fine tone is about 2 times that about the carrier
because of the turn-around of the demodulated noise at the user (See Link Analysis).
Therefore, let S/No = 20.3 dB (No is same as carrier No).
Appendix 2.2.3.3 -D shows that the coarse tone signal -to-noise density ratio,
(S/NO ^)C = 29.5 dB. Finally, it has been shown in Appendix 2.2.3.3-B that the mean
time to unlock (carrier unlock) is vanishingly small for a carrier-to-noise ratio of 7
dB or greater in a noise bandwidth of 100 hertz or less. Therefore, let the carrier
to noise density ratio, C/No = 27.0 dB.
In tabular form we have:**
C/N = 27.0 dB = 5000
(S/N0) c = 29.5 dB = 890
(SIN 0 ) f = 20.3 dB = 108
Now, Kronmiller* and Baghdady show that the waveform of an M-signal phase modu-
lated carrier can be represented by:
ePM(t) - C0 cos^t + Oc]
1I
+	 ci l cos [(w
c 
+ w i ) t + Oc + Oi ] - cos [(W - w i) t + O
c
 - Od ]
+ (smaller intermodulation terms)
where the amplitude of the spectral terms are given by;
lei
Co =	 J0 (kj)
j=1
M
Ci = J1 (ki)	 1: Jr, (kj)j =1
j ¢i
Therefore, the power in the carrier is C o	 th, while that in the i tone is 2 Ci (includes
both sidebands).
*"The Goddard Range and Range Rate Tracking System: Concept, Design and
Performance," G. C. Kronmiller, Jr. , NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland and E. J. Baghdady, ADCOM, Inc. , Cambridge, Mass.
**The various signal /noise ratios stated result in a near simultaneous threshold
for all, that is for a 4 db loss in signal power the carrier loop is about ready to
unlock, the word-error rate is about one per message, and the ground position
error increases by 10%n to a value of 1.1 n. mi.
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For tkvo-tone modulation
C 2 = [Jo (k l) Jo (k2)] 2
and
'C1 = 2 [J1 (kl ) Jo (k2) 2
^
2C2 
T 2 r Jl (k2) Jo (kl) 2
Letting:
ki = B f = the fine-tone modulation index,
and
k2 = BC = the coarse-tone modulation index
we have:
C2 = Jo ( Bf) Jo (BC 2C
2C f 2 P, (B f) Jo (BC) 
J 
2
L
2C 2 = 2 J1 (BC) Jo (Bf) l 2
Now the ratio of power in the coarse tone to the power in the carrier is:
S
	
no C _ 890	 2CC	 2 J1 (BC)J 0 (Bf)	 J1	 (BC)
= 2C	 500	 C2 ^. J2 (B) J2 (B )	 J2 (B )
n 	 o f o C	 p C0
Therefore:
J1 (BC)	 —
Jo (BC) _ (1/2) (890/500) = 0.943.
The smallest B with the above ratio is, BC 1.40.
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Likewise:
	
(S^'no)f _ 108 _ 2C2	2 Ji (B f) 	 Jo (BC)1 (Bf)
= 2C	 500	 C2	 J2 (B ) J2 (B )	 J2 (B )
W	 o	 o f o C	 o C0
J (Bf)
Tl (B)	 1/2 500	 0' 3R
o f
The smallest B with the above ratio is, B f = 0.65.
Power Levels of the Various Signal C omponents
The normalized power in the carrier component PC is expressed by the factor Co.
For Bf = 0. 65, - and BC = 1.40;
PC Co = [ Jo (0.65 Jo (1.40) 2
PC = [(0.8971) x (0.3669) 2
PC = 0.259 = -5.9 dB.
Similarly, the normalized power in the coarse tone P TC , and that in the fine tone
PTC' are expressed as:
PTC = 2C 2 = 2 [J1 (1.40) Jo (0.65) 2
PTC = 2 (0.5419 x 0.8971)2
PTC = 0.473 = -3.2 dB.
and;
PTf = *A f = 2 [J1 (0.65) Jo (1.40) 12
PTf = 2 (0.3081 x 0.5669)2
PTf = 0.061 = -12.1 dB.
Summing up,
PC _ -5.9 dB
PTC -3.2 dB	 with respect to the total RF power.
PTf = -12.1 dB
A-10
Appendix 2.2.3.3-D
DATA LINK BIT-ERROR PROBABILITY
Assume that all 200 bits of the message are equally important and that the message
consists of 20 10-bit words with 1 bit of each word as a parity check. It is further
assumed that an incorrect word (2 or more bits in error) will occur on the average,
no more than once in every 10 9
 000 messages, i.e., once every 500 hours, for a
SST with 3 minutes between messages.
Let PB
 = the bit error probability.
Now, the probability of any word, of a message, being in error is,
20(1101 P = 200 P ,1) 1 B	 B
(since there are 20 words per message and 10 bits per word). Now the probability of
a second bit error in the specific word is,
1 P B = 9 P B
(since there are only 9 bits remaining after the incorrect bit).
Therefore, the incorrect word probability, P W, is the product of the two mutually
exclusive probabilities, i.e.,
PW= 1(20)(10) B x 1 PB=1800PB=10-4
.. P  = 2.36 x 10-4.
If differentially coherent phase-shift keyed binary data is incorporated, then
P  = 1/2 a-E/No = 2.36 x 10-4
where:
E	 = signal energy
N0
	= one-sided noise spectral density
E/N = 7.65=8.9dB
0
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Since r = 1/200 bits/2 seconds = 10 -2 sec
E	 Sr	 S	 1 E
N	 N 
or N	 r NO	 O	 O	 O
i.e.,	 .
S = 8.9 + 20 = 28.9 dB-Hz.
N
o
However, since there is a slight loss, l when using realizable filters as opposed to a
matched filter, e. g. , 0.6 dB, the final S /No is 29.5 dB-Hz.
M. Schwartz, Information Transmission, Modulation, and Noise, McGraw-Hill,
1959, p. 289.
Appendix 2.2.3.4y-A
DIGITAL CODE MODULATION CALCULATIONS (Code, Data, Carrier, Power
Division in a 5-Element Digital Ranging System)
1. Phase Modulation Indices
Foley( 1) et. al. have shown that the optimum power division between a square-wave
subcarrier (ranging code stream) and a sine-wave subcarrier (data subcarrier) is;
PD 7r 2 J1( BD) cos2 (Bc) 29.5 dB - 28.8 dB = 0.7 dB = 1.18
1 —
PS 4 Jo (BD ) sin  (Bc )	 from Section 2.2.3.4.1 of this volume
While the power division between the square -wave subcarrier (ranging code stream)
and the carrier is;
PS 	8 sin  (Bc }	 28.8 dB - 27.0 dB = 1.8 dB = 1.52
PC ^2 cos2 (B)
c	
from Section 2 . 2.3.4.1 of this volume.
Examining 2), we have;
2
tan2 (BC) = 1.52
tan B = 1.369
c
B	 = 53.7*
c
B = 0.94 radiansC
Examining 1) , we have;
2J1 D)
_= 1.18 x 4 x 1.875J2 (B 
D'
)
	
72
o 
= 0.8968
(1) Thomas K. Foley, Bruce J. Gaumond, and Jackson T. Witherspoon, "Optimum
Power Division for Phase-Modulated Deep-Space Communication Links", IEEE
Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, VOL. AES-3, No. 3, May
1967, pp 400-409.
IV,	
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Thus
Jl (BD)
Jo (B D)= 0.9470
or
BD
 = 1.s9
2.0 Power in the Signal Components
a. Power in the carrier
From the reference, we have;
PC = 10
2
 (BD) cos2 (BC)
= Jo2 (1.39) cos2 (0.94)
PC
 = (0.5723 x 0.5898)2
PC
 = 0.114=-9.4dB
b. Power in the Code
8 sin  (BC) Jo2
 (BD) cos2
 (BC)
PS _ r2 
cos2
 (B DC
i
k
_ r2 
S  (0.94) Jo (1.39).
PS
 0.173 = -7.6 dB.
c. Power in the Data Subc arrier
	2 J12 (BD)	 J 2
	
PD 
= J 2 (B )
	 o (BDD
o D
PD = 2 J 21 (BD) cos (BC)
PD
 = 0.204 = -6. 9 dB.
cos (BC)
It
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Appendix 2.2.3.6-A
SLANT RANGE ERROR DUE TO FREQUENCY OFFSETS (0.1 NMIL))
l'i'e see from Section 2.5.5 of the main text that the rms frequency error due to the
user oscillator instability, the user-to-satellite 2-way doppler, and the temperature
drift of the predetection bandpass filter is given as:
Af = 2278 Hz
Calling this quantity d(.1f) and inserting it into Eq. (4) of the same section, with B =
200 kHz and If = 64 kHz.
1	 d (Af)d^ _ 
	 2 Y	 B/2
1 + B /^^
_	 1	 2278x
r + 64 x 103 2	 100 x 1031
100 x 10 3
 )
dO = 0.0162 radian = 0.926°.
Now the wavelength of the 64 kHz tone is 2.527 nmi so that do represents a range
error Tf of 0.0064 nmi. We see from Table 2-15 of this volume that the ionospheric
range error a-I is 0.0160 nmi and the multipath range error a• is 0.0057 nmi. When
the filter phase error a •f is added to these in an rms manner the resulting ground
position error is:
e = a• I2 + a• 1^ 72 + a• f2 x 3 V _2
e = 0. 01602
 + 0.00572 + 0.0065 2 x 3 1V 2
E = 0.0772 nmi
The ground range error due to the signal-to-noise E S/n, therefore is
E S/n = 10. 1002 
 - 0.07722
E S/n = 0.0636
R
,6
The slant range error 
wS/n to the satellite is 3S4n
T
S/n = 0.0150 nmi
The rms angle error a'e corresponding to this range error is given by:
2 x 0.0150 x 2 +r
0	 2.527
T o
 
= 0. 0746 radian
0'9=4.27°
Allowing a 3 0 rms instrumentation error, the rms error due to the signal-to-noise
alone becomes:
S = 4.27 - 3/n
•
S/n = 3.040
8/n = 0.053 radian
S/n	 178 = 22.5 dB
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Appendix 2.6.2-A
WAITING TIME CALCULATIONS
Figures 2-27, 2-28, and 2-29 in the main text of this volume were derived from the
analysis given in Chapter 1VII of Feller( 1), Chapter 14 of Churchman( 2) et al, and
Chapter 23 of Goode and Machol(3).
The expected waiting time as given in reference 3 is:
1)	 1)(0)
E(NN)
	
( N'- 1 )	1T (N"-p)2
where:
m
^^ ^ 11
m = mean iu.tmber of inputs per unit time
M = mean number of outputs from an occupied channel per unit time
v = number of channels
p(o) = is the probability that all channels are idle.
Furthermore:
1
P(0) =	 v-1	 n	 v
n=o
(1) Feller, "An Introduction to Probability Theory and Its Applications, " Volume I,
2nd Edition, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1957.
(2) Churchman, Ackoff and Arnoff, "Introduction to Operation Research, " John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1957.
(3) Goode and Machol, "System Engineering," McGraw-Hill, 1957.
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The expected waiting time for single channel operation is given in reference (3)
formula (23-9) as:
E(%V) = E(T) 1pp
where:
E(T) is the mean line duration = 10 ms
Now,
_m _ 190 x 10 x 9.7/3600 (aircraft case)
	
p	 b2	 1
10-2
1.9x9.7x103 
=5.1x10-2P =
3.6x103x162
= 5.1 x 10-2 x 10-2E(`^ 
1 - 0.051
5.1 x 10-4
	
E ff)	 0.949
E (W) = 0.54 millisecond
Now the sync bit rate is 2 x 6.5 x 10 3 = 13 x 103 bits/second.
. Number of lost sync bits = 13 x 10 3
 x 0.54 x 10-3 = 7 bits. Leaving 5 sync bits.
For the maritime case:
_ 554 x 10/360
t'
10-2
p = 1.53 x 10-2
Therefore:
E(W) = 1.53x10-2 x10 21 - 0.0153
A-18
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r	 '_
1.53 x 10-
4
E (X%^
0.9847
E(M 0.155 millisecond
The number of sync bits lost are:
2 x 6.5 x 10 
3 
x 0. 155 x 10-3
= 2. 01
A-19
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Appendix 2.7.2-A
LIMITER/DISCRIMINATOR FM DETECTION WITH BANDWIDTH TO
INCLUDE DOPPLER SIGNALS
In this Appendix thresholds are determined for receiver IF bandwidths which exceed
Carson's rule of B if = 2fm (1 + m). This may occur for significant frequency in-
stabilities or from a doppler frequency amounting to F.
From Skinner, it is known that (for 1 dB loss in the Noise Improvement Factor, NIF)
B.
NC	 = 5.6 log f 
if 
+4.4 1) (
if T
	
m
also
Sms = 3 m2 x B if x C	 if C ) C 2)(
Nms	 2fm Nif	 Nif Nif T
At threshold for a 1 dB loss in the FM MY
Srms
	
= 4.75 + (m2)	
+ 2f
Bif	 + C	 -1	 3()
rms T dB	 dB	
m dB +(Rif) T dB
and
Bif = 2fm (1+m)+F
	 (4)
Substituting (4) in (1)
(i-f
= 5.6 log (2 fm (f	 m) + F) + 4.4 (5)
T
+
m
= 5.6 log	
C
2 (1 + m) + F'/fm	+ 4.4 (6)
L
Substituting (4? and (6) in (3), Lhe output SNR at threshold is
S _ 9.9+20 log m+15.6log(1+m+F/2f
	 ) (7)Nk-)  T M.
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Note that by definition Speak 	 Srms Then the peak- signal-to- rms noise ratio at
the output, for thresholds is
S
P) T = 12.9 + 20 log m + 15.6 log (1+m+ F/2fm )	 (8)
Equation 8 is solved for values of m with a value of F of S.6 kHz and fm of 2.7 kHz
for the mission study. Table 1 shows the results and includes a value of the
Bif/fm ratio used in Skinner's derivation of the threshold:
or
	BifAm = 2(1+m+ F /2fm) =5 . 2+2-.n	 (9)
It is read from Figure 1 which is based on this same BifAm variable. Figure 1
was derived by reading Skinner 's curve for those input C/Nif threshold values cor-
responding to a decrease of one dB below the linear relation above threshold. The
one dB reference corresponds to practical equipment performance specifications.
REFERENCES - SKINNER'S ANALYSIS FOR 1dB DROP FROM LINEAR PERFORMANCE.
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SP/N - OUTPUT SIGNAL PEAK
RMS NOISE fm BASEBAND ilO).
INPUT CARRIER RMS
/	 C/N^m - RMS NOISE IN AM OW.
AM OW - 2 fm
0	 ,5	 1.0	 1.5	 2.0	 2.5
MODULATION INDEX, m
Figure 1. Lim/Disc. Performance with 8:6 KHz Total System Spurious
Channel Location and 2 .7 KHz Baseband Signal
20
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Because the typical F.M performance is shown as:
3 m2 \Cn'
then compared to equation (3), in dB
B.
	( -.Xam) T 1G log 2f 
f	
ti
m	 if T (dB)
Using (6) for (C/N if) To equation (11) becomes
C )Nam 	 = 6+-15.6 log I l+m+ F/2fm JT
This is also included in Table 1.
TAB LE 1
11 S IN (dB) * (C/N	 )T
.25 8 12.3
I
.5 14.1 13.7
1.0 21.1 14.8
1.5 25.5 15.6
2.0 29.5 16.4
*Peak Signal-to-rms noise ratio at output for threshold condition.
(10)
(11)
(12)
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kppendix ;3.7.2.3-A
1'Y'I,SI-:OST'CfON MODULATION ANALYSIS
In pulse position modul ation (PPM), Schwartz et al( 1) develop the SNR with the vari-
ables defined as:
For PPM baseband si ;na:l,
T = halfwidth of raised cosine pulse
X = peals position modulation (f)
A - pul se peals
fh _ 1/T (1)
Then the mean-square value of the PPM waveform is:
3 A2P	 _
s	 8 A f (2)
when the waveform is
Q(t) = 2 (1 + cos r fbt) . (3)
The SNR is derived to be: (Schwartz et al, eqn. 6-2-24)
2	 X2 A2 fS 
(4)N	 16 W0
where
W0 = noise spectral density.
This equation can be changed into the more familiar form where X is replaced by a
frequency variable. X may be related to fm, the highest frequency of the modulating
signal.
'- 'M. Schwartz, W. Bennett, S. Stein, Communication Systems and Techniques,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966.
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This relation is derived by Schwartz (2) on the basis of the minimum Nyquist sampling
interval of 1/2fm, and the maximum allowable modulation time of *1 /2 of this
sampling time. This then determines the maximum value of,
A = 1/4fm 	(5)
Then (4) becomes
S _ 2 f b A2 (6a)
N	 (4f
m
)2 16Wo 	.
T 2	 f 	 A2
162 f 2	 W 
(6b)
M
W 2	 f162 f 2	 fb Wo (6c)
b2	A2 
M
^2	 f b 2
	 A2
162 	f m
	 N 
Eq. (7) shows the output SNR, SIN, in terms of the ratio of the peak power A 2 to the
Noise, Nb, in the bandwidth, fb, of the video pulse. In a gated RF waveform for the
Q(t) function, the bandwidth 2fb applies and a pulse amplitude A is detected with an
equal level RF peak amplitude Ac with amean-square power C of Ac 2 /2 so eq. (7)
applies at RF as
2	 f	
2	 n
S _ 27rb	 C
N 162	 fm	 Nb	 (8)
or
2
f	 -°
3 = 0.077 b	 C	 (9)N	
m	
Nb
(2)M. Schwartz, Information Transmission Modulation and Noise. McGraw-Hill, p. 315.
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a.
fi
and the mean-square pmvei • of the RF pulse for the corresponding video pulse pourer
by eqn. (2) becomes
P	
3 P
c 	 3 f
III C	 10
sc	 4 X f1i	 fh	 ( )
It is instructive to coin pare PPM performance with that of FM. Eqn. (6b) could be
referenced to a SNR hi the equivalent bandwidth of AM modulation, as is good common
practice, instead of in the IF bandwidth, fb , and the noise, Nb, as shown in eqn. ((ic)
and (7). Then
S	 2 r2	 f h	 A2	 (11)
N 16 2
	f m	 2 f m V10
	
= 2 r2
	f 1)
	 A2	 (12)
	
162	f m	 N 41
Then the same arguments used to derive eqn. (9) determines
f`
PPM:	 N = 0.154fb	 N	 (13)
nI
	 am
This compares with FM, using the popular expression of
FM.-
	 N = 3 M2 N	 (14)
am
where
M = A F/fm
 = peak deviation/fm	(15)
and for M > 4 9 A F = fb/2, so	 (16)
I'
S _ 3 fb 
2	
C	 17N 4 f
	 N	 ( )
m	 am
t
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PPM Detection Threshold - Equation (7) is the baseband expression for the SNR equa-
tion which directly refers to the threshold limitation, A 2 /Nb. From Black (1), for a
PPNZ signal disturbed by noise at baseband and with a pulse occurrence defined as
present when exceeding a level of Ac/2 9 the peak amplitude squared Ac 2 to the noise
power in the baseband Nb must be about 18 dB to meet detection threshold conditions.
This is 3 dB greater than the mean square power of a carrier cycle whic' is required
of the output amplifier. Thus the maximum mean square received power to received
noise ratio required will be 15 dB to meet threshold requirements. Note that the mean
pcwer defined by equation 2 is that for the pulse averaged over a sampling period X.
The average power in the pulse is 3A2 /8 from equation 2 by averaging over r instead
of X, or 5.75 dB below the peak value of A2 , but the output amplifier device will need
to deliver an A2 /2 power level.
The 18 dB peak video signal to rms noise ratio and the pulse occurrence detection
level of 6 dB below A for an A/2 level means peak to rms ratios of 12 dB will cause
random video pulses to occur due to noise peaks. This 12 dB increase above its rms
level will occur less than 0.01 percent of the time and will thus be essentially just the
start of threshold conditions. For moderate quality of voice channels of 24 dB, this
actual threshold may be associated with a probability of about 0.6% that the detector
slicing level is exceeded by noise, which corresponds to a 9 dB peak/rms noise ratio.
Thus the 15 dB ratio derived above will be reduced to 12 dB for the carrier power/
noise power ratio of the video pulse.
if
(1) H. S. Black, Modulation Theory, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. , 1953E
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Appendix 3.1-A
USER EQUIPMENT PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS
1. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND NAVIGATION USER EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Air Traffic Control User Equipment Specifications - The functions of this equipment
are:
(a) Acquire a CW signal that is transmitted from one of the navigation/traffic
control satellites.
(b) Demodulate and decode user address and command signals.
(c) Transmit a stable phase modulated carrier.
(d) Turn around and retransmit ranging signal.
(e) Modulate transmitted signal with identification code and on board data.
The sequence of operation of this equipment is as follows:
f 1. The user equipment is activated and phase-locks to the received signal at the}	 beginning of flight.
2. The user equipment continuously demodulates the received carrier (carrier
is phase modulated by two ranging tones) and decodes the address and com-
mand signals that are bi-phase modulated onto the lowest frequency range-tone.
3. Upon reception of the proper address signal, the user equipment's transmitter
is activated.
4. Identity and aircraft altitude data are encoded and transmitted. Transmission
of this data is effected via the bi-phase modulation of the lowest frequency
range tone which is momentarily used as a data subcarrier.
5. Upon completion of the data transmission, the demodulated range tones are
phase modulated on to the transmitted carrier for a short period of time
which is determined by an internal clock.
6. Upon completion of the range tone transmission, the user's transmitter is
deactivated and the clock is recycled.
The following performance specifications are recommended for the air traffic control
user equipment.
Receiver Frequency	 To be designated in the 1540 MHz to 1660
MHz frequency band.
Receiver Noise Figure	 3 dB maximum.
Nr
Receiver Bandwidth
	 200 kHz nominal.
Receiver Threshold
	 -135 dBm.
Frequency Search Range ±10 kHz minimum about designated
receiver frequency.
Carrier Acquisition Time 10 second maximum.
"Transmitter Frequency To be designated in the 1540 MHz to 1660
MHz frequency band.	 The difference be-
tween the transmitter frequency and the
receiver frequency will be at least 40 MHz.
Transmitter Frequency Accuracy ±0.001%.
Transmitter Power 20 Watts minimum int6 a VSWR of up to
1.5 at any phase.
Range Tone Frequency The Range Tone Frequencies will be 500 Hz
±.0001% and 8 kHz ±.0001%.
Range Tone Modulation Index The received range tone modulation indices
will be 1.4 (Coarse) and 0.65 (Fine).
Upon the receipt of a command, the user
equipment will retransmit these range tones
at indices that are within ±20% of the re-
ceived indices.
Range Tone Phase Errors The phase of the user equipment's retrans-
mitted tones shall be within ±3 0 (bias value)
of the received tones.
Data Transmission Data will be transmitted to and from the
user via a ±90° phase shift keying of the
	 {
500 Hz range tone.
Data Rate The data rate will be 100 bits/sec.
Word Length 10 bits.
Power Consumption The power consumption shall not exceed 40 f
watts when the transmitter is not active
and 150 watts when the transmitter is active.
Word Error Rate The word error rate associated with the
user shall not exceed one word in 10, 000
messages.
1
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Navigation User Equipment Specifications The functions of this equipment in air-
borne applications are:
(1) Acquire signals from two navigation/traffic control satellites.
(2) ilMeasure the time difference between the arrival of satellite signals and an
l	 internal clock signal.
(3) Demodulate, decode and store satellite ephemerides data that is modulated
on to one of the received signals from the satellite.
(4) Accept altitude information from an onboard altimeter.
f
	 (5) Compute the user's position based on the known satellite positions, the time
'	 delays (ranges) between the user and the satellites and the user's altitude.
The marine user navigation equipment can be simplified due to the relatively low
velocity of marine vessels relative to aircraft. Thus the marine user's navigation
equipment can differ from the aircraft user's navigation equipment as follows:
• The marine user can utilize a single receiver channel and time shares this
channel between the two satellite signals.
•	 Altitude data is not required.
• Position computations can be made by hand, utilizing charts and tables, thus
a computer is not essential.
• Satellite ephemerides data can also be incorporated into the tables so that a
satellite to user data link is not essential.
The following performance specifications are recommended for the airborne user's
navigation equipment:
Receiver Frequencies
Receiver Frequency Separation
gceiver Noise Figure
Rece,`.ver Threshold
Fregv.ency Search Range
To be designated in the 1540 MHz to 1660
MHz frequency band.
1 MHz nominal.
5 dB maximum.
-135 dBM
4:10 KHz minimum about designated center
frequencies.
10 seconds maximum.
500 Hz and 8 KHz will modulate onto each
received carrier.
:L2 parts in 1013 RMS error in received
signal.
I	 Acquisition Time
Range Tone FrequencyC	 Range Tone Frequency Accuracy
I
t
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Range Tone Modulation Index 	 The received range tone modulation indices
will be 1 . 4 (Coarse) and 0.65 ( Fine).
User Equipment Clock Frequency
	 The user 's clock shall be capable of being
Accuracy
	 set to an accuracy of one part in 1011.
The systematic drift shall not exceed a
rate of one part in 1010 per 8 hours,
Rangc Bias Errors
	 Bias errors associated with the user's
processing of the range tone shall not ex-
ceed 1000 feet.
Power Consumption
	 The power consumption of the user equipment
shall not exceed 150 watts.
The following specifications are recommended for the marine user's navigation
equipment:
Receiver Frequency
Acquisition Time
Sampling Rate
Range Tone Frequency
Range Tone Frequency Accuracy
Range Tone Modulation Index
Power Consumption
To be designated in the 1540 MHz to 1660
MHz frequency range.
1 MHz nominal.
5 dB.
f5 KHz minimum about designated center
frequencies.
The acquisition time shall not exceed one
second.
The user equipment shall alternately switch
between the signals from the two navigation
traffic control satellites. The sampling
period shall be three seconds nominal.
500 Hz and 8 KHz will be phase modulated
onto each of the received carriers.
f2 parts on 1013
 RMS error in the received
signals.
The received range tone modulation indices
will be 1.4 (Coarse) and 0.65 ( Fine).
The user's clock frequency shall be capable
of being set to an accuracy of 5 parts in 1012.
Bias errors associated with the user's
processing of the received range tones
shall not exceed 1000 feet.
The power consumption of the user equip-
ment shall not exceed 125 watts.
Receiver Frequency Separation
Receiver Noise Figure
Frequency Search Range
User Equipment Clock Frequency
Accuracy
Range Bias Error
^1
3. VOICE COM:IIUNICATIONS USER EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
This section provides sumnlary specifications for aviation and marine VHF Voice
Communications transceivers and for an L-Band Voice Communications transceiver.
These specifications nlay be used as a supplement to ARINC project paper No. 546A
Draft Nc, ,. 2 dated October 13, 1967 for the development of aircraft to satellite Voice
Communications transceivers.
Airborne VHF Communications Transceivers - The following specifications are
recommended:
I
	
	
Receiver Frequency Band
Transmitter Frequenc y- Band
Number of Channels
Type of 1lodulation
Baseband
Peal: Frequency Deviation
Frequency Stability
}
	
	 Channel Separation
Receiver Noise Figure
Receiver IF Bandwidth
Type of IF Amplifier
Type of Receiver Demodulator
Demodulator Loop Noise Band-
width (2 BL)
Loop Phase Margin
Squelch Detector
Receiver Threshold
Transmitter Power
Transmitter Pre-emphasis
Transmitter AGC Range
Nominal Clipping Level
120 MHz to 125 MHz
130 MHz to 135 MHz
Four
FM
300 Hz to 2.25 KHz
5 KHz
0.001%
25 KHz Minimum
3 dB Maximum
25 KHz Nominal
Limiting
Phase-lock Frequency Demodulator
18 KHz ±10%
40 0
 Minimum
Coherent Phase Lock Detector
-116 dBm
150 Watts Nominal
6 dB/octave for baseband frequencies
above 800 Hz.
20 dB
Adjustable from 0 dB to 12 dB
A-33
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Marine VHF Communications Transceiver - The following specifications are
recommended:
Receiver Frequency Band 	 156 MHz to 157 MHz
Transmitter Frequency Band	 160 MHz to 162 MHz
Number of Channels 	 Four
Type of Modulation	 FM
Baseband	 300 Hz to 2.25 KHz
Peak Frequency Deviation	 5 KHz
Frequency Stability 	 10.001%
Channel Separation	 25 KHz Minimum
Receiver Noise Figure 	 3 dB Maximum
Receiver IF Bandwidth	 25 KHz Nominal
Type of IF Amplifier	 Limiting
Type of Receiver Demodulator 	 Phase- lock Frequency Demodulator
Demodulator Loop Noise Bandwidth 18 KHz f10°Ic
Loop Phase Margin	 40° Minimum
Squelch Detector	 Coherent Phase-lock Detector
Receiver Threshold	 -116 dBm
Transmitter Power	 20 Watts Nominal
Transmitter Pre-emphasis 	 6 dB/octave above 800 Hz.
Transmitter AGC Range	 20 dB
Nominal Clipping Level
	
Adjustable from 0 dB to 12 dB.
Airborne L-Band Communications Transceiver - The following specifications are
recommended:
Transmit and Receiver Frequency
	
To be selected in the 1540 MHz to 1660
Band	 MHz Frequency Band
Number of Channels
Type of Modulation
Baseband
Peak Frequency Deviation
Frequency Stability
Six
Frequency Modulation
300 Hz to 2.25 KHz
5 KHz,
+0.0003%
y^
Channel Separation 50 KHz
Receiver Noise Figure 3 dB
Receiver IF Bandwidth 40 KHz Nominal
Type of IF Amplifier Limiting
Type of Receiver Demodulator Phase-lock frequency demodulator
Demodulator Loop Noise Bandwidth 18 KHz f10'/"e
Loop Phase Margin 40' Minimum
Squelch Detector Coherent Phase-lock Detector
Receiver Threshold -116 dBm
Receiver De-emphasis 6 dB/octave for baseband frequencies
above 800 Hz.
Communications Transmitter
Transmitter Power 40 Watts
Transmitter AGC Range 20 dB
i
Transmitter Pre-emphasis 6 dB/octave for baseband frequencies
above 800 Hz
Nominal Transmitter Clipping Level 12 dB
Pilot Transmitter
Transmitter Power 20 Watts
Transmitter Frequency 50 KHz below Communications Transmitter
Frequency
Marine L-Band Communications Transceiver Specifications - The specifications for
the Marine L-Band Communication transceiver equipment are identical to the aviation
user equipments with the following exceptions.
The required transmitter power may be reduced through the use of a 10 dB gain an-
tenna; a transmitter power of 4 watts is recommended for the Voice Transmitter and
2 watts for the Pilot Transmitter. In addition, the precise channel frequencies, which
i
	
remain to be defined, will differ from the aviation channel frequencies to avoid conflicts.
l:
I
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Appendix 6.7-A
ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY
We will follow the methodology of Holzer ( 1) in determining the total atmospheric attenu-
alion Aa as a function of frequency f, elevation angle 0, ray path r, and temperature-
,	 climate effects. Holzer breaks the total atmospheric attenuation Aa into three
components, that due to the oxygen and water vapor (i.e., gas) Ag, that due to clouds
and fog Ac, and that due to precipitation (rain) Ap.
We look at each component as a function of frequency, and assume that the upper
frequency limit has been reached when Aa = 2 dB.
I. Attenuation Due to Oxygen and Water Vapor, Ag
Ag = A1	 A2(ri) A3(8)
where:
Ag, A 1 (f), A2 (r), A3(0) are in dB
f = the frequency (in GHz)
r1 = the ray path (in Km)
9 = the elevation angle
A 1 (f) = 1.4 + 0.09 f - 1.6 exp (-2.1 f)
A 2 (r 1) = 1 - exp (-0.0054 r)
A 3 (0) = exp (-10 9 )
ri = 20/sin 0, where 20 km is the maximum altitude for significant gaseous
absorption
Let	 9 _ 16°C the minimum elevation angle (C. C. to satellite)
The values of A 1	 2 1
	 3(f), A (r ), A (0), and Ag are shown in Table 1.
(1) W. Holzer, "Atmospheric Attenuation in Satellite Communications," The Microwave
Journal, March 1965, pp 119-125.
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TABLE 1. GAS ATTENUATION Ag
Freq. (GHz) Al (f) (dB) A2 (r) (dB) A3 (9) (dB) Ag (dB)
4 1.76 0.32 0.061 0.03
5 1.85 0.04
6 1.94 0.04
7 2.03 1 0.04
8 2.21 0.04
II. Attenuation Due to Clouds and Fog, Ac
Ac = K Pr 2  (in dB)
where
K = attenuation coefficient (dB/Xm/gm/M3)
A = the liquid water content
r2 = 6/sin 69,  where 6 is the vertical clued thickness in Km.
The resulting Ac with the frequency dependent parameters are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. CLOUD AND FOG ATTENUATION, Ac
Freq. (GHz)
	 K P * (gm/m) Ac (dB)
4	 0.030 0.3 0.20
5	 0.040 0.3 0.26
6	 0.050 0.3 0.33
7	 0.060 0.3 0.39
8	 0.066 0.3 0.43
III. Attenuation Due to Precipitation (Rain), Ap
Ap = q p r3 (in dB)
where:
q is a function of tempers ture (21 , wavelength, and rainfall rate (d$/Km/mm/hr)
p is the rainfall rate (in mm/hr) assumed to be 12 mmAr.
2. Op Cit. See Figure 2.
*Assumed to be at Washington, D. C.
}
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r 3
 E/8
where
E =,41.4-23.5  log,p
The resulting Ap, with the pertinent parameters are shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3. PRECIPITATION (RAIN) ATTENUATION, Ap
Freq. (GHz) q p (mm/hr.) r Ap (dB)
4 0.0009 12 16.04 0.18
5 0.0027 12 16.04 0.52
6 0.005 12 16.04 0.96
7 0.008 12 16.04 1.54
8 0.012 12 16.04 2.34
IV. The Total Atmosphei l ic Attenuation Aa
This attenuation is the sum of Ag, Ac, and Ap and is shown in Table 4 as a function of
frequency.
TABLE 4. ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION, Aa
Freq. (GHz) A 	 (dB) Ac (dB) Ap (dB) Aa (dB)
4 0.03 0.20 0.18 0.41
5 0.04 0.26 0.52 0.82
6 0.04 0.33 0.96 1.33
7 0.04 0.39 1.54 1.97
8 0.05 0.43 2.34 2.82
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